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         Ne revādur ki bir bölük Etrāk  

  Hind’e varmış gibi ticāret ide,  

  Ya‘nī kim re ’s-i māl-i cüz’īden  

  Nef ‘-i küllī bulub riyāset ide?     

    Is it right that a bunch of  Turkish bumpkins 

 Should engage in commerce as if gone to India? 

 Th at from a very small capital 

 Th ey should make huge gains and become exalted persons?     

   —mustafa  l i ,  Counsel for Sultans  (1581)      
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    S
ome years ago, shortly after graduating from my PhD program, I presented my 

mother with a copy of my dissertation. In retrospect, this was probably a cruel 

thing to do. But she dutifully spent several hours slogging through its pages, until 

fi nally, after closing the back cover and looking up with an encouraging smile, she 

said, “Well, the acknowledgments are defi nitely my favorite part!” 

 For the record, it is my sincere hope that most readers of the present work will 

not be of the same opinion. Still, I have to admit the wisdom in Mom’s words, for 

there are few parts of the writing process quite so gratifying as the chance to 

acknowledge the long list of debts accumulated over many years of hard work. 

 So let me begin by thanking someone who is sadly no longer with us: the late and 

much lamented Şinasi Tekin, who lived just long enough to see me safely exit the 

hallowed halls of Harvard University with diploma in hand. Since then, in my vainer 

moments, I have sometimes imagined that the experience of sharing with me some 

of his vast knowledge of the Ottoman Turkish language was exactly how Şinasi Bey 

had hoped to spend his golden years—although my generally appalling performance 

in his classes suggests rather the opposite view. In any case, I am certain that had it 

not been for his limitless patience, wisdom, and good humor, the book before you 

would quite simply have never been completed. 

 Similarly, a special and all-too-rarely acknowledged debt of gratitude is owed to 

my academic advisor, Cemal Kafadar, who more than a decade ago dragged me, 

kicking and screaming like a beardless  devshirme  recruit, into the strange and terri-

fying world of Ottoman history. It is only recently, having survived the ordeal, grad-

uated from the palace school, and gained a comfortable appointment for myself in 

the provinces, that I am fi nally in a position to appreciate my time spent with him. 

 Many other individuals have contributed to my research in ways they may not even 

realize. Salih Özbaran, through his many pioneering books and articles on the history 

of Ottoman-Portuguese relations, has been a continual source of inspiration through-

    ac know ledgment s   
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  out my work, although we met in person on only one brief occasion. In a more hands-

on fashion, Gary Shaw and Bruce Masters of Wesleyan University, Wheeler Th ackston 

and James Hankins of Harvard, and Hakan Karateke, now of the University of 

Chicago, have all been mentors to me and, throughout the years, tireless advocates. 

 My colleagues from graduate school, especially Selim Kuru, Dimitri Kastritsis, 

Aaron Shakow, Ilham Khuri-Makdisi, Aslı Niyazioğlu, Erdem Çıpa, Bruce Fudge, 

T. J. Fitzgerald, Rachel Goshgarian, Emine Fetvacı, and Nicolas Trépanier, all served 

as constant intellectual companions and occasional dance partners (or, in some cases, 

the reverse) during my most formative years of work on this project. Naghmeh 

Sohrabi, another member of this group, gets a special line of acknowledgment all 

her own, since on a previous occasion she failed to receive one and made me pay 

dearly for the omission. Also included in this category, in an ex offi  cio capacity, is my 

longtime friend Chris Woods, despite (or perhaps because of ) the laudable suspi-

cion with which he generally views academic life. 

 During my time in the fi eld as a research fellow in Istanbul, I was equally fortu-

nate to benefi t from the guidance of many selfl ess archivists and librarians, particu-

larly Ahmed Kılıç of the Başbakanlık State Archives, Gülendam Nakipoğlu and 

Zeynep Çelik of Topkapı Palace Library, Ülkü Altındağ of the Topkapı Palace 

Archives, and Havva Koç at the Istanbul Archaeology Museum, as well as the entire 

staff  of Süleymaniye Library. In addition, Tony Greenwood of the American 

Research Institute in Turkey provided both hospitality and timely institutional 

 support on more than one occasion; Mahmut Ak of Istanbul University kindly 

shared his expert knowledge of Ottoman geography; and Tarig Noor, now of the 

University of Khartoum, proved endlessly patient in helping me confront the hor-

rors of  mühimme  paleography. Meanwhile, Louis Fishman was my perpetual partner 

in crime, both at the archives and in many of Istanbul’s less reputable nocturnal 

establishments, as was Pino Cossuto. Steve Bryant and Joseph Logan were also 

 regulars at the nocturnal establishments, although during the daytime, our paths 

tended to diverge. For similar reasons, I would also like to express my appreciation and 

deep aff ection for all Istanbul-based members of both the Çıpa and Griffi  n families. 

 During my much briefer stay in Portugal, the staff s of the Biblioteca Nacional, 

the Torre do Tombo Archives, and the Lisbon Fulbright Offi  ce were all extraordi-

narily helpful. An enormous debt of gratitude is also owed to Jorge Flores, Isabel 

Miranda, Andre Cuckov, and Sarah Watson. 

 Since arriving at the University of Minnesota in 2005, I have been blessed to fi nd 

myself in the most supportive environment a young scholar could hope for. I am 

particularly grateful to Carol Hakim, Michael Lower, Carla Rahn Phillips, Jim 

Tracy, M. J. Maynes, Eric Weitz, Marguerite Ragnow, and Bali Sahota. Th e University 

of Minnesota also provided me with generous institutional support, including a 

McKnight Summer Research Fellowship in 2006, a single-semester leave in the fall 

of 2007, a Grant-in-Aid for Faculty Research from fall 2007 to spring 2009, and a 

fellowship at the Minnesota Institute for Advanced Study in the fall of 2008. 
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   An embarrassing number of other institutions, both private and public, also con-

tributed generous fi nancial support for my research. Th ese include Harvard’s 

Weatherhead Center for International Aff airs, the Social Science Research Council, 

the American Research Institute in Turkey, the Fulbright-Hayes fellowship pro-

gram, the Institute for Turkish Studies, the National Endowment for the Humanities, 

and the Koç Research Center for Anatolian Civilizations. 

 Esteemed colleagues at several outside institutions were kind enough to read 

drafts of various versions of this manuscript and to provide me with invaluable feed-

back. Th ese include Sanjay Subrahmanyam, Walter Andrews, Daniel Headrick, Alex 

Snell, Hardy Griffi  n, and two anonymous readers from Oxford University Press. In 

addition, Rebecca Moss, Scott Lesh, and Felipe Rojas helped me prepare the illus-

trations that appear in this book, and my research assistant John Wing (now Prof. 

Wing of the College of Staten Island) prepared the maps. I am equally grateful to 

my editor Susan Ferber, for all of her wise advice and attention to detail. All remain-

ing errors in the text, of which I am sure there are too many to count, are naturally 

mine alone. 

 Before concluding, I must also say a word about my dizzyingly complicated fam-

ily, whose convoluted and mercurial organization has played no small part in inform-

ing my understanding of sixteenth-century Ottoman court politics. Yet through it 

all, each of its individual members has displayed unfailing confi dence in me, even 

when I had none in myself, and loved me always, as I love all of them. In this sense, 

no matter how dispersed across the globe or divided into rival households they may 

fi nd themselves in the future, for me they will always be united between the pages of 

this book. 

 Finally, I would like to thank Sinem Arcak for things too numerous and too per-

sonal to enumerate here. But most of all, I thank her for making Minnesota, quite 

contrary to all conventional wisdom, the warmest home I have ever had.   
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    O
ne of the most daunting obstacles to studying the history of Ottoman over-

seas exploration is the scarcity of the kind of relevant and easily accessible 

sources that inform more traditional studies of Ottoman political history during the 

early modern period. For a number of reasons discussed in more detail in the follow-

ing pages, most contemporary Ottoman chronicles and narrative histories pay very 

little attention to events in the Indian Ocean, focusing instead on developments in 

the imperial capital and the core areas of the empire in the Balkans and in Asia 

Minor. While there are, to be sure, some notable exceptions to this trend, in general 

the historian is forced to look elsewhere for sources with enough information to 

allow a satisfactory reconstruction of events. 

 One important alternative is provided by Ottoman archival documents. Th ese are 

very rich for the second half of the sixteenth century, and in this book, I have made 

particularly heavy use of the  Mühimme Defterleri  collection of the Başbakanlık State 

Archives in Istanbul. Th ese “Registers of Important Aff airs” are essentially day-to-

day, verbatim records of the sultans’ outgoing correspondence with their own pro-

vincial offi  cials, as well as with visiting dignitaries from abroad and with foreign 

heads of state. Most remain unpublished, but they are well catalogued and relatively 

complete from the mid-1560s, and even before this date, they survive in fragmentary 

form. 

 When available, I have also made generous use of the sultan’s incoming corre-

spondence, although regrettably, this is a body of evidence that survives in a much 

more haphazard state of conservation than the outgoing correspondence preserved 

in the  mühimme  registers. Of the documents still extant, some are housed in the 

archives of Istanbul’s Topkapı Palace Museum; others, especially the sultans’ episto-

lary exchanges with foreign leaders, are preserved in bound volumes of hand-copied 

letters known as  münşe’ātnāmes , today scattered in a number of diff erent manuscript 

collections. 

    a  not e  on  so urce s   
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   Alongside these archival documents, another important body of evidence for this 

study is a group of Turkish-language works that until now have been underutilized 

as historical sources: cosmographies, geographies, maps, travel narratives, and other 

original examples of sixteenth-century Ottoman discovery literature. While these 

often contain very little in the way of information about specifi c dates or events, 

they prove extremely useful for reconstructing the worldview that Ottoman leaders 

used as they devised a blueprint for imperial expansion. And since these works and 

their authors actively shaped this Ottoman worldview as much as they refl ected it, 

in my narrative they also appear as protagonists of the story in their own right. 

 In addition, I have relied heavily on a number of texts in languages other than 

Ottoman Turkish, at least to the extent that my own linguistic capabilities have 

made possible. Of these, perhaps the most important are several copious, multivol-

ume published collections of administrative, ecclesiastical, and diplomatic corre-

spondence from the Portuguese  Estado da Índia . Th ese have been supplemented by 

the works of contemporary Portuguese chroniclers (of which the multivolume 

 Décadas  of Diogo do Couto have proven especially valuable), by unpublished docu-

ments from the Torre do Tombo Archives in Lisbon, and by a variety of other 

Western sources, ranging from Venetian and French consular reports to narratives 

of travel by European visitors to both the Ottoman Empire and the Indian Ocean. 

 Finally, the signifi cance of contemporary sources in Arabic and Persian should by 

no means be discounted, although my woefully inadequate knowledge of these lan-

guages has led me to make unabashed use of modern translations whenever possible. 

I have also used English editions of Ottoman Turkish sources in a few cases when 

they are available. All other translations are my own, with the original text in most 

instances appearing in the footnotes. In a few places, I have made translations from 

French translations of Arabic sources rather than from the original, which is also 

indicated in the notes. 

    the transcription system employed in this book   

 Th e transcription of Ottoman Turkish into the Latin alphabet is a perpetual prob-

lem for historians. No system is entirely satisfactory, and the one I have chosen is, 

I fear, even less so than most. For the sake of legibility, I have elected not to fully 

transcribe Ottoman Turkish proper names, instead writing them in their closest 

approximation to modern American English spelling. Against many people’s better 

judgment, I have also decided not to use any characters from the Modern Turkish 

alphabet to clarify pronunciation, since for non-Turkish speakers, these tend to make 

things more confusing, rather than less so. Th e only exception has been made for the 

Turkish “ğ” or “soft g,” a silent letter with no real English equivalent or even approxi-

mation. As for place-names, in similarly unsystematic fashion I have used the most 

common English spelling, or in the few cases where none exists, its closest equiva-

lent according to standard English pronunciation. 
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   By contrast, titles of works in Ottoman Turkish and extended citations of Ottoman 

Turkish text (appearing mostly in the footnotes) I have rendered in full translitera-

tion. Th e system employed is the following: ا - ā, ب - b, ت - t, ث - s̱, پ - p, ج - c, ح - ḥ, 
t - ط ,ż - ض ,ṣ - ص ,ş - ش ,s - س ,j - ژ ,z - ز ,r - ر ,ẕ - ذ ,d - د ,ç - چ ,ẖ - خ  ,‘ - ع ,ẓ - ظ ,̣

 ’ - ء ,y or ī - ي ,v or ū - و ,h - ه ,n - ن ,m - م ,l - ل ,k or ñ - ك ,ḳ - ق ,f - ف ,ġ - غ

 Short vowels are rendered using the modern Turkish alphabet: a, e, ı, i, o, ö, u, ü.  

    l ist of abbreviations   

        a.n.t.t.    Lisbon, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo.  

     apo    Rivara, J. H. da Cunha, ed.,  Archivo Portuguez-Oriental . 6 vols. in 10 parts. Nova Goa: 

Imprensa Nacional: 1857–1877.  

     calendar of state papers    Public Records Offi  ce.  Calendar of State Papers and Manuscripts 

Relating to English Aff airs Existing in the Archives and Collections of Venice . 38 vols. Great Britain: 

Public Records Offi  ce, 1939–1947.  

     cartas    João de Castro,  Cartas de D. João de Castro . Edited by Elaine Sanceau. Lisbon: Agencia 

Geral do Ultramar, 1955.  

     cdp     Corpo Diplomatico Portuguez . 15 vols. Paris: J. P. Aillaud, 1846.  

     da    Couto, Dogo do.  Da Ásia . Lisbon, 1777. [vols. 10–24 of 24 volume  Da Ásia de João de Barros e de 

Diogo do Couto .] Note: Because Couto’s text is a multivolume work that exists in numerous vari-

ant manuscript versions and in many partial published editions, I have chosen not to give cita-

tions by volume and page number, as these vary widely between versions. Instead, citations 

appear according to the internal organization of the work by  década , book, and chapter.  

     documenta indica    Joseph Wicki, ed.  Documenta Indica . 11 vols. Roma: Institutum Historicum 

Societatis Iesu, 1948–1994.  

     dp    Rego, António da Silva, ed.  Documentação para a história das missões do Padroado Português do 

Oriente . 12 vols. Lisbon: Ministério das Colónias, 1948–.  

     dup     Documentação Ultramarina Portuguesa , Lisboa: Centro de Estudos Históricos Ultramarinos 

da Junta de Investigação do Ultramar, 1960–1973.  

     ei       Th e Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition . 1954–.  

     fs    Faria e Sousa, Manuel de.  Ásia Portuguesa . Translated by Isabel Ferreira do Amaral Pereira de 

Matos, 6 vols. Porto, 1956.  

     gavetas     As Gavetas da Torre do Tombo . 8 vols. Lisbon: Centro de Estudos Históricos 

Ultramarinos, 1960–1977. Note: Citations here appear according to the original classifi cation by 

 gaveta , fi le, and document, rather than the volume and page numbers of the published version.  

     md    Istanbul, Başbakanlık Devlet Arşivi,  Mühimme Defterleri  [Prime Ministry’s State Archives, 

 Registers of Important Aff airs ].  

     pm    Rego, A. da Silva and T.W. Baxter, eds.  Documentos sobre os portugueses em Moçambique e na 

Africa central, 1497–1840 . 9 vols. Lisbon: Centro de Estudos Storicos Ultramarinos, 1962–1989.  

     são lourenço    Sanceau, Elaine, ed.  Collecção de São Lourenço . 3 vols. Lisboa: Centro de Estudos 

Históricos Ultramarinos da Junta de Investigação do Ultramar, 1973–.  

     t.s.m.a.    Istanbul, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Arşivi [Th e Archive of the Topkapı Palace Museum].  

     t.s.m.k.    Istanbul, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Kütüphanesi [Th e Library of the Topkapı Palace 

Museum].                      
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  an  empir e  of  t he  mind   

          Introduction  

   I
magine, just for a moment, that the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror 

never captured the city of Constantinople. Instead, suppose that Emperor 

Constantine Palaeologos and the ragtag remnants of his Byzantine army managed, 

against all odds, not only to save their capital on that fateful Tuesday in 1453 but also, 

during the following decades, to reoccupy all of the lands in the Balkans and Anatolia 

that had once constituted the core of their empire. 

 Now imagine that the dawn of the sixteenth century witnessed an even more 

startling rise in this empire’s fortunes, as victorious Byzantine legions marched 

ever further, conquering provinces like Syria and Egypt that had been lost to 

them for centuries and, later, spreading into such distant and unfamiliar lands as 

Yemen, the Sudan, and the Horn of Africa. Th en, from these advanced bases, 

imagine that Byzantine fl eets began to conduct patrols of the Indian Ocean, 

to organize massive expeditions against enemy strongholds in Hormuz and 

Gujarat, and to send crack military teams to support their allies in places as remote 

from one another and from the imperial capital as Indonesia and the Swahili 

Coast. 

 Naturally, such prodigious military expansion would be accompanied by equally 

impressive advances in other fi elds. Th us, picture a Byzantine treasury that began to 

use the spice trade to move beyond its traditional reliance on agriculture, dispatch-

ing commercial agents to the markets of India and Sumatra and organizing regular 

convoys of state-owned ships to bring pepper and cloves to the spice bazaars 

of Egypt. Meanwhile, back in Constantinople, imagine the growth of a new group 
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of Byzantine intellectuals who, inspired by these far-fl ung successes and bankrolled 

by the city’s burgeoning imperial elites, began to cultivate an interest in the rapidly 

developing sciences of cartography and geography. In short, imagine a sixteenth-

century Byzantine Age of Exploration. 

 If such a Byzantine state had actually existed, how might scholars in our own day 

characterize its growth? Here, as historians, we are now on slightly fi rmer ground. 

For although our imaginary Byzantine state was never to be, there is a substantial 

body of real-world scholarship that examines the delicate connection between late 

Byzantine intellectual life (during a period sometimes known as the Palaeologan 

Renaissance) and the development of Renaissance humanism in the West.     

 Judging from the direction taken by such works, it seems clear that a comparison 

between the accomplishments of our sixteenth-century Byzantine explorers and 

those of their contemporaries from Western Europe would be an obvious one, pro-

viding inspiration for an endless series of scholarly questions about their relative 

similarities and diff erences. “Why were the Byzantines so uninterested in the New 

World?” one virtual historian might ask. “How important were the religious and 

linguistic diff erences that divided them from the West?” might ask another. “Was 

the contemporaneous nature of Byzantine and Western expansion just a coinci-

dence?” might ask a third. But regardless of the ways in which these individual ques-

tions might be framed, researchers of all stripes would naturally take up the challenge 

of incorporating Byzantine history into the larger story of European global 

exploration. 

 So what about the Ottomans? It just so happens that the Ottoman Empire 

accomplished in the real world of the sixteenth century every one of the things 

that the virtual Byzantines accomplished only in our imagination. Yet astonish-

ingly, no serious attempt has ever been made to portray these Ottoman achieve-

ments as part of the larger story of physical expansion abroad and intellectual 

ferment at home that characterized Western European history during precisely 

the same period.     Herein lies the central question of this book. Stated simply, it 

asks: “Did the Ottomans participate in the Age of Exploration?” Th e answer, also 

stated simply, is yes.  

    defining ottoman exploration   

 Th ere are few historical subjects that have aroused passions for as long, and for as 

many reasons, as the European Age of Exploration. Despite a vast and constantly 

growing literature dedicated to it, scholars continue to disagree widely about its 

origins, its scope, and its ultimate consequences. But if the phenomenon remains 

one that can be defi ned in any number of ways, for the purposes at hand the prob-

lem need not be so complicated. Th is book therefore focuses on a few key aspects of 

European expansion that are both generally agreed upon and directly relevant to the 

Ottoman case. 
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 Th e fi rst of these is the relative isolation of Western Europe during the period 

directly preceding the earliest voyages of discovery. During the fi rst half of the fi f-

teenth century, a time when Muslim merchants could travel virtually unobstructed 

from Morocco to Southeast Asia, and navigators from Ming China could boast of 

enormous naval expeditions reaching as far west as Hormuz, Aden, and Mombasa, 

Western Europeans remained almost totally confi ned, both physically and intellec-

tually, to a small slice of the world bounded by the North Atlantic and the 

Mediterranean.     Even as late as the eve of Columbus’s fi rst voyage, European knowl-

edge of other world regions continued to be based on a handful of sketchy medieval 

travelers’ accounts and a few dusty maps and geographical texts only recently recov-

ered and translated from ancient Greek.     In this sense, European exploration was 

possible in large part because Europeans had so much more of the world left to 

explore. 

 At the same time, however—and rather ironically, considering this state of 

 isolation—a second distinguishing characteristic of European exploration is the 

audacious political ideology that accompanied it. To illustrate this, no better exam-

ple exists than the famous Treaty of Tordesillas, signed in 1494 between the crowns 

of Portugal and Spain under the sacred auspices of Pope Alexander VI. According 

to its terms, the two Iberian powers agreed to nothing less than a partition of the 

entire extra-European world, with each side claiming the right to conquer and rule 

all lands within its own hemisphere and to maintain exclusive control over its navi-

gation and maritime trade. Th e sweepingly global scope of this agreement, combined 

with the explicit connection it drew between state power and maritime commerce, 

established a prototype for a new kind of overseas empire that would redefi ne 

European political discourse for centuries to come. And yet, at the time that the 

Treaty of Tordesillas was signed, neither Portugal, nor Spain, nor any other European 

nation controlled so much as one square inch of territory (or even a single ship) 

anywhere in Asia or the New World. History may off er other examples of rulers 

who have staked claims to universal dominion on a similarly tenuous basis, but rarely 

have these claims anticipated real-world success in such an unexpected and innova-

tive way.     

 Of course, if European powers were willing to indulge these improbable aspira-

tions, this was in part thanks to a pair of recent but critical technological advances 

that permitted exploration and colonial expansion on a scale previously unimagina-

ble: fi rearms and the oceangoing sailing ship. Strictly speaking, the former was not a 

Western innovation, as the military uses of gunpowder were by no means entirely 

unknown outside Europe before the sixteenth century. Still, the widespread use of 

handguns and the casting of heavy iron and bronze artillery bores were technologies 

perfected in the West. And when combined with the carrack, an innovative type of 

sailing vessel ideally suited to long-distance navigation and, more important, to 

mounting large numbers of cannon on board, fi rearms provided Westerners with the 

perfect military tool for fulfi lling their dreams of empire. By the turn of the  sixteenth 
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century, their heavily armed sailing ships had developed into veritable  fl oating 

 fortresses, allowing the Spanish and Portuguese to use the sea to project their power 

abroad as never before.     

 Finally, alongside these considerations of technology and political ideology, the 

last and perhaps most recognizably European component of the Age of Exploration 

is the distinctive cultural and intellectual transformation that accompanied it. 

Coinciding with the spread of Renaissance humanism and with the invention of the 

movable-type printing press, the explorations ushered in a period of intense Western 

intellectual ferment, as the fl ood of new information from abroad inspired Europeans 

to undertake a comprehensive reevaluation of their traditional understanding of the 

world and their own place within it. Intellectually speaking, much of what is under-

stood today as Western civilization can thus be seen as an immediate by-product of 

the European voyages of discovery.     

 In broad lines, then, these are the four characteristics of sixteenth-century 

European expansion that constitute the basic defi nition of the term Age of 

Exploration in this book: a starting point of relative geographic and cultural isola-

tion, the subsequent development of expansive political ideologies focused particu-

larly on trade routes and maritime navigation, innovation in a few key areas of 

military and naval technology that made overseas expansion possible, and an unprec-

edented intensifi cation of intellectual interest in the outside world. 

 But how does this defi nition relate to the specifi c experience of the Ottoman 

Empire during the sixteenth century? Th is book argues that Ottoman expansion 

shared, to varying degrees, all of these essential traits of European exploration—an 

assertion that will no doubt come as a surprise to those accustomed to thinking of 

the Ottoman Empire in quite diff erent terms: at fi rst as the primary  obstacle  to 

exploration and later as its principal  victim . After all, a suspicious reader may ask, 

isn’t it common knowledge that both the Spanish and the Portuguese envisioned 

their overseas ventures as a logical extension of the Crusades? Isn’t it also true that 

the establishment of a Portuguese trading empire in the Indies came at the expense 

of Muslim merchants? And didn’t this, over the  longue durée , permanently marginal-

ize the economy of the Islamic world?     

 Yes and no. On the one hand, even if historians continue to debate the long-term 

economic consequences of early Iberian expansion, there is little doubt that Muslim 

merchants did indeed bear the brunt of the notoriously violent early Portuguese 

eff orts to seize control of the Indian Ocean spice trade. But on the other hand, there 

is an important distinction to be drawn between Muslims and Ottomans—a dis-

tinction without which the Ottoman Empire’s true place in early modern history 

cannot be properly understood. 

 Specifi cally, it is an essential tenet of this book that before the Age of Exploration 

began, the Ottoman Empire had virtually no meaningful contact with the Indian 

Ocean—a part of the world that was, despite a deeply rooted indigenous Muslim 

presence, nevertheless as remote and unfamiliar to the Ottomans as it was to 
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 contemporary Europeans. Prior to the sixteenth century, Ottoman scholars were 

almost totally ignorant of the history and geography of the Indian Ocean, Ottoman 

statesmen lacked even a rudimentary knowledge of its resources and its political 

economy, and the empire’s trade with the region, while not insignifi cant, was largely 

carried out by intermediaries. In this respect, the situation of the Ottoman Empire 

at the turn of the sixteenth century was not substantially diff erent from that of 

Portugal or Spain: it was a newly consolidated and rapidly expanding state, but one 

whose intellectual, political, and economic horizons were still fi rmly encompassed 

by the Mediterranean basin. Indeed, this condition of relative isolation would last 

even longer for the Ottomans than it would for their European rivals, ending only 

with the Ottoman conquest of Egypt in 1517—a full twenty years after Vasco da 

Gama’s triumphant circumnavigation of the Cape of Good Hope. 

 Once the Ottomans fi nally did establish a toehold in this previously unknown 

part of the world, however, they rapidly began to reorient themselves, take stock of 

the region, and develop a new set of imperial ambitions that were particularly suited 

to its oceanic vastness. And crucially, the Ottomans soon learned that competition 

from Europeans (or, more precisely, from the Portuguese) actually made the fulfi ll-

ment of these ambitions  easier  rather than more diffi  cult, by providing a foil against 

which the House of Osman could radically redefi ne the terms of sovereignty and 

legitimacy throughout the Islamic world. 

 Using the conquest of Egypt as a pretext, after 1517 the Ottomans began to assert 

a new kind of transcendent authority over all the Muslims of the Indian Ocean, as 

they claimed for their dynasty the titles of Caliph and Protector of the Holy Cities 

previously associated with the Egyptian Mamluks. Th ese two titles, despite an 

ancient pedigree in Islamic legal parlance, had long been devoid of any overt politi-

cal signifi cance and for centuries had been invoked only for vague motives of cere-

mony and prestige. But after the arrival of the Portuguese in the Indian Ocean—and 

their establishment of a naval blockade that restricted, for the fi rst time in history, 

maritime access to the holy cities of Mecca and Medina—these titles acquired a 

new political currency that the Ottomans proved adept at exploiting. Th anks to their 

eff orts, by the second half of the sixteenth century, the Ottoman sultan’s rank as 

supreme leader of the Sunni Muslim world was, at least on a theoretical level, gener-

ally recognized throughout maritime Asia. In other words, in a quintessentially 

Islamic response to the claims of universal dominion outlined in the Treaty of 

Tordesillas, the concept of a Universal Caliphate became a fi xture of the political 

discourse of international Islam to an extent not seen since the early Abbasid Empire 

in the ninth and tenth centuries.     

 How, in practical terms, were the Ottomans able to accomplish this? In a man-

ner again strikingly similar to the experience of the Iberian powers, the Ottomans 

owed much of their success to their privileged access to the most advanced military 

technology of the day. Th e superiority of Ottoman artillery, for example, proved 

crucial during the conquest of Egypt, and even more so in subsequent confl icts in 
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Yemen and Ethiopia where such weaponry was virtually unknown prior to Ottoman 

intervention. Later, the Ottoman state played an equally instrumental role in 

 disseminating fi rearms throughout the wider Indian Ocean, where its ability to 

supply far-fl ung allies with artillery, cannon founders, and other forms of military 

expertise added a practical punch to the already considerable cachet of Ottoman 

dynastic prestige.     

 Meanwhile, at sea, evidence suggests that the Ottomans began to experiment 

with tall-sided sailing ships similar to those employed by the Portuguese, although 

these never took more than a supporting role in naval operations.     More important, 

Ottoman seamen were able to adapt traditional galley technology to the special 

conditions of the Indian Ocean, and by mid-century had grown confi dent enough 

to launch a string of predatory corsair attacks targeting Portuguese shipping. 

Eventually, such attacks proved so eff ective at undermining the Portuguese mari-

time blockade that the Ottomans were able to appropriate the lion’s share of the 

transit trade in spices previously carried in Portuguese ships around the Cape of 

Good Hope. 

 Moreover, as the volume of this trade steadily increased, the Ottoman state also 

devised an array of new techniques for extracting profi t from it. In the provinces 

bordering the Indian Ocean, fi scally minded administrators experimented with 

new taxation policies to coordinate traffi  c through the competing routes of the Red 

Sea and the Persian Gulf, thereby maximizing revenues from both. And in the Red 

Sea, the state itself became an active participant in trade by organizing a regular 

convoy of ships that imported state-owned spice cargoes from Yemen and resold 

them in Egypt at a handsome profi t. Farther afi eld, Ottoman commercial agents 

were established in remote trading centers like Hormuz, Calicut, and Aceh and 

contracted business for the imperial treasury in these overseas markets as well. 

Together, these initiatives amounted to a comprehensive strategy for controlling 

Indian Ocean trade, which over time proved more than a match for the Portuguese 

Estado da Índia.     

 Finally, the Ottoman Age of Exploration was, like its European equivalent, 

defi ned as much by cultural and intellectual expansion at home as by economic and 

territorial expansion abroad. Early on, this was a phenomenon stimulated chiefl y by 

patronage from the imperial court and shaped by the infl ux of information from 

Europe about the spectacular discoveries of Western explorers. But as the century 

progressed, Ottoman travelers began returning from overseas with their own fi rst-

hand accounts of adventures in the East, while more sedentary scholars busied 

themselves with the translation and dissemination of previously neglected geo-

graphical works in Arabic. All of these diff erent types of sources were, in time, com-

bined in a number of new, distinctively Ottoman maps, atlases, and geographical 

treatises that profoundly transformed the Ottoman worldview and played a crucial 

role in shaping the Ottomans’ ideological and strategic objectives as they competed 

with their imperial rivals from the West.      
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    exploration, global politics, and the problem 
of eurocentrism   

 In the following pages, each of these remarkable parallels between Ottoman and 

European overseas expansion is explored in greater detail. But at the outset, it must 

be stressed that although a comparative framework informs the underlying issues 

raised by this book,  Th e Ottoman Age of Exploration  is at its heart a narrative rather 

than a comparative history. As such, it is written from an Ottoman perspective, and 

remains thoroughly focused on the actions of the Ottomans themselves. Its chapters 

are organized chronologically, each covering a period of between ten and twenty 

years and together providing a comprehensive account of a century of Ottoman 

contact with the world of the Indian Ocean. And throughout this narrative, the 

emphasis is on politics, with each chapter highlighting the role of individual politi-

cal actors and the factions to which they adhered, while integrating into this politi-

cal story a discussion of the most important texts, maps, and other sources of 

information that guided them on both practical and ideological levels. 

 Th rough this basic narrative approach,  Th e Ottoman Age of Exploration  seeks to 

introduce a new concept of “global politics” into the study of early modern Ottoman 

history. By detailing the ways in which a developing Ottoman worldview translated 

into concrete strategies for imperial expansion overseas, it demonstrates that the 

Ottomans of the sixteenth century were able to act as protagonists of the fi rst order 

in creating a newly integrated world system of competing imperial states. In so 

doing, this book contributes to the developing scholarly literature on the history of 

the discoveries on multiple levels. Most basically, it presents a stark empirical chal-

lenge to interpretations of sixteenth-century political history that portray European 

empires as the only states capable of engaging in politics at anything more than a 

regional level. But in even more general terms,  Th e Ottoman Age of Exploration  also 

aims to open a new area of dialogue between two dominant but still largely separate 

trends in recent scholarship on the early modern world as a whole: one fi rmly 

grounded in the study of the Western intellectual tradition, and the other quite self-

consciously opposed to it. 

 Of these two trends, the former can be loosely classifi ed under the rubric of 

encounter studies, a fi eld that blends the disciplines of history and literary theory in 

a way fi rst popularized through the study of narratives of travel in the post- 

Columbian New World.     More recently, encounter studies has broadened its gaze 

to include almost any intellectual artifact of Europe’s interaction with the Other 

during the late medieval and early modern periods, ranging from examples of 

Western geography, cartography, and narrative history to painting, epic poetry, and 

even works of philosophy and legal theory.     

 Th rough a critical reexamination of all of these diverse images and texts, encoun-

ter studies has immeasurably deepened our understanding of the Age of Exploration 

in two fundamental respects. First, it has documented the very profound extent to 
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which Europe’s interaction with the outside world was, from the European 

 perspective, conditioned by the preexisting intellectual traditions of the medieval 

and Renaissance West. Second, it has revealed the extremely complex ways in which 

this very process of engagement was a formative experience in the development and 

consolidation of Western civilization at the most elementary level. But what encoun-

ter studies does  not  do is reveal very much about the world independent of its repre-

sentation by Westerners. Th is is a lacuna that is sometimes easy to overlook, since 

the subject matter of “encounters” is, at least superfi cially, so seemingly cosmopoli-

tan. But in the end, by focusing almost exclusively on European authors and 

European texts, the discourse of encounter studies is still an inherently Eurocentric 

one, even as it attempts to frame its discussion within the most global and expansive 

of intellectual settings.     

 Th e same cannot be said of the self-styled world historians, an opposing camp of 

scholars who, over the past few decades, have dedicated themselves to developing 

narratives of human history that consciously avoid any Eurocentric bias. Instead, 

world historians have intentionally focused on phenomena unbounded by geo-

graphically or culturally specifi c categories of analysis, ranging from transfers of 

technology and the spread of infectious disease to patterns of migration and the 

consolidation of relationships of global economic dependency. In the process, they 

have produced a body of work of a truly remarkable creativity and explanatory power, 

employing a range of methodologies and a diversity of perspectives so broad as to 

defy easy description. Still, whether they frame their arguments in terms of “strange 

parallels,” “great divergences,” “guns, germs, and steel,” or any of the other superbly 

original paradigms of world history crafted in recent years, all such works can be 

said to share the same basic appeal: an ability to explain the development of the 

global human community in a way that is completely independent of the narrative 

of Western civilization.     

 Th e problem, however, is that by consciously avoiding any direct reference to 

culturally specifi c trends, texts, or intellectual movements—as well as the politics 

they refl ected and engendered—world historians have succeeded in taking much of 

the human element out of their story. And while this would count as a serious limi-

tation for almost any period of history, it is especially so when dealing with the early 

modern world. For all its problematic implications, the history of global exploration 

in the sixteenth century remains one of the most compelling human stories of all 

time. Th rough their willingness to sacrifi ce it before the altar of inclusiveness, world 

historians have therefore paid a very high intellectual price.     

 How, then, do we reconcile these two confl icting visions of the early modern 

past?  Th e Ottoman Age of Exploration  proposes one possible solution, by integrating 

the kind of expansive intellectual history practiced by students of global encounters 

with the more inclusive grand narratives of world historians. Th rough its twin focus 

on politics and culture, it provides an example of a non-Western state whose encoun-

ter with the outside world was experienced as a discovery precisely because it 
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involved the same delicate interplay of political ambition, economic self-interest, 

and intellectual inquisitiveness characteristic of the European Age of Exploration.     

Th is does not imply, however, that the Ottoman experience of discovery was always 

identical to its European equivalent or that it is relevant to the broader history of the 

early modern world only to the extent that it was similar. Rather, it suggests that the 

experiences of both Ottomans and Europeans were part of a larger interactive pro-

cess, in which each side formulated ambitious plans for global expansion that fol-

lowed the same underlying logic, even as the particulars of their respective imperial 

projects diverged in important ways. 

 A case in point is the Ottoman Empire’s oft-lamented “failure” to explore the 

Atlantic or to establish colonies in the New World as Europeans did. In most exist-

ing literature on the subject, this is a piece of evidence routinely pointed to as proof 

that the Ottomans lacked both an awareness of the discoveries and an inclination to 

participate in them.     But this book, rather than asking why the Ottomans never 

explored the New World, begins with an altogether diff erent question: Why would 

they even wish to in the fi rst place? As every schoolchild knows, Columbus himself 

set sail for the west not to discover a new continent (whose very existence he repeat-

edly tried to disprove) but in search of an alternate route to the Indies. In much the 

same way, the Portuguese explorers who discovered Brazil did so accidentally while 

on their way to India, since only by sailing far into the Atlantic could they fi nd 

winds that would carry them past the southern tip of Africa. Even as late as the 

seventeenth century, numerous Dutch, English, and French expeditions to North 

America were similarly undertaken in search of an elusive Northwest Passage to the 

Orient. 

 Hence, from the perspective of their own times, the Ottomans’ lack of involve-

ment in the Western Hemisphere can hardly be considered a manifestation of col-

lective failure. Instead, it was a logical refl ection of the fact that, unlike for Europeans, 

the New World for them was not on the way to India. As a result, once they had 

successfully conquered Egypt (a prize for which the Spanish and Portuguese would 

have gladly traded all their claims in the Americas), the Ottomans quite reasonably 

took advantage of the Red Sea and Persian Gulf to gain access to the treasures of the 

East, rather than vainly searching the Atlantic for a shorter route that simply did 

not exist.     

 With the benefi t of a half millennium of hindsight, of course, we know just how 

valuable the New World was one day destined to become. But at the dawn of the 

Age of Exploration, this future was far from obvious, and it therefore serves as a very 

poor standard for evaluating the relative success of the Ottoman imperial project. By 

comparison, a much fairer (and certainly less anachronistic) set of criteria are those 

laid out by the Ottomans’ contemporaries and rivals in the sixteenth century. First 

among these was Admiral Afonso de Albuquerque, the redoubtable founder of the 

Portuguese empire in maritime Asia, who stated in the most explicit terms exactly 

what he hoped to achieve as he set out for the Indies: cut off  maritime traffi  c through 
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the Red Sea, seize control of the Indian Ocean’s lucrative trade in spices, use the 

profi ts from this trade to fi nance the invasion and conquest of Mamluk Egypt, and 

ultimately liberate Jerusalem for the honor of Christendom and the glory of the 

Portuguese Crown.     

 If we assume, as the evidence presented in this book suggests, that the contempo-

rary Ottomans shared a similar set of goals—and if we keep in mind that, at the 

dawn of the Age of Exploration, they were no closer to achieving them than were 

the Portuguese—then the Ottomans’ accomplishments during the course of the six-

teenth century seem very impressive indeed. Despite a precocious Portuguese start, 

by century’s end it was not they but the Ottomans who had conquered a weakened 

Mamluk state, the Ottomans who controlled the bulk of the transit spice trade 

between the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean, and the Ottomans who held 

Jerusalem (and Mecca and Medina as well) for the honor of Islam and the glory of 

the House of Osman. In this sense, it is no exaggeration to declare the Ottomans 

victors in the opening round of history’s fi rst truly global struggle for dominance. 

Th is book is an attempt to tell their story.      



                    One  

     A
t fi rst glance, few historical fi gures seem less ripe for comparison than the 

Infante Dom Henrique of Portugal and the Ottoman Sultan Selim I. Dom 

Henrique, or Henry the Navigator as he is popularly known, has been traditionally 

portrayed as both a pious Christian devoted to serving the Church and a remarkable 

visionary almost single-handedly responsible for laying the foundations of future 

European maritime expansion. Founder of the legendary school of navigation at 

Sagres; generous benefactor of mathematicians, astronomers, and cartographers; and 

sponsor of the fi rst genuine voyages of overseas exploration, Dom Henrique has 

achieved, in the centuries since his death, the status of a bona fi de cultural hero of 

Western civilization. Meanwhile Selim I, better known as the infamous Selim the 

Grim, seems the very picture of an oriental despot. Autocratic, arbitrary, and unscru-

pulous, Selim was a bloodthirsty tyrant who would stop at nothing, not even armed 

rebellion against his own father, in a relentless quest to fulfi ll his ambitions of con-

quest. How could two such men, so strikingly diff erent and not even contempo-

raries, ever be compared in a meaningful way? 

 In fact, fertile ground for comparing these two imposing fi gures does exist, but 

requires looking beyond the familiar textbook caricatures of their lives. In the case of 

Dom Henrique, this task is made easier thanks to recent revisionist accounts that 

portray him, rather than a visionary or a saint, as a much more prosaic fi gure with a 

set of goals and aspirations fi rmly rooted in the ideals of chivalry and crusade shared 

by his contemporaries. According to this view, Henry began his career with no mas-

ter plan for Portuguese overseas expansion. Contrary to his reputation, he was not a 

 s el im  t he  nav igator  

  1 5 1 2 – 1 5 2 0   
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  learned man, nor even one who was particularly interested in navigation. 

Th e  numerous voyages of “exploration” he famously sponsored (but never partici-

pated in) can be more accurately described as freelance expeditions by slave raiders 

and privateers. And the school of nautical science he is credited with founding at 

Sagres seems never to have existed at all, except perhaps in the minds of nineteenth-

century historians.     

 None of this, however, is meant to imply that Henry’s accomplishments were 

anything less than revolutionary. It may be true that he organized naval expeditions 

to the Atlantic only as a means of employing his vast retinue of retainers, that these 

exploits occupied only a small fraction of his attention and resources, and that he 

subsequently set about the exploitation of the West African coast only in a vain 

attempt to raise funds for another holy war against the Muslims of Morocco. But 

even so, Henry’s ambition, his powers of organization, and the considerable human 

and economic resources at his disposal ultimately pushed his followers toward the 

pursuit of an entirely new set of goals in a new area of the world. And once the 

Portuguese had established themselves in West Africa through Henry’s coaxing, 

the direction of future expansion was clear to all, and the road to India lay open 

before them.     

 Th us, whatever Dom Henrique’s original motivations may have been, their even-

tual consequences were of a magnitude hard to exaggerate, and it is precisely in this 

realm of unintended consequences that the achievements of Henry and Selim are 

most directly comparable. As in the case of Dom Henrique’s expeditions to western 

Africa, Selim’s motivations for conquering Egypt in 1517 remain equally hazy, and if 

he did have a master plan, it seems likely to have involved using Egypt’s resources 

for a renewed attack against Shah Ismail in Iran rather than any clearly defi ned 

aspirations in the direction of India. Nevertheless, the breadth of Selim’s ambition, 

like that of Dom Henrique, led him to consider possibilities for profi t and future 

expansion that were unimaginable to his predecessors. Once the Ottomans found 

themselves masters of the Nile and protectors of the holy cities of Mecca and 

Medina, they, too, found the prospect of exploiting wealth from the spice trade to 

champion the cause of God and country both obvious and irresistible. 

 Th is chapter explores the ways in which the opening of a direct Ottoman sea 

route to the Indies during Selim’s reign closely corresponded, in its general contours, 

with a similar process that had already taken place in Portugal during the fi fteenth 

century. For the Ottomans, as for the Portuguese before them, this was a process 

that included three principal components: fi rst, a growing awareness of the cultural 

and physical geography of an area of the world that was previously almost totally 

unknown to them; second, a rising interest in the economic potential of trade with 

the East, most noticeable with reference to the spice trade; and third, the articula-

tion of an entirely new set of political ambitions and imperial claims to universal 

sovereignty that would shape the course of future expansion. In order to fully appre-

ciate this parallel development, however, it is fi rst necessary to consider the ways in 
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  which both the Ottomans and the Portuguese, in the decades before their history of 

contact with the Indian Ocean had even begun, shared a similar intellectual prepa-

ration for the dawning Age of Exploration.  

    european cartography and arabic geography : 
the background to discovery   

 Portugal, in common with the rest of Western Europe, suff ered throughout the 

Middle Ages from an acute lack of information about the outside world—a condi-

tion graphically illustrated by the numerous surviving medieval  mappaemundi , all of 

which betray a profound ignorance of the Indian Ocean and, indeed, of the entire 

world outside Europe and the Mediterranean basin ( Figure 1.1 ). In most respects, in 

fact, the practical value of these early “world maps” is so slight that they are better 

understood as ideal representations of the medieval Christian universe rather than 

as attempts to depict the world realistically. In practice, this meant that even when 

travelers occasionally brought back new information from abroad, it had almost no 

eff ect on this cosmically based worldview.     As a result, by the late fi fteenth 

 century—when large numbers of European explorers began to arrive in the Indian 

Ocean for the fi rst time—they still understood it in almost completely mythical 

terms or, as the French medievalist Jacques Le Goff  has colorfully described it, “as a 

repository of dreams, myths, and legends for the medieval mentality . . . the  hortus 

conclusus  of an Eden in which raptures and nightmares were mixed.”      

 To a very large extent, the history of the discoveries is the story of Europe’s emer-

gence from the state of intellectual otherworldliness graphically represented by 

these   mappaemundi . Beginning in the fi fteenth century, as more and more explorers 

returned from voyages overseas, scholars were forced to reconcile enormous amounts 

of new empirical information about the globe with an increasingly inadequate medi-

eval cosmology. And since this process coincided with the fl owering of Renaissance 

humanism (a scholarly movement that was itself deeply committed to undermining 

the intellectual traditions of medieval Europe), the result was a new Western aware-

ness of the outside world and a profoundly changed understanding of Europe’s place 

within it.     

 Such developments present a sharp contrast to the situation in the contemporary 

Arabic-speaking world, where the scholarship of Arab geographers—who had 

enjoyed an intimate familiarity with other world regions (and especially the Indian 

Ocean) from the very earliest centuries of Islamic history—could undergo no such 

radical transformations. Indeed, nowhere was an awareness of this yawning defi cit 

of knowledge capital more painfully present than among the early Portuguese 

explorers, who during the course of their discoveries faced repeated reminders of 

their comparative intellectual backwardness in the face of Islam’s cosmopolitan 

world civilization. Vasco da Gama, for example, might never even have reached 

India had he not been guided there from the African coast by an experienced Arab 



  pilot. And when, after an epic voyage of more than 12,000 miles, he and his men 

fi nally did arrive in the subcontinent, they were astonished to be met in the harbor 

of Calicut by two North African Muslims, both of whom could understand 

Portuguese.     Even as late as the 1510s and 1520s, by which time the Portuguese were 

busy building a maritime empire clear across the Indian Ocean, they still relied 

heavily on Arabic sources when compiling charts and maps of the region.     

    figure 1 . 1   Th e Hereford Mappamundi, c. 1290, one of the most famous world maps of Europe’s 

late medieval period. Its image is centered on Jerusalem, with the Indian Ocean represented as the 

thin dark strip along the upper right-hand edge. Photograph courtesy of the Hereford Mappa 

Mundi Trust, Hereford, England.     
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   In short, it was impossible for Arab geographers to discover the Indies in the 

same way as Europeans since they had already known about them—and been a part 

of them—for centuries. But was the same also necessarily true of the Ottomans? 

Because the Ottoman Empire is generally classifi ed as an Islamic state, most mod-

ern scholars have simply assumed that the Ottomans, too, must have been well 

acquainted with the achievements of Arab geographers from a very early date.     But 

considering the almost total lack of detailed modern studies on the subject, such an 

assumption remains unsubstantiated by any direct empirical evidence. To be sure, 

there is no absence of early works of Arabic geography in the libraries and manu-

script collections of modern Istanbul. Many of these, in fact, are so old as to predate 

the founding of the Ottoman state itself by several centuries. Yet until more is known 

about these manuscripts and the circumstances under which they were acquired, it 

remains an open question how many of them were actually available to Ottoman 

scholars during the fourteenth and fi fteenth centuries, and how many were brought 

back from the Arab lands only much later, following the conquests of the 1500s.     

 For the time being, what can be said with certainty is that, at least with refer-

ence to the Indian Ocean, the Ottomans were decidedly  un familiar with the rele-

vant Arabic geographical corpus. A review of the inventories of several major 

Ottoman manuscript collections shows that a surprising number of well-known 

and widely circulated Arabic works on the geography of the Indian Ocean seem to 

have been completely unknown in Ottoman learned circles prior to the sixteenth 

century.     Th ere is no sign in any Ottoman collection, for example, of any of the 

important early travel narratives or itineraries by authors such as Ibn Khurdadhbih, 

Abu-Zayd  al-Hasan, or Ibn Jubayr, while al-Biruni’s classic  Kitāb al-Hind  (“Book 

of India”) exists only in a single, undated version from which no copies or transl-

ations seem to have ever been made.     It also seems extremely unlikely that any 

Ottoman in this period read the early-fourteenth-century travel narrative of Ibn 

Battuta, even though this celebrated author is unique in having provided fi rsthand 

accounts of both India and the Ottomans’ native Anatolia during the course of his 

extensive journeys.     And although Marco Polo and later Portuguese explorers are 

known to have consulted nautical charts of the Indian Ocean that were drafted by 

local Muslim navigators, there is no evidence that any such maps ever reached 

Istanbul.     

 Indeed, from the entire classical Arabic geographical corpus, there are barely a 

handful of works that we can confi dently conclude were copied and circulated 

among Ottoman scholars prior to the sixteenth century. Of these, the only one 

that seems to have been generally well known was Zakariyya al-Kazvini’s  ‘Acā’ib 

al-Maẖlūk.āt  (“Th e Wonders of Creation”), a half-fanciful thirteenth-century ency-

clopedia of zoology, botany, and cosmography of extremely limited practical use as a 

geographical text.     By contrast, Ibn Majid, the Arab navigator and contemporary of 

Vasco da Gama, tells us that he consulted more than forty diff erent works while 

compiling his famous guide to sailing on the Indian Ocean. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 

his text, too, was unknown to the Ottomans until the 1550s.     
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    figure 1 .2   Th e Portolan Chart of Ibrahim al-Katibi, c. 1413, is virtually indistinguishable 

from contemporary European portolans except that the meticulously labeled series of place-

names along the coasts (too small to be distinguished here) are written in Arabic rather than 

Latin script. Source: Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Istanbul, Hazine Ms. 1823.     

   Further evidence for this general trend can be measured by the rate at which 

relevant geographical texts were translated into Turkish, an important gauge of the 

breadth of audience a given work could reach. Here the fi gures are stark indeed: 

from the fourteenth century, just one such translation exists; from the fi fteenth, only 

two; and all three of these are translations of the very same work: al-Kazvini’s 

“Wonders of Creation” described above.     Th us, despite the lack of detailed scholarly 

literature on this subject, all of the available evidence points to just one conclusion: 

with the possible exception of a very small circle of madrasa scholars trained in 

international centers of learning like Tabriz or Cairo, the Ottomans before the six-

teenth century had virtually no access to the classical corpus of Arabic texts about 

the geography of Indian Ocean.     

 Given this state of aff airs, and considering the relatively high level of sophistication 

of Arab geographers at this time, one might expect the Ottomans to have been even 

less interested in works by geographers and cartographers of the contemporary West. 

Yet surprisingly, Ottoman scholars seem instead to have been quite well informed 

about the principal developments in European geography and cartography during the 

fourteenth and fi fteenth centuries. Of these, the fi rst important development was a 

new kind of terrestrial map, the portolan chart, which began to make an appearance in 

the maritime trading centers of southern Europe around the end of the thirteenth 

century. In a marked departure from the earlier cartographic traditions of medieval 

Europe, portolans were designed as practical tools to be used in navigation and, as a 

result, were the fi rst maps since classical antiquity that attempted to systematize math-

ematically the presentation of terrestrial space.     Furthermore, although the oldest 

maps of this type appear to be of Genoese origin, surviving portolans from numerous 

countries indicate that their use quickly spread throughout the Mediterranean basin, 

from Catalonia and the Maghreb in the west to the lands of the Ottoman Empire in 

the east ( Figure 1.2 ). Today, some of the best examples of fi fteenth-century portolan 

charts are found in Ottoman manuscript collections, including a map by the Majorcan 

master Johannes de Villadestes (1428)     and charts in Arabic by Ibrahim al-Katibi 

(1413–4)     and Ibrahim al-Mursi (1461).      

 One important limitation of portolan charts is that, because they were used as 

navigational tools, they typically depicted only the Mediterranean basin itself and 

included few terrestrial details beyond the coastlines and sea routes of immediate 

interest to seamen. Th e same was not true, however, of a new type of world map 

(commonly known as “Catalan” world maps) in which the Eurasian landmass, 

Africa, and the Indian Ocean all began to appear in a somewhat realistic and 
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   recognizable form. Th e earliest of these, dating from the late fourteenth century, 

were produced on the island of Majorca, an important center both for the produc-

tion of portolan charts and for the translation of Arabic atexts into Latin.     

Subsequently, their production became more widespread, centered in Italy, and 

once again there is evidence that the Ottomans followed their development with 

considerable interest. Th e map collection of Istanbul’s Topkapı Palace library, for 

instance, includes fragments from two such world maps, one a very early Catalan 

production from the 1370s, and the other a more richly detailed Venetian work, 

dating from around 1450, that represents the most mature stage of this mapmak-

ing tradition.     

 Th e third major advance of European cartography during the pre-Colombian era 

was sparked by Italian humanists’ recovery of classical geographical texts from the 

ancient world, including the works of Strabo, Pliny the Elder, and most important, 

Ptolemy.     Chronologically, the beginning of this process dates to the year 1400, 

when the famous humanist Palla Strozzi had a version of Ptolemy’s  Geographia  

brought from Constantinople to Florence. With his encouragement, and under the 

direction of the Byzantine scholar Manuel Chrysolorus, a Latin translation of the 

text was begun in 1406 by Jacopo Angeli da Scarperia, and a translation of the maps 

themselves followed a few years later. By mid-century, no fewer than four schools of 

cartographers were engaged in the reproduction of the  Geographia  and its maps, and 

in 1477 one of these versions became the fi rst map to be published in printed form as 

an engraving.     By the 1480s, literally thousands of copies of Ptolemy’s maps were 

being published and disseminated throughout Europe, and such was the prestige 

and authority of these classically inspired images that they rapidly superseded all 

“older” types of world maps.     

 Signifi cantly, this process was mirrored almost exactly in the Ottoman Empire, 

thanks to the patronage of Sultan Mehmed II (d. 1481) during the middle decades of 

the fi fteenth century.     Of the several examples of Ptolemy’s  Geographia  today extant 

in Ottoman collections, the oldest is an undated Byzantine manuscript, probably 

from the late 1300s, that passed into Mehmed’s possession following his conquest of 

Constantinople in 1453. A few years later, in 1465, he commissioned the Byzantine 

scholar George Amirutzes of Trabzon to undertake a translation of the work from 

Greek and later is even said to have ordered a copy of one of its maps to be repro-

duced as the central image woven into a silk carpet.     At the same time, Mehmed 

also sought out contemporary Italian reproductions of the  Geographia , including an 

original copy now at the Topkapı library (dated 1481 and including thirty color 

charts) of the printed edition by the Florentine humanist Francesco Berlinghieri.     

As an indication of how closely Mehmed had followed Berlinghieri’s work, the 

Topkapı copy also features a personal dedication to the sultan from the scholar, 

although it apparently failed to arrive in Istanbul until just after the sultan’s death in 

1481 ( Figure 1.3 ).      



    figure 1 .3   Two examples of fi fteenth-century Ptolemaic world maps from the reign 

of Mehmed the Conqueror. At the top (a) is a world map from the copy of Francesco 

Berlinghieri’s published Ptolemaic atlas that he presented to Mehmed in 1481. Below (b) is 

the same image from an earlier Arabic translation of Ptolemy’s  Geographia , commissioned 

independently by the sultan and completed by George Amirutzes in 1465. Source for fi gure 

1.3a: Topkapı Palace Library, Istanbul, Gİ. Ms. 84, 37–38. Source for fi gure 1.3b:  Cog
.
rāfyā-yı 

Bat.lamyus , Süleymaniye Library, Istanbul, Ayasofya Ms. 2610, fol. 7. (Note: shading in fi gure 

1.3b is computer enhanced.)     
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   Th us, on the eve of the great discoveries of the sixteenth century, the Ottoman 

Empire was in a singular position. An Islamic state on the verge of a series of con-

quests that would bring it into direct contact with the Muslim civilization of the 

Indian Ocean, it was nevertheless almost totally ignorant both of this region itself 

and of the numerous works in Arabic that were dedicated to it. Instead, the Ottomans 

were largely dependent on the same sources of information about the outside world 

available to Europeans: portolan charts, “Catalan” world maps, and Ptolemaic geog-

raphies. Without question, these were primitive resources for understanding the 

Indian Ocean when compared with contemporary Arabic works like Ibn Majid’s 

 Kitāb al-Fawā’id f ī Us.ūl al-Bah. r wa’l-K. awā ‘id  (“Guidebook to the Principles of  

Navigating the Sea”). Yet until the sixteenth century, they defi ned the worldview of 

the Ottomans to the same extent as those of explorers from Portugal and Spain. 

 From a certain perspective, of course, there should be nothing particularly sur-

prising about this. To take an analogous example, no one would expect navigators or 

learned men from late medieval Scandinavia to be intimately familiar with Genoese 

or Venetian portolan charts simply because they were made by fellow Christians. 

Quite naturally, the lands of the Baltic had their own intellectual traditions and a 

shared set of practical concerns that were distinct from those of southern Europe, so 

even if individual pilgrims, merchants, or church offi  cials traveled from one place to 

the other, it would be unreasonable to assume that because of this the two regions 

had access to exactly the same body of knowledge about the world. In the same way, 

the early Ottomans were part of the cosmopolitan community of the late medieval 

Mediterranean and shared a basic understanding of the world that was common to 

its people. As such, the Indian Ocean at the turn of the sixteenth century remained 

for them a remote and unfamiliar place—although with the world-conquering aspi-

rations of Sultan Selim the Grim, all of this was about to change.  

    ottoman geography during the reign of selim 
the grim   

 Like his conquering grandfather Mehmed II, who had proven so instrumental in 

stimulating early Ottoman interest in Ptolemaic maps and other forms of classical 

scholarship, Selim was a tireless empire builder whose ambitions led him to cultivate 

a natural interest in geography. Under his direction, the established Ottoman prac-

tice of seeking out the latest cartographical productions from western Europe con-

tinued unabated.     And perhaps even more important, Selim’s reign witnessed, for 

the very fi rst time, the emergence of a group of totally original Ottoman geographi-

cal works, distinguished both by their lack of any direct foreign precedents and by 

their obvious focus on the world beyond the shores of the Mediterranean. 

 One example of just such a work is the Ottoman merchant Ali Akbar’s  H_itāynāme  

(“Th e Book of Cathay”), a fi rsthand account of a voyage from Iran to China that 

was composed and presented to Selim in 1516.     Th is text, used extensively by later 
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  Ottoman geographers such as Katip Chelebi and Ebu Bekr Behram ad-Dimashki, 

provided its readers with information about the history, culture, and politics of con-

temporary China at a level of detail unmatched by European sources for nearly a 

century.     Moreover, it was composed in exactly the same year as another important 

Ottoman text, the anonymous  Vāḳı‘āt-ı Sulṭān Cem  (“Events in the Life of Prince 

Jem”). Like the “Book of Cathay,” this work, too, was a fi rsthand account of travel 

abroad, detailing the peregrinations of Selim’s deceased uncle Jem during his many 

years spent in exile in Rhodes, France, and Italy after losing a contest for the 

Ottoman throne to Selim’s father, Bayezid II. Written from the perspective of a 

member of Jem’s personal entourage, the text ranks as the earliest known narrative 

of travel in Europe ever to be composed in Ottoman Turkish.     

 Meanwhile, with specifi c reference to the Indian Ocean, the most important 

geographer to emerge under Selim’s patronage was without question Piri Reis 

(or “Captain Piri”), the celebrated Mediterranean sea captain and cartographer.     

Piri’s famous world map of 1513, his earliest extant work and the only one known to 

have been completed during Selim’s reign, has unfortunately survived only in a frag-

mentary form.     Th e extant portion, perhaps a quarter of the original, displays the 

Atlantic Ocean and its shores, including (most notably) the Caribbean and a long 

stretch of the South American coastline ( Figure 1.4 ). Th is fact, combined with its 

surprisingly high technical quality—comparable to the very best European maps of 

the day—has helped the map to achieve a status as one of modern Turkey’s most 

recognizable cultural icons (even for a time appearing on the Turkish ten-lira ban-

knote). Because of its relatively early date of composition, it has also inspired numer-

ous less-than-scholarly “theories” about the Ottomans discovering America before 

Columbus, and in one case, even of having received aerial photographs of its coast 

from visiting extraterrestrials!      

 For our purposes, however, the historical accident that the sole surviving frag-

ment of this map happens to depict the  western  hemisphere is relevant only insofar 

as it distracts us from the real issue at hand: the explicit connection between the 

map’s creation and Sultan Selim’s plans for expansion in the  eastern  hemisphere. Th is 

is apparent from Piri’s later writings, which allow a partial reconstruction of the 

missing portions of his map, and which make it clear that the Indian Ocean (and  not  

the New World) was the main focus of the work.     Additionally, we know that Piri 

personally presented his map to Sultan Selim in Cairo, only shortly after Selim’s fi rst 

victorious entrance into the city in 1517.     Th is is important because of the traditional 

connection between Egypt and the Indian Ocean, but also because Sultan Selim is 

known immediately thereafter to have opened direct negotiations with the Indian 

potentate Muzaff ar Shah II of Gujarat about a possible joint strike against the 

Portuguese in Goa.     Hence, however enthralling the surviving portion of Piri Reis’s 

map may be for audiences today because of the information it contains about the 

New World, it was probably (and for precisely the same reason) also the portion 

least interesting to Sultan Selim. Indeed, it may even owe its survival to this very 



    figure 1 .4   Th e surviving fragment of Piri Reis’s world map of 1513. Spain and West Africa 

appear to the upper right; the coast of Brazil to the lower left. Source: Topkapı Palace Museum 

Library, Istanbul, Revan Ms. 1633.     
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  fact, having been intentionally separated so that Selim could make more convenient 

use of the main body of the map as he began to develop a strategy for the Indian 

Ocean.     

 None of this, however, changes the basic fact that Piri Reis’s map marked the 

beginning of a new era in the history of Ottoman cartography. Th e author’s notes on 

the map’s margins indicate that he consulted nearly two dozen diff erent works while 

compiling it, including eight Ptolemaic maps, four separate Portuguese sea charts, 

and an “Arabic chart of India”—the fi rst recorded instance of such an Arabic source 

from the Indian Ocean having reached an Ottoman scholar. Piri also apparently had 

access to an original sketch map of the Americas from Columbus’s third voyage to 

the New World, and even personally interviewed a Spanish prisoner who had previ-

ously served as a crew member on one of Columbus’s expeditions. All of this bears 

witness to a true sea change in the Ottomans’ understanding of the world, and the 

author himself off ers us a taste of this period’s heady atmosphere of intellectual 

excitement, boasting: “I have made maps in which I was able to show twice the 

number of things contained in the maps of our day, having made use of new charts 

of the Chinese and Indian Seas which no one in the Ottoman lands had hitherto 

seen or known.”     

 Yet even as we admire the revolutionary content of Piri’s map, we must carefully 

guard against the temptation to see it as a sui generis masterpiece that was somehow 

unrepresentative of the larger Ottoman cultural milieu in which it was created.     

As should by now be clear, there was nothing fundamentally new or unique about Piri 

Reis’s comfortable familiarity with Western scholarship, since by the sixteenth cen-

tury Ottoman cartographers already enjoyed a long-established tradition of produc-

ing maps according to Western prototypes. Piri Reis’s work was therefore new and 

exciting not because of the provenance of his sources per se but rather because of the 

radically expanded breadth of the information that these Western sources provided. 

Alongside the conquest of Egypt, which physically brought the Ottomans into con-

tact with a vast and previously unknown region, his map thus awakened his compatri-

ots to a whole new universe of possibilities for conquest and imperial expansion.  

    selim, the spice trade, and the conquest of eg ypt   

 Against this exhilarating intellectual background, we can pinpoint the true begin-

ning of the Ottoman Age of Exploration to Sultan Selim’s decision to invade the 

territories of the Mamluk empire in 1516. Th is was a move with overwhelmingly 

important consequences for later Ottoman history, doubling the size of the empire 

in a single year and solidifying the Ottomans’ status as the most powerful state in 

the Islamic world. Yet surprisingly, it is also a decision whose motivations still 

remain, nearly fi ve hundred years after the fact, shrouded in a thick veil of mystery. 

Was it intended as a preemptive strike against Selim’s archrival Shah Ismail of Iran, 
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  designed to deprive him of a potentially powerful Egyptian ally? Was it instead a 

political gambit to shore up Selim’s legitimacy on the domestic front, by appropriat-

ing the prestigious religious centers of Jerusalem, Mecca, and Medina? Or was it 

merely the fi rst step in a much grander strategy aimed at pulling the Indian Ocean 

into the Ottoman orbit and seizing control of the spice trade from the newly estab-

lished Portuguese Estado da Índia? 

 Probably no single factor can fully explain Selim’s decision, and even a consider-

able element of chance may have lain behind the immediate political conditions that 

brought his army fi rst into Syria and then to Egypt. Still, it seems extremely likely 

that an interest in the spice trade played at least some role in drawing Selim to the 

banks of the Nile.     And although it remains an elusive goal to determine exactly 

how and under what circumstances this came about, at least one fact is clear: just as 

Ottoman geographic knowledge of the Indian Ocean had begun to grow in the 

years leading up to the conquest of Egypt, so, too, did Ottoman merchant commu-

nities begin to establish their fi rst direct commercial ties with the region. 

 Curiously, much of this growing commercial contact seems to have been the 

responsibility of just one man: a former slave by the name of Malik Ayaz, who 

served the sultans of Gujarat as governor of the important Indian seaport of Diu 

during the fi rst decades of the sixteenth century. Regrettably, not nearly enough is 

known about this intriguing and enigmatic fi gure, whose origins and early career 

are almost totally obscure and who is variously described in contemporary sources 

as a Tatar, a Persian, a native of Dubrovnik, and even a Russian.     But whatever his 

heritage and regardless of his original mother tongue, he appears to have been 

 fl uent in some form of Turkish, and there are enough hints in the historical record 

to suggest that he may also have spent a considerable period in the Ottoman 

Empire prior to his arrival in Gujarat.     Most notably, Malik Ayaz was regularly 

referred to by the Portuguese as a “Rumi,” a word typically used in the sixteenth-

century Indian Ocean to denote Turkish-speaking Muslims from the Ottoman 

Mediterranean, and he was similarly described in at least one Indian chronicle as 

having a particular fondness for “Rumi specialties” at his dinner table.     Moreover, 

as governor of the port city of Diu—the epicenter of Indian transit trade with the 

Red Sea, Persian Gulf, and Mediterranean—Malik Ayaz found himself surrounded 

by a large community of fellow Rumi merchants, and his connection to this group 

was strong enough that during his tenure the city was commonly referred to as “the 

port of the Rumis.”     

 Since Malik Ayaz was also a merchant in his own right, with substantial private 

trading concerns in the Red Sea, he naturally emerged as an advocate of this group’s 

interests in the face of Portuguese aggression. In the years following the fi rst 

Portuguese incursions into Indian waters at the turn of the sixteenth century, he had 

been instrumental in convincing Kansuh Gawri, then the reigning sultan of Mamluk 

Egypt, to intervene in defense of Muslim shipping. And subsequently—at least for 

a time—he had actively collaborated with the Mamluk admiral Hussein al-Kurdi, 
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  whose fl eet sailed from Egypt to India in 1507. By March of the following year, their 

coordinated eff orts bore tangible fruit when a combined Indian and Egyptian 

armada defeated the main Portuguese fl eet off  the coast of Chaul, capturing or kill-

ing scores of Portuguese, including Dom Lourenço de Almeida, the viceroy’s son. 

 Before long, however, Malik Ayaz and his Rumi constituents began to lose con-

fi dence in Hussein, who despite his skills as a naval commander proved to be an 

imperious and untrustworthy ally. Already by 1509, in fact, Malik Ayaz had grown so 

suspicious of Hussein’s intentions that he withdrew his support on the eve of a criti-

cal sea battle off  the coast of Gujarat—a decision that led to the almost total destruc-

tion of the Mamluk fl eet at Portuguese hands.     Following this debacle, Hussein 

al-Kurdi managed to return safely to Egypt, and in 1515, he set sail from Suez with a 

second and even larger Mamluk fl eet. But his actions during this second campaign 

served only to confi rm Malik Ayaz’s worst suspicions. Rather than following his 

orders from Cairo, which had called for the fl eet to proceed directly to India for a 

renewed engagement with the Portuguese, the chronically insubordinate admiral 

instead diverted his entire force to Yemen, where he set about conquering its princi-

pal cities in a brazen attempt to establish a personal fi efdom.     Muslim observers 

throughout the region were scandalized, especially after Hussein bombarded the 

independent port city of Aden just as the merchant fl eet from India was preparing 

to sail home with the yearly monsoon.     

 Th ereafter, it seems that Malik Ayaz and the Rumi merchants of Gujarat deci-

sively shifted their allegiance away from the Mamluks and toward the Ottomans, 

fi nally convinced that the former were either incapable or unwilling to properly 

defend their interests.     And suggestively, this fi nal break between Hussein al-Kurdi 

and the merchants of the Indian Ocean took place less than a year before the begin-

ning of the Ottoman Sultan Selim’s invasion of Mamluk lands. Might certain Rumi 

merchants with ties to Malik Ayaz have played a role in coaxing Selim into action? 

 Admittedly, there is little explicit evidence in either Egyptian or Ottoman sources 

of a direct connection between solicitations from these merchants and Selim’s deci-

sion to invade.     But the contemporary Egyptian chronicler Ibn Iyas, who makes 

frequent mention of the activities of Rumi merchants in Cairo, does give vent to a 

general feeling of suspicion and hostility toward them in his writings. He reports, 

for example, that just after news of the Mamluk Sultan Kansuh Gawri’s death at 

Selim’s hands reached Cairo, rumors began to spread that the army’s new recruits 

were planning to storm out of their barracks, set fi re to the central Khan Khalili 

market, and massacre Rumi merchants who were conducting business there. When 

this plot was uncovered, the soldiers justifi ed their intentions by saying: “Th ese mer-

chants are in cahoots with the Ottomans, and insulted the good name of our master 

upon hearing of his death.”     

 Subsequently, the Mamluk authorities in Cairo ordered a large number of mer-

chants rounded up on charges of divulging state secrets, and according to Ibn Iyas 

“several Ottoman spies were discovered” as a result of the investigation.     To be sure, 
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  at least some of these “spies” were likely victims of simple anti-Ottoman hysteria at 

a time when Selim’s forces were rapidly converging on the Mamluk capital. But the 

impression that the allegations against them contained at least a grain of truth was 

soon reinforced by the actions of Selim himself. Once securely established in Cairo 

following the fi nal defeat of the Mamluk army, one of his fi rst acts as the new ruler 

of Egypt was to order the arrest and execution of Hussein al-Kurdi, the insubordi-

nate Mamluk admiral whose behavior had so antagonized the merchants of the 

Indian Ocean. Th en, to fi ll Hussein’s vacated post as governor of the port of Jiddah, 

Selim appointed an Azeri merchant, Kasim Shirvani, who immediately wrote letters 

to Malik Ayaz and his sovereign Sultan Muzaff ar Shah of Gujarat informing them 

of Selim’s conquests.     Alas, the former of these two letters has not come down to us, 

but the latter includes, in addition to details about Selim’s battlefi eld victories in 

Egypt and the Levant, a specifi c promise that the Ottoman fl eet would soon come 

to the aid of beleaguered Muslim merchants in India. According to the text:

  Th e Twenty ships that were previously constructed by the Circassians [Mamluks] are 

currently in Jiddah, and His Imperial Majesty [Selim], who is the refuge of the 

Sultanate and whose heart is that of Solomon—may God Almighty assist him!—has 

ordered fi fty more ships to be constructed. If God so wills, with numberless troops he 

will soon undertake to push these perfi dious troublemakers towards a destiny of black-

ness, and [with his troops] whose eff ect is like that of a tempest, he will cast them, 

soldier by soldier, to the winds of annihilation . . . then there will be safety and 

security.       

 Th is momentous proclamation was met with an explosion of enthusiasm by mem-

bers of the Muslim merchant community in Gujarat—and with an equal measure 

of dismay by the administrators of the Portuguese Estado da Índia. Malik Ayaz’s 

reply to Selim, sent in late 1518, expressed joy at the sultan’s message and included 

both a detailed account of recent Portuguese provocations and a plan to oust them 

from India by means of a joint Indo-Ottoman naval operation.     Conversely, an 

urgent message dispatched by the Portuguese Viceroy Afonso de Albuquerque to 

Lisbon around the same time alerted the Portuguese king about the possibility of an 

 imminent Ottoman invasion of India, and warned him about the electrifying eff ect 

this was having on the resident Muslim population. Noting that conditions in the 

subcontinent had been completely tranquil at the time of his departure for Malacca 

two years previously, he wrote: “Now, with this news of the Ottomans, I have 

returned to fi nd everywhere in rebellion. Your Highness should take note of what it 

will mean to have the Ottomans for neighbors, given the reputation they enjoy in 

these parts.”     Similarly, another Portuguese offi  cial, Aires da Gama, wrote to Lisbon 

in the following year advocating immediate military action against Gujarat, since 

“Diu is waiting for the Ottomans with open arms” and “the merchants there now 

control the entire trade with Mecca, and do nothing but go back and forth in 

their ships.”     
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   Meanwhile, as these battle lines were being drawn across the Indian Ocean, 

Selim was also busily engaged on the Mediterranean front, where he took steps to 

reassure the traditional European customers for spices in Egypt that opportunities 

for trade would in no way be undermined by his recent conquests. Accordingly, he 

issued an imperial edict to Dubrovnik reconfi rming the trading privileges that city’s 

merchants had enjoyed under the Mamluks,     and likewise sent word to Venice that 

he “desired the friendship of the Venetians, and at the start of his new administra-

tion [in Egypt] was trying to increase commercial traffi  c in that province both for 

the particular use and benefi t of its subjects and in the interest of public revenues.”     

Within months, Venetian and other European merchants in Egypt (who under the 

Mamluks could rarely travel further inland than Alexandria) were openly buying 

and selling in the spice markets of Cairo.     

 Such measures notwithstanding, it would be a mistake to make too emphatic an 

argument about the sophistication of the Ottomans’ approach to the spice trade at this 

early date. At a time when the Portuguese “Grocer King” Manuel I was already pursu-

ing, as a fundamental goal of his imperial strategy, an innovative “crown monopoly” of 

the Indian Ocean pepper trade, the Ottoman state’s commercial role under Selim was 

still limited to the collection of transit tariff s through Egyptian ports, much as it had 

under the preexisting regime of the Mamluks.     Only later, under Selim’s successors, 

would the Ottoman state become more directly involved in the spice trade in a man-

ner roughly analogous to Dom Manuel’s “pepper monopoly.” But although this system 

would take several more decades to emerge and develop into its mature form, Selim 

nevertheless paved the way by establishing a precedent for state policies that were 

responsive to commercial interests in a way that Mamluk policies had never been. 

And equally important, Selim’s willingness to engage with the complex and geograph-

ically extensive network of Indian Ocean trade also had more immediate political 

consequences, inspiring him to radically reformulate the basis of his claims to imperial 

legitimacy in a direct parallel with the imperial project of the Portuguese crown.  

    parallel development of portuguese and ottoman 
claims to universal sovereignty   

 Prior to the reign of Selim’s grandfather Mehmed II, whose dramatic conquest of 

the city of Constantinople in 1453 had transformed the Ottoman state into an empire 

in the fullest sense, early Ottoman sultans had based their claims to legitimacy on 

historical origins as frontier  gazis , or warriors of the faith engaged in a holy struggle 

against the infi dels of Byzantium.     In this respect, they were not substantially dif-

ferent from the early kings of Portugal, who were known as “athletes of Christ” and 

claimed a special role as the champions of Christendom in the rough-and-tumble 

frontier regions of medieval Iberia. 

 Th en, during the course of the fi fteenth century, the Portuguese were able to 

gradually secure several footholds in Morocco and eventually extend their reach as 
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  far as the coast of West Africa—a region never before visited by any European. In 

recognition of this success, the papacy provided the Portuguese with a series of bulls 

granting them exclusive rights to the navigation and conquest of all newly discov-

ered regions in the Atlantic and along the coast of Africa. By the end of the century, 

once the Cape route to India had been opened, these same papal bulls were reinter-

preted by the Portuguese crown as the juridical basis for its aspirations in the Indian 

Ocean as well. 

 Th e essence of these dramatically expanded Portuguese claims was embodied in 

the new imperial title that Dom Manuel assumed immediately following Vasco da 

Gama’s triumphant return from India in 1499: “King of Portugal, Lord of Guinea, 

and Lord of the Conquest, Navigation and Commerce of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia 

and India.” It should be emphasized, however, that since Dom Manuel assumed this 

title at a time when he possessed not so much as a single ship anywhere in the Indian 

Ocean, this title represented a theoretical ideal rather than a realistic description of 

his authority.     And as later events would show, it was never Dom Manuel’s intention 

to actualize this claim by directly abrogating the sovereignty of individual kings in 

India or anywhere else in the east. Instead, he hoped not to replace these local, preex-

isting rulers, but rather to be recognized as their superior, a “king of kings” or emperor, 

whose authority transcended the physical possession of any specifi c territory.     As a 

result, despite a long string of military successes across maritime Asia during the fol-

lowing decades, neither Dom Manuel nor any of his successors ever changed this 

royal title, always maintaining the pretense that their authority extended universally 

across all of the Indies, not just the specifi c territories under their immediate control 

at any given time.     Th us, as the Portuguese historian Antonio Vasconcelos de 

Saldanha has described it, “For the fi rst time in history the title of Portugal’s kings 

corresponded not with an eff ectively controlled geographical space, but rather to a 

‘political space’ based in a powerful juridico-political fi ction, which was the result of 

diplomatic conventions and legitimized by the authority of the Pope.”     

 How does this model of “universal empire” compare with the situation in the 

contemporary Ottoman state? Remarkably, despite all of the obvious diff erences 

between the political cultures of the Ottoman and Portuguese realms, in several 

fundamental respects Saldanha’s description appears as applicable to the imperial 

claims advanced by Selim in 1517 as those advanced by Dom Manuel in 1499. If Dom 

Manuel became “Emperor” upon Vasco da Gama’s return from India, Selim, too, 

marked his triumphant entrance into Cairo by assuming the prestigious title 

“Protector of the Holy Cities” ( H- ādım al-Ḥaremeyn ), a mantle that had previously 

belonged to the Mamluk sultans. Subsequently, he arrested al-Mutawakkil, the last 

puppet “caliph” of the Abbasid family still resident in the city, and appropriated for 

himself this title as well.   Although earlier sultans, most notably Selim’s grandfather 

Mehmed, had also occasionally fl irted with the idea of styling themselves as “caliph,” 

it was only at this point that the claim began to resonate with other Muslim rulers 

in the international arena.
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  Th en, armed with these new credentials, Selim began to actively promote 

himself as a universal Islamic ruler whose sovereignty, especially with regard to the 

Indian Ocean, extended far beyond the borders of the areas under his physical con-

trol.     As early as 1518, in a piece of offi  cial diplomatic  correspondence (addressed to 

the ruler Shirvan Shah), Selim included among his many titles lordship over Arabia, 

Yemen, Ethiopia, and even Zanzibar, although at the time he commanded no mili-

tary forces at all beyond the Red Sea port of Jiddah.     

 Certainly, none of this posturing would have meant much had Selim’s claims been 

simply ignored by the local powers in the Indian Ocean. But most rulers in the region 

seem to have taken them very seriously indeed. As soon as news of Selim’s conquests 

reached Mecca, for example, the reigning sharif sent his son to Cairo to pay personal 

homage to the sultan and present him with the keys to the holy cities, after which 

Selim duly reconfi rmed him in his position.     A few months later, an envoy arrived 

from the Emir of Aden, who likewise swore allegiance to Selim and begged forgive-

ness for having supplied a visiting Portuguese fl eet with provisions and local pilots 

earlier in the year.     Shortly thereafter, Malik Ayaz’s letter also reached Istanbul, in 

which he explicitly addressed the Ottoman sultan as “Caliph on Earth.”     

 Th us Selim, like his contemporary Dom Manuel of Portugal, had begun to build 

consensus for a claim to an entirely new kind of imperial sovereignty—one that cor-

responded not with an eff ectively controlled geographical space, but rather with an 

expansive extraterritorial political space defi ned through the language of Islam’s 

juridically based universalism. And by no means coincidentally, in both the 

Portuguese case and the Ottoman case, this new claim referred to the  same  political 

space: the trading world of the Indian Ocean, which Muslims and Christians alike 

now recognized not only as a sphere of economic exchange but also as a battle-

ground of competing imperial ideologies. 

 By 1519, Selim had even begun to take the fi rst concrete steps toward enforcing 

this new claim, by organizing a small armed naval expedition to Yemen under the 

command of the seasoned corsair Hussein al-Rumi.     Although the sultan’s unex-

pected death in 1520 would force this expedition to be called to a halt, the newly 

expanded scope of Ottoman ambitions was by this point clear to all and would con-

tinue to move forward even without his leadership. By appropriating the authority 

and prestige that resulted from control of the holy cities, Selim had set his succes-

sors on a collision course with the Portuguese for control of the Indian Ocean and 

provided them with enormous political and diplomatic resources to draw from in 

the approaching confl ict. Never before had two powers challenged each other more 

directly in such a wide-ranging global theater.  

    conclusion: the ottomans and the “ islamic tradition”   

 Th e tendency to view the “Islamic world” as a timeless, undiff erentiated whole has a 

long tradition in Western scholarship.     With specifi c reference to the history of 
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  Ottoman expansion in the Indian Ocean, it is also a tendency exacerbated by avail-

able sources from the period, whose authors (both Portuguese and Indian Muslims 

alike) rarely made a careful distinction between the Ottomans and Mamluks.     As a 

result, most modern studies based on these sources have naturally seen the Mamluk 

naval campaigns in the early part of the century and the Ottoman operations in the 

decades that followed as all part of a single, continuous, and undiff erentiated his-

torical process. 

 But in reality, there was a huge diff erence between the Mamluk Sultanate and the 

Ottoman Empire, for it was the Mamluks—and the Mamluks only—who had a 

vested interest in the spice trade before the arrival of the Portuguese in India.     Th is 

is not to deny that a certain number of Ottoman sailors and gunners served as private 

mercenaries in the Mamluks’ Indian Ocean fl eet prior to 1517; under Selim’s father, 

Bayezid II, this fl eet had even received limited logistical support (in the form of artil-

lery, supplies of lumber, and possibly a few sea captains) directly from the Ottoman 

government.     But there is simply no evidence to suggest that Bayezid played any 

direct role in organizing this fl eet or directing its activities, and his shipments of sup-

plies were in any case discontinued by Selim shortly after his accession to the throne.     

In fact, the main body of “Ottomans” who volunteered for service in the Mamluk 

navy during Selim’s reign (a force of some two thousand Levantines under the com-

mand of the Mediterranean corsair Selman Reis) seem to have enlisted expressly 

against his wishes. Th is is evident from the fact that, following Selim’s conquest of 

Egypt, he promptly summoned their commander to Cairo and ordered his arrest—

apparently less than pleased to fi nd so many of his subjects in Mamluk service.     

 Clearly, then, Selim was by no means a collaborator or even a silent partner in the 

Mamluk Sultanate’s feeble attempts to defend Muslim shipping from the Portuguese 

before 1517. As such, since the Portuguese blockade of the Red Sea was fi rmly in 

place long before Selim arrived on the scene, the oft-repeated accusation that he 

“failed to defend” the Indian Ocean trade routes following his conquest of Egypt 

makes little sense.     Th e Mamluk dynasty may well have suff ered (and ultimately 

even collapsed) as a result of Portuguese incursions. But for the Ottomans under 

Selim, the spice trade can in no way be considered a “lost” source of revenue that the 

sultan was unable to protect. Rather, it represented a great future opportunity to 

exploit an untapped and potentially vast source of wealth. 

 In time, subsequent generations of Ottoman statesmen, merchants, and adven-

turers would indeed exploit this opportunity to the fullest. But the magnitude of 

such an undertaking required a substantial gestation period before any of their 

eff orts could bear fruit. After all, the Portuguese had allowed nearly a decade to 

elapse between their fi rst voyage around the Cape of Good Hope in 1488 (under 

Bartolomeu Dias) and Vasco da Gama’s follow-up expedition to India in 1497. 

By comparison, the Ottomans were even later arrivals to the Indian Ocean, so it 

should hardly come as a surprise that they, too, assumed the same methodical pace 

in pursuing their economic and political goals in the region. 
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   At the same time, when considering the longer term consequences of Selim’s 

reign, it is also important to appreciate the continuing vitality of Egypt as a magnet 

of world trade long after the arrival of the Portuguese in the Indian Ocean. Despite 

extensive and seemingly conclusive evidence to the contrary, it remains a stubbornly 

entrenched belief among many modern historians that the Portuguese Cape route 

to India was inherently faster and cheaper than any alternative and therefore perma-

nently superseded the traditional transit route through Egypt and the Red Sea.     

Th e Portuguese of the time, however, were under no such illusions. As contemporary 

records make clear, they were well aware of the superiority of the traditional Egyptian 

route, such that Egypt and the Holy Lands remained at the very center of their 

strategic calculations throughout the early decades of the sixteenth century. By their 

own admission, in fact, early Portuguese strategists hoped not to permanently  bypass  

Egypt by means of their blockade of the Red Sea, but rather to pave the way for an 

 invasion  of Egypt by weakening the Mamluks’ access to customs revenues and rais-

ing money for themselves in the process. Once this was accomplished, and once 

Egypt itself lay fi rmly within their grasp, the spice trade would be allowed to return 

naturally to its traditional routes, and the tenuous and expensive network of 

Portuguese bases in the Indian Ocean would be rendered superfl uous and 

abandoned.     

 Stated in these terms, the entire fi rst period of Portuguese expansion thus appears 

to be a risky, desperately complex, and ultimately failed attempt to achieve, over the 

course of several decades, what Selim had accomplished by 1517 after only a few 

short months of military campaigning. In time, control of Egypt and the Holy 

Lands would give the Ottomans an enormous strategic advantage over the 

Portuguese—an advantage whose importance would become ever more obvious as 

the century unfolded. “Selim the Navigator” thus provided his countrymen with the 

keys to maritime Asia. He left to his successors the task of opening the door and 

entering the vast new world that lay before them.           



  1 5 2 0 – 1 5 3 6   

 i brahim pasha  and  t he  ag e 

of  r econnaissanc e  

                   Two  

   T
he year 1520 marks the beginning of the very long reign of Suleiman the 

Magnifi cent, widely considered (both then and now) the grandest and most 

powerful sultan in the history of the Ottoman state. For all his undeniable accom-

plishments, however, Suleiman’s carefully cultivated reputation deserves to be treated 

with a certain degree of skepticism, for in one sense the forty-six years of his rule 

mark the start of something new and decidedly unmagnifi cent in the history of the 

Ottoman dynasty: an extended period during which the infl uence of viziers, advi-

sors, and members of the royal household rose precipitously, eventually to such an 

extent that they began to undermine the authority of the sultan himself. To under-

stand politics during Suleiman’s reign, therefore, requires pulling the focus away 

from the sultan in order to accommodate a wider political playing fi eld. From 1520 

on, a constantly shifting cast of characters, including grand viziers, provincial gover-

nors, and even ladies of the imperial harem were consistently more active in shaping 

the empire’s policies than anyone sitting on the throne in Istanbul.  

 What were the reasons for such a dramatic change in Ottoman political culture? 

At the risk of oversimplifi cation, much of the responsibility probably lies with the 

delicate character of Suleiman himself. Unlike his fearsomely autocratic father, the 

young sultan seems to have suff ered throughout his life from a compulsive need for 

intimacy, and he formed a series of intense personal relationships that he allowed to 

guide his decisions as head of state. Th e most obvious—and notorious—example of 

this tendency is his passionate love for the slave girl Roxelana (later “Hurrem Sultan”), 

whom he married in fl agrant violation of all dynastic protocol, and who later became 
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one of the empire’s most infl uential power brokers. But even before this, when 

Suleiman was still in the fl ower of youth and barely settled on the throne, he had 

already given in to this gentler side of his nature by showering favor on his childhood 

friend and boon companion Ibrahim, whose meteoric rise in the 1520s is inextricably 

linked with the beginning of the second phase of the Ottoman Age of Exploration.      

    ibrahim pasha’s  rise to power   

 According to contemporary accounts of his origins, Ibrahim Pasha was born a sub-

ject of the Republic of Venice in the Epiran town of Parga. Taken captive by pirates 

at the age of six and sold as a slave to an elite household only shortly thereafter, he is 

said to have met the future Sultan Suleiman when the two were still in their teens. 

One popular story about their fi rst encounter, widely circulated in later years, main-

tains that Ibrahim initially caught the prince’s attention by virtue of his beautiful 

violin playing. True or not, it is certain that the two became fast friends. Ibrahim 

was therefore presented as a gift to Suleiman by his former owner, and the two spent 

the rest of their adolescence together at the provincial capital of Manisa, where 

Suleiman completed his princely education. 

 When Suleiman ascended to the throne in 1520, Ibrahim accompanied him to 

Istanbul, initially taking up residence in the Sultan’s private quarters and frequently 

spending the night in the same room with him—something virtually unheard of in 

the tightly controlled world of the Ottoman imperial palace. Th en, in the following 

year, Ibrahim began construction of a mansion of his own built in close proximity to 

the grounds of Topkapı Palace, so that he could still remain nearby when not physi-

cally in Suleiman’s presence. During these years, the two were so inseparable that 

Ibrahim was described by a Venetian offi  cial then resident in Istanbul as “the heart 

and breath of the Sultan.”     

 In a time and place where access to the sultan’s person translated almost directly 

into unadulterated political power, this unusually close relationship was by itself 

enough to make Ibrahim one of the most infl uential individuals in the Empire. But 

Suleiman also sought to advance Ibrahim’s career through more formal channels as 

rapidly as he could. Already at his accession to the throne, he had appointed Ibrahim 

to the post of head falconer, and he promoted him repeatedly in the years that 

 followed. Th en, in 1523, after easing his father’s aged advisor Piri Mehmed out of 

offi  ce, the sultan ordered Ibrahim (now Ibrahim Pasha) to replace him as grand 

vizier—making him in name, as well as in fact, the titular head of the Ottoman civil 

and military administration. For good measure, he also appointed Ibrahim Lord of 

Lords of Rumelia (the most coveted governorship in the empire), and a few months 

later, in a ceremony celebrated with spectacular pomp in the capital city, he married 

him off  to a bride from among Istanbul’s most highly placed families.     

 All of this was bound to antagonize the more entrenched members of the 

Ottoman establishment, who normally expected the sultan to observe unwritten but 
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rather strict rules of seniority when making decisions about promotions to the 

empire’s highest offi  ces. In particular, the very senior Ahmed Pasha, who under Piri 

Mehmed had served as Suleiman’s second vizier, felt (with considerable  justifi cation) 

that the grand vizierate rightly belonged to him or at least to someone of equal 

experience. Th e young sultan’s decision to promote Ibrahim instead, who was at the 

time only in his late twenties, was thus a bitter pill for Ahmed to swallow. As a sop 

for his wounded pride—and perhaps also as an excuse to send him away from the 

capital city—the sultan nominated him as governor of Egypt and dispatched him to 

Cairo. Unfortunately, Ahmed refused to accept this new status quo, and shortly after 

reaching the banks of the Nile, he raised the banner of rebellion. Suleiman responded 

by assembling a large fl eet and appointing Ibrahim as its commander to sail to Egypt 

and deal with the crisis personally.     

 Ahmed Pasha’s rebellion and Ibrahim’s subsequent campaign to reconquer Egypt 

for the sultan are of central interest to our story for two reasons. First and most obvi-

ously, Egypt was the crucial link between the Indian Ocean and the Ottoman 

Empire, and its conquest in 1517 was what had fi rst awakened Suleiman’s father, 

Selim, to the possibilities of maritime expansion to the southeast. Th e sudden loss of 

the province now completely severed this link, showing just how tenuous the 

Ottomans’ connection to the world of the Indian Ocean remained more than fi ve 

years after the initial conquest of Egypt. But at the same time, Ahmed’s rebellion 

also had the very positive consequence of bringing Ibrahim Pasha to the banks of 

the Nile, an experience that would provoke a response in the young and ambitious 

pasha very similar to that of his conquering predecessor, Selim the Grim. Soon 

enough, Ibrahim, too, would begin to dream of building an empire in the Indian 

Ocean, even while realizing that his countrymen in the early 1520s still suff ered from 

an acute lack of reliable information about the region.  

    ibrahim pasha’s  reconnaissance campaign   

 On the military front, Ibrahim made short work of Ahmed’s rebellion, having over-

seen his execution within just a few weeks of his fi rst arrival in the province.     As was 

soon to become clear, however, the most important campaign that Ibrahim was des-

tined to fi ght during his time in Egypt was not against Ahmed’s rebellious troops 

but against the Portuguese—and was to be waged not with soldiers and artillery but 

rather with maps and geographical texts. 

 In truth, this campaign of reconnaissance began even before the grand vizier had 

arrived in Egypt, as Ibrahim’s fl agship during his passage from Istanbul to Rhodes 

was commanded by none other than the navigator and cartographer Piri Reis, the 

same man who had traveled to Cairo and presented Sultan Selim with his famous 

world map in 1517.     According to an account in Piri Reis’s later writings, he and the 

pasha fi rst made one another’s acquaintance during this voyage, when Ibrahim saw 

Piri consulting nautical charts to plot a safe course. Immediately intrigued, he asked 
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for a demonstration of how they were used, and thereafter, the two men talked 

 regularly about navigation, cartography, and the science of the sea.     

 It would be hard to overstate the long-term implications for the Ottoman Age of 

Exploration of this chance encounter at sea, for upon their safe arrival in Egypt, 

Ibrahim commissioned Piri Reis to complete an expanded edition of the work he 

had consulted during their sea passage: his recently completed atlas and navigational 

guide, the  Kitāb-ı Baḥrīye  (“Book of the Sea”).     In its fi nal form, as presented to the 

sultan in 1526, this magisterial work constituted an intellectual contribution of such 

groundbreaking importance that it is even today considered the single greatest mas-

terpiece of Ottoman geography and cartography ever produced.     

 However, while most modern readers of the “Book of the Sea” have been drawn 

fi rst and foremost to its rich and comprehensive descriptions of the Mediterranean 

(particularly since these are accompanied by several dozen masterfully executed and 

beautifully illustrated maps), the portion of the work of the most immediate interest 

to Ibrahim Pasha was probably its lengthy introductory section, which was not 

included in Piri’s earlier edition and, in fact, contains no information at all about the 

Mediterranean. Instead, this lively text, composed in rhyming verse and written in 

clear, layman’s language, counts as the fi rst original work in Ottoman Turkish to 

contain specifi c and detailed information about the geography of the Indian Ocean. 

Consisting of an updated textual summary of Piri’s earlier world map, but with new 

sections describing the history of Vasco da Gama’s circumnavigation of Africa, 

Columbus’s discovery of the New World, and the technical advances that had made 

these voyages possible, the work was above all designed to convey a sense of the 

monumental importance of the discoveries in both intellectual and political terms. 

 Such was the signifi cance of the “Book of the Sea” that, had Ibrahim Pasha 

accomplished nothing else during his years as grand vizier, his commissioning of the 

book would by itself have been enough to seal his reputation as a patron of science 

and learning. But Piri Reis’s masterpiece was just one of several similar works that 

became available to the Ottomans during the mid-1520s as a direct result of Ibrahim 

Pasha’s eff orts. Another example, in its own way just as extraordinary, is a chart of 

Magellan’s circumnavigation of the globe attributed to the offi  cial Portuguese court 

cartographer, Pedro Reinel ( Figure 2.1 ). A historic work, it contains both the original 

record of the discoveries made by Magellan in the Western Hemisphere and the 

most up-to-date information (as of 1519) from Portuguese voyages in East Africa 

and Southeast Asia. It is also signifi cant from a technical standpoint as the earliest 

known example of an equidistant polar projection on a terrestrial map, a technique 

not employed regularly until the 1560s.      

 Perhaps the most remarkable characteristic of this map, however, is the simple 

fact that it is today in the collection of Istanbul’s Topkapı Palace library. A document 

with such sensitive information would have been considered a precious state secret 

by the Portuguese authorities and, under normal circumstances, would have been 

kept in the tightly guarded archives of Lisbon’s Casa da Índia. Indeed, as a result of 
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this habitual secrecy, there are virtually no other offi  cial Portuguese maps from the 

decade of the 1520s known to have survived to modern times.     Th e Ottomans’ 

acquisition of this particular map thus ranked as an intelligence coup of the fi rst 

order, and was doubtless the result of an epic tale of international cloak-and-dagger 

espionage about which we regrettably know almost nothing. We can surmise, how-

ever, that Ibrahim Pasha—whose keen interest in geography and  cartography was 

commonly remarked upon by foreign diplomats—almost certainly played a central 

role.     No other Ottoman offi  cial had comparable fi nancial or diplomatic resources 

at his disposal, and none enjoyed such a vast array of contacts in important Western 

centers of trade and espionage, particularly Venice.     Although it is only speculation, 

the most likely scenario seems to be that Ibrahim acquired the map by means of 

Venetian intermediaries, and probably with the help of Antonio Pigafetta, a promi-

    figure 2 . 1   Pedro Reinel’s world map with south polar projection, c. 1519 (water  damaged). 

Source: Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Istanbul, Hazine Ms. 1825.     
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nent explorer originally from the northern Italian town of Vicenza. Pigafetta, who 

had personally participated in the fi rst leg of the Magellan expedition, had aban-

doned the mission and returned to Italy (via Lisbon) by 1524, the same year as 

Ibrahim’s Egyptian campaign.     

 Ibrahim’s third major contribution to the advancement of Ottoman geographical 

knowledge is by comparison much better documented, involving his resuscitation of 

the shattered career of the naval commander Selman Reis (or “Captain Selman”). 

Th is storied Ottoman seaman, originally from the Aegean island of Lesbos, had 

entered Mamluk service in the years prior to the Ottoman conquest of Egypt and 

had actively participated in the last Mamluk naval expedition to the Indian Ocean 

in 1515. Th ereafter, he had heroically defended Jiddah from a Portuguese attack in 

1517, only a few months before the fi nal collapse of the Mamluk regime. But then, 

immediately following the Ottoman conquest of Egypt—and apparently because he 

had signed on for military service with the Mamluks against the wishes of Sultan 

Selim—he was arrested, sent to Istanbul, and imprisoned for disloyalty. 

 His biography after this point becomes somewhat hazy, although he seems to 

have been released from prison upon Selim’s death in 1520, after which he returned 

briefl y to Yemen as a private soldier of fortune.     By the time Ibrahim Pasha arrived 

in Egypt in 1524, Selman was back in Cairo, but still offi  cially out of favor and lan-

guishing in obscurity. Fortunately for the corsair’s tarnished reputation, the grand 

vizier realized that, whatever his past transgressions, Selman’s experience made him 

uniquely qualifi ed to supply information about the current situation in the Indian 

Ocean. He therefore ordered the corsair to travel once more to Jiddah and inspect 

the derelict Mamluk fl eet still stationed in its harbor. On his return, he was to report 

back to Ibrahim with an inventory of the available vessels and artillery in Jiddah and 

provide advice about how best to refurbish this fl eet and put it to use.     

 Selman’s report, which was submitted to the grand vizier in 1525, diff ers from all 

earlier Ottoman documents relating to maritime Asia in that it was based, at least in 

part, on fi rsthand experiences of travel in the region.     Although concise (106 lines 

of text), it describes in varying detail all of the major areas of the Indian Ocean lit-

toral, from the Swahili Coast, Ethiopia, and Yemen to the Indian subcontinent and 

the Indonesian archipelago. Th roughout, it takes careful note of the economic 

resources of various areas, their general level of technological development, and the 

ease with which they could be conquered and held by Ottoman forces. 

 One particularly striking element of Selman’s prose is the extent to which 

it echoes both the tone and the content of reports brought back by European 

 explorers at precisely the same time. When describing Ethiopia, for example, 

Selman writes:

  Th e capital of the province of Abyssinia is in fact called Bab al-Muluk, the infi dels of 

which are bare-footed and weak footmen with wooden bows and shields made of ele-

phant hide. Yet these people are dominant in that country for there is no one to put up 
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resistance against them. God knows best, but I say that it would be easy to take not 

only the town called Tabarah [on the Nile] with a thousand men . . . but also the entire 

province of Abyssinia.       

 Th us, in much the same way as the letters of Christopher Columbus or Afonso de 

Albuquerque, Selman’s report included specifi c recommendations about imperial 

policy alongside raw data about exotic human and physical geography. And 

although it proposed Ethiopia as a particularly promising venue for future expan-

sion, the text also advocated the military occupation of Yemen and the Swahili 

Coast for similar reasons, and likewise suggested that the Portuguese strongholds 

of Hormuz, Goa, and Malacca were also vulnerable and should all be considered as 

possible future targets. 

 Every one of these recommendations would, in one way or another, be put into 

practice by Ottoman statesmen in the decades to come. Selman’s report is thus the 

closest approximation to a blueprint for future Ottoman expansion in the Indian 

Ocean, enabling Ibrahim Pasha to take the fi rst concrete steps toward establishing a 

real Ottoman presence in the region. But before he could do so, he still needed to 

consolidate Ottoman rule in Egypt itself, in order to ensure that the province’s 

administration was secure enough to serve as a launching pad for further expansion 

overseas.  

    ibrahim pasha’s  administrative reforms in eg ypt   

 Ibrahim remained in Egypt for the better part of a year, during which he oversaw a 

full review of all of Egypt’s laws, administrative norms, and customary rules, with a 

special eye for those related to revenues, tax collection, and the redistribution of 

resources.     Th ese were then modifi ed, codifi ed, and collectively promulgated as the 

 K. ānūnnāme-i Mıṣır  (“Law Book of Egypt”) of 1525.     Th e primary objective of this 

law book was to bring Egypt more fi rmly under the heel of the imperial bureaucracy 

in Istanbul, and as such, its promulgation introduced important changes to various 

aspects of the administrative and fi scal apparatus of the province. 

 Many of the law book’s most signifi cant innovations relate to the tax regime gov-

erning trade, particularly the spice trade, in both Egypt itself and in the Red Sea. 

Overall, it appears that Ibrahim, while maintaining an obvious interest in securing 

revenues for the state, aimed to reorganize the existing tax system to make it more 

favorable to the interests of private merchants.     Among the most important changes 

that he instituted was the permanent abolishment of coercive Mamluk import and 

export quotas that had required merchants to buy or sell (at extortionate rates) a 

predetermined quantity of pepper through state agents.     Instead, the new Ottoman 

regulations now mandated that all commodities passing through Egyptian customs 

houses, including pepper and other spices, should be taxed at the same rate: the tra-

ditional 10 percent  ‛öşr  (“dime tax”) stipulated by the sharia. Ibrahim also overhauled 
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the mechanism of tariff  collection, which had been plagued by corruption and arbi-

trary taxation during the last years of Mamluk rule.     In Alexandria and Cairo, he 

reorganized customs houses as tax farms whose proceeds were sent directly to the 

provincial government, while the outlying collection centers of Jiddah and Suakin 

were placed under the control of appointed offi  cials (known as  emīns ) who were 

mandated to divide the revenues from these ports equally between the Egyptian 

treasury and the Sherif of Mecca. 

 Taken as a whole, these reforms amounted to a comprehensive “market-based” 

restructuring of the state’s regulation of the transit spice trade, designed to accom-

modate the interests of private merchants and to limit state interference as much 

as possible. Ibrahim realized that the uncompromising and exploitative Mamluk 

system, based on the expectation that there was no real alternative to the trade 

routes under Mamluk control, was untenable now that the Portuguese had opened 

the Cape route and established themselves in the Indian Ocean. Th e pasha thus 

tried to create a trading environment more favorable to private spice merchants, so 

that they would continue to trade in Egyptian ports despite the high risk of attack 

from Portuguese patrols. At the same time, Ibrahim clearly hoped to maximize 

the fl ow of revenue from this trade to the imperial treasury by limiting corruption 

and reaffi  rming the state’s rights in a few key areas. His establishment of  emīns  in 

the customs houses of Jiddah and Suakin, for example, reclaimed for the Egyptian 

treasury its rightful share of the receipts of these ports, which had been exclusively 

controlled by the Sharif of Mecca since the collapse of the Mamluk regime 

in 1517.     

 A provincial budget from 1527 gives a sense of the overall importance of these 

revenues for Egypt’s fi nances following Ibrahim Pasha’s reforms. According to offi  -

cial fi gures, tax revenues from the four principal ports of Alexandria, Suez, Suakin, 

and Jiddah (excluding the portion designated for the Sharif of Mecca), amounted to 

17,731,964  akçes  out of a provincial aggregate of 116,538,994.     Th is calculates to just 

over 15 percent of the total, a signifi cant fi gure considering that, in the same year, the 

total customs revenues of the Portuguese Empire (including tariff s on land trans-

port) was only 11.5 percent.     Th e fi gure is even more impressive given that it was 

achieved in the mid-1520s, the golden years of the Portuguese anti-Muslim mari-

time blockade when organized defense of the Red Sea had virtually collapsed. Th ere 

is, in fact, no other multiyear period during which Portuguese attacks against Muslim 

shipping to and from the Red Sea were more successful than the years from 1517 to 

1525.     Yet at the end of this period, customs receipts in Egyptian ports remained a 

principal source of revenue for what was by far the empire’s richest province. Trade-

based revenues thus presented themselves as an area with obvious growth potential 

for the state. And for Ibrahim Pasha, the best way to capitalize on this potential was 

also obvious: having successfully removed internal impediments to trade through a 

series of administrative reforms, he must arm a fl eet and eliminate the external threat 

posed by the Portuguese at sea.  
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    the first ottoman expedition to yemen   

 In his report delivered to Ibrahim Pasha in 1525, the corsair Selman Reis had included 

two critical observations that seem to have made a particular impression on the 

grand vizier. First, he had warned that the holy cities of Mecca and Medina were 

completely defenseless against Portuguese attacks, since the old Mamluk fl eet lay 

derelict and abandoned in Jiddah. As he put it, “One cannot escape from painful 

feelings when one sees these ships and arms lying idly, while one hears about the 

successes of the accursed Portuguese in those lands of India.”     But even more 

alarmingly, Selman had speculated that it was only a matter of time before the pace 

of Portuguese attacks would intensify and threaten not only the holy cities but also 

the safety of Egypt itself. He therefore urged the grand vizier to refurbish the fl eet 

in Jiddah as quickly as possible, before the Portuguese had a chance to strike again 

( Figure 2.2 ). “It has been solely out of fear that these ships and guns might be sent 

against them,” he wrote, “that the Portuguese have not yet entered the sea of Tor 

[and attacked Egypt]. But if they hear that these ships are not operational and lack 

crews they will inevitably come with a big armada for, apart from these ships, there 

is nothing here to deter them.”      

    figure 2 .2   A contemporary view of Jiddah, the principal maritime entry point for the 

holy cities of Mecca and Medina, during the Portuguese attack of 1517. Source: Gaspar 

Correia,  Lendas da Índia  (Lisbon, 1858–1864).     
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 Th ese turned out to be prophetic words. In the same year that Selman wrote 

them, a Portuguese fl eet penetrated deep into the Red Sea and devastated Muslim 

shipping, burning or capturing a total of twenty-six merchant vessels in just a few 

weeks of campaigning. Clearly, the Jiddah fl eet would have to be rebuilt. But this, as 

Selman was quick to point out, was only a point of departure. Once the Ottomans 

had a fl eet at their disposal, he urged Ibrahim to think not only defensively but also 

off ensively, by training his sights on the land of Yemen to the south. As Selman 

described it, Yemen was “a land with no lord, an empty province. It would be not 

only possible but easy to capture, and should it be conquered, it would be master of 

the lands of India and send every year a great amount of gold and jewels to 

Istanbul.”     

 Th ere could be little doubt that the corsair knew of what he spoke, having already 

campaigned extensively in Yemen during the failed Mamluk naval expedition of 

1515, and again for a brief period in the early 1520s. Indeed, by the mid-1520s most of 

Yemen’s territory had fallen into the hands of a fractious band of Levantine and 

Circassian mercenaries left behind from the last Mamluk expedition there, whose 

rapacious misrule of the province had become notorious. According to one local 

chronicler, Yemen during these years was “in a state of incessant anarchy and dis-

cord, during which there was nothing but spurted blood, violated hearths, spoiled 

goods and spilled tears.”     Even worse, the incessant infi ghting of these warlords 

had left them constitutionally incapable of putting up a united front against the 

Portuguese, as the devastating raid of 1525 had shown all too clearly.     

 Under such circumstances, Ibrahim Pasha was therefore easily convinced that 

bringing Yemen under direct Ottoman control was not only a lucrative project in 

and of itself, but also the only way to permanently secure the Red Sea from future 

Portuguese attacks. Acting quickly, he ordered nineteen galleys from the derelict 

fl eet in Jiddah to be brought to Suez and refurbished, appointing Selman Reis as 

their admiral.     Additionally, he mustered a fi ghting force of some four thousand 

volunteer infantry and placed them under the command of Hayreddin al-Rumi, 

another experienced veteran of the last Mamluk naval campaign and a long-time 

associate of Selman.     Th en, before leaving Cairo and returning to Istanbul in the 

fall of 1525, Ibrahim Pasha’s last act was to appoint a replacement for himself as gov-

ernor of Egypt. 

 Th e pasha’s choice for this exalted position, a wizened eunuch by the name of 

Hadim Suleiman, may have seemed at the time an unlikely (and temporary) succes-

sor to the young and dynamic Ibrahim.     But this portly product of the sultan’s 

household was an administrator of no small experience, and despite his emasculated 

condition, he was also a veteran of numerous major military campaigns, including 

the recent Ottoman conquest of Rhodes (1522). Although already more than seventy 

years old at the time of his appointment, he would outlive the grand vizier by more 

than a decade and in time emerge as the leading proponent of Ottoman expansion 

to Yemen and beyond. 
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 For the moment, the new governor’s primary responsibilities were to keep the 

grand vizier informed of the progress of Selman’s expedition and to provide logisti-

cal support for his mission from the Ottoman arsenal in Suez.     Under his super-

vision, Hayreddin al-Rumi and Selman Reis fully outfi tted their fl eet and left Egypt 

in late 1526, heading fi rst for the port of Jiddah, where they stopped to subdue an 

armed band of Levantines who had taken control of the harbor and customs house.     

Th is accomplished, they continued on their way south, landing the bulk of their 

forces at the port of Mocha near the mouth of the Red Sea in January 1527. 

 From there, the two Ottoman commanders led their army into the Yemeni inte-

rior and began to demand the submission of the various independent warlords of 

the region, whose resistance soon coalesced around a certain Mustafa Beg, the ruler 

of Zebid since 1523 and an old adversary of Selman Reis.     Over the course of the 

next year, Selman and Hayreddin fought Mustafa repeatedly, always getting the bet-

ter of him, and in September 1527, they defeated his forces defi nitively. Mustafa was 

captured and beheaded, his troops were dispersed, and the Ottomans were left 

undisputed masters of almost all of coastal Yemen.     Th e only major holdout was 

the emir of the port city of Aden, who stubbornly refused to open his gates to the 

Ottoman forces, although he did agree to have the sultan’s name read in his congre-

gational mosque every Friday and to strike coins in his name.     Satisfi ed by this 

public (if only partial) display of submission to Istanbul, Selman then headed for the 

island of Kamaran, just inside the Bab al-Mandab at the mouth of the Red Sea, 

where he set up a permanent naval base and appointed his nephew, Mustafa Bayram, 

as its commander. From here, Selman also established a customs house and 

announced that henceforth all ships traveling from India would be required to stop 

and pay transit fees.     For the fi rst time, the Ottomans had gained control of trade 

at both ends of the Red Sea.  

    yemen as “master of the lands of india”   

 In his original report to Ibrahim Pasha in 1525, Selman Reis had boldly predicted 

that with the Ottoman conquest of Yemen, “the total destruction [of the Portuguese] 

will be inevitable, for one of their fortresses is unable to support another and they 

are unable to put up a united opposition.”     And by all appearances, his rapid string 

of successes did have an immediate demoralizing eff ect on the Portuguese: In 1527, 

for the fi rst time in more than a decade, no Portuguese fl eet visited the Red Sea—

the admiral Lopo Vaz de Sampayo choosing instead to stay in Goa out of fear of the 

Ottoman presence in Yemen.     

 Equally important, with no Portuguese deterrent to discourage them, various 

Muslim leaders began to approach the Ottomans with proposals for collaboration 

or requests for help. Early in 1527, the Vizier of Hormuz sent Selman a letter (later 

intercepted by Portuguese spies) in which he asked for military assistance in liberat-

ing his island from Portuguese rule.     Some months later, the Zamorin of Calicut 
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(who had united the Muslim corsairs of the Malabar coast and forced the Portuguese 

to abandon a fortress there in 1524) likewise sent an embassy exhorting the Ottomans 

to send a fl eet to India.     Meanwhile, the corsair Mamale, who was the head of the 

neighboring south Indian Muslim community of Cannanor, pioneered an impor-

tant new transoceanic spice route from Sumatra through the Maldives. Th is route 

allowed merchants for the fi rst time to entirely bypass Portuguese India and sail 

directly to the Red Sea from the spice islands of Indonesia.     As a result, by 1528 

Portuguese patrols as far away as Sumatra were encountering Muslim merchant 

ships defended by armed escorts of Ottoman mercenaries.     

 Within two years of the Ottomans’ arrival in Yemen, a vast nexus of forces from 

across the Indian Ocean thus appeared to be coalescing under the Ottoman banner 

into a concrete anti-Portuguese alliance. Selman’s claim that whoever controlled 

Yemen would be “master of the lands of India” seemed to be proving truer than any-

one could have expected. And yet, in a cruel reversal of political fortunes, it was 

precisely at this moment of heady success that the two Ottoman commanders, 

Selman Reis and Hayreddin al-Rumi, fell into a bloody personal dispute. In surpris-

ingly short order, their rivalry would undo all the gains of the previous year and 

make any larger scale coordination with Muslims overseas an impossibility.  

    yemen sinks back into anarchy   

 Th is sudden souring of Selman’s fortunes could not have come as a complete sur-

prise, for it was hardly the fi rst time in the corsair’s volatile history that hard-won 

gains had been undone by his prickly character. A decade earlier, during the Mamluk 

campaign of 1515, his relationship with the Mamluk commander Hussein al-Kurdi 

had been marred by bitter personal animosity that had ended only with Hussein’s 

death (possibly at Selman’s hands) in 1517. Similarly, when Selman returned to Yemen 

as a mercenary in the early 1520s, he had quickly run afoul of the local ruler of Zebid, 

another veteran of the Mamluk expedition, and was forced to fl ee back to Egypt, 

practically as a fugitive.     

 Th is time around, Selman’s troubles began over a jurisdictional dispute with 

Hayreddin al-Rumi, when the latter demanded that he withdraw from the main-

land and return to his island base in Kamaran on the pretext that, as admiral, he had 

no authority over Hayreddin’s land forces. When Selman refused, insisting that he 

alone was supreme commander of the expedition, his rival hired some disgruntled 

Levantine cutthroats to eliminate him. Surprising Selman in his war tent (according 

to one account, while he was playing a round of chess), they surrounded him and 

stabbed him to death, bringing the corsair’s career and his life to a bloody end in 

September 1528.     

 Subsequently, Hayreddin was to suff er a similar fate with little chance to enjoy 

the fruits of his treachery. Following Selman’s assassination, the corsair’s nephew 

Mustafa Bayram, who was also a senior offi  cer of the fl eet, rallied his uncle’s forces, 
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hunted down Hayreddin, and ordered his execution. Th en, declaring himself 

Selman’s successor, Mustafa Bayram briefl y attempted to reestablish control over 

Yemen on his own. Despite his best eff orts, however, the political situation contin-

ued to deteriorate, and he was soon forced to abandon the mainland. Gathering his 

most trusted men and the remaining artillery pieces and supplies, Mustafa retreated 

to his uncle’s naval base on the island of Kamaran, and Yemen began once more to 

descend into lawlessness.     

 As news of Selman’s death and his nephew’s retreat spread across the sea lanes, 

the situation in the wider Indian Ocean region began to deteriorate as well. By the 

end of 1528, the Portuguese once more found the courage to dispatch a fl eet to the 

Red Sea and captured eight large merchant vessels and forty-four small ones in 

the space of just a few weeks.     Th e following year, they sent an even larger fl eet, 

which, in addition to stalking Muslim merchants at sea, threatened to establish per-

manent Portuguese control in parts of Yemen itself. Th is fl eet’s commander, Eitor da 

Sylveira, fi rst sailed to the southern Arabian port of Shihr, whose ruler he pressured 

into conceding trading privileges to the Portuguese. He then attacked Mustafa 

Bayram and the remaining Ottoman forces in their base of Kamaran, forcing them 

to abandon the island and fl ee. Finally, Sylveira headed for Aden, where the local 

emir (the same ruler who had refused to open his gates to Selman in 1527) now 

agreed to become a vassal of the King of Portugal, to pay the Portuguese a tribute of 

ten thousand  ashrafi s  a year, and to prevent any ships under Aden’s jurisdiction from 

traveling in the direction of Mecca.     Worse yet, upon Sylveira’s departure, he left 

behind a permanent garrison of forty Portuguese soldiers, who took possession of 

the citadel and insisted on participating in the emir’s weekly procession to the 

mosque, ostentatiously brandishing their swords, muskets, and other weapons before 

a scandalized local population. As a local chronicler later complained:

  Th is was a reprehensible act committed by the lord of Aden. Th e jurists found fault 

with him, but he would not listen. Th e reason why he perpetrated such an act was his 

fear of the Turk entering his town. But upon my life his judgment erred, the measure 

was a bad one, and he angered his lord, the Exalted Almighty.       

 Th us, almost as quickly as it had begun, the Ottomans’ fi rst tentative foray into the 

world of the Indian Ocean ended ignominiously. Internecine fi ghting within the 

Ottoman leadership had been the root cause, but as the accommodation between 

the Portuguese and the Emir of Aden had shown, there were also limits to the coop-

eration that the Ottomans could expect from other Muslim rulers. Moreover, even 

before setting out, the Ottomans must have suspected that Selman’s fi ghting force 

was barely adequate for the task at hand. Th e vessels under his command were noth-

ing more than hastily refurbished derelicts from the abandoned Mamluk fl eet, and 

his four thousand “fi ghting men” cut such a poor fi gure as they fi rst set sail from 

Egypt that they were described by one contemporary as “a pack of vagrants and 

young libertines without any experience.”     
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 But even in the face of this considerable list of liabilities, Selman Reis had very 

nearly succeeded in establishing a permanent Ottoman foothold in Yemen. In the 

process, he had managed (however temporarily) to deny the Portuguese access to 

the Red Sea, to establish Ottoman control of the maritime trade from India, and to 

demonstrate the Ottoman dynasty’s potential for building alliances throughout the 

Indian Ocean. Observing events from afar, both the young grand vizier Ibrahim 

Pasha and his aged lieutenant Hadim Suleiman had thus learned a great deal from 

the mission even in failure, and would soon begin preparations for a second and 

much more serious attempt to project Ottoman power abroad. 

 Such was the contribution of Selman Reis to the Ottoman Age of Exploration. 

But although the blustery corsair breathed his last in 1528, his story does not quite 

end even here. For his followers, under the command of his nephew Mustafa 

Bayram, still had their own important contribution to make to the Ottoman Age of 

Exploration.  

    mustafa bayram arrives in india   

 Following the Portuguese attack on their naval base in Kamaran in 1529, Mustafa 

Bayram and the remaining loyal members of Selman’s expeditionary force fl ed to 

the port of Shihr on South Arabia’s Hadrami coast, nearly a thousand miles from 

the nearest Ottoman supply center in Jiddah. Exactly why they chose this distant 

outpost, rather than simply returning to Ottoman Egypt, is unclear. But despite the 

remoteness of their refuge, they nevertheless seem to have remained in contact with 

both Hadim Suleiman in Cairo and with other members of Selman Reis’s family 

still in Istanbul.     Th en, apparently with the blessing of Ottoman authorities in 

Egypt, they left Shihr and set sail for the port of Diu in northwest India, arriving 

there in the winter of 1531.     

 Mustafa’s arrival in Diu revived and deepened the link between this Gujarati port 

and the Ottoman Empire that had fi rst been established during the reign of Sultan 

Selim. In fact, Gujarat’s ruling sovereign in 1531, Sultan Bahadur, was the son of 

Selim’s old correspondent Sultan Muzaff ar Shah II, and Diu’s local governor, 

Bahaulmulk Tughan, was none other than the son of Malik Ayaz, the former head 

of Gujarat’s Rumi merchant community. Just as important, Mustafa Bayram and his 

men could not have reached Diu at a more critical juncture: just days before the 

Portuguese Admiral Nuno da Cunha was to launch a major attack on the city by sea. 

Under such circumstances, the Gujaratis welcomed the timely Ottoman arrivals as a 

godsend, and Bahaulmulk Tughan immediately invited Mustafa Bayram’s men 

(some six hundred Ottomans and more than a thousand Arab auxiliaries in all) to 

assume full responsibility for the defenses of Diu. Th is they did, extracting heavy 

casualties from the besiegers with barrages from the large guns they had brought 

with them from Yemen, and disrupting the Portuguese siege by mining the 

 fortifi cations outside the citadel with powder charges. Within just a few days, 
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 collaboration between the Ottomans and local Gujarati forces had put the Portuguese 

to a rout—the fi rst “transoceanic” victory in Ottoman history.     

 As news of this triumph spread, memories of Selman Reis’s recent failure in 

Yemen were erased, and the House of Osman’s reputation as the most powerful and 

dynamic Muslim dynasty in the Indian Ocean was reaffi  rmed. Even the recalcitrant 

Emir of Aden, who had so scandalously agreed to become a Portuguese vassal in 

1529, now declared for the Ottomans and ordered all forty members of the small 

Portuguese garrison left behind in his city arrested and put in chains.     In Gujarat 

itself, a grateful Sultan Bahadur bestowed gifts and titles on Mustafa Bayram and 

invited his men to remain in Gujarat and enter his service permanently. Bahadur’s 

terms were generous, and in the end, nearly all of Mustafa’s men chose to accept his 

off er and stay.     

 Since Bahadur’s kingdom lay at the geographic and commercial center of the vast 

Indian Ocean network of trade and navigation, this group of Ottoman émigrés was 

destined to play a pivotal role in Indian aff airs in the years ahead. Although their 

leader, Mustafa Bayram, later defected to the Mughals, the remaining members 

of his entourage who enlisted in Bahadur’s service quickly emerged as maritime 

Gujarat’s new ruling elite.     As such, they would drive the political life of the 

 sultanate for the next generation, all the while maintaining close professional, 

 mercantile, and even family ties with members of the Ottoman establishment in 

Istanbul and Egypt.     In practice, these Rumi émigrés founded what amounted to 

an informal but permanent Ottoman colony in the very heart of the Indian Ocean 

trading world.  

    the aborted expedition of 1531  and the ottoman 
 conquest of iraq   

 Meanwhile, from the imperial centers of Istanbul and Cairo, Ibrahim Pasha and 

Hadim Suleiman had already begun to plan their next move. In the wake of 

Selman Reis’s ephemeral success in Yemen, they were more determined than ever 

to build a powerful Ottoman navy in the Red Sea. But this project, so obviously 

essential to their long-term goals in Yemen and beyond, was fraught with logisti-

cal diffi  culties, since the almost total lack of forests in Egypt and Arabia meant 

that timber and other naval supplies had to be shipped in from the northern 

Mediterranean and then transported overland to Suez at enormous expense. Th is 

necessity threatened to raise the cost of building a Red Sea fl eet to prohibitive 

levels, permanently handicapping Ottoman eff orts to use the sea to project their 

power abroad. 

 Ibrahim Pasha and Hadim Suleiman’s solution to this problem is a testament to 

just how ambitious they had become. If there was no direct maritime link between 

the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, then they proposed to build one themselves, by 

reopening the ancient canal (closed since pharaonic times) between the Nile and the 
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Red Sea port of  Tor. Already in 1529, Luigi Roncinotto, a Venetian resident in Egypt, 

reported having seen in the desert between the Nile and Tor several teams of engi-

neers and more than twelve thousand workmen engaged in an attempt to reopen 

this ancient canal “so that the caravels loaded with spices might come from India to 

Alexandria, and from there to Constantinople.”     

 Roncinotto maintained that a channel some twenty miles long had already been 

opened at the time of his writing. By the following year—as reports of ongoing 

progress continued to circulate—speculation about the canal was dominating politi-

cal discussions even in Paris, amid rumors that the Ottomans would seek a peace 

with Charles V in Europe in order to devote themselves entirely to a coming naval 

campaign in India.     Th en, in November 1531, the Portuguese envoy to Venice for-

warded an intelligence dispatch from Egypt (confi rmed by documents in the 

Ottoman archives) reporting the construction of a massive fl eet in the Ottoman 

arsenal in Suez, composed of some sixty war galleys of various sizes, as well as twenty 

supply ships. In the most urgent terms, the report also suggested that the departure 

of the fl eet was imminent, that Hadim Suleiman Pasha had been nominated as 

its commander, and that three thousand men were ready to accompany the 

expedition.     

 Th is same Portuguese report also provided valuable information about the deci-

sion-making process behind these truly herculean preparations, based in part on 

economic considerations and in part on concerns about Ottoman dynastic prestige. 

On the economic side, the report confi rmed that 1531 had been a particularly eff ec-

tive year for the Portuguese blockade of the Red Sea. According to Venetian mer-

chants in both Beirut and Alexandria, spices had become so scarce in those ports 

that they had been forced to load their ships with beans and wheat instead. Because 

of this, two Muslim converts from prominent Venetian families, Giovanni Contarini 

“Cacciadiavolo” and Francesco Giustiniani, had been invited by Ibrahim Pasha to 

the Imperial Divan: 

   And it is said that they are providing the Sultan with everything he needs to know 

about how to prepare a fl eet to send to the Red Sea, and that because of them he is 

now very knowledgeable about the Kingdom of Portugal and the capabilities of its 

king to such an extent that the Sultan is now preparing an even larger force than he 

previously intended.       

 At the same time, the report also indicated that the sultan, while concerned about 

the security of the spice route, had been particularly enraged by news that the 

Portuguese had raided the coast of Arabia near Jiddah: “and that according to what 

is being said, the armada which he is now preparing is more for the defense of 

Mecca than any other objective.”     Clearly, the desire of the sultan to maintain his 

prestige as “Defender of the Holy Cities” and to protect the interests of merchants 

had now converged, and a solid consensus about the future direction of Ottoman 

policy was the result. 
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 Or was it? Despite all of the chatter in European sources (until as late as 1531) 

about ongoing work on the canal, in reality excavations were called off  shortly after 

they had begun, as mounting costs and technical diffi  culties made the project look 

unfeasible. Preparations for the Suez fl eet appear to have continued somewhat lon-

ger and do seem to have been nearly complete by the end of 1531. But then, rather 

mysteriously, these preparations were called off  as well, and the fl eet’s supplies, 

munitions, and artillery were abruptly transferred from Suez to the Mediterranean. 

Hadim Suleiman Pasha and his three thousand men were then sent to Syria, where 

they were ordered to begin preparations for an entirely diff erent operation: a land 

campaign against the Safavids in Iraq.     

 Neither Ottoman nor European sources reveal solid reasons for this abrupt 

about-face. Modern historians, for lack of a better explanation, have been tempted 

to see it as a “turning away” from the Indian Ocean or, in more sociological terms, as 

a sign that the fundamentally “land-based” Ottoman state was naturally more 

inclined to employ its resources in a land campaign whenever the opportunity pre-

sented itself.     Th is explanation, however, seems very diffi  cult to reconcile with the 

central role played throughout the process by Ibrahim Pasha, who was responsible 

both for the decision to invade Iraq and for the earlier Ottoman naval buildup in the 

Red Sea. Given the grand vizier’s history of interest in the Indian Ocean, his many 

eff orts to gather information about the region, his close contacts with the Venetian 

merchant community in Istanbul, and his unprecedented infl uence with the sultan 

during these years, it hardly seems plausible that a structurally ingrained “land-based 

bias” was really behind his sudden change of heart. 

 Th is is not to deny that, under normal circumstances, a perceived threat from the 

Portuguese was unlikely to preoccupy Ibrahim (or indeed any Ottoman grand vizier) 

more than a confl ict with the Safavids, the Ottomans’ closest and most powerful 

neighbors. But in this particular case, a signifi cant amount of evidence suggests that 

the strategic imperatives behind a land campaign against the Safavids and a sea 

campaign against the Portuguese were not as separate as they might otherwise 

appear. To begin with, Ibrahim Pasha had known since at least 1525 that the 

Portuguese had made contact with the Safavid ruler Shah Tahmasp and were hope-

ful of creating an openly anti-Ottoman alliance with him. In fact, the same Ottoman 

offi  cial who had fi rst warned Ibrahim Pasha about these Portuguese-Safavid nego-

tiations (Husrev Pasha, who at the time was governor-general of Diyarbakir on the 

Safavid frontier) was shortly thereafter transferred to Egypt, where he was respon-

sible for overseeing the preparations for Hadim Suleiman’s fl eet.     

 Equally signifi cantly, 1529 had witnessed the fi rst Portuguese intervention in the 

western Persian Gulf, where a small fl eet from Hormuz had raided and burned sev-

eral coastal settlements in order to punish Emir Rashid, the independent ruler of 

Basra, for refusing to hand over an escort of fi fty Ottoman mercenaries in his 

 service.     Tensions there continued to rise in the following year, when a number of 

armed Muslim merchant vessels from Calicut successfully evaded Portuguese patrols 
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around Hormuz and reached Basra safely, prompting the Portuguese to retaliate by 

launching an attack against the island of Bahrain.     Shortly thereafter, the Portuguese 

sent another fl eet to the mouth of the Red Sea.     

 As a result, by 1531 Ibrahim Pasha was becoming increasingly aware that the 

Portuguese posed a threat from the Persian Gulf as well as from the Red Sea, mean-

ing that their naval power could be conceivably combined with Safavid land forces 

in a coordinated strike against the Ottomans. As Daniello De Ludovisi, the  bailo  or 

offi  cial Venetian representative in Istanbul, described it at the time: “Th e King of 

Portugal is now taken into consideration by the Sultan . . . with regard to the aff airs 

of the Indies both because of the help that he can provide to the Safavids by means 

of that route, and because of the campaign which the Sultan himself hopes to under-

take to destroy Portuguese seapower in those parts.”     

 From this perspective, there are therefore ample grounds for interpreting Ibrahim 

Pasha’s decision to redirect forces from Suez to Iraq not as a “turning away from the 

Indian Ocean,” but rather as an attempt to broaden the empire’s involvement in the 

region to include the Persian Gulf in addition to the Red Sea. Ottoman diplomatic 

activity immediately following the conquest of Iraq, which was completed in 1534, 

certainly lends support to this view: within just three months of Sultan Suleiman’s 

fi rst entrance into Baghdad, at a time when he, Ibrahim Pasha, and Hadim Suleiman 

were all still in residence there, Emir Rashid of Basra was ordered to send his son to 

Baghdad for an imperial audience, where he formally swore allegiance to the sultan 

and, on the emir’s behalf, agreed to recognize submission to the Ottoman state by 

striking coins and reading the Friday sermon ( ẖuṭbe ) in Suleiman’s name. Th e emirs 

of the gulf states of Bahrain and Katif also followed suit, and nominal Ottoman 

suzerainty was thereby confi rmed over the entire western Persian Gulf. A new, 

northern maritime frontier had been established with the Portuguese.      

    conclusion: the end of reconnaissance   

 Both for Ibrahim Pasha personally and for the Ottoman Age of Exploration as a 

whole, the lightning conquest of Iraq in 1534 was a tipping point. For the pasha, the 

victorious campaign was without question the crowning achievement of his career—

but one that would also lead, hardly more than a year later, to his sudden and dra-

matic downfall. In the fl ush of victory from the capture of Baghdad in November 

1534, and apparently intoxicated by his own seemingly limitless power, the grand 

vizier dared to refer to himself in a piece of offi  cial correspondence as “he who 

stands in the place of the sultanate.” Th is was the fi rst of several apparently unau-

thorized transgressions that would give his enemies at court, in collaboration with 

those inside the imperial harem, the leverage they needed to slowly but surely under-

mine Suleiman’s confi dence in him.     

 Ibrahim’s position deteriorated steadily in the following months, despite his con-

tinued success on the war front in Persia following his victories in Iraq. According 
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to some, the nail in Ibrahim’s coffi  n was driven home by the sultan’s beloved 

Roxelana, who could tolerate for only so long the place in Suleiman’s heart that he 

continued to occupy.     In early 1536, only weeks after his glorious return to Istanbul 

from more than two years on the eastern front, he was invited for the last time to 

visit the palace. And there, in the wintry cold of an Istanbul March, the sultan 

ordered his childhood friend’s summary execution.     

 Th us ended the brilliant but strangely incomplete career of Ibrahim Pasha. Had 

he lived, there seems little doubt that he would have continued to push for a major 

Ottoman maritime off ensive against the Portuguese, for which his accomplishments 

up to 1536 had served merely to lay the groundwork. But even though these larger 

ambitions were cut short by his death, the grand vizier had nevertheless achieved 

much during his thirteen years in power. In 1523, when Ibrahim had fi rst been pro-

moted to the grand vizierate, the Ottomans had no operational fl eet in the Red Sea, 

had virtually no reliable information about conditions in the Indian Ocean, and had 

even briefl y lost control of Egypt. Th ey were, for all intents and purposes, in the 

same position they had been in before the conquests of Selim the Grim in 1517. But 

by 1536, conditions had been so dramatically transformed as to be almost unrecog-

nizable. Ottoman rule in Egypt was on a fi rmer footing than it had ever been before, 

and its administration had been revamped to accommodate the interests of Indian 

Ocean merchants. Th e arsenal in Suez was fully operational, and the Ottoman fl eet 

had staged a successful (albeit temporary) occupation of Yemen. Iraq was also occu-

pied, and a new front had opened with the Portuguese in the Persian Gulf. 

Diplomatic ties had been established with Muslim powers across the Indian Ocean 

(from the Malabar corsairs to the straits of Hormuz), as had an informal colony of 

Ottoman émigrés in Gujarat. And perhaps most important, the Ottomans had 

gained access to the most up-to-date intelligence on the Indian Ocean and could 

draw on the experience of a cadre of advisors and policy makers (including Hadim 

Suleiman, Piri Reis, “Cacciadiavolo” Contarini, and Francesco Giustiniani), all of 

whom had an intimate familiarity with the workings of the region. 

 In this sense, Ibrahim Pasha’s grand vizierate can best be understood as an age of 

reconnaissance rather than an age of conquest. At the time of Ibrahim’s death in 

1536, Hadim Suleiman’s fl eet in Suez lay only half-built, Yemen remained stubbornly 

outside Ottoman control, and Portuguese power at sea was still largely unchallenged. 

But patiently and determinedly, Ibrahim Pasha had successfully built a platform for 

projecting Ottoman power abroad. And within just two years of his demise, a 

 massive Ottoman fl eet would sail from Suez and permanently redraw the political 

landscape of the Indian Ocean world.         



 hadim sule iman  pasha’s  wor ld  war  

  1 5 3 6 – 1 5 4 6   

                    Three  

   I
brahim Pasha’s death left the empire with a gaping power vacuum. For nearly a 

decade thereafter, no other Ottoman fi gure would dominate aff airs of state as 

Ibrahim had during his years in offi  ce. But of all the various contenders for power 

during the period from 1536 to 1544, the one who came closest to qualifying as the 

empire’s new leading statesman was Ibrahim’s deputy, Hadim Suleiman Pasha. In 

itself, this reveals just how central the Indian Ocean had become for Ottoman polit-

ical life. Unlike Ibrahim, who had grown interested in the Indies only after achiev-

ing supreme power through the sultan’s favor, Hadim Suleiman was able to advance 

through the ranks of the Ottoman hierarchy primarily as a result of his involvement 

in the empire’s eff orts to establish a presence in the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. 

By 1541, after leading an expedition to India and, in the process, successfully con-

quering Yemen, he was promoted to the grand vizierate—the fi rst case in Ottoman 

history in which the Indian Ocean became a springboard for attaining the empire’s 

highest offi  ce.  

 None of this, however, would have been easy to predict in the immediate after-

math of Ibrahim’s execution. Indeed, to most political observers at the time, Hadim 

Suleiman must have seemed the most unlikely of candidates for the greatness that 

awaited him. A eunuch since childhood, grotesquely overweight, and already more 

than eighty years old in 1536, he was reportedly so decrepit that he could barely move 

under his own power. And in addition to these distasteful physical attributes, Hadim 

Suleiman also enjoyed a reputation for ruthlessness and cruelty bordering on the 

sadistic, which seems to have made him universally disliked even by his  closest col-
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leagues and associates. As one roughly contemporary Ottoman author put it: 

“Although he had been the personal slave of the sultan, he had apparently learned 

nothing from his master except to spill blood on the slightest pretext.”     

 Despite this formidable list of liabilities, by the time of Ibrahim Pasha’s death 

Hadim Suleiman had served with considerable distinction in a number of important 

senior offi  ces, most notably as the governor-general of Egypt—an experience that 

left him incomparably qualifi ed to direct Ottoman policy in the Indian Ocean. 

During his years in Cairo, the pasha had been responsible for providing logistical 

support for Selman’s expedition to Yemen, for overseeing the abortive attempt to 

build a canal from the Nile to the Red Sea, and for developing the Ottoman arsenal 

in Suez. In 1531, he was even tapped to be the admiral of the new Ottoman fl eet in 

the Red Sea, until the outbreak of war with the Safavids led to his transfer to Syria 

later that year. 

 Hadim Suleiman had played an equally prominent role in Ibrahim Pasha’s ongo-

ing eff orts to gather intelligence about the Indian Ocean, collaborating closely with 

other leading advisors on Portuguese aff airs such as “Cacciadiavolo” Contarini, 

Francesco Giustiniani, and Selman Reis. He was even an avid collector of maps and 

a cartographer in his own right, compiling navigational charts of the Indian Ocean 

so authoritative that they continued to be consulted by Ottoman offi  cials well into 

the 1580s.     And just as important, Hadim Suleiman’s years of service in Egypt had 

brought him into close contact with the enterprising Rumi community associated 

with the corsair Selman Reis. After Selman’s death in 1528, when most of these 

Rumis fl ed to India and took up employment with Sultan Bahadur of Gujarat, he 

was therefore able to tap these contacts to keep himself well apprised of events both 

in Yemen and throughout the larger Indian Ocean world. 

 Hadim Suleiman’s relationship with one member of this group was to prove par-

ticularly important for the subsequent formulation of his Indian Ocean policies. 

Th is was a man known by the name of Hoja Safar, a former slave of Selman Reis 

originally from the port city of Otranto in southern Italy. Th e early career of this 

singular individual, like so many of his fellow Rumi cohorts, is obscure, and the cir-

cumstances under which he entered Selman’s service, converted to Islam, and even-

tually gained his freedom are unknown. By the time of Selman Reis’s expedition to 

Yemen in 1526, however, Hoja Safar could be counted among Selman’s most trusted 

lieutenants, and played a key role in avenging Selman’s death by helping to hunt 

down and kill his assassins. 

 Th ereafter, he had accompanied Selman’s nephew Mustafa Bayram and his Rumi 

entourage to their new home in India. And in 1534, the year in which Mustafa 

Bayram left Gujarati service and defected to the Mughals, Hoja Safar was chosen to 

replace him as the new titular head of Gujarat’s Rumi community. Accordingly, 

Sultan Bahadur awarded him the title Khudavend Khan and granted him extensive 

land holdings that included the strategic port cities of Surat and Diu.     Th ree years 

later, when Bahadur was betrayed by the Portuguese and assassinated in an ambush 
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at sea (under circumstances described in more detail later), Hoja Safar was still at his 

side, fi ghting bravely against his assailants until the bitter end and sustaining several 

serious injuries. In fact, on this occasion, he very nearly suff ered the same fate as his 

master, only narrowly escaping with his life by jumping ship and swimming a con-

siderable distance to shore.     

 Th roughout all of these dramatic events, extending over more than a decade and 

ranging from the Middle East to India, Hoja Safar was able to maintain a lively 

long-distance correspondence with Hadim Suleiman Pasha, thereby bringing the 

political worlds of the subcontinent and the Ottoman Empire closer together than 

they had ever been before. Eventually, this relationship would provide a pretext for 

Hadim Suleiman to directly intervene in the aff airs of Gujarat, stoking the smolder-

ing rivalry between Ottomans and Portuguese into a global confl agration.  

    between mongols on land and infidels at sea: 
the reign of bahadur of gujarat   

 Understanding how this confl ict emerged requires stepping back a few years to fol-

low the erratic career of Sultan Bahadur of Gujarat, who ruled his kingdom during 

a troubled decade stretching from the death of his father Muzaff er II in 1526 to his 

own demise in 1537. Bahadur’s reign is of particular importance because, more than 

any other Gujarati sultan of the sixteenth century, he harbored a consistent interest 

in maritime aff airs, traveling frequently by sea and pursing an active policy of com-

missioning ships for both military and commercial purposes. From the very earliest 

years of his reign, he also strove to develop the port of Diu into a powerful naval 

base as well as a trading center, an eff ort successful enough in its early stages to have 

provoked a Portuguese attack in 1531.     

 Bahadur was able to fend off  this attack only thanks to the fortuitous arrival from 

Yemen of Mustafa Bayram and his Rumi fl eet, an experience that led him to com-

pletely reorient his foreign policy around the concept of a strategic partnership with 

the Ottomans. As early as 1532, in fact, he sent an embassy to Ottoman Egypt with 

the help of his new Rumi retainers.     And in 1533, he used another group of these 

Rumis to develop ties with the Muslim corsairs of Calicut, who were already engaged 

in their own attacks against Portuguese shipping, and heavily invested in the project 

of reviving maritime trade to the Red Sea.     

 In the midst of all of these eff orts to establish Gujarat as a naval power, however, 

Bahadur also began a misguided campaign of expansion on land that dragged him 

into confl ict with the Mughal Emperor Humayun. Th is, too, in its own way, was 

related to the Rumi presence in his camp, for it seems to have been Bahadur’s confi -

dence in the powerful artillery of his new Ottoman gunners that had fi rst embold-

ened him to provoke a war with the mighty Mughals. But whatever its rationale, the 

move proved to be a tragic miscalculation, as Bahadur was fi rst outmaneuvered by 

Humayun, then weakened by the treacherous battlefi eld defection of Mustafa 
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Bayram, and fi nally defeated and put to fl ight by the Mughal army in March 1535. 

Militarily depleted and politically isolated, Bahadur had no choice but to take refuge 

in Diu, and from there, in desperation, he turned to his erstwhile adversaries the 

Portuguese for help. In October 1535, with the Mughal army still closing in, Bahadur 

signed a humiliating treaty with the Portuguese viceroy Nuno da Cunha, handing 

over to the Portuguese the control of Diu’s customs house, giving them permission 

to build a fortress in Diu’s harbor, and promising to sever all of his kingdom’s rela-

tions with the Ottoman Empire in exchange for a promise of immediate military 

support.     

 For the Portuguese, who had spent much of the previous decade scheming unsuc-

cessfully for control of Diu, this treaty was celebrated as a diplomatic coup of the 

fi rst order. But Bahadur, who had no intention of giving up his dreams of turning 

Gujarat into a seaborne power, seems to have regarded it, at best, as a temporary 

agreement, and had begun taking steps to force its abrogation even before it had 

been ratifi ed. Already in the summer of 1535, probably at the instigation of Hoja 

Safar, Bahadur had placed his treasury and all the women of his household in the 

charge of Asaf Khan, a trusted offi  cial, and sent them to safety in Mecca.     From 

there, he instructed Asaf Khan to send an envoy to Istanbul and persuade the 

Ottoman authorities to intervene on his behalf by restoring Diu to Bahadur’s 

control.     

 Th e envoy chosen for this mission, Umdet al-Mulk, arrived in the Ottoman capi-

tal in the fall of 1536. Presenting the sultan with a fabulously expensive girdle of 

jewels and many other sumptuous gifts, he pleaded with him to relieve the people of 

Gujarat from, as he put it, the twin scourges of “Mongols by land and infi dels by 

sea.”     To cover the expenses of the campaign, he off ered to hand over Bahadur’s 

entire state treasury, valued at the stunning sum of “two hundred and fi fty chests 

containing one million two hundred and seventy thousand and six hundred mea-

sures of gold.”     Th is windfall, combined with news in the spring of 1537 that Bahadur 

had been treacherously murdered by the Portuguese, was enough to convince the 

sultan of the need to intervene. Hadim Suleiman Pasha, at the time serving as the 

governor-general of Rumelia, was promptly reassigned to Egypt, promoted to the 

rank of vizier, and given orders to begin preparing for a naval invasion of India.      

    hadim suleiman builds a global alliance   

 Once in Egypt, the pasha began planning for his expedition through a combination 

of aggressive intelligence gathering and sophisticated diplomacy. His fi rst step was 

to send discreet messages about his plans to Sultan Badr, ruler of the strategic port 

city of Shihr on the Hadrami coast of Arabia, who responded by having a number of 

Portuguese merchants in his territory arrested and sent to Egypt as an offi  cial gift.     

Twenty-fi ve of these Portuguese prisoners were then personally interrogated by 

Hadim Suleiman, and two of them, identifi ed by the pasha as the most  knowledgeable 
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and cooperative, were sent on to Istanbul. Th ere, his trusted advisor Francesco 

Giustiniani managed to convince one of them, a Jewish convert to Christianity 

named Diego Martins, to embrace Islam and collaborate with the Ottomans. After 

a brief interview with the sultan, Giustiniani then escorted Martins back to Egypt, 

where the two assisted Hadim Suleiman in planning the particulars of the 

expedition.     

 Meanwhile, in Gujarat, Hoja Safar was also preparing for the impending 

Ottoman off ensive. From his base in Surat, he sent a letter to Hadim Suleiman in 

which he urged the pasha to make the fortress of Diu his primary military target, 

promising to provide any help necessary for the campaign. According to a Portuguese 

paraphrasing of his letter:

  [Hoja Safar] asked that the fl eet be sent directly to India and land at the island of Diu, 

where it would be very easy to capture the [Portuguese-held] fortress there since he 

would provide all necessary assistance. And since [Diu] is the center of all the mari-

time trade routes of India, from there war can be made against all the principal strong-

holds of the Portuguese at whatever time desired, none of which would be able to 

resist. Th e Portuguese will thus be expelled from India, trade will once again be free as 

it has been in times past, and the route to Muhammed’s sacred residence will once 

again be safe from their depredations.       

 With cooperation from Hoja Safar thus assured, Hadim Suleiman was now ready 

to begin a wider diplomatic eff ort to co-opt Muslim powers on every side of the 

Indian Ocean for his off ensive. He started by sending his lieutenant, Solak Ferhad (or 

“Ferhad the left-handed”), on an embassy to the Muslim-held ports of Yemen and 

the Hadramaut. Here, however, Ferhad met with only mixed success. In Zebid, he 

received a decidedly lukewarm reception from Nakhoda Ahmed, the local strong-

man, who openly questioned the wisdom of Hadim Suleiman’s plans. And in Aden, 

even more dramatically, the reigning Emir ibn Daud fl ed the city before Ferhad’s 

arrival, refusing to meet with the Ottoman delegation at all.     In Shihr, on the other 

hand, Sultan Badr showered the Ottoman delegation with gifts and compliments, 

ordered Sultan Suleiman’s name to be henceforth read in the Friday sermon ( ẖut.be ), 

and sent Ferhad on his way “in a grateful mood, and full of praise for the honor, chiv-

alrous treatment and consideration which he had received on the part of Sultan Badr 

towards him.”     Finally, before heading back to Ottoman territory, Ferhad’s delega-

tion crossed the Arabian Sea to the horn of Africa, where he received similar expres-

sions of support from the powerful Emir of Zeyla, Ahmed Grañ al-Mujahid.     

 Upon Ferhad’s return to Egypt, Hadim Suleiman’s next step was to establish 

relationships with much more distant powers, including some who had never before 

enjoyed formal contacts of any kind with the Ottoman state. Most impressively, we 

learn from the account of the contemporary Portuguese traveler Fernão Mendes 

Pinto that the pasha sent to the distant Sultanate of Aceh on the southeast Asian 

island of Sumatra a team of “hand-picked men” from Egypt “under the command of 
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a Turk by the name of Hamad Khan.”     Pinto’s account also includes a stern warn-

ing to the Portuguese, delivered to him in Malacca by a visiting ambassador from 

one of Aceh’s local rivals for power, about the conditions under which Hadim 

Suleiman had agreed to send this force. According to this envoy:

  [Th e Ottomans sent these troops to help the Sultan of Aceh] gain naval supremacy of 

the Malacca strait and cut you [the Portuguese] off , as his people openly boast they 

will, from all your spice commerce with the Banda and Molucca islands, and block all 

your trade routes to China, Sunda, Borneo, Timor and Japan. Th ose are the conditions 

of the pact, as we have learned, that he has just signed with the Grand Turk, with the 

intermediary of his nephew [ sic ] the Pasha of Cairo, who has fi lled him with hopes of 

receiving all kinds of assistance.       

 Th ere are, admittedly, some interpretive challenges relating to this passage. Pinto 

himself did not arrive in Malacca until 1539, a full year after the completion of Hadim 

Suleiman’s expedition to India. And because his account indicates that Hamad Khan 

and his men also arrived in Sumatra only in early 1539, some historians have raised 

doubts about whether this force of Ottoman soldiers was really sent by Hadim 

Suleiman Pasha directly from Egypt or was merely a “fortuitous windfall” of merce-

naries who reached southeast Asia independently, after the pasha’s withdrawal from 

Diu in 1538.     In the absence of corroborating sources, this question will probably 

never be answered with certainty. But Pinto does state quite explicitly that the 

Ottoman force came directly “from the straits of Mecca.”     And if we assume that 

Pinto really was in Malacca in June 1539, as he says he was, then a close inspection of 

the chronology of his narrative suggests that mercenaries from the siege of Diu 

could have reached Sumatra before him only with the greatest diffi  culty.     

 Furthermore, Pinto maintains that Hamad Khan and his men reached Aceh “in 

the four ships he [the Sultan of Aceh] had originally sent [to the Red Sea] with a 

cargo of pepper.”     Th is suggests a connection between Ottoman military support 

for the Acehnese and a developing relationship between Hadim Suleiman and the 

Mappilla corsairs of Calicut. As has already been noted in the previous chapter, the 

opening of a direct sea route between Aceh and the Red Sea via the Maldives had 

been an innovation of these Mappilla corsairs in 1527, and by the 1530s, as many as 

eight ships a year were regularly sent to Jiddah along this route. During these years, 

the Mappilla leader Pate Marakkar also amassed a large off ensive fl eet of some fi fty 

light fustas and several thousand men (including a thousand harquebusiers and four 

hundred pieces of artillery), with which the corsairs began to attack the Portuguese 

in the Sea of Ceylon in 1537.     

 Although very little direct evidence exists, it seems extremely likely that this 

Mappilla off ensive off  the coast of south India was directly coordinated with Hadim 

Suleiman’s preparations in Egypt, as well as with the start of nearly simultaneous 

military operations in Aceh. Th e most probable scenario seems to be that Hadim 

Suleiman, encouraged by envoys sent from Pate Marakkar and the Zamorin of 
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Calicut sometime in 1537, dispatched Hamad Khan to Aceh at the same time as his 

own departure for India, with orders to harass Portuguese ships and, if possible, 

assist in an attack on the Portuguese fortress of Malacca. Th is hypothesis is sup-

ported by the fact that Aceh’s fl eet did besiege Malacca shortly after Hamad Khan’s 

arrival there, following Sultan Ala’ad-din Ri’ayat Sjah’s seizure of power in a palace 

coup against his brother in the summer of 1539.     

 Th us, by the spring of 1538, as Hadim Suleiman’s own fl eet neared completion in 

the arsenal of Suez, the pasha had managed to construct an enormous transoceanic 

coalition, linking Istanbul with allies across the entire breadth of the Indian Ocean 

from Shihr and Gujarat to Calicut and Sumatra. It was arguably the most geo-

graphically extensive alliance ever assembled—one that could hardly have been con-

ceived of more than a few decades earlier. As a fi nal piece of this intercontinental 

puzzle, Hadim Suleiman took advantage of political developments in the 

Mediterranean to further extend the geographical range of his planning. Using the 

Ottomans’ declaration of war against Venice in 1537 as a pretext, he impounded all of 

the Venetian merchant vessels in Egypt and impressed their crews into service in his 

own fl eet.     With his forces in Suez augmented by hundreds of Venetian gunners, 

pilots, and skilled craftsmen, he was fi nally ready to set sail for India.  

    the ottoman expedition of 1538   

 Although Hadim Suleiman’s expedition to India has attracted surprisingly little 

attention from modern scholars, it was by almost any measure an undertaking of 

truly astounding proportions. Suleiman’s armada, consisting of nearly seventy vessels 

in all, was the largest that had been seen in the Indian Ocean since the legendary 

fl eets of the Chinese admiral Cheng Ho more than a century earlier.     Moreover, 

with a total crew approaching ten thousand individuals, his force dwarfed contem-

porary Portuguese fl eets, probably equaling the population of all the colonies of 

Portuguese Asia combined.     Even by the more formidable standards of warfare in 

the Mediterranean, the pasha’s armada was massive, ranking in its day as one of the 

largest Ottoman fl eets ever assembled. And all of this was accomplished despite the 

total absence of forests in Egypt and Arabia, meaning that every plank used in its 

construction was shipped to Egypt from elsewhere in the empire and then hauled 

overland to the arsenal in Suez across more than a hundred miles of desert. 

 And yet, as carefully planned and as extravagantly fi nanced as his 1538 campaign 

undoubtedly was, in the end it still fell short of achieving all that Hadim Suleiman 

had hoped. Most disappointingly, the pasha’s collaborative eff orts with his far-fl ung 

allies failed to produce their intended result: off  the Coromandel coast, Pate 

Marakkar’s fl eet of Mappilla corsairs was destroyed by the Portuguese months before 

Hadim Suleiman had even left Suez; in Southeast Asia, the Acehnese attack on 

Portuguese Malacca was likewise repulsed; and in Gujarat, Ottoman operations 

were plagued by poor cooperation between Hadim Suleiman and his local allies, 
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eventually compelling the pasha to lift the siege of Diu and retreat empty-handed to 

Yemen. 

 Still, it should not be forgotten that, at least at Diu, victory was to elude the 

Ottomans by only the slenderest of possible margins. When Hadim Suleiman fi nally 

gave the order to lift the siege in September 1538, after an epic six-week struggle to 

take the city, the Portuguese garrison inside Diu’s fortress was virtually moribund, 

having completely run out of munitions and with no more than forty soldiers still 

healthy enough to bear arms.     According to the Portuguese chronicler Diogo do 

Couto, during the closing days of combat, “the situation was so precarious that any 

outside observer would have surely guessed that all was lost.”     

 Why, then, when the capture of Diu seemed all but inevitable, did Hadim 

Suleiman choose an ignominious retreat? Most surviving accounts of the siege, 

which are nearly unanimous in their condemnation of the pasha, attribute his deci-

sion to cowardice, arguing that he had been frightened by rumors of a Portuguese 

relief force on its way from Goa. But while there may be some element of truth to 

this view, it also seems clear that the pasha was facing mounting resistance to his 

siege even from his own local allies. For this reason, the Ottoman retreat from 

Diu—in contrast to the reverses suff ered by the pasha’s allies in Sumatra or the Sea 

of Ceylon—should be considered fi rst and foremost a political rather than a 

military defeat. 

 Th is by no means exonerates Hadim Suleiman from all personal responsibility 

for his failure. Time and again during the course of the siege, the same man who had 

been so adept at constructing grand alliances from a distance proved at close range 

to be a far less capable statesman and diplomat. His demeanor throughout the cam-

paign is universally described in both Muslim and Christian accounts as imperious, 

deceitful, and prone to sudden and violent fi ts of rage. And his extremely advanced 

age and unsavory physical appearance must also have been a factor, for as a gro-

tesquely fat octogenarian eunuch, he hardly fi t the image of a mighty conquering 

hero around which the Muslims of India could be inspired to rally their forces. 

 Such fl aws in the pasha’s character, however, only served to exacerbate a series of 

preexisting political challenges that were based not so much in a lack of leadership 

as in a resistance among some Indian Ocean Muslims to the very idea of Ottoman 

ascendancy in the region. Indeed, trouble of this kind had begun for Hadim Suleiman 

even before he had set sail from Egypt, when Emir ibn Daud of Aden had refused 

to receive his envoy Ferhad in 1537. Although downplayed by the pasha at the time, 

this was an aff ront with all the makings of a major diplomatic crisis, since Aden was 

the most strongly fortifi ed port on the entire Yemeni coast and had a history of 

 hostility to the Ottomans (and friendly relations with the Portuguese) stretching 

back at least two decades. Because of Aden’s strategic importance, Hadim Suleiman 

well knew that he could not simply bypass the city on his way to India, for to do so 

would leave his supply lines dangerously exposed throughout the rest of his mission. 

But at the same time, he also knew that a lengthy confl ict with the emir could 
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 jeopardize the success of his coordinated attack on Diu, which was an equally 

 unacceptable alternative. 

 With no good options, the pasha’s solution upon his arrival in Aden while en 

route to India had been to act with a characteristic combination of duplicity and 

brutality: fi rst feigning friendship and inviting the emir aboard his fl agship for a 

formal reconciliation; then abruptly ordering him bound and hanged by the neck 

from the ship’s yardarm, while a contingent of janissaries was sent ashore to take 

possession of Aden’s citadel ( Figure 3.1 ).     Without fi ring a shot, Hadim Suleiman 

had thus taken control of a strategic port that had previously eluded the grasp both 

of the Mamluks and of Selman Reis before him. But he had done so at a heavy cost 

to his own reputation, for news of his treachery spread fast and far and convinced 

more than one potential Indian ally that the pasha was simply not to be trusted.     

Th is became obvious to the pasha himself just a few weeks later, when the vanguard 

of the Ottoman fl eet reached the coast of India and sent an embassy to the powerful 

Muslim ruler Adil Khan in the Deccan, off ering to help him conquer Goa from the 

Portuguese in exchange for logistical support during the siege of Diu. Adil Khan 

refused, declaring that in light of recent events in Yemen, “he would rather be a 

friend of the Portuguese, who had taken Goa from him, than of the Grand Turk 

who promised to restore it.”     

  Nor did things get any easier for the pasha once his troops had fi nally disem-

barked in Diu. Th ere, as expected, he was welcomed by Hoja Safar’s contingent of 

Rumis and several thousand more troops sent by Bahadur’s son Mahmud, the new 

sultan of Gujarat.     But in Hadim Suleiman’s fi rst meeting with Ulu Khan, Sultan 

Mahmud’s commander-in-chief, the pasha reportedly treated his counterpart with 

such disdain that he was rumored to have mistaken him for one of Hoja Safar’s 

personal servants.     Hadim Suleiman denied this, insisting in his own account that 

it was Ulu Khan who had fi rst insulted him by refusing to even greet him with a 

friendly “selam aleykum.”     But Ulu Khan nevertheless reported the aff ront to 

Sultan Mahmud, thereby arousing his sovereign’s suspicions to such an extent that 

when Hadim Suleiman’s envoy reached Mahmud’s court a few days later with the 

gift of a robe of honor, Mahmud angrily refused the gift, responding with the terse 

message that a servant who presents a robe to a sultan “does not understand his 

rank.”     Hadim Suleiman was deeply off ended, so much so that, according to one 

contemporary source, upon hearing this news he fl ew into a blind range and 

exclaimed, “when that vizier came to see me, I should have solved things by having 

him hung by the neck!”     From that moment, he was said “to harbor nothing but 

hatred for that king and his viziers.”     Th e feeling, apparently, was mutual, and 

shortly thereafter Mahmud ordered the withdrawal of all of his forces from Diu and 

a unilateral retreat to the interior.     

 Virtually all surviving accounts of this breakdown in Ottoman-Gujarati relations 

agree that it was a critical factor in the ultimate failure of the siege of Diu. Hajji ad-

Dabir, the author of the nearly contemporary “Arabic History of Gujarat,” summed 
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up Hadim Suleiman’s shortcomings with these words: “Had he been courteous, he 

would have received what he desired, but he was harsh and obstinate. Nor was any-

one inclined towards him or on conciliatory terms with him. He therefore accom-

plished nothing.”     

 Even so, there is a sense in which this diplomatic fracas—however instrumental 

Hadim Suleiman’s behavior had been in provoking it—was also symptomatic of a 

more profound shift in Gujarati politics, which can be said to have claimed the 

pasha as a hapless (if not entirely innocent) victim. Here it should be remembered 

that when Sultan Bahadur had originally invited the Ottomans to intervene in the 

aff airs of Gujarat three years before, he had just suff ered a humiliating battlefi eld 

defeat at the hands of the Mughals and was on the verge of voluntarily surrendering 

the city of Diu to the Portuguese. At that desperate moment, an alliance with 

Istanbul must have seemed to Bahadur as the only reasonable chance he had of pre-

serving his throne. But in the intervening three years, there had been great changes 

afoot: Bahadur himself had been treacherously killed by the Portuguese, the Mughals 

had unexpectedly retreated to Delhi, and the new sultan, Bahadur’s son Mahmud, 

now had little desire (or incentive) to invite yet another foreign occupying force into 

his country. 

 All of this raises the possibility that the appearance of Mahmud’s army at Diu in 

1538 may well have been arranged merely to avoid a public loss of face with the 

Ottoman commander. As Mahmud must have suspected, Hadim Suleiman, having 

    figure 3 . 1   Th e city of Aden, built inside the crater of an extinct volcano, ranked among 

the most heavily fortifi ed port cities in maritime Asia. Source: Georg Braun and Franz 

Hogenburg,  Civitates Orbis Terrarum , vol. 1 (Cologne, 1572).     
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invested so much in the campaign, was unlikely to simply return Diu’s fortress to its 

previous ruler should he manage to capture it. So it seems more than plausible that 

the young sultan was, from the beginning, eager to fi nd any convincing pretext to 

back out of an alliance inherited from his father, and for which he himself had never 

displayed any particular enthusiasm. 

 Along these same lines, we can also detect signs of a growing rift within the 

upper echelons of Mahmud’s court, which appears to have become increasingly 

divided between Hoja Safar’s pro-Ottoman Rumi elite (openly favored during 

Bahadur’s reign) and the province’s more traditional indigenous warrior aristocracy, 

headed by Ulu Khan. As a relatively weak ruler who was still barely an adolescent at 

his accession to the throne, Sultan Mahmud seems to have fallen under the sway of 

this latter group, who resented the Rumis as interlopers and—following the battle-

fi eld defection to the Mughals of Mustafa Bayram in 1535—increasingly saw their 

loyalty to the sultan as suspect.     Even worse, since these Rumis were themselves 

originally Ottomans and had been instrumental in bringing Hadim Suleiman to 

Diu in the fi rst place, members of Ulu Khan’s more indigenously rooted faction 

feared that an Ottoman victory over the Portuguese would only serve to further 

entrench Rumi power in Gujarat. Suggestive of such anti-Ottoman sentiments, 

Hadim Suleiman would later accuse Ulu Khan of openly favoring the Portuguese 

over his own troops during the siege and describe him as “a man so deeply in the 

clutches of the infi dels that he no longer knew his own religion.”     

 On the battlefi eld, the practical result of this complex web of internal rivalries 

was that forces loyal to Hoja Safar and his contingent of Rumis remained at the 

pasha’s side and continued to cooperate with the Ottomans throughout the siege of 

Diu, but without support either from Sultan Mahmud or from any other local 

Muslim power. And as the weeks wore on, casualties mounted, and stocks of gun-

powder and provisions were depleted, even the relationship between Hadim 

Suleiman and Hoja Safar began to fray.     For this reason, the pasha’s decision to lift 

the siege and withdraw at precisely the moment that victory seemed within reach 

must be seen as more than simply the result of his cowardice or lack of judgment. 

Instead, it was a move forced on him by an absence of clear alternatives and by an 

increasingly isolated diplomatic position. Having lost most of his Indian allies 

through a combination of his own clumsy diplomacy and circumstances beyond his 

control, Hadim Suleiman could no longer be sure of his ability to keep possession of 

Diu even if he managed to conquer it. Rather than risking the remainder of his 

forces in such a dubious venture, he decided that the best course of action was to 

return to Yemen and, at the very least, consolidate his position there.      

    the consolidation of ottoman power in yemen   

 However controversial Hadim Suleiman’s decision to retreat from Diu may have 

been, the fi nal Yemeni chapter of his expedition proved an unequivocal success. 
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Heading fi rst for the Hadrami port city of Shihr, whose ruler, Sultan Badr, had 

remained a faithful Ottoman ally throughout the campaign, the pasha used the 

power of his fl eet to help Badr extend control as far up the coast as Dofar, and con-

ferred on him the title of Ottoman  sancak. begi  (“Lord of the Standard”) in return for 

an annual tribute of ten thousand ashrafi s payable to the treasury in Egypt.     Th en, 

after reinforcing the Ottoman garrison in Aden, he overthrew Nakhoda Ahmed, the 

independent ruler of Zebid, and established Ottoman control over Ta‘izz and Mocha 

as well.     Finally, before heading north to perform a pilgrimage to Mecca and return 

to Istanbul, he introduced a formal Ottoman administrative structure to all of coastal 

Yemen, placing Mustafa al-Neshar, a son of the former Grand Vizier Biyikli 

Mehmed Pasha, in charge of the province.     

 By almost any standard, this consolidation of Ottoman power in Yemen served as 

ample compensation for the embarrassment of Hadim Suleiman’s hasty retreat from 

Gujarat. By 1538, Diu probably ranked as the most heavily defended fortress in all of 

the Estado da Índia. But even for the Portuguese, its strategic signifi cance paled in 

comparison with control of the Red Sea, which could be guaranteed only by estab-

lishing a military presence in Yemen. In fact, nearly a decade earlier, on the eve of 

the fi rst abortive Portuguese attempt to take Diu from Sultan Bahadur in 1531, an 

anonymous Portuguese report had warned that possession of Diu “does not mean 

that India will no longer be in danger from the Ottomans, for they have many other 

ports of entry, and unless a fortress is built in the port at the gate of the straits [in 

Yemen], India will never be free from oppression . . . for fear of the Rumis.”     

 Less than a decade later, such fears had become a reality. Hadim Suleiman’s conquest 

of Yemen allowed the Ottomans to build naval bases and customs houses in Aden and 

Mocha, giving them a permanent foothold in the Arabian Sea.     Th is Ottoman presence 

in Yemen also ensured continued cooperation with Hoja Safar, who despite the reverse 

at Diu was able to reconsolidate his position in the nearby port city of Surat, where he 

began to construct naval fortifi cations of his own ( Figure 3.2 ).     Soon enough, Surat 

would emerge as the principal transit point for sea traffi  c between Gujarat and the Red 

Sea, rendering Portuguese control of Diu to a certain extent superfl uous.     

  By 1540, Portuguese offi  cials were therefore painting the future of their maritime 

empire in the darkest of hues. Th e future viceroy João de Castro, for instance, wrote 

a letter to the king that year confi rming that the Ottomans were now fi rmly in con-

trol of all the ports of Yemen and adding:

  It seems hardly necessary to point out just how damaging and prejudicial these new 

neighbors will be for us, for merely by maintaining their present position they repre-

sent such a threat, and will oblige us to undertake such enormous expenses [to provide 

for our own defense], that it won’t take much before we are forced to abandon this land 

entirely.       

 So vastly improved was the Ottomans’ position following the conquest of Yemen, in 

fact, that some Portuguese began to speculate that it, and not Diu, had been Hadim 
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Suleiman’s primary objective all along.     True or not, the sultan in Istanbul certainly 

seems to have been satisfi ed with Hadim Suleiman’s performance. Despite several 

fanciful accounts to the contrary by some authors from Muslim India, who insisted 

that the pasha was reprimanded (or even executed!) by the sultan upon his return to 

the capital, in truth Hadim Suleiman received a promotion—not once, but repeat-

edly.     By 1541, he was grand vizier, proving that Yemen now held the keys not only 

to India but to the Ottoman Empire as well.  

    the first ottoman-portuguese peace negotiations   

 Hadim Suleiman’s failure at Diu notwithstanding, his list of accomplishments dur-

ing the 1538 campaign was substantial. Th e size of his armada had demonstrated a 

capacity to mobilize men and resources on a terrifying scale. His diplomacy, for all 

its fl aws, had for the fi rst time in history joined Muslims from East Africa to 

Southeast Asia in an active military alliance. And his conquest of Yemen secured a 

    figure 3 .2   A view of the fortress of Surat, constructed in the mid-sixteenth century. 

Between 1538 and 1573, Surat was governed by an uninterrupted series of Rumi commanders 

and was a center of both trade with the Ottoman Empire and pro-Ottoman political activity. 

Source: Edward Cavendish,  A New Universal Collection of Voyages and Travels, from the 

Earliest Accounts to the Present Time  (London, 1771).     
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direct sea route from Egypt to the Indian Ocean and a permanent Ottoman mili-

tary presence in the Arabian Sea. All of this left the Portuguese with no choice but 

to somehow come to terms with the new reality of Ottoman power. As such, 1538 

witnessed not only the beginning of open warfare between Ottomans and Portuguese 

but also the start of the era of Ottoman-Portuguese diplomacy. 

 Th e fi rst direct negotiations between Istanbul and Lisbon were initiated by 

Duarte Cataneo, an archetypal international man of mystery whose true motives 

and loyalties remain as impenetrable today as they did during his own lifetime. 

Originally, Cataneo was an Ottoman subject from the autonomous Genovese com-

munity of Chios, who seems to have become associated with Hadim Suleiman 

Pasha’s intelligence apparatus sometime in the 1530s. Other details of his early biog-

raphy are frustratingly absent, but in early 1538—only a few months before Hadim 

Suleiman’s fl eet would leave Suez for India—Cataneo somehow reached Portuguese 

Hormuz with a company of private merchants and, upon his arrival, demanded to 

speak with the Portuguese authorities about a matter of pressing importance for the 

Estado da Índia.     Once in the presence of the local governor, Cataneo explained 

that he had been sent to India as a spy to gather information for Hadim Suleiman’s 

campaign, but confessed that since his conscience as a good Christian prevented 

him from carrying out this mission, his real hope was to help the Portuguese negoti-

ate with the Ottomans before it was too late. Despite obvious reservations about his 

sincerity, the local authorities quickly sent him on to Goa. From there, the viceroy, 

persuaded of Cataneo’s good intentions, arranged for his passage to Lisbon to speak 

directly with Dom João III.     

 Cataneo arrived in Portugal in the middle of the following year, shortly after the 

fi rst reports of Hadim Suleiman’s siege of Diu and conquest of Yemen had reached 

Lisbon. In the panicked atmosphere this news provoked at court, Cataneo found a 

favorable audience for his soothing contention that the “real” design of the sultan 

was not to destroy Portuguese power in Asia but merely to obtain access to a reliable 

source of spices for his own market. Professing great confi dence that an agreement, 

including a guarantee against further attacks, could be easily secured at terms accept-

able to the Portuguese, he convinced the king to appoint him as part of an offi  cial 

Portuguese delegation to Istanbul, with wide authority to secure an armistice and 

negotiate a permanent settlement with the Ottomans.     

 Since Cataneo had openly admitted being an Ottoman spy and a turncoat, it is 

perhaps not surprising that his role throughout the subsequent negotiation process 

would remain an ambiguous one. On the one hand, it is not inconceivable that 

Cataneo intended to negotiate in good faith and genuinely believed that an agree-

ment was possible under the conditions he presented to the Portuguese court. But 

the terms that Dom João III authorized him to communicate to the sultan—includ-

ing even those secret concessions that, according to Cataneo’s instructions, he was to 

reveal only as a last resort—were far removed from anything the Ottomans would 

have considered a serious settlement. For this reason, it appears possible (indeed, 
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likely) that Cataneo may have intentionally misrepresented the Ottoman position to 

secure for himself a lucrative appointment as ambassador, all the while continuing to 

act as a double agent for Hadim Suleiman.     

 Dom João’s off er consisted of the following terms: both in the Red Sea and in the 

Indian Ocean, the Ottomans were expected to relinquish all rights to navigation, 

promise to send no more armed fl eets to the region, and even agree to garrison Aden 

with no more than the minimum number of troops needed for local defense. 

Meanwhile, Dom João demanded for himself virtually unlimited navigation and 

commercial rights, including unrestricted access for his own ships in the Red Sea 

and clearance for Portuguese merchants to trade freely in Aden and Jiddah under 

the same conditions as Muslim merchants. In exchange for all of this, Dom João 

declared a willingness to compromise his absolute monopoly over the pepper trade 

by granting the sultan permission to purchase up to three thousand quintals (roughly 

130 metric tons) of Indian pepper every year. Even this concession, however, was 

subject to serious restrictions, including provisions that the pepper be delivered 

directly to Basra in Portuguese ships, that the sultan agree not to let any more pep-

per than this allotted amount pass through any of his ports, and that the Portuguese 

be given the right to police the straits of Hormuz and the Red Sea themselves to 

prevent any unauthorized trade. In addition, the Ottomans would be required to 

assist in capturing any independent Portuguese merchants who tried to sell spices in 

Ottoman ports without explicit permission from Lisbon. Finally, Dom João 

demanded access to Ottoman grain supplies for his merchants in the Mediterranean, 

insisting that Portuguese vessels be issued passes to purchase grain from Egypt and 

Syria without fear of attack from Ottoman corsairs.     

 Th is off er, although the fi rst ever presented by the Portuguese to the Ottoman 

sultan, was in most of its particulars consistent with agreements Lisbon had con-

cluded with principalities throughout the Indian Ocean during the fi rst decades of 

the sixteenth century, including the treaty that had been imposed on Sultan Badahur 

of Gujarat in 1535. Generally speaking, the tried-and-true Portuguese strategy was to 

off er potentially hostile land-based rulers the right to trade in a limited quantity of 

spices and other goods. In exchange, the crown demanded formal recognition of its 

sovereignty over the commerce and navigation of the sea and a pledge to cooperate 

in enforcing the royal spice monopoly. Clearly, Dom João hoped to somehow co-opt 

the Ottomans into this already established system. 

 But in doing so, Dom João displayed a willingness to forsake at least one funda-

mental cornerstone of Portuguese diplomacy in the Indian Ocean: an inveterate 

hostility to whatever Muslim power controlled Egypt and the Red Sea. And this in 

itself was a concession of no small consequence, since the Portuguese continued to 

imagine their imperial venture as a crusade, and insisted that the ultimate goal of 

their operations in the Indies was the conquest of Egypt and the liberation of the 

Holy Land from Muslim rule. Th us, even if the specifi c terms of Dom João’s off er to 

the Ottomans appear uncompromising, the fact that the off er was made at all must 
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have seemed, at least to the Portuguese, a dramatic break with the past. However 

tentatively, the Portuguese crown was adapting to the new realities of Ottoman 

power in the post-1538 world. By off ering the sultan access to Portuguese pepper and 

de facto recognition of Ottoman land-based sovereignty in Egypt and Yemen, Dom 

João hoped to salvage what he could of Portuguese claims to sovereignty at sea. 

 Against this background, the Ottoman counterproposal to Dom João’s off er, sent 

back to Lisbon with Cataneo in the summer of 1540, deserves particular attention as 

the earliest surviving historical source in which the Ottomans explicitly proclaimed 

their own ambitions in the Indian Ocean. One potentially surprising element of this 

proposal is therefore its indication that the Ottomans do seem to have seriously 

entertained at least some aspects of Dom João’s off er. Th e sultan agreed, for example, 

to grant Portuguese merchants in the Indian Ocean the right to trade in Ottoman 

ports. He also agreed, in principle, to limit Ottoman pepper imports from India to a 

preestablished maximum amount, provided that this quota was raised from three 

thousand quintals to a slightly higher fi gure of four thousand quintals a year. 

Interestingly, however, the sultan insisted that this pepper was to be supplied not by 

Portuguese ships from Goa, but instead by  Muslim  ships from the independent port 

city of Calicut. Similarly, although the sultan also agreed to grant the Portuguese 

access to a supply of Ottoman grain from Egypt, he only agreed to do so indirectly, 

through licensed French and Venetian intermediaries, rather than allowing the 

Portuguese to purchase the grain directly and transport it with their own ships.     

 Behind each of these provisions, we can detect signs of a newly emerging 

Ottoman strategy focused not specifi cally on the Portuguese pepper monopoly, but 

rather on the broader problem of Portuguese maritime commercial dominance in 

the Indian Ocean. Th e sultan’s apparent willingness to accept Portuguese-mandated 

limits on pepper imports, while refusing categorically to allow Portuguese vessels to 

be responsible for their importation, speaks directly to this issue. Equally striking are 

indications that, in addressing this problem of Portuguese commercial dominance, 

the sultan claimed to be speaking not in defense of his own interests, but instead as 

the guarantor of the rights of Muslim merchants everywhere. After insisting, for 

example, that his pepper allotment be transported in Muslim ships, the sultan then 

went even further, demanding “freedom for the Muslims of India to trade in white 

cloths, spices, and other merchandise of that land” and requesting an explicit guar-

antee that the Portuguese would “favor and respect all Muslims who want to trade 

peacefully” in any regions under their control. Meanwhile, the sultan fl atly refused to 

accommodate Portuguese claims to maritime sovereignty by allowing unrestricted 

Portuguese patrols off  the Arabian coast. Instead, he called for a line of demarcation 

to be drawn across the sea between the Arabian Peninsula and Zeyla on the East 

African coast. Th is would be established as the naval boundary between the two 

states, and both sides would agree not to cross it with armed fl eets of any kind.     

 Th is counteroff er was clearly unacceptable to the Portuguese, since granting 

Muslim merchants the right to trade freely would undermine the very foundation of 
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their system for controlling the commerce of maritime Asia. Even more alarming, 

the Ottoman demand for a line of demarcation at sea was rightly seen as a direct 

challenge to the Portuguese claim to exclusive control over oceanic navigation. In 

substance, the fi rst round of negotiations between Lisbon and Istanbul thus ended 

with a grim recognition from both sides that their diff erences were close to irrecon-

cilable. Despite some encouraging signals that an accommodation on the limited 

question of pepper imports was possible, the Ottomans and Portuguese were oceans 

apart when it came to the larger issues of freedom of commerce and maritime 

sovereignty. 

 In the post-1538 world, these two issues were destined to assume an existential 

importance for the Estado da Índia. As the prospect of obtaining an acceptable nego-

tiated settlement faded away, the Portuguese were therefore left with no other choice 

than to resume hostilities. In 1541, hoping to catch the Ottomans by surprise before 

they had a chance to fully consolidate their gains, the Portuguese Viceroy Estevão da 

Gama led a desperate counterstrike against Ottoman positions in the Red Sea.  

    the portuguese expedition to suez in 154 1   

 Although not quite matching the size of Hadim Suleiman Pasha’s armada of 1538, 

the fl eet commanded by Estevão da Gama in 1541 was still the largest the Portuguese 

had ever assembled, consisting in all of more than forty vessels large and small and 

some 2,300 men. With this imposing force, the viceroy intended to sail across the 

Indian Ocean and penetrate deep into the Red Sea. Raiding coastal settlements 

along the way, his ultimate objective was to attack the main Ottoman naval base in 

Suez, where he hoped to burn the imperial fl eet and permanently destroy its arsenal 

and shipyard. 

 Had he succeeded in doing so, it is certain that the Ottomans would have been 

compelled to reevaluate their newfound claims in the Indian Ocean and perhaps 

even reconsider the peace proposal Dom João had off ered them two years earlier.     

Almost all contemporary accounts agree, however, that the list of challenges facing 

the Portuguese mission were so great that its sucess was never a serious possibility. 

First of all, having never previously sailed so far into the Red Sea, the Portuguese 

were dangerously unfamiliar with its daunting natural impediments to navigation, 

which ranged from adverse winds and treacherous shoals to lack of fresh water and 

extreme heat. Moreover, the success of the Portuguese mission depended almost 

entirely on the element of surprise, a virtual impossibility given the size of their fl eet 

and the Ottomans’ intelligence network in the region. Before ever setting sail, in 

fact, the Portuguese learned that Hoja Safar in Surat had been informed of their 

preparations and was attempting to contact the Ottomans with details about da 

Gama’s plan of attack.     

 Such problems were only compounded once da Gama’s forces arrived in the Red 

Sea in late January of 1541. Heading fi rst for the Ethiopian port of Massawa, just 
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inside the Bab al-Mandab, the viceroy quickly realized his fl eet was too large and 

cumbersome for the mission at hand and divided his fl otilla in two. He left the 

larger sailing ships and a thousand of his men in Massawa under the command of 

another member of his clan, Manuel da Gama, and continued north toward Suez 

with only his smaller and more numerous oared vessels. On the way, this reduced 

force was obliged by lack of provisions to stop once more and raid the port of Suakin, 

a decision da Gama later regretted because the engagement delayed his advance and 

gave the local Ottoman garrison an opportunity to send an updated warning to the 

authorities in Egypt. 

 As the fl eet was further slowed by contrary winds during the grueling journey 

north, the crew began to suff er severely from the heat and lack of fresh water. By the 

end of March, the situation had become so desperate that da Gama was compelled 

to split his fl eet yet again, sending the bulk of his remaining forces back to Massawa 

and proceeding to Suez with only sixteen of the lightest vessels and a skeleton crew 

of fewer than 250 men. Th ese fi nally reached the heavily guarded arsenal at Suez in 

late April but were hopelessly unprepared to attack, as they found the port defended 

by a powerful battery of guns and no fewer than two thousand Ottoman cavalry. 

Greeted by a heavy barrage of artillery fi re and outnumbered almost ten to one, 

Estevão da Gama had no choice but to call for a hasty retreat without even attempt-

ing a landing on shore ( Figure 3.3 ).     

  Th e Portuguese spent another excruciating month returning to Massawa. Th ey 

continued to suff er losses from the elements under the scorching May sun, only to 

fi nd the situation there no less bleak than the one they had left in Suez. Th e port’s 

insalubrious climate and almost total lack of provisions had taken a frighteningly 

heavy toll on the Portuguese left behind, and the prospect of starvation had driven 

more than a hundred of them to rise up in mutiny. Th reatening to kill their com-

manding offi  cer, Manuel da Gama, when he tried to resist them, the mutineers had 

fl ed to the deserted hinterland, where they were quickly surrounded and cut down 

almost to the last man by a band of local tribesmen. Th ose remaining in Massawa 

would have certainly succumbed to the elements had it not been for the arrival of a 

few meager provisions from the emperor of Ethiopia. 

 Under such circumstances, pressed to the point of desperation by both the ele-

ments and his own rebellious troops, the viceroy ordered a hasty retreat to Goa. 

But even this return passage brought little relief to the beleaguered Portuguese 

force, as several of the fl eet’s smaller vessels were caught in a storm during the pas-

sage home and lost at sea with all hands.     Estevão da Gama’s expedition thus 

ended as a failure of spectacular proportions. Countless men had been lost, 

resources had been wasted, and the Ottomans’ position in the region seemed more 

secure than ever. Indeed, several participants in the campaign (including the future 

viceroy João de Castro) came away from the experience convinced that the 

Ottoman arsenal in Suez was “impregnable” and could never be a realistic target 

for future Portuguese attacks.     
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 Only in distant Lisbon, where authorities had no way to receive updates from the 

front, was the king still banking on a Portuguese victory. From there, in anticipation 

of a softening in the Ottomans’ stance after a successful strike on Suez, he had dis-

patched a second embassy to Istanbul reiterating his terms for a peace treaty. And in 

an act that must have come as a fi nal ironic blow to da Gama’s wounded pride, he 

had even issued an order to the viceroy, which awaited him upon his inglorious 

return to Goa, that until the crown’s envoys had completed negotiations with the 

sultan, no further ships should be sent to south Arabia or otherwise be allowed to 

antagonize the Ottomans.     

 Unfortunately for the Portuguese, the disastrous outcome of their Red Sea ven-

ture was not the only barrier to an improved negotiating climate with the Ottomans. 

Equally detrimental to their cause was the fact that, in the interim, Hadim Suleiman 

Pasha had reached a new peak of personal infl uence at the Ottoman court. Already 

promoted to the rank of second vizier upon his return to Istanbul in 1539, he was 

subsequently elevated to the grand vizierate in May 1541, just weeks after the fi nal 

unfolding of da Gama’s failed strike on Suez.     Predictably, his only response to the 

    figure 3.3   Th ree Portuguese galleys exchange gunfi re with the Ottomans before the walls 

of Suez, while a large contingent of Sipahi cavalry waits in the background. Source: João de 

Castro,  Roteiro que fez Dom João de Castro da viajem que fezeram os Portugueses desde India atee 

Soez , University of Minnesota James Ford Bell Library, Minneapolis, Ms. 1541 fCa, fol. 81b.     
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Portuguese embassy that arrived in Istanbul that summer was to repeat the same 

unacceptable terms that had been off ered to Duarte Cataneo in 1540.      

    war spreads to the horn of africa   

 While Estevão da Gama and his vanquished fl eet returned to Goa to lick their 

wounds, a proxy war between Ottoman and Portuguese auxiliaries continued to 

rage in the horn of East Africa. Here, as early as 1527, the capable and ambitious 

Emir Ahmed Grañ al-Mujahid of Zeyla had begun to unite a considerable coali-

tion of Muslim forces under his command and to systematically overrun territo-

ries held by Lebna Dengel, the reigning Christian emperor or “negus” of Ethiopia.     

By the mid-1530s, thanks in part to a steady supply of fi rearms and artillery from 

Ottoman lands, Ahmed Grañ had assembled an impressive string of victories 

against the Ethiopians and seemed on the verge of replacing Lebna Dengel as the 

regional hegemon.     Th en, in 1538, Ahmed further strengthened his hand through 

an open declaration of support for Hadim Suleiman Pasha as the Ottoman fl eet 

made its way to India. As a reward for this public display of loyalty, upon the 

pasha’s return from India, he granted Ahmed Grañ a shipment of fi rearms and a 

contingent of two hundred seasoned Ottoman musketeers from Yemen.     Th eir 

arrival gave the emir a decisive military advantage over his Ethiopian rivals, and 

within just a few months, his forces had killed one of Lebna Dengel’s own sons in 

battle, captured another, and plundered the royal stronghold of Amba Geshen, 

where the accumulated wealth of the kings of Ethiopia had been held untouched 

for centuries.     Lebna Dengel himself was left a fugitive and practically bereft of 

forces, and province after province of his empire declared for the triumphant emir 

of Zeyla. 

 At this point, events in the Horn of Africa took a turn strangely reminiscent of 

those in Gujarat just a few years before, following the battlefi eld defeat of Sultan 

Bahadur at the hands of the Mughals in 1535. Just as Bahadur, pushed to the brink by 

“Mongols on land and infi dels by sea,” had been compelled to seek outside help 

from the Ottomans to preserve his throne, Lebna Dengel now turned to the 

Portuguese as the only power capable of rescuing him from the advancing Muslim 

armies and their terrible advantage in fi rearms. By means of the Portuguese cleric 

João Bermudez, who played a role as advisor to the Ethiopian court surprisingly 

similar to that played by Hoja Safar in Gujarat, Lebna Dengel sent an embassy to 

Lisbon off ering to recognize the ecclesiastical authority of the pope in exchange for 

military assistance against Ahmed Grañ.     

 Th e Portuguese accepted this off er and soon took concrete steps to make good 

their promise of support. A secondary objective of Estevão da Gama’s expedition to 

the Red Sea in 1541, in fact, was to land troops in Massawa that would rendezvous 

with Lebna Dengel in the Ethiopian interior. But in yet another striking parallel to 

Sultan Bahadur’s eff orts to ally with the Ottomans, Lebna Dengel died of disease in 
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1540 before any Portuguese assistance could reach him. Nevertheless, Estevão da 

Gama dispatched a company of four hundred Portuguese musketeers under the 

command of his younger brother Christovão da Gama from Massawa in 1541, all of 

whom reached the court of Glawdewos, Lebna Dengel’s son and successor, by the 

end of the year. 

 For the Portuguese, this small triumph was the only potentially positive outcome 

of Estevão da Gama’s otherwise disastrous 1541 campaign. But the arrival of this 

contingent of Portuguese infantry at the Ethiopian court also held its own consider-

able risks by provoking a dangerous escalation of confl ict in the region. Certainly 

Hadim Suleiman had no intention of allowing the gains of his ally Ahmed Grañ to 

be undermined so easily, having declared in his negotiations with the Portuguese 

that the Horn of Africa was an area he considered to be fi rmly within the Ottoman 

sphere of infl uence. And Ahmed Grañ, whose continuing success was very much 

dependent on access to Ottoman weapons and military expertise, was equally eager 

to deepen his relationship with Istanbul in order to shore up his gains in the 

Ethiopian highlands. At his request, within only a few weeks of the arrival of the 

Portuguese gunners in Ethiopia, Hadim Suleiman Pasha therefore dispatched a fl eet 

of twelve Ottoman galleys from Suez, landing nine hundred musketeers and ten 

expert gunners at the African port of Beylul in August 1541.     In return, Ahmed 

Grañ agreed to formally recognize Ottoman suzerainty, pay 100,000  okkas  of gold to 

the sultan, and send tribute worth another 2,000 okkas of gold annually to the 

Ottoman governor in Zebid, Mustafa al-Neshar.     

 Ahmed Grañ began to reap the rewards of this strengthened alliance almost 

immediately, scoring a number of important victories against the combined 

Ethiopian and Portuguese forces during the next year. Eventually, he and his 

Ottoman auxiliaries faced the full strength of Emperor Glawdewos’s reconstituted 

army and Christovão da Gama’s four hundred Portuguese musketeers in a pitched 

battle at Wofl a on August 28, 1542. Th is ended in lopsided victory for Ahmed Grañ 

and the Ottomans, in which the Ethiopian lines were broken, nearly two hundred 

Portuguese were killed, and Christovão da Gama and a number of his men were 

taken captive.     

 At this moment of triumph, however—in a fi nal parallel to events in Gujarat—a 

dispute arose between Ahmed Grañ and his Ottoman musketeers over how to deal 

with the Portuguese captured in the battle. Th e Ottomans, hoping to use these pris-

oners as a bargaining chip in their ongoing negotiations with Lisbon, demanded 

that they be handed over unharmed to the custody of provincial offi  cials in Yemen. 

But Ahmed Grañ refused this request, instead executing da Gama with his own 

hands only hours after his capture. Enraged, the Ottoman commander and the bulk 

of his forces abandoned Ahmed and returned to Yemen, taking with them da Gama’s 

decapitated head and the twelve Portuguese prisoners still alive.     Th eir departure 

prevented Ahmed Grañ from capitalizing on his victory, giving the Ethiopians and 

the remaining 120 Portuguese a chance to regroup. A year later, they staged a 
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 successful counterattack at the battle of Wayna Daga in which Ahmed Grañ was 

killed.     

 In time, the armies of Zeyla would once more regroup under the leadership of 

Ahmed’s nephew Abbas. But without the level of support from the Ottomans that 

his uncle had enjoyed, Abbas proved unable to extend his control much beyond the 

coastal lowlands around Zeyla itself. In this sense, the bloody confl ict in the Horn of 

Africa ended in a limited victory for Glawdewos, who was able to maintain his 

throne and preserve the integrity of Christian rule in the Ethiopian highlands. 

Internationally, however, it was the Ottomans who emerged in a superior position 

by preventing the Portuguese from establishing a permanent military presence in 

Ethiopia. With Christovão da Gama dead, and most of his men either captured or 

killed, the Portuguese were henceforth reluctant to invest further in the region.     

Limited ecclesiastical and mercantile exchanges between Ethiopia and Lisbon 

would continue in the years ahead, but Glawdewos could expect no more military 

assistance from the Portuguese. Th e Red Sea had become an Ottoman lake.  

    the rising tide of ottoman commercial influence   

 Th e Ottomans’ success at stifl ing Portuguese adventurism in Ethiopia was indicative 

of the empire’s rising fortunes throughout the Indian Ocean, as the consolidation of 

Ottoman power began to reap a series of tangible benefi ts far beyond the confi nes of 

the Red Sea. Th is trend is particularly noticeable in the commercial realm, as the 

early 1540s witnessed a dramatic increase in the activities of Ottoman merchants 

across an extensive swath of the Indian Ocean.     In 1542, the Portuguese chronicler 

Gaspar Correia recorded that the Ottomans had established a permanent factor 

(commercial representative) in the African port of Massawa—the same port that 

had been occupied by Estevão da Gama’s fl eet only months before.     In the same 

year, eight Ottoman vessels were sighted around the Maseira islands off  the coast of 

southern Arabia, and the increasing prominence of Ottoman merchants was noted 

even in Portuguese-held Hormuz.     Around the same time, the Portuguese captain 

of Mozambique reported his fl eet’s destruction of an Ottoman vessel caught trading 

in Mogadishu, and complained of the presence of Ottoman ships up and down the 

Swahili Coast.     By 1545, the new Portuguese Viceroy João de Castro warned that 

merchants from the Ottoman Empire had even begun to appear in the distant trad-

ing centers of Pegu and Bengal.     

 Th is mounting evidence of Ottoman commercial ascendancy eventually under-

mined Portuguese confi dence to such an extent that, in 1545, the viceroy organized 

an unprecedented grand council, inviting all of the most prominent offi  cials of the 

realm to discuss the possibility of unilaterally abandoning the blockade of the Red 

Sea in favor of a policy of free trade throughout the Indian Ocean.     Although the 

eventual outcome of this council’s debate was a reaffi  rmation of the status quo, the 

fact that it was held at all was indicative, in the wake of Ottoman gains, of just how 
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much the political and economic landscape of the Indian Ocean had changed since 

Hadim Suleiman Pasha’s expedition to Diu in 1538. 

 Indeed, the extent of this change could be measured not only in the waning 

confi dence of the Portuguese but also in a corresponding rise in Ottoman ambi-

tions, palpably expressed by a newly grandiose nomenclature that imperial bureau-

crats in the region began to employ. Th e Ottoman fl eet stationed at Suez, for 

example, which had been known since the 1520s simply as the Red Sea Fleet 

( Bah. r-i Ah. mer Filosu ) or Suez Fleet ( Süveys Filosu ), was grandly renamed by 

Hadim Suleyman Pasha as the Indian Armada ( Hind Donānması ).     Similarly, the 

admiral in charge, previously known as the Captain of Egypt ( Mıs.ır K. aptanı ), was 

illustriously redubbed Admiral of the Indies ( K. apu-dān-ı Hind ).     Soon enough, 

these semantic changes would give way to more material expressions of rising 

Ottoman power, although Hadim Suleiman Pasha would not remain in offi  ce long 

enough to oversee them.  

    hadim suleiman’s  fall from power and the ottoman 
offensive of 1546   

 Hadim Suleiman Pasha’s three-year term as grand vizier ended under the cloud of 

scandal in November 1544, and he died shortly thereafter. Th e proximate cause for 

his dismissal was a series of charges, leveled by his political rivals at court, of fi nan-

cial improprieties during his governorship of Egypt, including claims that he had 

misused state funds allocated for the Ottoman fl eet in Suez and had seized part of 

Sultan Bahadur’s considerable treasury for unauthorized purposes.     Given the 

pasha’s demonstrable Machiavellian streak, there seems every reason to believe that 

these charges had at least some basis in fact. But regardless of the truth or falsehood 

of his alleged misconduct, Hadim Suleiman’s single-minded focus on the aff airs of 

the Indian Ocean was probably in itself an important reason for his eventual down-

fall. Other Ottoman power brokers, with their own bases of support in other areas of 

the empire, had grown tired of investing so much in the Indian Ocean theater. By 

1544, they were ready to push the elderly and abrasive pasha aside and move the 

empire in a diff erent direction more conducive to their own interests. 

 In the years to come, this change in leadership would hold serious implications 

for the Ottoman Age of Exploration. In the immediate term, however, the eff ect of 

Hadim Suleiman’s dismissal was mitigated by the fact that virtually all of the key 

administrative, naval, and military posts in the frontier districts of Egypt, Yemen, 

the Hijaz, and even Iraq continued to be staff ed by his clients and personal appoin-

tees. As a result, Ottoman policy during the years immediately following the grand 

vizier’s removal from offi  ce displayed such a degree of continuity with the period of 

his greatest infl uence that, by 1546, his clients and allies were ready to launch a new 

round of attacks against the Portuguese by both land and sea. In some respects, this 

renewed off ensive may even have benefi ted from the pasha’s absence, allowing the 
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Ottomans to coordinate more eff ectively with far-fl ung Muslim allies who had been 

left gun-shy by Hadim Suleiman’s heavy-handed diplomacy. 

 As in 1538, the Ottomans’ most important collaborator remained Hoja Safar, 

who was still governor of the Gujarati port of Surat and still intent on doing 

everything within his power to recapture Diu from the Portuguese. With news of 

Hadim Suleiman’s dismissal paving the way for a reorientation of Gujarati poli-

tics, Safar was therefore able to convince his sovereign, Mahmud III, of the 

necessity of a renewed attack on Diu.     Meanwhile, he also kept in constant con-

tact with the Ottomans by means of his relative Mustafa al-Neshar, the governor 

of Zebid in Yemen until 1545 and, like Hoja Safar, another veteran of the 1538 

campaign. 

 Operations began when, at Hoja Safar’s urging, Mustafa al-Nashar agreed to 

send a shipment of artillery and fi ve hundred janissaries directly to Diu from the 

Ottoman base in Mocha.     With the armies of Sultan Mahmud and Hoja Safar 

already surrounding the city, this force of Ottoman auxiliaries made a dramatic 

entrance into Diu’s harbor on April 18, 1546, “waving Turkish fl ags, fi ring a great vol-

ley of muskets, and indulging in all of the bizarre and overbearing pageantry cus-

tomary of that barbarous nation,” in the words of Diogo do Couto.     Th e siege began 

on the very same day, and as news of the outbreak of hostilities spread, Muslim mer-

chants up and down the coast of India began to refuse to trade with the Portuguese 

in anticipation of a speedy victory for Hoja Safar and his allies.     

 Such confi dence proved premature, for the second siege of Diu devolved into an 

even bloodier and more protracted struggle than the fi rst had been, with fi ghting 

raging for months and casualties on both sides reaching atrocious heights. Hoja 

Safar himself was killed on the battlefi eld by an artillery bombardment, as were 

numerous high-ranking offi  cers on the Portuguese side, including the viceroy’s 

son.     Th e author of the “Arabic History of Gujarat” described the situation bluntly: 

“Many of the combatants were killed by gunfi re; others died of putrifi ed air; very 

few were left alive.”     As the siege wore on, Muslim sappers were able to breach 

Diu’s walls in several places, and small numbers of men even managed to briefl y 

penetrate inside the fortress. But in the end, with both sides nearing the point of 

exhaustion, the Portuguese were saved by the timely arrival of a relief fl eet from 

Goa. Th e second siege of Diu ended, like the fi rst, in failure.     

 For the Rumi elite of Gujarat, the defeat came as a crushing blow whose devas-

tating eff ect was compounded by the loss of their leader, Hoja Safar. While his body 

still lay on the battlefi eld, the former galley slave-turned-governor was replaced by 

his son Rajab, who was given the title Rumi Khan and became the new head of 

Gujarat’s Rumi community in his father’s stead.     In this way, at least the integrity 

of Gujarat’s pro-Ottoman faction was preserved. But no group had invested as much 

during the siege, or suff ered as heavy losses, as the Rumis. Th eir second major defeat 

in eight years was both bitter and defi nitive. Never again would the Rumis of Gujarat 

directly challenge Portuguese control of Diu. 
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 From the Ottoman imperial perspective, on the other hand, the situation was 

hardly as grim, for the siege still served a useful purpose even in failure. Although 

the Portuguese had defended their city, doing so had required an almost superhu-

man eff ort in which they had called upon every spare resource available in the Estado 

da Índia. And with all of their forces concentrated on Diu, they were unable to 

counter advances on other fronts. As a result, the Ottomans were left with a rela-

tively free hand in what was for them an equally important theater of operations: 

the Persian Gulf. 

 Here the Ottomans launched a two-pronged assault that began just as the 

strength of their allies in Diu was starting to falter. Hostilities commenced in August 

1546, with the departure of a small squadron of four oar-powered warships from the 

Ottoman naval base in Aden. Th is squadron headed quickly up the Arabian coast, 

stopping fi rst in Shihr to help the loyal Ottoman vassal Sultan Badur capture Qishn, 

a neighboring port city recently allied with the Portuguese. From there, the vessels 

proceeded next to Qalyat, which was also attacked, and then sailed as far as the 

Portuguese stronghold of Muscat. Taking the Portuguese garrison stationed there 

by surprise, the Ottomans stormed the harbor, sacked the port, and captured a 

 merchant vessel anchored there before fi nally turning around and heading back 

toward Aden.     

 Meanwhile, more than a thousand miles to the east, a much larger Ottoman 

force was beginning to amass around Basra, a major international center of trade 

occupying a commanding position at the entrance to the Persian Gulf, and a prize 

long coveted by the Portuguese. Until the early 1540s, Basra had been ruled by 

Emir Rashid, a loyal Ottoman vassal who, ever since the Ottoman conquest of 

Baghdad in 1534, had consistently demonstrated his allegiance to the empire by 

reading the Friday  h- ut.be  and striking money in Sultan Suleiman’s name.     After 

Rashid’s death in 1543, however, control of the city had passed to Sheyh Yahya of 

the Benu Aman, an ambitious tribal leader by no means favorably disposed towards 

the Ottomans. By using Basra as a base to gradually extend his control up the 

Tigris and Euphrates rivers, Sheyh Yahya had begun to restrict the free movement 

of merchants between Ottoman lands and the Persian Gulf and also to make 

friendly overtures to the Portuguese in Hormuz.     With the future control of the 

Persian Gulf now hanging in the balance, the Ottomans therefore pounced on the 

opportunity to take possession of the city themselves before the Portuguese had a 

chance to intervene.     

 Ayas Pasha, the governor-general of Baghdad, was the Ottoman offi  cial in charge 

of the campaign. He began by building a new fortress at Corna, just upriver from 

Basra, and then sent a letter to Sheyh Yahya demanding that the gates of the city be 

opened to his troops in preparation for an off ensive strike against the Portuguese in 

Hormuz. Refusing the order, Sheyh Yahya instead forwarded this letter to Luiz 

Falcão, the captain of Hormuz, and off ered to hand over Basra’s citadel to the 

Portuguese in exchange for help in defending the city against the Ottomans.     His 
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tribal allies in the Shatt al-Arab sent a letter of their own to Falcão with a similar 

request for help, ending their plea with the following warning:

  Th e intention of the Sultan is to seize from the Portuguese the navigation of the 

sea . . . believe this and come quickly! If the Ottomans take Basra there will be nothing 

left to stop them from moving against you and your territories, since the route through 

it is much shorter than through either Suez or Jiddah.       

 Th e Portuguese in Hormuz obviously agreed. One offi  cial, writing to the viceroy in 

India on November 30, 1546, warned:

  Sir, these are very dangerous men and very experienced in the ways and the arts of 

war . . . they have already taken control of Mecca [and the Red Sea], and if they also 

build a fortress in Basra they will be able to send all the ships they possess in the other 

sea around to this side, an eventuality which represents the greatest possible danger for 

all of India.       

 A week later, the captain of Hormuz wrote to Sheyh Yahya promising help, and 

then sent a letter to the viceroy asking that a fl eet be sent from Goa as quickly as 

possible.     His plea, however, fell on deaf ears, for the Portuguese in India, thor-

oughly exhausted by the defense of Diu, were in no condition to provide help. With 

nothing more than local resistance to oppose him and with a force of more than 

three thousand troops at his disposal, Ayas Pasha easily conquered Basra and put 

Sheyh Yahya to fl ight. Almost without fi ring a shot, the Ottomans took possession 

of yet another strategic outlet onto the Indian Ocean.  

    bilal mehmed pasha and the second round 
of ottoman-portuguese negotiations   

 Following the conquest of Basra, conventional wisdom throughout the Estado da 

Índia held that an Ottoman invasion of Hormuz was only a matter of time. But to 

the genuine surprise of the Portuguese, the new masters of Basra instead expressed 

an unprecedented willingness to negotiate with their counterparts at the opposite 

end of the Persian Gulf. As early as February 1547, less than two months after Ayas 

Pasha’s conquest of the city, a letter arrived in Hormuz from Bilal Mehmed Pasha, 

the fi rst Ottoman governor of the newly incorporated province of Basra. Addressed 

to the Portuguese Captain Luis Falcão, the letter presented a reasoned justifi cation 

for the seizure of the city, explaining that Sheyh Yayha, through his unlawful 

attempts to impede the safe passage of merchants and merchandise between 

Ottoman lands and the Persian Gulf, had left the authorities with no other choice. 

Since the Ottoman state had been compelled to act by a responsibility to defend the 

principles of free trade, Bilal Mehmed went on to suggest that it was also in 

the state’s interest to establish a peaceful trading relationship with the Portuguese. 

He wrote:
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  For this reason, we fi nd that it would be most benefi cial to establish friendship with you, 

and to reach whatever kind of agreement is necessary to allow your ships and your mer-

chants, along with their goods, to come and go under the protection of our powerful and 

just Sultan and without risk of damage or loss of any kind. Do not mistrust these words, 

or think that between them and what lies in my heart there is a discrepancy of any sort, 

for thus we shall be friends, both with you and with your companions in India, such that 

our friendship will be the envy of men to the four corners of the world. . . . I therefore 

request that you forward this letter of mine to India and to all the lands [under your pos-

session] so that [merchants from all those parts] may come and go and trade freely and 

bring your wares to my lands and my wares to yours. Do this and we shall have no more 

cause for disagreement. Otherwise, much the contrary shall be the case.       

 Behind the surprisingly conciliatory tone of this letter lay the foundations of a 

maturing Ottoman policy in the Indian Ocean—one based more than ever on a 

position of strength vis-à-vis the Portuguese. As in previous negotiations between 

Lisbon and the Ottomans, Bilal Mehmed reiterated a claim of sweeping Ottoman 

jurisdiction over trade-related aff airs, presenting the sultan as the ultimate guarantor 

of commercial interests both within the borders of his own state and throughout the 

larger Indian Ocean world. With imperial forces now fi rmly in control of Basra as 

well as Yemen, Bilal Mehmed also made clear that the Ottomans were capable of 

enforcing this claim. But at the same time, the pasha’s letter gave every indication 

that a lasting peace between his sovereign and the Portuguese was not only possible 

but also mutually benefi cial. If the Portuguese would abandon their wasteful and 

ultimately futile attacks on Muslim shipping, he reasoned, they could be more than 

compensated for any loss of prestige through a new and profi table trading relation-

ship with the Ottomans. Th e alternative was a continuation of hostilities, which the 

past few years had shown would bring the Portuguese only continued hardships and 

mounting expenses. 

 Th is proposal, framed in such thoroughly pragmatic terms, provoked widespread 

Portuguese soul-searching, with the viceroy calling a second grand council to debate 

the arguments for and against accepting it. Once again, as in 1545, Portuguese leaders 

ultimately decided that to abandon their established policies and embrace a system 

of free trade under Ottoman auspices was politically unacceptable, regardless of the 

benefi ts.     But this time around, there also emerged a vocal group of dissenters from 

within the Portuguese ranks who favored a deal despite the political costs.     In their 

view, continuing to maintain an anti-Ottoman embargo when faced with the new 

realities of Ottoman power in the Persian Gulf was foolhardy. Unlike the Red Sea, 

which was distant from Portuguese centers of trade and in any case closed to 

Christian merchants, they argued that Basra was close, easily accessible, and almost 

impossible to seal off  from contact with Hormuz.     

 Within a very short time this dissident view proved prescient, as Portuguese 

merchants and even high-ranking state offi  cials soon found the temptation to trade 
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in Basra, despite ongoing strict prohibitions from Goa, impossible to resist. 

Portuguese records show that Dom Manuel de Lima, who replaced Luis Falcão as 

the new captain of Hormuz in the spring of 1547, maintained a friendly correspon-

dence with Bilal Mehmed Pasha throughout his term in offi  ce, even keeping a per-

sonal trading representative in Basra under the pretext of gathering intelligence 

about the Ottoman arsenal there.     By the end of his term, illicit trade between 

Basra and Hormuz had become so commonplace that de Lima himself sent agents 

to conduct business in the city on almost a weekly basis.     

 Viceroy João de Castro made valiant attempts to stop this activity, repeatedly 

threatening all guilty parties with imprisonment, but the situation soon passed the 

point of no return.     By 1551, on the Ottoman side at least, it was even institutional-

ized: Th e Ottoman tax code for the Province of Basra, promulgated in that year, 

included a special provision that allowed the captain of Hormuz to send a factor to 

Basra and to buy and sell a certain quantity of goods tax-free.     Ottoman tax records, 

moreover, reveal that trade in Basra was not only booming as a result of these 

arrangements but was also directly benefi ting the state. In 1551, the same year that 

the new Basran tax code was introduced, proceeds from trade-related tariff s 

amounted to a full two-thirds of total provincial revenues—by far the highest pro-

portion of any Ottoman province of the Indian Ocean region.     Slowly but surely, 

the foundations of the Portuguese anti-Ottoman blockade were crumbling around 

them.      

    conclusion: history ’s  first world war   

 By the second half of the 1540s, relations between the Ottomans and Portuguese 

had, at least temporarily, acquired a certain measure of stability. But the preceding 

eight years, from 1538 to 1546, had been a period of bitter and almost continuous 

warfare between Istanbul and Lisbon, conducted across an enormous area spanning 

the full breadth of the Indian Ocean. On the high seas, Ottoman corsairs and their 

Muslim allies had faced off  against the Portuguese fl eet, staging coordinated attacks 

in theaters of operation from south India to the Arabian coast. In the Horn of 

Africa and in Southeast Asia, elite units of Ottoman and Portuguese musketeers—

the sixteenth-century equivalent of commandoes—had locked horns in guerilla 

wars to prop up friendly local regimes and destabilize their rivals. And from their 

main bases of supply in Suez and Goa, both sides had launched massive armadas, 

consisting of thousands of men and dozens of ships, against each other’s most 

important maritime redoubts in Egypt and India. Together, these violent encounters 

amounted to nothing less than the fi rst truly global armed confl ict the world had 

ever seen ( Map 3.1 ). 

  What was it about the period from 1538 to 1546 that allowed war between two 

Mediterranean powers to be carried out on a geographic scale unimaginable only a 

few decades before? Technology undoubtedly counted as one important factor, as 
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the constantly expanding range of Portuguese activities in the Indian Ocean, enabled 

by their advanced sailing ships and gunpowder weapons, inevitably pushed Muslims 

throughout the region into a closer relationship with the Ottomans. Equally impor-

tant was the developing worldview of each side, since it was only in the 1530s, thanks 

to nearly two decades of sustained eff ort, that the Ottomans fi nally accumulated a 

critical mass of actionable intelligence that allowed them to think strategically on a 

geographic scale comparable to their Portuguese rivals. Th e single most critical fac-

tor in the globalization of war during this period, however, lay elsewhere, in the 

realm of political ideology, as Ottoman statesmen began to draw a direct link 

between their state’s legitimacy and its ability to use sea power to protect the inter-

ests of Indian Ocean merchants. Th is proved a powerful motivating force for the 

formulation of Istanbul’s policies, and even more important, it provided an ideologi-

cal basis for Muslims throughout the Indian Ocean to draw a link between their 

own well-being and the fortunes of a distant Ottoman state. For the fi rst time, the 

sultan’s authority could extend across the sea lanes, rather than being limited to the 

land-based territories in his immediate possession. 

 Admittedly, this interpretation stands in stark contrast to most existing scholar-

ship on the politics of the early modern world, which remains committed to the idea 

that “sovereignty over the seas” was a specifi cally Western concept foreign to the 

political thought of “Islamic land-based states.” As a result, the Ottoman Empire 

and its allies in the Indian Ocean have been typically portrayed as states  preoccupied 

    map 3 . 1   Hadim Suleiman Pasha’s world war, 1536–1546     
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with the acquisition of territory and, in consequence, guided by a political logic fun-

damentally diff erent from the trade-oriented maritime policies of the Portuguese. 

Sultan Bahadur of Gujarat is said to have neatly encapsulated this general attitude 

in a famously pithy quotation: “Wars by sea are merchants’ aff airs and of no concern 

to the prestige of kings.”     

 But with the benefi t of a detailed narrative of facts on the ground (and on the 

sea!) during the crucial years from 1538 to 1546, we are now in a position to assert that 

Ottoman policy in the Indian Ocean was anything but unresponsive to maritime 

commercial interests. On the contrary, Ottoman military operations consistently 

focused on strategic centers of maritime trade, such as Mocha, Aden, Basra, and 

Diu; Ottoman negotiators repeatedly demanded free trade for Muslim  merchants 

as a precondition for any peace settlement with the Portuguese; and tax registers 

confi rm that customs receipts were a principal source of revenue for all of the 

Ottoman provinces bordering on the Indian Ocean. In short, the Ottomans, like the 

Portuguese, viewed maritime trade as the primary resource of the Indian Ocean 

region. 

 It would be an oversimplifi cation, however, to present this concern for maritime 

aff airs as the exclusive result of rising customs revenues or powerful trading inter-

ests, for religion, too, had a seminal role to play in this new formulation of state 

ideology. By advancing a claim to supreme leadership of the Muslim world based on 

the twin titles of caliph ( h- alīfe ) and protector of the holy cities ( h- ādım al-h. aremeyn ), 

the Ottoman sultan assumed a sacred responsibility to keep open and safe the pil-

grimage routes to Mecca and Medina—a responsibility that became an essential 

component of his good standing as a ruler in the eyes of the faithful.     And since 

these pilgrimage routes were also sea routes inextricably linked with the patterns of 

maritime trade, the sea itself became a theater in which Ottoman claims to legiti-

macy in the international arena would be either reaffi  rmed or undermined, even 

while retaining its importance for the more mundane concerns of the market. 

 Th is formidable convergence of religious ideology and commercial interests goes 

a long way toward explaining the Ottomans’ preoccupation with control of the sea 

even in areas far removed from the borders of the empire, as can be seen in the 

orders that Sultan Suleiman issued to Hadim Suleiman Pasha on the occasion of his 

departure for India in 1538. Th e sultan wrote:

  You who are Governor-general of Egypt, Suleiman Pasha, as soon as this imperial 

edict arrives, will immediately gather weapons, supplies, and provisions and prepare for 

holy war in Suez; Having equipped and outfi tted a fl eet and mustered a suffi  cient 

quantity of troops, you will cross over to India and capture and hold the ports of India; 

You will free that country from the harm caused by the Portuguese infi dels, who have 

cut off  the road and blocked the path to the sacred cities of Mecca and Medina (may 

God almighty ennoble them!),  and you will put an end to their depredations at sea .       
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 Th e fact that the sultan framed these orders to Hadim Suleiman in terms of a holy 

war, but one that was intended fi rst and foremost to defend maritime pilgrimage 

routes, confi rms that the 1538 campaign was conceived as a direct challenge to 

Portugal’s claim to maritime sovereignty in the Indian Ocean. In this sense, Hadim 

Suleiman Pasha’s ensuing world war must be understood not simply as a confl ict 

over territory or resources, but as an ideologically motivated struggle for control of 

the sea itself. Beginning in 1538, the Ottoman sultans and the kings of Portugal thus 

entered into what might be termed a dialectic of maritime sovereignty, in which 

each side’s claim refl ected the other, and both states became increasingly aware that 

their own legitimacy would ultimately rest on an ability to control the sea at the 

other’s expense. 

 But even if, at a strictly theoretical level, both sides now aimed explicitly at con-

trol of the sea, the practical implications of achieving this objective pointed the two 

states in very diff erent directions: For the Portuguese, “control” implied an ability to 

 prevent  merchants from traveling and trading as they wished, while for the Ottomans 

it meant precisely the reverse. Over time, this practical diff erence would inevitably 

benefi t the Ottomans, since for them state ideology and the demands of the market 

converged felicitously, while the Portuguese were compelled to subordinate market 

forces to the demands of an ideologically motivated blockade. In other words, with 

Hadim Suleiman as its overbearing but inspired pilot, the Ottoman ship of state was 

sailing toward the Indian Ocean with the economic wind at its back. But in Istanbul, 

as a new leader prepared to take the helm and to plot a very diff erent course for the 

empire, there were ominous storm clouds gathering on the horizon.           



 rust em pasha  v ersus  t he  indian 

o c e an  fac t ion  

  1 5 4 6 – 1 5 6 1   

                    Four  

   T
hroughout the middle decades of the sixteenth century, Ottoman political life 

was dominated by the towering fi gure of Rustem Pasha, a quintessential pal-

ace insider raised in the sultan’s household and blessed by his favor from an early 

age. According to one account, he had gained his fi rst promotion while still a palace 

page in early adolescence, having cavalierly thrown himself from a second-story 

window to retrieve an article that had accidentally fallen from the sultan’s hands.  

Other promotions followed in rapid succession, and before long, Rustem also began 

to benefi t from the aff ections of the sultan’s wife, Hurrem Sultan, whose many acts 

of patronage culminated in an off er of marriage to her only daughter, Mihrimah, in 

the early 1540s. Th ese nuptials sealed Rustem’s political fortune—as well as Hurrem’s 

reputation as the empire’s supreme power broker—and forged a permanent alliance 

between the two that proved both formidable and resilient. Nominated to the grand 

vizierate only shortly thereafter, upon Hadim Suleiman’s dismissal in November of 

1544, Rustem went on to hold the position almost continuously until his death sev-

enteen years later.  

 During this prolonged term in offi  ce, Rustem left a recognizable stamp on nearly 

every aspect of Ottoman society, as he strove to reshape the empire according to a 

new model of governance that can only be described as a kind of bureaucratic 

 parochialism. Under his tutelage, Ottoman law and the structures of the state 

administration were centralized, codifi ed, and standardized across the empire.  

State-sponsored artists and architects began to articulate a distinctively Ottoman 

visual vocabulary of repetitive forms and predictable motifs, noticeably diff erent 
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from the eclectic styles of earlier decades.     And Ottoman intellectuals, who had 

previously experimented with diverse and even messianic modes of expression, now 

developed a self-consciously classicizing literary voice that refl ected a more inte-

grated, monolithic consciousness of both the empire’s past and its present.     Th rough 

all of these subtle changes, Rustem tried to foster a newly coherent sense of the 

Ottoman Empire as a society that was both self-contained and distinct from its 

neighbors. In so doing, as the pace of the empire’s expansion began to slow and its 

physical boundaries hardened, Rustem hoped to create a reinvigorated basis on 

which to anchor the authority of the Ottoman central administration—with him-

self at its head. 

 What implications did this new Ottoman-centric mentality hold for the 

Ottoman Age of Exploration? One area of especially visible change is the new 

way in which Ottoman intellectuals began to imagine the Indian Ocean, since it 

was along the empire’s fl uid maritime frontier to the south that the ambitions of 

Rustem’s predecessors most openly contradicted his own more restricted and 

parochial vision. From very early in his tenure, Rustem therefore encouraged a dif-

ferent kind of scholarship that, while still relevant to the political concerns of the 

region, departed dramatically in intent from the exuberant imperialist tracts of 

previous decades. 

 One case in point is the “Chronicle of Rustem Pasha,” a history of the Ottoman 

Empire attributed to the grand vizier but probably ghostwritten by the renowned 

historian and geographer Matrakchi Nasuh. On the one hand, this work is remark-

able among contemporary Ottoman chronicles for presenting a detailed account of 

recent Ottoman activity in Yemen, ranking, in fact, as the earliest general Ottoman 

history to include this region in its narrative.     Surprisingly, however, it does so in a 

way that virtually ignores Hadim Suleiman’s expedition to India or any of the con-

nections between Yemen and maritime Asia as a whole, thereby emphasizing the 

province’s status as an integral part of the Ottoman Empire rather than as a strategic 

stepping-stone to a wider world. In this manner, both as a work of history and as an 

expression of the Ottomans’ sense of self, Rustem’s chronicle refl ected the receding 

global ambitions that characterized the grand vizier’s approach to international 

aff airs. 

 A very similar set of priorities can be identifi ed in the celebrated  Mir’ātü’l-

Memālik  (“Mirror of Countries”), a memoir composed by the sea captain Seydi Ali 

Reis and presented to Rustem in 1560, following the author’s return from a four-year 

epic journey through India, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, and Iran.     Th is highly original 

text was a groundbreaking work of Ottoman narrative prose, retaining its appeal 

even today as perhaps the greatest Ottoman travel narrative ever composed. Yet 

ironically, by constantly exploiting its exotic subject matter to accentuate the 

“Ottoman-ness” of its author, Seydi Ali’s memoir is at the same time a uniquely 

poignant expression of the Ottoman-centric chauvinism characteristic of Rustem’s 

grand vizierate. 
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 Th is constantly revisited theme of Ottoman-ness—communicated in a variety of 

ways throughout the text—is nowhere more explicit than at the conclusion of the 

narrative, when the author fi nally returns to Ottoman territory. Overcome with 

 emotion after so many years spent outside the confi nes of the empire, Seydi Ali 

exuberantly exclaims that “in all the world there is no country comparable to the 

lands of Rum, no sovereign to equal our Padishah, and no military like the victori-

ous army of the Ottomans!”     Th en, after recounting the last few legs of the journey 

back to his empire’s capital city, he leaves his readers with the following 

exhortation:

  He who wishes to profi t from this narrative, let him remember that not in vain aspira-

tions after greatness, but in quiet and contented mind lies the secret of the true 

strength which perishes not. But if in God’s providence he should be driven from 

home, and forced to wander forth into the unknown, and perchance to be caught in 

the turbulent waters of the sea of adversity, let him still always keep in mind that love 

for one’s native land is next to one’s faith. Let him never cease to long for the day that 

he shall see his native shores again, and always, whatever befall, cling loyally to his 

Padishah. He who does this shall not perish abroad; God will grant him his desire in 

this world and in the next, and he shall rejoice in the esteem and the aff ection of his 

fellow countrymen.       

 It bears considerable emphasis that, within the context of Seydi Ali’s larger narra-

tive, such sentiments are tinged with a special sense of bitterness because of the 

author’s experiences while abroad. Th is is particularly true of his sojourn in India, 

where most of his traveling companions—in open defi ance of Seydi Ali’s wishes—

had elected to stay and settle among the Rumi diaspora rather than return with him 

to Istanbul. Th us, alongside Seydi Ali’s laudable devotion to his sovereign and love 

for his country, this passage (and his writings generally) also betrays both hostility to 

the Rumis of India and a general aversion to the idea of traveling the world and set-

tling overseas—two sentiments that, as we shall see later, Seydi Ali shared with his 

patron Rustem. 

 By comparison, most other works produced during Rustem’s grand vizierate are 

less noteworthy for what they say than for what they leave unsaid. With the solitary 

exception of Seydi Ali himself (who penned, in addition to his “Mirror of Countries,” 

a technical manual for oceanic navigation aptly titled  Kitāb al-Muḥīṭ , or “Book of 

the Ocean”), other Ottoman geographers of the period appear single-mindedly 

focused on describing and cataloguing the lands within the confi nes of the empire 

itself, while paying consistently little attention to what lay beyond, particularly in 

the Indian Ocean.     Similarly, histories and dynastic chronicles composed under 

Rustem’s auspices typically devote a page or two to the grand vizier’s own exploits 

along the Arabian frontier, after which the Indian Ocean as a whole simply disap-

pears from the narrative, as if the Ottoman Empire no longer had any contact with 

the region at all.     And predictably, this inward turn of Ottoman intellectual life was 
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accompanied by a parallel realignment of the empire’s political priorities under 

Rustem, a change felt most fully in the realm of trade policy.  

    rustem’s  economic policies and the rise 
of the indian ocean faction   

 Unlike his predecessor Hadim Suleiman, who had consistently sought to maximize 

the free fl ow of trade across Ottoman lands from the Indian Ocean, Rustem pro-

fessed a deep-seated suspicion of foreign merchants and generally favored an eco-

nomic policy that subordinated mercantile interests to the needs of supplying the 

army and provisioning the Ottoman capital.     Th is is not to say that Rustem was 

above making certain exceptions to this principle when presented with an opportu-

nity to line his own pockets, as contemporary Venetian observers were quick to 

point out.     But overall, rather than seeing the fl ow of goods in and out of the 

Ottoman Empire as a source of wealth and a reaffi  rmation of Ottoman prestige, 

Rustem seems to have viewed international trade primarily as a threat, a drain 

through which the precious metals and other strategic resources of the empire were 

being continually sucked away.     

 Perhaps the best known arena in which Rustem implemented a series of tangible 

policy initiatives based on this larger autarchic vision is the Black Sea, which under 

his guidance was transformed from a relatively free commercial zone into an 

Ottoman lake from which foreign merchants were forbidden to trade.     In compari-

son, his policies in the Indian Ocean are less well understood, having remained 

unexplored by modern scholars. But if anything, Rustem’s attitude toward the com-

merce of this region seems to have been based in an even greater degree of suspicion, 

for here his natural inclination to restrict trade was exacerbated by another factor: 

the cold calculus of personal vengeance. 

 Having originally clawed his way to a position of infl uence during the grand 

vizierate of his predecessor, the ruthless and calculating Hadim Suleiman—with 

whom Rustem had never enjoyed a close relationship—the young vizier had inevi-

tably become the target of attacks by Hadim Suleiman’s supporters as his own power 

increased. One of his bitterest early adversaries, in fact, was Hadim Suleiman’s 

trusted associate Daud Pasha, the governor-general of Egypt since 1538 and a rival 

candidate for the hand of Rustem’s future wife, the Princess Mihrimah.     During 

the early 1540s, competition between the two suitors for the princess’s aff ections had 

grown intense, with Daud stooping so low as to spread a rumor—slanderously cor-

roborated by the court physician Moses Hamon—that Rustem was unfi t for mar-

riage because he suff ered from syphilis. Rustem was, in the end, able to disprove the 

rumors and receive the sultan’s blessing to marry Mihrimah, but the public aff ront 

to his honor was not to be forgotten. He began to scheme for Hadim Suleiman’s 

removal almost immediately, and was directly responsible for arranging the fi nancial 

audit that led to the pasha’s disgrace and downfall in 1544.     
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 Th ereafter, the lingering eff ects of this rancorous factional infi ghting would con-

tinue to be felt well into Rustem’s own tenure as grand vizier, as he plotted to ensure 

that his political rivals would never again be able to undermine his privileged posi-

tion at court. Reasoning that the empire’s Indian Ocean provinces, where Hadim 

Suleiman’s infl uence had always been most deeply entrenched, constituted a natural 

base for his enemies, he resolved to actively stifl e further expansion in the region to 

prevent his opponents from increasing their power. To this end, he even went so far 

as to openly oppose Ayas Pasha’s conquest of Basra in 1546, refusing to supply troops 

for the expedition and dismissing the port as “a ruined place . . . worth nothing 

at all.”     

 In the following year, he took a similarly dim view of Bilal Mehmed’s eff orts to 

sign a trade agreement in Basra with the Portuguese in Hormuz.     But as strongly as 

Rustem may have opposed this and other free-trade measures, he was also in a cer-

tain sense powerless to stop them. As already described in the preceding chapter, 

Bilal Mehmed Pasha orchestrated an unprecedented expansion in trade with 

Hormuz even without Rustem’s consent, and by 1551, his arrangement with local 

Portuguese authorities was permanently enshrined in Basra’s provincial tax code. 

Similarly, in Egypt, Rustem’s archrival Daud Pasha also remained in power through-

out the 1540s, where he, too, continued to pursue a protrade policy of engagement 

with the Indian Ocean. 

 Th us, rather than the defi nitive turning away from the Indian Ocean that Rustem 

Pasha may have hoped for, the years of his grand vizierate developed into a pro-

tracted tug of war between the grand vizier himself and an emerging coalition of his 

opponents, hereafter referred to as the “Indian Ocean faction.” In this struggle, 

Rustem strove to contain his adversaries by transforming the border regions of the 

Red Sea and Persian Gulf into an integral part of the empire: limiting local admin-

istrative independence wherever possible, replacing Hadim Suleiman’s appointees 

with his own handpicked men, and refocusing activity away from the sea and toward 

the hinterland. Meanwhile, the objectives of the Indian Ocean faction were almost 

precisely the opposite: by resisting Rustem’s interference, they sought to preserve 

local autonomy for themselves and thereby continue the process of political and 

economic engagement with the larger Indian Ocean world. 

 Because of the overwhelmingly state-centered nature of most surviving Ottoman 

historical sources, we are inevitably best informed about the activities of Rustem’s 

agents sent directly from Istanbul. Of these, the most prominent were Uveys Pasha, 

Piri Reis, and Seydi Ali Reis, three men who in rapid succession served as the pri-

mary instruments for implementing the policies of the central government from the 

late 1540s until the mid-1550s. Despite the support they enjoyed from above, how-

ever, the eff orts of all three of these individuals were destined to end in dismal fail-

ure. And every step of the way, members of the Indian Ocean faction were able to 

capitalize on these failures to outfl ank Rustem and push their own agenda with 

relentless determination.  
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    ozdemir pasha and the yemeni revolt of 1547   

 Rustem Pasha’s fi rst major confrontation with the Indian Ocean faction, much in 

keeping with his bureaucratic style of leadership, came as the result of a dispute over 

administrative appointments in Yemen. Here, ever since Hadim Suleiman’s decisive 

conquest of the province in 1538, the local state apparatus had been run essentially as 

an administrative annex of Egypt and had remained the exclusive domain of a close-

knit group of veterans from Hadim Suleiman’s original expedition. In 1545, however, 

as part of Rustem’s sweeping reforms aimed at enhancing the authority of the cen-

tral government, all of the Yemeni administrative districts, or  sancak․s , were separated 

from Egypt and reorganized as an independent province, or  beglerbegilik .     

 Th is move, coming just a few short months after Rustem’s promotion to grand 

vizier, was clearly intended as an assault on his rival Daud Pasha, who continued to 

wield considerable authority as governor of Egypt. Daud responded to the chal-

lenge by trying to preemptively appoint his own man, Mustafa al-Neshar, as 

Yemen’s fi rst governor-general, or  beglerbegi .     Th is eff ort failed, however, and before 

the year was out, Mustafa was replaced by Rustem’s choice, Uveys Pasha, a former 

slave of Sultan Selim with close connections to the palace but no prior experience 

at all in Yemen.     

 By no means suprisingly, Uveys Pasha’s lack of experience led him to commit a 

rapid series of blunders that dangerously disrupted Yemen’s fragile status quo. His 

fi rst miscalculation was to threaten the Zaydi Imam Sherefeddin, a hereditary Shiite 

ruler who continued to govern Yemen’s interior highlands as an independent emir. 

Learning of a smoldering dynastic dispute between Sherefeddin and his son 

Mutahhar, Uveys Pasha launched an attack against the Zaydi-held city of Ta‘izz 

toward the end of 1546. Although the operation itself was a success, during the cam-

paign Uveys began to run afoul of the old hands in the local Ottoman administra-

tion, who disparaged the newcomer’s lack of judgment and resented his autocratic 

tendencies. When the pasha then decided, in the following months, to push even 

farther north and besiege the city of Sana‘a, a small group from among these discon-

tents hatched a plot against him. In the summer of 1547, with the Ottoman army 

already camped before the walls of Sana‘a, one of their number, a Circassian named 

Hasan Pehlivan, assassinated Uveys as he slept in his tent after a night of drinking 

and debauchery.     

 Across Yemen, chaos ensued. Th e main Ottoman force, paralyzed by the loss of its 

leader and now wracked by internal divisions, promptly lifted the siege of Sana‘a and 

allowed the assassin to escape. Soon thereafter, the Ottoman administrative capital of 

Zebid was itself attacked by a group of Hasan Pehlivan’s supporters and surrendered 

without a struggle. Th is, in turn, prompted a group of urban notables in Aden to 

likewise renounce their allegiance to Istanbul and off er their city to Ali al-Tawlaki, a 

tribal chieftain from Aden’s hinterland. Even worse, al-Tawlaki then sent an embassy 

to Hormuz off ering to turn over control of Aden’s port and customs to the Portuguese. 
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Two ships under the command of Dom Paio de Noronha immediately set sail for the 

city, bearing a promise from Hormuz that more help was on its way.     

 With Ottoman authority on the verge of total collapse, the fate of the province 

now lay in the hands of a local  beg  named Ozdemir, a man whose origins and early 

career were typical of many members of the empire’s Indian Ocean faction. Born in 

Mamluk Egypt to a military family with close connections to the old pre-Ottoman 

regime, Ozdemir had initially entered Ottoman service during Hadim Suleiman’s 

fi rst tenure as Egypt’s governor in the late 1520s, a time when many former Mamluks 

and their progeny were being reincorporated into the new provincial administration 

as loyal Ottoman subjects. Ozdemir spent the next decade as a mid-level provincial 

offi  cial in Egypt, until in 1538, he was selected by Hadim Suleiman to participate in 

the Ottoman expedition to Gujarat. 

 Little is known about Ozdemir’s activities during the Gujarati campaign, but he 

apparently served with enough distinction that on his return from India in the fall 

of 1538, he received a promotion from Hadim Suleiman and was placed in command 

of his own small expeditionary force. Th en, with orders from the pasha to reconnoi-

ter the parched African hinterland between the Red Sea and the Nile valley, 

Ozdemir headed for the port of Quseyr in the winter of 1539. From there, he suc-

cessfully crossed several hundred miles of desert, reached the Nile, took possession 

of a number of cities in Upper Egypt still outside Ottoman control, and fi nally 

returned safely to Cairo by river barge. Never before had such a mission been 

attempted by an Ottoman force, and its success won Ozdemir recognition as a dar-

ing and capable young commander. After a few more years of service in Egypt, he 

was promoted to the rank of “lord of the standard” and transferred to a prime post-

ing in Yemen.     

 Ozdemir was still in Yemen in the spring of 1547, and following the assassination 

of Uveys Pasha, he was suddenly left as the most senior Ottoman offi  cer in the prov-

ince. Facing the prospect of general insurrection, he was somehow able to restore 

order among the troops who remained camped outside Sana’a, and by popular accla-

mation, he was nominated as interim commander to replace the murdered pasha. 

Th ereafter, he took control of aff airs with astonishing speed and effi  ciency. Vowing 

revenge for Uveys’s assassination, he managed to hunt down and kill Hasan Pehlivan 

in a matter of days; then he resumed the aborted siege of Sana’a and captured the 

city in less than a week. From there, he dispatched a courier to inform the authori-

ties in Egypt of the critical condition of the province, requesting that a fl eet be sent 

at once from Suez to help restore Ottoman control in the still rebellious strongholds 

of Zebid and Aden.     

 Such help was soon forthcoming, but signifi cantly, the response to Ozdemir’s call 

came not from Rustem but from Daud Pasha in Egypt, who took action as soon as 

he received Ozdemir’s dispatch without referring the matter to his superior. In a 

continuation of the political intrigues of previous years, Daud seems to have done 

this not only because of the urgency of the situation but also as a means of denying 
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Rustem the opportunity to select another outsider to replace the late Uveys Pasha. 

Daud’s own choice was Solak Ferhad, a close associate with impeccable Indian 

Ocean credentials, having served as Hadim Suleiman’s envoy to Yemen and the 

Hadramaut in 1537, as his chief negotiator in India in 1538, and since 1542 as admiral 

of the Red Sea fl eet. He was now nominated by Daud Pasha to replace Uveys as the 

governor-general of Yemen and was dispatched immediately to Mocha, where he 

arrived in November 1547.     To assist him, Daud also ordered a substantial fl eet of 

some sixty vessels to be prepared in Suez, and as the new admiral in command of 

this force he nominated Piri Reis, the renowned cartographer and navigator.     

 Given his background, Piri Reis was by no means an illogical choice for this 

position. As head of the Ottoman galley squadron of Alexandria, he was at the time 

the most senior naval offi  cial in Egypt, and could also boast of a long record of advo-

cacy for Ottoman expansion in the Indian Ocean.     But unlike Daud Pasha, 

Ozdemir Pasha, or Solak Ferhad, Piri was not a veteran of the Gujarati campaign 

and had no practical experience in the Indian Ocean prior to this appointment, 

meaning that he arrived in Suez in the fall of 1547 as something of an outsider. 

Furthermore, by this point in his career Piri was nearly ninety years old, having 

spent his entire life in the service of the Ottomans’ Mediterranean fl eet. As a result, 

Piri’s political bearings remained fi rmly oriented toward Istanbul rather than Egypt, 

and in the end, he would emerge as a partisan not of Daud and the Indian Ocean 

faction, but of Rustem.     

 Th ese confl icted loyalties, however, would not become fully apparent until after 

the crisis in Yemen had been successfully averted. In the meantime, Piri set out from 

Suez and successfully rendezvoused with Solak Ferhad in Mocha at the beginning 

of December 1547. From there, the two commanders sent reinforcements overland to 

Ozdemir, who easily recaptured Zebid and put an end to the rebellion in the inte-

rior. Both Ferhad and Piri Reis then headed to Aden, with Ferhad arriving fi rst with 

an advance force of fi ve vessels in late December, and Piri Reis and the rest of the 

fl eet joining him at the end of January.     

 Once in position, their combined fl eet began a massive bombardment of Aden’s 

redoubtable defensive walls, manned by the Portuguese commander Dom Paio de 

Noronha and the crews of his two galleys from Hormuz. At the time, Noronha was 

still waiting for a larger relief force under Álvaro de Castro to arrive from India, but 

because of a series of delays, this fl eet was still anchored in Goa and wouldn’t even set 

sail for another two weeks. By the middle of February, with still no sign of reinforce-

ments, Noronha fi nally despaired of defending the city and abandoned it. Th e 

Ottomans breached the walls and stormed Aden’s citadel on the twenty-third of the 

month, and Álvaro de Castro, who failed to arrive off  the coast of Arabia until the 

beginning of March, was forced to turn back without ever catching sight of Aden.     

 Th e campaign thus ended in an impressive display of Ottoman military effi  ciency, 

particularly considering the extremely long distances across which the Ottomans 

had been forced to operate. After all, Ozdemir had been able to send his original 
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request for help only at the end of August, meaning that his letter could not possibly 

have reached Daud Pasha in Egypt before the middle of September. Yet by the end 

of October, Daud had already outfi tted an enormous fl eet in Suez; by the end of 

November, this force had arrived safely in Yemen; by January, most of the province 

was pacifi ed; and by the middle of February, Aden was recaptured—weeks before 

the main Portuguese force could even arrive on the scene. 

 None of the speed and power of this Ottoman response was lost on the Portuguese, 

whose confi dence in their own ability to react had already been shaken by the 

Ottomans’ lightning conquest of Basra in 1546. In the aftermath of this second major 

failure in as many years, the bishop of Goa gloomily advised the king about the 

importance of keeping better apprised of events and taking council from men of 

experience, “especially now that there are Ottomans in both Basra and Aden, for 

they are more industrious, take greater care in preparing themselves for war, and are 

generally better informed than we are here [in Hormuz].”     

 Of course, by 1547, such a statement could really be made only about the Ottoman 

authorities in Egypt, Yemen, and the Persian Gulf and no longer about the central 

government in Istanbul. Th e speed and eff ectiveness of Daud Pasha’s response to the 

crisis in Yemen had been possible only because he had bypassed the regular chain of 

command and acted independently of Rustem. Moreover, his intervention had been 

made necessary in the fi rst place by Rustem’s inappropriate appointment of Uveys 

Pasha, an outsider, as the head of the local administration. In the wake of this nearly 

averted crisis, it seems that even Rustem himself had begun, however reluctantly, to 

recognize this. Although he refused to reconfi rm Daud’s nominee Ferhad as the 

new governor-general of Yemen, he replaced him not with another appointee from 

Istanbul but instead with Ozdemir Pasha, a choice that betrayed a newfound appre-

ciation for the importance of respecting local sensibilities and local expertise when 

dealing with this distant frontier region.     

 Ozdemir would retain his position in Yemen for a full fi ve-year term, during 

which he built a reputation as a competent administrator, a skillful negotiator, and a 

brilliant military strategist. After restoring order and punishing the last of the con-

spirators in the plot against Uveys (a task accomplished by early 1548), Ozdemir 

once again pushed north, gradually increasing the pressure on the Zaydis in the 

highlands and expanding Ottoman control of the interior, until by 1552, Imam 

Sherefeddin’s son Mutahhar was forced to sue for peace. Th e resulting treaty, in 

which Mutahhar agreed to be inducted into the imperial administration as a “lord of 

the standard” and serve as an Ottoman offi  cial, extended Ottoman control further 

into the interior than ever before and removed the last pockets of local resistance to 

Ottoman rule.     By the time Ozdemir completed his term in 1554, Yemen was a rich 

and stable province, yielding a large annual surplus for the imperial treasury in 

Istanbul.     

 Paradoxically, much of what Ozdemir accomplished during these years con-

formed quite closely to Rustem Pasha’s original plan for the province, since 
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Ozdemir’s eff orts had transformed Yemen from a remote outpost on the shores of 

the Indian Ocean into an integral part of the Ottoman Empire. Because of this, 

Ozdemir’s administration should be considered a successful early compromise 

between the grand vizier and the Indian Ocean faction, whereby the central govern-

ment conceded a certain amount of direct control in exchange for local acquiescence 

in the implementation of Rustem’s policies. 

 Unfortunately, this moment of detente would barely outlast Ozdemir’s term as 

governor. Within a year of his leaving Yemen, the pasha would take advantage of a 

temporary change of leadership in Istanbul to once again redirect Ottoman expan-

sion away from the interior and back toward the sea. And in the interim, confl ict 

between the grand vizier and the Indian Ocean faction would continue elsewhere, 

with the focus of activity shifting to the Arabian Sea, and centering around a little-

known colleague and contemporary of Ozdemir Pasha named Sefer Reis.  

    a  rising star in the east   

 It is not known when and under what circumstances Sefer Reis, or “Captain Sefer,” 

fi rst began his life at sea. Th e earliest surviving Ottoman archival document to 

mention him, dating from 1544, indicates that Sefer was by this time in command 

of a small squadron of galleys based in Suez. In this capacity, he was responsible 

for conducting patrols of the Red Sea as well as supplying his superiors with regu-

lar intelligence reports about the wider Indian Ocean region, suggesting that at 

this early date he was already a person of some stature in the hierarchy of the 

Ottomans’ Red Sea fl eet.     Additionally, since the year 1544 coincides with the 

closing months of Hadim Suleiman Pasha’s grand vizierate, we can surmise that 

Sefer had a close connection with the Indian Ocean faction from much earlier, 

and like so many other members of the faction had probably been a participant in 

Hadim Suleiman’s expedition to Gujarat in 1538. After the grand vizier’s death, it 

seems equally likely that Sefer was involved in the general Ottoman  anti- Portuguese 

off ensive of 1546, perhaps as part of the daring raiding naval expedition that sailed 

up the Arabian coast as far as Muscat just before Ayas Pasha’s conquest of Basra. 

Sefer may even have been the commander of this expedition, although we cannot 

be certain because there are no surviving Ottoman  mühimme  registers from these 

years.     

 At any rate, by the year 1550 Sefer’s name also begins to appear in Portuguese 

sources, and it is clear from their accounts that by this point he enjoyed a rather 

formidable reputation as a seafarer worth his salt. Th e chronicler Diogo do Couto, 

for example, records that in the fall of that year, a large Portuguese squadron under 

the command of Luiz Figueira spotted off  the coast of Jor “four large and hand-

somely built galleots . . . and with them was sailing a great Muslim corsair named 

Sefer who had come from Mecca with the intention of sacking Muscat and raiding 

the ships that normally leave from Hormuz for Goa and the other ports along the 
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coast of India.”     Alarmed by the presence of Ottoman vessels so deep in Portuguese 

waters, Figueira immediately decided to give chase. 

 Th e unfolding of this fi rst documented encounter between Sefer and the 

Portuguese, described extensively in Couto’s chronicle, is worth recounting in some 

detail because it established a pattern that the corsair would repeat successfully 

throughout the rest of his career. As Couto tells us, Sefer’s intended prey were the 

heavily laden and poorly defended Portuguese merchant ships that each fall crossed 

from Hormuz to India with the monsoon—rich prizes that must have seemed an 

ideal target for a corsair. At the same time, Sefer must have known that by sailing so 

far north and so close to the Portuguese base in Hormuz, he also ran the risk of 

encountering a heavily armed Portuguese patrol, which in the end is exactly what 

happened. But Sefer, rather than standing his ground and trying to fi ght Figueira 

directly, turned his galleys around and headed back in the direction from which he 

had come, moving quickly down the coast and avoiding a confrontation on the open 

sea. Figueira did his best to chase him down but soon realized that Sefer’s light gal-

leys were simply too fast and enjoyed too great a head start. Abandoning his futile 

chase, he instead set a course back to India.     

 Almost as soon as Figueira arrived in Goa and reported the matter to his superi-

ors, Viceroy Afonso de Noronha ordered him to arm a slightly larger fl eet of four 

sailing ships and one oared fusta and to launch a punitive counterattack against 

Sefer in his home waters of the Red Sea. But because he was compelled to wait for 

the winter monsoon, Figueira did not reached the south Arabian coast and enter the 

Bab al-Mandab until January 1551—where Sefer, expecting his arrival, was lying in 

wait in a visible but carefully chosen location. Upon catching sight of the corsair’s 

four galleys, Figueira, who seems to have mistaken his opponent’s previous with-

drawal as a sign of weakness, recklessly attacked with his own solitary oared vessel 

and quickly found himself surrounded. His escort of sailing ships moved in to help 

but realized too late that because of the shallowness of the water, they could not 

approach. 

 As they watched their commander’s vessel being overwhelmed, the crews of the 

Portuguese sailing ships could do nothing more than fi re an ineff ective barrage of 

artillery from a distance. Before their eyes, Figueira’s fusta was overrun, Figueira 

himself was killed, and all of his men were taken captive, forcing the remaining four 

Portuguese ships to fl ee in disgrace. Of these, one crew was so ashamed that they 

resolved never to return to India, instead heading for the African coast to seek ref-

uge at the court of the Emperor of Ethiopia. Th e remaining three ships sailed east, 

adding to the disgrace of defeat during their return journey by pillaging a merchant 

vessel from Diu that carried a valid Portuguese license to trade.     

 Th is seemingly minor encounter, involving only a handful of vessels and no direct 

involvement from either Istanbul or Lisbon, counted as neither the fi rst nor most 

substantial Ottoman victory at Portuguese expense. Nevertheless, it appears to have 

been the earliest instance in which the Portuguese were bested on their own terms: 
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in a direct confl ict at sea rather than in a siege or an amphibious assault on a 

 land-based fortress. Even more disturbingly from the Portuguese perspective, Sefer’s 

victory could not be attributed to overwhelming force—the Ottomans’ traditional 

strength—but rather to a sophisticated understanding of the physical conditions of 

the western Indian Ocean and of the natural vulnerabilities of Portugal’s maritime 

network. 

 Sefer’s success came as the result of three key insights. First, he realized that there 

were rich opportunities for plunder in the waters between Hormuz and Gujarat, the 

most traffi  cked sea lane in all the Portuguese Indies. By using a small force of very 

light and fast galleys, he had a good chance of being able to run down individual 

merchant vessels of the Estado da Índia during the busy sailing season of the late 

summer and early fall. Second, although Sefer knew that his galleys were vulnerable 

on the open sea against armed patrols of Portuguese sailing ships, he calculated that 

since the monsoon winds blew consistently toward the northeast during the late 

summer and fall, he would always be able to evade such a force by  rowing  southwest 

into the wind, down the Arabian coast and back toward his base in Mocha, where 

the Portuguese sailing ships would be unable to follow. Th ird, Sefer knew that even 

if he failed to capture any merchant vessels while at sea, the mere appearance of his 

galleys around Hormuz was a provocation that would eventually lead to a counterat-

tack by the Portuguese fl eet. And since this attack could come only in the winter 

months, when the shifting monsoon made sailing from India to the west possible, 

he could prepare for their arrival in advance and lure the Portuguese into waters 

where fi ckle winds, shallows, and dangerous coral reefs would give his own galleys a 

deadly advantage.     

 Over the course of the next decade, this strategy would form the basic template 

for almost all of Sefer’s exploits at sea, which would become progressively more dar-

ing and eff ective with every passing year. For the time being, however, his early suc-

cess would be overshadowed by the incompetence of his superiors, who were busy 

laying the groundwork for an unprecedented series of Ottoman defeats at sea in 

which Sefer was to play no part at all.  

    failure in hormuz   

 Th e stage for this embarrassing string of naval disasters was set by Rustem Pasha as 

a consequence of his continued meddling in the aff airs of the Indian Ocean. 

Although Rustem and the Indian Ocean faction had negotiated a satisfactory (albeit 

temporary) modus vivendi in Yemen through the appointment of Ozdemir Pasha as 

that province’s governor-general, elsewhere the grand vizier had continued to insti-

tute a series of centralizing reforms. First among these was an attempt to rein in the 

independence of the Ottoman fl eet in the Mediterranean, accomplished with the 

nomination of his own brother, Sinan Pasha, as the new  k․apūdān-ι deryā , or grand 

admiral of the Ottoman navy. Like so many of Rustem’s appointments, Sinan was in 
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many ways an unfortunate choice: a man inexperienced in naval aff airs whose main 

qualifi cation was his reliable fraternal loyalty. In consequence, just as Uveys Pasha 

had run into trouble with the old military hands of Yemen, Sinan, too, soon began to 

antagonize the more seasoned commanders of the Mediterranean fl eet. Even so, 

with Rustem’s support he was able to retain his post for several years, and during his 

tenure eff ected permanent (if not necessarily positve) changes in the internal consti-

tution and independence of the Ottoman navy.     

 Th en, between 1550 and 1554, Rustem appears to have applied this same central-

izing logic to the much smaller and still largely autonomous Indian Ocean fl eet. 

Despite having been forced to partially reevaluate his nominating policies as a result 

of Uveys Pasha’s assassination, Rustem remained openly suspicious of the continu-

ing independence of Ottoman offi  cials in the Indian Ocean region, especially the 

cozy and largely unsupervised trading relationship between the Portuguese in 

Hormuz and the local Ottoman authorities in Basra. Moreover, he appears to have 

been genuinely alarmed by the Portuguese intervention in Aden in 1547, which had 

demonstrated that their base in Hormuz continued to pose a serious risk to the 

internal security of Yemen. Accordingly, Rustem set in motion an ambitious plan to 

expel the Portuguese entirely from the Arabian Peninsula. In so doing, he hoped to 

transform the Persian Gulf into an Ottoman lake which, much like the Black Sea, 

would be permanently sealed off  from outside infl uence and fi rmly under his 

own control. 

 Th e centerpiece of this plan was the conquest of Hormuz, whose formidable 

island fortress held the keys to control of maritime access to and from the Persian 

Gulf. As a fi rst step, in early 1550 he sent reinforcements to the Ottoman garrison in 

Basra, which under his orders took possession of the nearby port of Katif, a tributary 

of Hormuz and therefore under indirect Portuguese rule.     At the same time, he 

ordered the construction of a new fl eet of galleys in Suez, assembling a large expedi-

tionary force complete with artillery, infantry, and siege experts.     All of these men 

and supplies were then placed under the direct command of Piri Reis, Rustem’s 

personal client and, since 1547, the admiral of the Indian Ocean fl eet.     

 By 1551, as a result of these preparations, Hormuz was rife with rumors of an 

imminent invasion, and after several local conspiracies to betray the city to the 

Ottomans were uncovered, the Portuguese became alarmed enough to organize a 

preemptive strike of their own against Basra.     In July of that year, the captain of 

Hormuz, Álvaro de Noronha, set out with 1,100 Portuguese and 3,000 local auxilia-

ries to Katif, which they found garrisoned by some 400 Ottoman soldiers. After 

several days of heavy bombardment, they compelled this garrison to abandon its 

position and fl ee, although the Portuguese elected to demolish Katif ’s empty for-

tress rather than reoccupy it. Noronha then moved on by sea toward Basra, which he 

hoped to surprise and capture with the help of Sheikh Yahya, the local tribal leader 

whom the Ottomans had forcibly ousted from Basra in 1546.     Unfortunately for the 

Portuguese, the local  beglerbegi  had received advanced warning of Noronha’s move-
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ments and thereby managed, by means of an elaborate subterfuge, to convince the 

Portuguese that their local allies had betrayed them. Noronha ordered his fl eet to 

turn back without attempting an attack, and Basra was saved. A few weeks later, the 

Ottomans reoccupied Katif as well.     

 As all of this was taking place, Piri Reis was completing the fi nal preparations for 

his fl eet’s departure from Suez, fi nally setting out with twenty-four galleys and four 

supply ships in April 1552. By July, an advance force commanded by his son Mehmed 

Reis had rounded the Arabian Peninsula and landed at the Portuguese stronghold 

of Muscat. Here, after an eighteen-day siege, Muscat was pillaged, its fortress was 

destroyed, and 128 Portuguese, along with the local commander, João de Lisboa, 

were taken prisoner.     After Piri’s arrival a few days later, the armada reconstituted 

itself as a single fi ghting force and continued north, reaching Hormuz in the follow-

ing week. By early August, large numbers of Ottoman troops had already been 

landed on the island, and gunners had dug into positions around the citadel. Th e 

siege of Hormuz, perhaps the richest prize in all of Portuguese Asia, had begun 

( Figure 4.1 ). 

  Up to this point, events had proceeded surprisingly smoothly for Piri Reis and his 

fl eet. But his arrival in Hormuz marked the beginning of an almost uninterrupted 

series of disasters, fi nally ending in his own death—at Ottoman hands—within just a 

few short months. Th e earliest inklings of trouble came at the Ottomans’ fi rst arrival 

in Hormuz, where they learned that, by chance, a large and heavily armed Portuguese 

warship had reached the island just before them. Th is unexpected windfall had bloated 

    figure 4 . 1   A mid-sixteenth-century view of the Portuguese fortress of Hormuz. Source: 

Gaspar Correia,  Lendas da Índia  (Lisbon, 1858–1864).     
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the number of defenders inside the fortress to the point that they nearly outnum-

bered the besiegers, and since the Portuguese also had an unusually large number of 

cannon and were well stocked with powder, they infl icted heavy losses on both the 

Ottoman siege troops and their ships anchored in the harbor. Meanwhile, the 

Ottomans’ own guns proved exasperatingly ineff ective against the reinforced walls of 

the citadel, especially since the one supply ship that had been lost during the voyage 

from Yemen carried a signifi cant portion of their stores of munitions.     

 It therefore became clear that the expensive and elaborately planned attack was 

hopeless, particularly after news reached the Ottomans that an additional Portuguese 

relief force was on its way from India. Piri Reis ordered the siege to be lifted and 

contented himself with looting the city’s environs and capturing several richly laden 

merchant vessels anchored off  a nearby island. Th en, fearful of an encounter with the 

Portuguese relief force, he headed straight for Basra without even attempting a 

landing at Bahrain, even though his orders from Rustem had explicitly identifi ed 

this island as a secondary target of attack.     

 Th e situation continued to deteriorate once the fl eet had arrived in Basra, where 

Piri seems to have suff ered an acute and uncharacteristic crisis of confi dence. Th is 

was possibly brought on by a combination of his advanced age (he was believed to be 

nearly ninety at the time), the unfamiliarity of his surroundings, and deep disap-

pointment at his failure to take Hormuz. But whatever the reason, although safely 

ensconced in Basra, he was apparently seized by panic at the prospect of having his 

return route to Suez cut off . In direct violation of his orders, and amid vehement 

protests from Basra’s new governor, Kubad Pasha, Piri therefore decided to load the 

captives and booty acquired during the campaign onto his three fastest ships and 

head for Suez alone, abandoning to its fate the rest of his fl eet.     Such an act was a 

treasonable off ense, and although Piri showed great skill in evading two separate 

Portuguese squadrons sent to track him during his return voyage to the Red Sea, he 

could not avoid the wrath of his own superiors once he arrived in Egypt.     Semiz 

Ali Pasha, who had replaced Daud Pasha as governor of Egypt in 1549, ordered Piri’s 

arrest in Suez and shortly thereafter oversaw his execution.      

    further disasters at sea   

 With Piri Reis dead, the Ottoman fl eet headless and marooned in Basra, the 

Portuguese still in control of Hormuz, and an enemy squadron under Pero de Taíde 

Inferno lurking off  the coast of Yemen, the safety of the Red Sea, Jiddah, and even 

Suez was becoming a question of legitimate concern. But in such a moment of crisis, 

in many ways analogous to that following Uveys Pasha’s assassination fi ve years ear-

lier, the Indian Ocean faction once again found an opportunity to reassert its infl u-

ence. In Piri’s place, interim command of the fl eet in Basra was assumed by Murad 

Beg, a protégé of Daud Pasha and veteran of the siege of Aden who was at the time 

serving as administrator of the port of Katif. In July 1553, Murad selected fi fteen of 
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the best vessels from those still in Basra and attempted to escort them back to Suez, 

sailing as far as Hormuz before his route was cut off  by a large Portuguese fl eet com-

manded by Dom Diogo de Noronha. 

 Th e battle that ensued ranks as the largest open-sea engagement on record 

between Ottoman and Portuguese naval forces—and very nearly ended in a decisive 

victory for Murad (Figure 4.2). Taking advantage of a sudden drop in the wind that 

temporarily incapacitated the Portuguese sailing ships, Murad successfully sank 

Noronha’s fl agship with his artillery and then ordered all fi fteen of his galleys to 

charge a second vessel that had separated from the main fl eet. Th e other Portuguese 

captains watched helplessly as the Ottomans fi rst destroyed the sails, rigging, and 

upper decks of the ship with cannon fi re and then proceeded to board its foredeck, 

killing or capturing much of its crew. Th is vessel was on the verge of sinking when 

the wind picked up again as suddenly as it had dropped off , allowing the remaining 

Portuguese ships to regroup and stage a counterattack. Murad managed to save all 

of his galleys by seeking refuge in the shallows between the small islands off  Hormuz, 

but his fl eet sustained heavy casualties during the maneuver, and he was unable to 

continue on course for Suez.     

    figure 4 .2   Two Portuguese sailing ships immobilized by the galleys of Murad Reis, as 

the rest of the Portuguese fl eet looks on helplessly. Th e tongue-in-cheek caption reads: “Th is 

is the fl eet with which Dom Diogo de Noronha went to look for the Ottoman galleys, 

and found them!” Source: Lisuarte de Abreu,  Livro de Lisuarte de Abreu . Pierpoint Morgan 

Library, New York, M. 525.     
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 Murad’s subsequent return to Basra allowed Rustem Pasha once again to reas-

sume direct control of events, as he nominated a new admiral to replace Piri Reis. 

His second choice for the post was Seydi Ali Reis, head of the main Ottoman arse-

nal in Istanbul and the progeny of a well-established family of navigators and sea-

men from the Black Sea (as well as the future author of the autobiographical “Mirror 

of Countries”).     Like Piri Reis, Seydi Ali was an old hand of the Ottoman fl eet in 

the Mediterranean, having participated in the conquest of Rhodes in 1522 and since 

then in campaigns with Hayreddin Pasha, Sinan Pasha, and other Mediterranean 

commanders for so many years that, in his own words, “I knew every nook and 

cranny of the Western Sea.”     But also like Piri Reis, Seydi Ali accepted his new 

appointment without having ever previously served in the Indian Ocean, a lack of 

experience that would leave him similarly unprepared for the dangerous task that 

awaited him. 

 Upon receiving his commission, Seydi Ali traveled overland from Istanbul to 

Basra late in 1553. After overseeing repairs to the fl eet during the idle months of the 

winter and spring of 1554, he set sail in midsummer in a renewed attempt to bring 

the Ottoman armada safely back to Suez.     During the fi rst leg of his journey, the 

admiral made good progress, successfully evading the Portuguese in Hormuz and 

rounding the Cape of Mosandam by early August. Only upon entering the Arabian 

Sea did the Portuguese fi nally get word of his position and send a fl eet in pursuit 

under the command of Dom Fernão de Menezes. Menezes briefl y intercepted the 

Ottoman vessels just outside the Cape of Mosandam, but Seydi Ali managed to pull 

away and once more slip out of sight by hugging the coast and traveling into the 

wind. After rowing another fi fteen days with no further sign of the Portuguese, he 

became convinced that contrary winds had forced them to give up the chase and 

return to Hormuz.     

 Th is proved to be a tragic miscalculation. Rather than turning back, Menezes had 

instead headed into the open sea, sailing east until he was far enough from the coast 

to tack back across the wind and arrive in Muscat well ahead of the slow-moving 

Ottoman galleys.     He then set up an ambush, waiting with all of his sailing ships 

just off  the coast while hiding a number of oared vessels inside the harbor of Muscat. 

Th is ensured that when Seydi Ali arrived a few days later, still heading south against 

the wind, he had no way to escape: since the Portuguese sailing ships, already in 

Muscat, were upwind from him, they could quickly overtake him if he tried to turn 

back; and because his path was also blocked by Portuguese oared vessels defended by 

artillery in Muscat, there was no way for him to avoid a confrontation by skirting the 

coast in waters too shallow for the Portuguese sailing ships to follow. His only 

remaining option was to charge headlong into Menezes’s lines in the hope of break-

ing through. But as he did so, the heavier of his galleys soon fell behind the rest and 

were set upon by the Portuguese, who eventually captured six of them, enslaving their 

crews and seizing nearly fi fty bronze artillery pieces.     Seydi Ali’s remaining nine gal-

leys managed to fi ght their way through the blockade and escape, but their crews 
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were so weakened in the fray that their oarsmen lacked the strength to continue row-

ing, and the vessels were soon swept helplessly out to the open sea (Figure 4.3).     

 Buff eted by storms, the admiral only now began to understand just how unpre-

pared he was, as a Mediterranean seafarer, to confront the fi erce conditions of the 

Indian Ocean. In his own memoir, he later wrote of the experience: “As compared to 

these awful tempests, the foul weather in the Western seas is mere child’s play, and 

their towering billows are as drops of water compared to those of the Indian sea.”     

After several weeks of aimless drifting and the loss of two more galleys to violent 

storms, Seydi Ali fi nally gave up his attempt to reach the Red Sea and made instead 

for India, where he hoped to fi nd a safe haven among the Ottomans’ Rumi allies in 

    figure 4 .3   Th e fl eet of Seydi Ali Reis caught in a Portuguese ambush off  the coast of 

Muscat, August 1554. Th e Ottoman galleys appear to the left and in the background; 

Portuguese sailing ships are in the foreground and to the right. Source: Lisuarte de Abreu, 

 Livro de Lisuarte de Abreu . Pierpoint Morgan Library, New York, M. 525.     
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Gujarat.     He eventually took refuge with Hoja Safar’s son Rumi Khan and son-in-

law Kara Hasan and, with their help and countless further adventures, managed to 

return to Istanbul by means of the overland route through Afghanistan and Iran. His 

ships, however, were abandoned in the port of Daman and were later dismantled. Of 

the great fl eet sent to conquer Hormuz two years before, nothing at all remained.  

    sefer to the rescue   

 Th roughout these years of unprecedented disaster, Rustem’s machinations had eff ec-

tively excluded Sefer Reis from any direct involvement in the operation of the 

Ottoman Empire’s main (and now defunct) Indian Ocean fl eet. Instead, while a 

full-blown war was raging in the Persian Gulf and along the Omani coast, the cor-

sair had continued to conduct a series of small-scale raids against Portuguese targets 

elsewhere in the Arabian Sea, capturing two Portuguese merchant ships off  south 

Arabia in 1551 and pillaging several coastal settlements in India in 1552.     Th ese tiny 

operations, while successful, hardly compensated the Ottomans for the massive 

losses sustained at Hormuz and Muscat and attracted virtually no attention from 

the central government in Istanbul. But in Cairo, they do seem to have begun to 

draw the interest of Semiz Ali Pasha, Egypt’s new governor-general. 

 Semiz (“Fat”) Ali had succeeded Daud Pasha as governor of Egypt in 1549, after 

the extremely brief tenure of Mustafa Pasha, who served for only a few months. 

Since then, from this privileged vantage point, he had watched the deterioration of 

conditions in the Indian Ocean with a constantly increasing sense of alarm. It was 

Semiz Ali, in fact, who had arrested Piri Reis upon his return to Egypt and who had 

overseen his execution. And as a result of this experience, he seems to have devel-

oped deep misgivings about Rustem’s policies, even as he began to take notice of the 

modest but impressive competence of Sefer Reis. Accordingly, in the summer of 

1554, just as Seydi Ali was setting sail from Basra, Semiz Ali sent an order to Sefer to 

rendezvous with the Ottoman fl eet during its return journey from the Persian Gulf 

and do whatever he could to escort it safely back to Suez. According to at least one 

contemporary account, this was because the pasha “had anticipated that Seydi Ali 

[would run into diffi  culties], and sent after him Sefer . . . who had better judgment 

than he, so that he might take the galleys over and carry out the mission that the 

other had originally been charged with.”     

 As he set out from the Red Sea on this dangerous mission, Sefer had under his 

charge nothing more than his standard fl eet of four light galleots (one of them the 

Portuguese vessel he had captured from Luiz Figueira three years before). 

Although he traveled with his habitual speed to rendezvous with Seydi Ali as 

quickly as possible, he was still off  the Omani coast somewhat to the south of 

Muscat when he received word of the admiral’s defeat and the departure of the 

Portuguese for India with six captured Ottoman galleys. Devastated by this calam-

itous news, and suddenly alone and vastly outnumbered by the Portuguese fl eet, 
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Sefer might have simply retreated to Mocha and awaited further orders. But 

instead, he sensed in the disaster a great opportunity and, as the chronicler Diogo 

do Couto later explained:

  Since he was by nature a corsair, and very practiced in the ways of those seas, he deter-

mined to follow in the wake of the Portuguese armada in the hopes of fi nding some 

prey to seize upon. He proceeded in this way until just before reaching the peninsula of 

Diu, where he came to a halt and set up a blockade, lying in wait for any vessels that 

might have to pass through those waters.       

 It was an audacious plan by any measure, in which Sefer resolved to shadow a fl eet 

that had just routed a force four times larger than his own, and then set up a block-

ade of Portuguese shipping—a blockade of precisely the kind the Portuguese them-

selves were accustomed to using against Muslim vessels heading for the Red Sea. 

But daring as it was, the plan worked. Within a few weeks, Sefer had captured four 

heavily loaded Portuguese merchant vessels and had seized, in addition to prisoners 

and cargo, more than 160,000 cruzados of gold currency. Still hoping to catch yet 

another particularly wealthy ship rumored to be in the vicinity, Sefer had the crews 

of the captured vessels bound in irons and, placing small contingents of his own men 

with each of them, gave them orders to return to Mocha on their own while he con-

tinued to cruise the waters around Diu. 

 As luck would have it, an armed Portuguese fusta under the command of 

Balthazar Lobato soon came across these four captured ships while on a routine 

patrol. When the immobilized Portuguese crew of one of the ships saw him, they 

staged a revolt and with Lobato’s help managed to take back not only their own 

vessel but the other three as well, capturing their former captors and setting sail 

once more on a course for India. Meanwhile Sefer, who had by this time given up 

his attempt to catch any more vessels, by chance caught sight once more of the 

very same Portuguese ships and, realizing what had happened, captured them a 

second time. He then gave chase to Balthazar Lobato’s fl eeing warship, which 

eventually surrendered to him without a fi ght. All nine vessels now safely in his 

possession, Sefer once again set a course for Mocha, where he arrived triumphantly 

a few weeks later.      

    the corsair turns politician   

 With his coff ers overfl owing from the spoils of war and his only rivals for power 

either dead, discredited, or missing in action, Sefer’s star was in the ascendant. And 

just as auspiciously, this moment of great personal triumph also came about in the 

midst of tumultuous change in Istanbul, where Rustem Pasha had just fallen victim 

to the same dynastic intrigues from which he had previously benefi ted so hand-

somely. Th e occasion for the vizier’s sudden fall was his continuing alliance with the 

sultan’s wife Hurrem, who in 1553 had used him, on false pretenses, to arrange the 
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execution of the popular Shehzade Mustafa—the only surviving Ottoman prince 

who was not one of Hurrem’s own sons. In the midst of popular outrage, particularly 

within the army, provoked by this act, Rustem was forced out of offi  ce and sent into 

temporary exile by an ostensibly irate sultan. 

 Sefer’s bold response in this moment of opportunity was to leverage his new 

wealth to reclaim the initiative both for himself and for the Indian Ocean faction. 

Today, we know of these eff orts thanks to an unusually detailed espionage report 

sent from Egypt to Portugal by João de Lisboa, a captive of the Ottomans in Cairo 

who had previously served as the Portuguese commander of Muscat. Th is report 

reveals that in early 1555, Sefer sent a courier with twenty thousand cruzados of the 

gold he had recently seized from the Portuguese as a gift to the sultan in Istanbul, 

hoping in exchange to secure a promotion to admiral of the Ottomans’ Indian Ocean 

fl eet, a post still technically held by the absent Seydi Ali. In addition, Sefer sent a 

second gift to the new governor of Egypt, Mehmed Pasha, asking for permission to 

add fi ve additional light galleys to his fl eet in Mocha. With these, he declared an 

intention to launch a more ambitious anti-Portuguese raid than any yet attempted 

by the Ottomans, by sailing as far as Ceylon to plunder Portuguese merchant ships 

on their way west from Malacca and Bengal. From there, he would head with the 

winter monsoon to East Africa, attacking Portuguese targets there as well before 

completing the circuit and returning to the Red Sea in the following spring.     

 If the confi dence with which Sefer presented this intrepid plan is striking, no 

less striking is the extent to which it appears to have been coordinated with the still 

powerful Rumi elites of Gujarat, who despite years of neglect by Rustem Pasha 

remained keenly interested in maintaining ties with the Ottoman state. From 

Lisboa’s report, we learn that a Rumi ambassador from Gujarat arrived in Cairo at 

the same time as Sefer’s courier, bearing several offi  cial letters including one from 

Rumi Khan, who was still governor of the port of Surat. According to Lisboa, who 

managed to meet personally with this ambassador and to discover the exact con-

tents of his letters, the purpose of his mission was to secure a commitment from 

the Ottoman authorities to build no fewer than fi fty war galleys in the arsenal in 

Suez. Rumi Khan, together with Sultan Ahmed of Gujarat, promised to cover all of 

the expenses associated with these galleys’ construction and maintenance, as well as 

to build fi fty more vessels of their own in Surat, and to convince the Zamorin of 

Calicut to provide an additional fi fty. With this combined force, Rumi Khan 

 guaranteed the conquest of Diu from the Portuguese, and upon the successful 

 completion of this campaign also promised to hand over the city of Surat to direct 

Ottoman control.     

 In essence, this proposal amounted to a full-fl edged reincarnation, on an even 

more ambitious scale, of the coalition originally forged between Hadim Suleiman 

Pasha, Hoja Safar, and the Mappilla corsairs of Calicut nearly twenty years before. 

With Sefer Reis in command of a revamped Ottoman navy, Hoja Safar’s son Rumi 

Khan in charge of operations in Gujarat, and cooperation from the Zamorin of 
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Calicut’s Mappilla fl eet, the power of the Indian Ocean faction could be reborn and 

fi nally fulfi ll its ambition of expelling the Portuguese once and for all from Diu. 

 João de Lisboa even suggested that this renewed alliance would be more eff ective 

than its previous incarnation, since the Rumis of Gujarat seemed to have fi nally 

gained the upper hand in their long-standing rivalry with the traditional landed 

gentry of the Gujarati Sultanate. In one section of his report, based on a personal 

conversation with a Gujarati commercial agent in Cairo, Lisboa gave details about a 

factional power struggle prompted by the recent death of Sultan Mahmud of Gujarat 

in which the Rumis had gotten the better of their rivals. In consequence, the Rumi 

Yusuf Khan (known in Indian sources as Imad ul-Mulk) had become the most pow-

erful vizier at the court of the new Sultan Ahmed, and was even said to have claimed 

authority for himself in Gujarat on the pretext of being a “lord of the standard of the 

Ottoman Sultan.”     

 Th e extent to which this kind of appeal to the principle of Ottoman universal 

sovereignty continued to be a factor in Gujarat’s politics—and the ease with which 

it could be used to revive plans for an intercontinental alliance with almost no 

encouragement from the Ottoman central government—serves as a testament to 

both the resilience of the Ottoman Empire’s Indian Ocean faction and the cohe-

siveness of its ideology. Even so, within the Ottoman Empire there was still a limit 

to the ability of Sefer and his allies to direct foreign policy in the still hostile politi-

cal environment left behind by Rustem Pasha. Despite his recent success, Sefer 

remained a marginal fi gure operating at the most distant fringe of the Ottoman 

world. And by the end of 1555, thanks to the unfl inching support of the sultana 

Hurrem, Rustem himself was back in offi  ce as grand vizier, having weathered the 

political storm surrounding Prince Mustafa’s execution. As a result, Rumi Khan’s 

grandiose proposal was barely given a hearing at court, and Sefer Reis’s petition for 

a promotion was denied. Even his modest request for fi ve additional galleys in 

Mocha was scaled back: in the end, he received no more than two light galleots from 

the arsenal in Suez.      

    the hunt for sefer   

 If Sefer continued to be underappreciated by his superiors in Istanbul, however, he 

was no longer so by the Portuguese, who had by now come to view him as the single 

most dangerous threat to their continued prosperity in the western Indian Ocean. 

Already in the fall of 1554, immediately following his successful raid off  the coast of 

Diu, the Portuguese commander Manuel de Vasconcelos had been dispatched from 

Goa with a major fl eet, hoping to intercept Sefer while he was still loaded down 

with booty from his attacks. Vasconcelos reached the coast of Yemen in January 1555 

but found no sign of Sefer’s galleots, and after heading northeast and cruising 

between Hormuz and India—again with no results—he fi nally returned to India 

empty-handed.     Th e following winter, still another squadron under João Peixoto 
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was sent out after Sefer, but this time the Portuguese found the corsair’s fl eet safely 

ensconced in his base at Mocha, which they dared not approach.     Further adding to 

their humiliation, Sefer then staged yet another raid of his own off  the coast of 

India, seizing two Portuguese merchant vessels near the port of Chaul in the sum-

mer of 1556.     

 João de Lisboa, writing from captivity in Cairo, gives us a taste of the extreme 

frustration the Portuguese experienced as a result of Sefer’s ongoing success. “For 

what reason do you allow such thievery to continue?” he wrote to the viceroy in 1555. 

“[Sefer’s] strength increases day by day, and Cairo grows constantly richer from 

spoils taken from the Portuguese. Every day his armada swells, and considering how 

much he was able to accomplish when he had just three vessels in his charge . . . how 

much more trouble will he give the Portuguese, and how many more riches will he 

send to Cairo, when he has thirty?”     Lisboa went on to recommend a direct strike 

against Sefer’s base in Mocha, reporting that for the moment, the corsair had no 

more than four hundred men in his fl eet, and Mocha itself had no walls or fortress 

and was defended only by a few hundred local Arab tribesmen. 

 By 1557, having fi nally despaired of the ability of their sailing ships to ever force 

an engagement with Sefer’s oared galleys on the open sea, the Portuguese authori-

ties in Goa were left with no option but to adopt this risky strategy. Vowing to fi ght 

fi re with fi re, they armed a huge force of twenty oared vessels more suited for com-

bat in shallow waters than sailing ships, and prepared to carry out a direct assault on 

his home base, surprising and burning his galleys before they had a chance to escape. 

With intelligence that the corsair planned to winter with his fl eet in Mocha, these 

vessels were placed under the command of Alvaro da Sylveira and dispatched late in 

the fall of 1557.     

 Sylveira’s fl eet made slow progress, its vanguard arriving in the Red Sea only in 

February 1558. Th ere the Portuguese learned that Sefer was indeed still in Mocha but 

preparing to leave any day for another raiding campaign, this time toward Africa’s 

Swahili Coast to the south. Since Sylveira’s forces had been partially dispersed by 

heavy winds during the crossing from India, some of his advisors urged him to wait 

and regroup before launching his attack. But the looming departure of Sefer’s gal-

leys convinced him that there was no time to lose, and he therefore charged into 

Mocha’s narrow harbor without his fl eet at full strength (Figure 4.4). 

 As might have been expected, Sylveira found that Sefer’s forces had been warned 

of his approach, and almost as soon as he came within sight of the enemy, he fell 

under a heavy artillery bombardment by both land and sea. Th is fi re was so intense 

that it damaged several of his ships and killed a dozen of his sailors within the fi rst 

few minutes, forcing the Portuguese into a hasty and inglorious retreat. Sylveira’s fl eet 

lingered for several more weeks off  the coast in hopes of at least capturing some mer-

chant ships headed for Jiddah, but after this, too, failed to produce any results, Sylveira 

headed back to Muscat with only losses to show for his trouble.     Sefer had sustained 

a direct attack from the main Portuguese fl eet and had emerged virtually unscathed.  
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    ozdemir pasha and the ottoman conquest of eritrea   

 During these same years, Sefer’s brilliant maneuvers against the Portuguese at sea 

were complemented by a campaign of conquest on land in the one area of the Red 

Sea region still outside direct Ottoman control: Eritrea. Signifi cantly, the master-

mind of this venture was Ozdemir Pasha, who as governor of Yemen had been 

directly responsible for supplying Sefer Reis and his squadron during the corsair’s 

early years of activity. Equally signifi cantly, Ozdemir’s term as governor expired in 

April of 1554, only a few months before the destruction of Seydi Ali’s fl eet at Muscat. 

In consequence, he was certainly aware of Sefer’s preparations to lead an expedition 

to relieve Seydi Ali, and perhaps also of his larger ambitions to begin raids of 

Portuguese shipping off  the coast of Gujarat. Tellingly, as Ozdemir made his way to 

Istanbul upon the completion of his service in Yemen, hoping to secure support for 

a future campaign in Eritrea, he did so at precisely the same time that Sefer was set-

ting up his fi rst naval blockade between Diu and Hormuz. 

    figure 4.4   Th e port of Mocha, circa 1541. Although the image predates the earliest men-

tion of Sefer Reis in historical sources, it is possible that the squadron of galleots pictured 

here (in the upper left) is under Sefer’s command. Th e larger vessels to the lower right (not 

drawn to scale) are of a type similar to those used by Álvaro da Silveira in 1558. Source: João 

de Castro,  Roteiro que fez Dom João da Castro da viajem que fezeram os Portugueses desde India 

atee Soez . University of Minnesota James Ford Bell Library, Minneapolis, Ms. 1541 fCa, 

fol. 81b.     
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 Ozdemir’s arrival in the imperial capital also coincided with Rustem Pasha’s brief 

exile from politics. And fortuitously, Rustem’s temporary replacement, Kara Ahmed 

Pasha, proved a much more enthusiastic supporter of the Indian Ocean faction. In 

fact, thanks to Kara Ahmed’s intervention on his behalf, Ozdemir had the unusual 

opportunity to meet face-to-face with the sultan in the private gardens of Topkapι 
Palace, where he presented a plan to capitalize on recent gains in Yemen by extend-

ing Ottoman infl uence along the Red Sea’s African coast as well. Th e sultan found 

Ozdemir’s case convincing, and before the year was out, he was on his way to Egypt 

with authorization to raise an expeditionary force of several thousand men.     

 After a brief foray up the Nile to subdue several areas of lower Nubia still out-

side of Ottoman territory, Ozdemir headed for the Red Sea via Suez, from there 

sailing with his men to the Sudanese coastal town of Suakin. Th is important trad-

ing center, already under Ottoman control, he quickly reorganized as the adminis-

trative capital of the new province of Habesh, or Ottoman Eritrea.     He then began 

a rapid military off ensive to the south, taking the major Eritrean port of Massawa 

in the fall of 1556, as well as Arkiko and the nearby island of Dahlak shortly there-

after. By the end of 1557, with the Eritrean coast fully under his control, Ozdemir 

was ready to turn toward the uncharted vastness of the continental interior.     Th e 

result, after another year of continuous fi ghting in the highlands, was the conquest 

of virtually the entire province of Tigre, including the strategic fortifi ed hill town 

of Debarva. 

 Th ese victories recalled the pasha’s exploits of nearly twenty years before, when as 

a young adventurer returning from India he had blazed a trail across the desert and 

conquered Upper Egypt for his patron Hadim Suleiman. But as Ozdemir would 

soon discover, Abyssinia was not Egypt, and as he pressed on ever farther, sickness 

began to take an alarming toll on his troops. Eventually, as the numbers of dead and 

dying mounted precipitously, even Ozdemir fell victim to the region’s hostile  climate, 

fi nally succumbing in November 1560. His body was carried reverently back to 

Suakin for burial, and he was immediately replaced as governor by his only son, the 

future grand vizier Ozdemiroğlu (“Son of Ozdemir”) Osman.  

    ozdemir pasha and sefer reis   

 Although Ozdemir’s death forced the Ottomans to retreat from the Abyssinian 

interior, Ottoman gains on the coast proved lasting, and in the long run, these would 

constitute the most important legacy of the pasha’s distinguished career. Prior to 

Ozdemir’s conquest of these areas, particularly the strategic coastal towns of 

Massawa and Arkiko, the Portuguese had maintained an occasional but visible pres-

ence, and the Ottomans had in consequence never fully controlled maritime access 

to the Red Sea. As recently as the spring of 1556, a small fl eet under João Peixoto 

(who was at the time searching for Sefer Reis) had used Massawa as a base to launch 

raids against the Ottomans as far north as Suakin.     Four years later, the Ottomans 
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were for the fi rst time able to guard the Red Sea from a commanding position on 

both sides of the Bab al-Mandab. 

 Naturally, this had an immediate eff ect not only on the security of the Red Sea 

itself but also on Sefer Reis’s developing off ensive tactics against the Portuguese. 

Th is became obvious in early 1560, when the corsair scored a new victory at sea, 

thanks to an intricate and masterfully executed deception carried out with the 

help of the new Ottoman authorities in Eritrea. In this encounter, Sefer’s unfortu-

nate dupe was Christovão Pereira Homem, who had been sent from India with a 

small squadron of three sailing ships and one oared fusta to escort a Jesuit mis-

sionary bound for Ethiopia to a safe location on the Abyssinian coast. Pereira 

entered the Red Sea safely and sailed as far as Massawa, which he hoped to slip by 

without making his presence known. But to his surprise, as he sailed past Massawa, 

his ships were greeted by a small skiff  sent out by the local Ottoman commander, 

who hailed Pereira and assured him “that he was a friend of the Portuguese, and 

would be happy to supply them with water, provisions or anything else that they 

might be in need of.”     After some deliberation, Pereira wisely declined the off er 

and sailed rapidly east toward the island of Kamaran, but the damage was already 

done. Th e delay had given the authorities in Massawa a chance to advise Sefer of 

Pereira’s movements, and by the time he reached the opposite coast, the corsair 

had set his trap. 

 Arriving off  Kamaran, the Portuguese caught sight of a large, solitary vessel 

bearing all the markings of a wealthy spice ship from Aceh, and were overcome 

with excitement at the prospect of capturing such rich and defenseless prey. 

Without hesitation, Pereira ordered his fusta to charge at full speed toward the 

ship, realizing too late that the vessel, far from being a spice ship, was none other 

than Sefer’s own war galley, disguised with mock sails and riggings to bait the 

Portuguese into an ambush.     Sefer’s other three light galleys then emerged from 

hiding places behind a nearby islet, and all four ships began to close in on Pereira’s 

vessel at alarming speed. A frantic chase ensued, lasting the rest of the day and 

stretching on into the night. 

 By the next morning, the three sailing ships escorting Pereira had reached the 

African coast just outside the Bab al-Mandab and were anxiously awaiting Pereira’s 

oared fusta when it fi nally appeared on the horizon just after dawn. Believing 

themselves free from danger, they sailed out to meet him—only to be greeted by 

the sight of Sefer’s galleys, which had somehow divined the Portuguese position 

and rowed silently through the night to surprise them. As Sefer closed in on 

Pereira’s heavily loaded fusta, its desperate crew tried to unload some men and arms 

onto the lightest of the Portuguese sailing ships. But this poorly conceived and 

even more poorly executed maneuver succeeded only in nearly capsizing Pereira’s 

vessel. In the confusion, Sefer struck, killing or capturing everyone aboard both 

craft. Th e other two sailing ships escaped, saving their lives but returning to India 

in disgrace.      
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    an overdue promotion   

 Following this victory, in the summer of 1560, an aging Rustem Pasha made one 

fi nal attempt to deny Sefer Reis the recognition he deserved. He did so by trying to 

have his loyal client Seydi Ali, who had returned from India in 1557, reinstated in his 

old position as admiral—a posting that had remained vacant since the destruction 

of Seydi Ali’s fl eet in 1555. Th is time, however, Seydi Ali’s appointment was blocked 

by Sufi  Ali Pasha, the new governor of Egypt. In his place, Sefer Reis was fi nally 

promoted to supreme command of the empire’s Indian Ocean fl eet.     

 Sefer’s new appointment was accompanied by increased activity in the arsenal in 

Suez, where by 1560, several new warships were said to be under construction.     Th is 

had little eff ect on Sefer’s strategy in the short term, for he continued to operate out 

of Mocha rather than Suez and, despite his newly elevated status as admiral, to carry 

out a familiar pattern of small-scale raids against Portuguese shipping. Nevertheless, 

there could be no doubt that the corsair harbored greater ambitions for the future, 

and that a serious reorientation of his tactics and strategy was only a matter of time. 

Th e reaction to the news of his promotion from Lourenço Pires de Távora, the 

Portuguese ambassador in Rome, gives some indication of the sense of foreboding 

with which Lisbon now looked to the future. He wrote:

  Considering the experience which that captain has of the entire Swahili Coast down 

to Mozambique, and in the other direction from Aden to Hormuz, it seems certain 

that [the Ottomans] will attempt some major undertaking along one of these two 

coasts, and that they have great hopes for the plan which [the new captain] has con-

ceived and for which he has promised them great success. Th e Viceroy of India must 

stay on guard, and be prepared for every eventuality.       

 Presentiments of this kind soon had an eff ect of their own, as Goa responded to 

Sefer’s ongoing raids with a continuously escalating but always ineff ective series of 

counterstrikes. In the fall of 1561, for example, the captain of Hormuz received 

intelligence that Sefer was planning once again to set up a blockade between 

Hormuz and Diu. In response, an armada of unprecedented size was sent against 

him: twenty-three oared vessels, two galleons, and “six hundred and fi fty of the best 

soldiers of India, among them many honorable knights and gentleman” under the 

command of Dom Francisco Mascarenhas, himself a former viceroy.     Th is fl eet set 

out from Goa in November 1561 and very nearly met Sefer’s tiny squadron of three 

light galleys off  the south Arabian coast, but the corsair was tipped off  by local 

Arab sailors and in the end managed to avoid the Portuguese. Mascarenhas sailed 

on to Hormuz and then returned empty-handed to Goa in January 1562—while 

Sefer captured a Portuguese merchant vessel and returned safely to the Red Sea.     

 A few months later, still fearing a return of Sefer with the monsoon in the spring, 

the Portuguese sent out yet another fl eet of three galleons and several oared ships 

under Jorge de Moura, with orders both to search for the corsair and to patrol for 
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Muslim ships from Aceh, Malabar, and Cambay bound for the Red Sea.     During 

this operation, one of the ships under Moura’s command did manage to engage a 

very large armed vessel from Aceh, although after a two-day battle, both the 

Portuguese ship and the Muslim ship burned and sank to the bottom.     Th e rest of 

Moura’s fl eet cruised up and down the coast of Arabia for more than a month with-

out successfully detaining any other ships or receiving any news of Sefer, and even-

tually retired to Hormuz, once again frustrated. Regardless of the scale, the timing, 

or the methods of Portuguese eff orts to confront him, Sefer was unstoppable.  

    sefer reis : innovator in ottoman naval strateg y   

 Given the enormity of the Ottoman naval defeats at Hormuz in 1552 and Muscat in 

1554—the only events discussed at any length by contemporary Ottoman chroni-

clers—it is easy to forget that the years following these reverses were a period of 

unprecedented Ottoman ascendancy in the Indian Ocean. At the same time that 

Sefer and his men were scoring success after success against Portuguese shipping, 

Ottoman merchants were developing a vast network of commercial relations that 

stretched from the Swahili Coast, to Ceylon, to Siam, often supported by freelance 

Ottoman corsairs operating out of Gujarat and on the Malabar coast of India.     As 

a result, traffi  c in pepper and luxury goods through the Red Sea and the Persian 

Gulf soared to new heights, not only surpassing the volumes achieved during the 

height of the Mamluk monopoly in the fi fteenth century but also eventually out-

stripping the rival Portuguese trade around the Cape of Good Hope.     

 Scholars searching for an explanation for this remarkable commercial revival 

have shown a mysterious reluctance to consider the policies and the activities of the 

Ottomans themselves. Ozdemir Pasha’s operations in Eritrea, for example, are 

 generally explained away as a “land campaign” aimed at “securing the Empire’s 

southern frontier,”     and the actions of Sefer Reis, when mentioned at all, are dis-

missed as simple acts of piracy.     Meanwhile, the disintegration of the Portuguese 

blockade of the Red Sea and the corresponding growth in trade through the “tradi-

tional” routes controlled by the Ottomans have been attributed (with varying degrees 

of emphasis) to a combination of external factors: corruption within the Portuguese 

administration, alterations in the trade policies of the Estado da Índia, fl uctuations 

in the global demand for spices, and the irresistible pull of “market forces.”     

 Yet the career of Sefer Reis demonstrates that the Ottomans, too, played a sig-

nifi cant and deliberate role in altering the patterns of Indian Ocean trade. As a 

pioneer in the use of predatory corsair attacks directed specifi cally at Portuguese 

shipping, Sefer was the fi rst Ottoman naval strategist to realize that the control over 

the seas exercised by the Portuguese was fundamentally diff erent from anything in 

the Mediterranean. Th ere, unlike in the Indian Ocean, most naval operations were 

essentially amphibious assaults designed to capture strongholds, or at the very least 

to control centers of supply that were in any case based on land.     Earlier Ottoman 
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campaigns (such as Piri Reis’s siege of Hormuz and even Hadim Suleiman’s expedi-

tion to Diu) had clearly followed this Mediterranean pattern quite closely, and the 

scant success of these undertakings can in large part be explained as the result of an 

attempt to apply to the Indian Ocean a concept of naval warfare that was thor-

oughly inappropriate to its environment. 

 Sefer Reis was diff erent. In stark contrast to his predecessors, he never tried to storm 

a fortress, transport troops, or land siege equipment. From hard years of experience, he 

knew that Portuguese strength lay at sea, and that their weakness lay there too. Th e 

targets of his campaigns, therefore, were not Portuguese strongholds but Portuguese 

ships, and his victories were measured not in hectares of conquered territory, but in 

captured vessels and increased customs revenues in Mocha, Jiddah, and Suez. 

 Meanwhile, on the Portuguese side of the ledger, the true cost of Sefer’s depreda-

tions for the Estado da Índia was far greater than the actual number of ships he 

captured or destroyed, for his attacks represented an even more onerous drain in 

terms of the enormously expensive Portuguese military response they provoked. Year 

after year, for as long as Sefer was active, the authorities in Goa were forced to send 

out ever larger and costlier fl eets in a fruitless attempt to hunt him down. In the pro-

cess, the Portuguese also suff ered a relentless erosion of their ability to control inde-

pendent Muslim shipping, in part because of Sefer’s strategy, and in part because, 

following Ozdemir’s conquest of Eritrea, the Ottomans controlled both sides of the 

entrance to the Red Sea. Th is is a point made explicitly by the Portuguese chronicler 

Diogo do Couto, who provides an explanation for the particularly unsuccessful patrol 

of the Arabian Sea conducted by Jorge de Moura in 1562 in the following terms:

  While [the Portuguese] remained there [outside the Bab al-Mandab], which was for 

over a month, they saw more than sixty diff erent [Muslim] vessels without ever being 

able to reach even one of them. Th is was because [the Portuguese vessels] were near the 

shore, and [the merchant ships] came in from the sea with the wind fully at their 

backs. It was therefore impossible either to catch them or to follow them inside [the 

mouth of the Red Sea], for [the Portuguese] dared not enter the straits for fear of risk-

ing the loss of their own ships.       

 In other words, the main reason for the failure of de Moura’s blockade was that the 

Portuguese were afraid to follow Muslim ships into the Red Sea—something that, in 

earlier decades, they would have done with impunity and to their own enormous profi t. 

Now, however, they hesitated, and for only one reason: they were afraid of Sefer Reis.  

    sefer reis  and the indigenization of ottoman 
rule in the indian ocean   

 Who was Sefer Reis? With regard to his origins and family background, we are left 

almost totally in the dark except for two tantalizing clues: the mystery of his unusual 
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name (spelled in Ottoman documents with a � rather than the more common �), 

and a few brief passages from a cluster of very early Portuguese sources. Th ese refer 

to another Ottoman corsair known to the Portuguese as Sinan the Jew (Sinão o 

Judeo), a predecessor of Sefer’s who was based in Jiddah during the late 1530s and 

early 1540s, and who was almost certainly the famous corsair by the same name who 

had previously served with the Barbarossa brothers in North Africa.     In 1546, 

Sinan is said to have fallen ill and to have died just days before a planned departure 

for a raiding mission to the coast of India. And according to Portuguese sources, 

based on oral reports from merchants recently returned from the Red Sea, he was 

succeeded by his son, a sea captain based in Egypt, who was confi rmed in his new 

position by the sultan himself.     

 Is there a connection between Sinan and Sefer? Conclusive evidence is lacking 

because of the absence of surviving Ottoman archival documents from these years. 

But the date 1546 is signifi cant, for it was in this year that a fl eet of four Ottoman 

galleys fi rst sailed from Mocha on a raid against Portuguese shipping in the Arabian 

Sea. Th ese two men of the sea, Sinan and Sefer, may therefore have been nothing 

less than father and son, a hereditary family of Ottoman corsairs. 

 Th is possible link between Sinan and Sefer is particularly interesting given what 

we know about the operation of the Ottoman tax regime along the Red Sea spice 

route during this same period—especially in light of the possibility that Sinan was a 

convert from Judaism. As both Western and Ottoman sources attest, during the mid-

sixteenth century the imperial customs houses in Suez and Alexandria came under 

the perennial control of a group of Jewish tax farmers with ties to the Iberian world.     

Th is fact, combined with the possibility that the most prominent Ottoman corsairs in 

the region also hailed from a family of Jewish converts, suggests that members of the 

Iberian Jewish diaspora were able to establish themselves as agents of the Ottoman 

state in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean in a variety of diff erent capacities, including 

even as offi  cers in the imperial navy. Th is, in turn, appears to have facilitated the 

growth of more informal ties between the Ottoman administration of Egypt, the 

indigenous Jewish merchants of the Indian Ocean, and the swelling ranks of con-

verted Portuguese “New Christians” in the Estado da Índia itself.     

 In light of the relative weight of Red Sea customs revenues for the provincial 

fi nances of Egypt, the infl uence of these groups—alongside more traditional assem-

blages of Muslim merchants and profi teers—can help to explain why, throughout 

the mid-sixteenth century, Egypt’s governors seem to have consistently supported 

the interests of traders in the Indian Ocean, regardless of the whims of the central 

government in Istanbul. Such merchants and tax farmers formed one link in a larger 

chain of both Ottoman offi  cials and private individuals who shared a vested interest 

in undermining Portuguese control of trade and in pursuing a policy of continued 

Ottoman maritime expansion at Portuguese expense. 

 Before Rustem Pasha, this coalition of interests had been openly favored by the 

state, such that, by the end of Hadim Suleiman’s term as grand vizier in 1544, this 
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group’s most prominent state representatives (including Daud Pasha, Solak Ferhad 

Pasha, Bilal Mehmed Pasha, Mustafa al-Neshar, and Ozdemir Pasha) seem to have 

more or less monopolized the entire provincial administrations of Egypt, Yemen, and 

the Persian Gulf. Rustem had tried to change this, replacing these offi  cials whenever 

possible with his own handpicked men, and promoting his vision for a centralized 

and autarchic Ottoman state that left little room for independent sources of power. 

But in the end, Rustem’s gambit was doomed to failure: Uveys Pasha was assassinated 

by his own men, Piri Reis was executed, Seydi Ali was defeated at sea and forced to 

fl ee to a foreign land, and even Rustem himself was for a time forced out of offi  ce. 

 His dismissal provided a crucial window of opportunity for members of the 

Indian Ocean faction to reestablish themselves, and by the time Rustem returned in 

1555, the tide had turned irrevocably against him. In 1556, Ozdemir began his cam-

paign of conquest in Eritrea, despite Rustem’s return to power. In 1557, the governor 

of Basra, apparently without Rustem’s permission, tried to renegotiate the private 

trade agreement with the Portuguese in Hormuz.     In 1559, the governor of Katif, 

also without the grand vizier’s permission, launched an impromptu expedition to 

the island of Bahrain.     And in 1560, when Rustem attempted to reinstate Seydi Ali 

Reis as admiral in Suez, the grand vizier was overruled, and Sefer Reis was appointed 

in his place. By the following year, when Rustem himself died of infi rmity, the vic-

tory of the Indian Ocean faction was complete.  

    conclusion: a new grand viz ier for a new era   

 Rustem was replaced as grand vizier by Semiz Ali Pasha, a changing of the guard 

that left the Indian Ocean faction with more reason to feel optimistic about its 

future than it had had for a generation. Although not necessarily a member of the 

faction himself, “Fat” Ali had proven, at the very least, sympathetic to its cause dur-

ing his fi ve years as governor of Egypt between 1549 and 1555. Th ereafter, he had 

served with distinction as the empire’s second vizier, earning high marks from his 

own colleagues and from foreign diplomats alike for his keen intellect, his amiable 

disposition, and his consistent openness to new ideas.     Even the Austrian envoy 

Ogier de Busbecq, an unrelenting critic of the Ottoman establishment throughout 

his many years in Istanbul, judged Semiz Ali to be “the only really civilized man 

whom I ever met among those Turkish barbarians.”     

 True to expectations, Semiz Ali began his grand vizierate by making unmistakable 

signs of a new direction for the empire’s Indian Ocean policy. In 1562, he appointed 

his personal client, Dervish Ali Pasha, as the new governor of Basra and instructed 

him to submit a report about how best to deal with the continuing Portuguese pres-

ence in Hormuz. Dervish Ali, described in one Portuguese account as “a prudent and 

sagacious man,” came back with an unequivocal recommendation: the grand vizier 

should do everything within his power to bring a permanent end to hostilities 

and establish once and for all a mutually benefi cial trading relationship with the 
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Portuguese, “both as a service to the Sultan and for the sake of his own profi t.” To 

this end, a message dispatched from Basra to Hormuz invited the Portuguese to 

send an offi  cial embassy to the Ottoman capital to begin negotiations.     

 Early in the following year, when the Portuguese negotiator Antonio Texeira 

arrived in Istanbul in response to this invitation, he was presented with a trade 

agreement that was both sweeping in scope and comprehensive in detail.     

According to its terms, the Portuguese were off ered the right to establish trading 

houses in Basra, Cairo, and Alexandria and to trade freely in all the Ottoman-

controlled ports of both the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea; in return, Ottoman 

merchants would be granted similar freedoms throughout the Indian Ocean, includ-

ing the right to establish commercial agencies of their own “in Sind, Cambay, Dabul, 

Calicut, and any other ports they desired.”     

 Never before had the Portuguese been off ered peace with the Ottomans on such 

comprehensive terms. And with the Estado da Índia facing skyrocketing costs, a 

disintegrating trade embargo of the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, and relentless attacks 

against its own shipping from the likes of Sefer Reis, never before had the tempta-

tion to accept the Ottomans’ terms been so great. Even before the presentation of 

Semiz Ali’s off er, in fact, the Portuguese ambassador in Rome, Lourenço Pires de 

Távora, had urged the king himself to take the initiative in seeking an agreement 

with the Ottomans, writing:

  Th e prospect is worthy of serious consideration, because the volume of spices that 

passes through the Red Sea to Cairo and from Hormuz to Basra is enormous, and 

there is every reason to believe that it will continue to grow even larger before leveling 

off . [At the same time,] Your Majesty’s expenses in India are very great, and will grow 

even greater if some solution is not found. It is precisely because of this, as no reason-

able man would dispute, that an agreement with the Turk would be most profi table.       

 Not everyone, however, shared this sanguine view. And in the end, despite many dis-

senting voices, the Portuguese authorities rejected Semiz Ali’s proposal, reaffi  rming 

their long-standing conviction that to accept any Ottoman off er based on the prin-

ciple of free trade simply represented too great a threat. To understand the basis of 

this decision, the relevant arguments of one anonymous Portuguese  fi dalgo , pre-

served in the chronicle of Diogo do Couto, are worth quoting here at some length:

  With regards to this [agreement], I say that if the Turks were allowed to travel freely to 

India, and establish factors, and trade in merchandise wherever they wished, not only 

would Your Majesty’s own profi ts suff er greatly, but the rest of us would be left com-

pletely empty handed, because all of the business [handled by the Portuguese] would 

immediately fall to the Turks and by means of the Red Sea and Persian Gulf they 

would bring to India all of the principal products which we bring from this Kingdom 

[of Portugal], since in the Levant and other parts [of their empire] they can be acquired 

much more cheaply than in Portugal. In addition, the duration of their voyages, their 
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transportation costs, the risks they would face and the damage they would sustain to 

their ships and their merchandise would be less than half of that suff ered by our own 

ships. . . . 

 As for [the state monopoly in] pepper and other controlled spices, this also would 

be threatened by allowing the Turks to establish factors in India. Even now, when they 

have not been allowed to openly compete against the Portuguese, it is known that they 

conduct a trade in secret, carrying spices to Hormuz, to Basra, and to Bengal, Pegu, 

China and other lands, and especially to their own markets, despite the great risks 

involved. Th us, [if allowed to operate freely, their ties with] local Muslims would leave 

them even better informed and better organized, such that by means of the [Red Sea 

and Persian Gulf ] they could send as much [pepper] as they wanted, and become mas-

ters of the lion’s share of the trade in spices.       

 Interestingly, Diogo do Couto—who did not record these words in his own chroni-

cle until the mid-1590s—goes on in the same passage to compare directly the threat 

that the Ottomans posed to Portuguese trade in the 1560s with that posed by the 

Dutch at century’s end. Unlike the Dutch, however, it is clear from Couto’s text that 

the Ottomans’ competitive advantage was based not only on a technical ability to 

purchase and transport goods more cheaply but also on extensive cooperation from 

indigenous trading communities throughout the Indian Ocean. 

 If this cooperation constituted a pillar of Ottoman commercial prowess by the 

1560s, it had become so as a direct result of eff orts by the Indian Ocean faction. 

Despite Rustem Pasha’s stubborn attempts to seal off  the empire’s borders and insu-

late it from outside infl uences, Sefer Reis, Ozdemir Pasha, and countless other like-

minded frontiersmen were able not merely to preserve but to deepen and expand 

the ties binding the empire to the trading world of the Indian Ocean. After 1561, 

their activities received offi  cial sanction under the tutelage of Semiz Ali Pasha, 

who allowed Ottoman policies, as they had before Rustem, to support rather than 

thwart the empire’s expanding economic reach. Before long, Semiz Ali would be 

succeeded by an even more ambitious successor, who would expand upon these 

 policies to construct an entirely new model of Ottoman imperial dominion across 

maritime Asia.              



 sokollu  mehmed pasha  and  t he  ap og ee 

of  empir e  

  1 5 6 1 – 1 5 7 9   

                    Five  

   S
emiz Ali Pasha’s tenure as grand vizier was relatively brief, beginning in 1561 

and ending with his death from natural causes only four years later in 1565. 

Despite this short time in offi  ce, he could be credited with decisively transforming 

Ottoman economic relations with the Indian Ocean, having replaced Rustem’s 

counterproductive policies with an enlightened open border approach designed to 

maximize maritime trade through both the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. But from 

a political rather than an economic standpoint, Ali Pasha left a more ambiguous 

legacy. For as a result of his enthusiasm for negotiations with the Portuguese, he had 

embraced a timid foreign policy that, for all its good intentions, eventually left him 

at odds with most members of the Indian Ocean faction. 

 Stated simply, Semiz Ali’s strategy to entice the Portuguese into a trade agree-

ment was to convince them, through a series of confi dence-building measures, that 

the Ottoman Empire was a benevolent power that no longer represented a military 

threat. Accordingly, during his fi rst year in offi  ce, he had recalled Sefer Reis from 

Mocha, postponed indefi nitely his predatory corsair attacks in the Arabian Sea, and 

delayed preparations for Sefer’s new fl eet in Suez.     Th en, once he was engaged in 

direct negotiations with Portuguese representatives, Semiz Ali went so far as to pro-

pose the permanent dismemberment of the Ottoman fl eet in Basra.     As an added 

gesture of goodwill, in 1563 the grand vizier even allowed the retiring captain of 

Hormuz, Pedro de Sousa, to travel overland through Iraq and Syria with an escort of 

ten men, so that he could visit the holy sites of Jerusalem on his way back 

to Lisbon.  
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 Unfortunately, none of these measures succeeded in extracting anything concrete 

from the Portuguese in return. And just as important, Semiz Ali’s conviction that a 

lasting agreement with the Portugese was both possible and desirable appeared 

increasingly out of touch with political currents that had begun to sweep the wider 

trading world of maritime Asia. Indeed, to an extent possibly unmatched by any 

previous period, the 1560s were characterized by a rising tide of resentment toward 

the Portuguese throughout the Indian Ocean—and by a tangible if still inchoate 

yearning among its disparate Muslim communities to transcend their diff erences 

and forge a grand pan-Islamic alliance.     Moreover, these bellicose sentiments among 

Muslims were matched by a corresponding rise in zealotry and dogmatism on the 

Portuguese side, manifested most visibly in a new enthusiasm for the Holy 

Inquisition following the arrival in Goa of the fi rebrand Jesuit Dom Gonçalo da 

Silveira in 1559. As a result of his activities, Muslims were more actively discrimi-

nated against in Portuguese ports than in the past, and ever larger numbers of infl u-

ential New Christians and Iberian Jews were likewise forced to abandon Portuguese 

India and throw in their lot with the constantly growing ranks of Muslims inclined 

to organize against it.     

 More than ever before, the Ottoman Empire emerged as the great white hope of 

these disparate anti-Portuguese forces, who began petitioning the sultan with rising 

frequency to intervene on their behalf. In 1561, for example, an Egyptian Jew known 

as Isaac of Cairo brought to the sultan a proposal for a bilateral alliance from Nizam 

al-Mulk, the ruler of Ahmadnagar in the Deccan. Th is was a development of no 

small signifi cance, for in previous decades Nizam al-Mulk had been among the 

Muslim rulers of India most consistently suspicious of the Ottomans and their 

intentions.     Now, he openly proposed a joint operation to conquer from the 

Portuguese the port city of Chaul, where he promised that the Ottomans would fi nd 

both plentiful timber and enough local logistical support to build a fl eet capable of 

subduing all of Portuguese India.     Similarly, in the following year, yet another 

embassy arrived, this time from Ali Ala’ad-din Ri’ayat Syah, the Sultan of Aceh in 

distant Sumatra. Like Nizam al-Mulk, Ali Ala’ad-din submitted a request of his 

own for Ottoman ships, artillery, and military experts to be used in an attack on the 

Portuguese in Malacca.     

 Both of these petitions fell on deaf ears, for Semiz Ali, still fully committed to 

peace negotiations with the Portuguese, was reluctant to do anything that would 

jeopardize their success. Citing the extraordinary distance between Istanbul and 

Sumatra, as well as the likelihood that weapons and supplies could be intercepted by 

the Portuguese while en route, the grand vizier granted the envoys from Aceh only 

ten expert cannon founders and a vague promise of more help in the future. Nizam 

al-Mulk’s envoy, Isaac of Cairo, received nothing at all.     

 Inaction of this kind, at such a pregnant diplomatic moment, was a bitter pill for 

the Muslims of the Indian Ocean to swallow, and it also served as an increasing 

source of frustration for members of the Ottomans’ own Indian Ocean faction. Such 
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individuals, who had originally viewed Semiz Ali Pasha’s vizierate as the culmina-

tion of their eff orts to reverse the policies of Rustem, had at fi rst embraced his 

eff orts to conclude a trade agreement with the Portuguese. But as the months passed, 

and negotiations with Lisbon failed to produce any tangible results, enthusiasm for 

Semiz Ali’s policy of appeasement began to wane perceptibly. By the end of 1563, as 

reports fi ltered in from Basra and Suez that the Portuguese had once more renewed 

their anti-Ottoman blockade, patience was wearing thin. Sefer Reis, still held up 

in Suez and awaiting permission to set sail with his new fl eet, was chomping at 

the bit.     

 Enter Sokollu Mehmed Pasha, one of the most compelling personalities of the 

entire sixteenth century and the mastermind of the Ottoman Empire’s last great 

push into the Indian Ocean. Much like his well-placed predecessors Ibrahim and 

Rustem, Sokollu Mehmed was a palace favorite, a member of the Imperial Divan 

since 1554, and a fi gure especially close to the sultan’s son Selim, whose daughter he 

married in 1562. Promoted to the grand vizierate just three years later, upon the 

death of his aged colleague Semiz Ali, Sokollu would thereafter dominate political 

life in the empire as perhaps no other grand vizier ever had before. His uninter-

rupted tenure in offi  ce eventually spanned fi fteen years and the reigns of three suc-

cessive sultans before his own death in 1579.     

 Both Mehmed’s professional experience and his personal and family connections 

made him ideally suited to be the new leader of the Indian Ocean faction. His fi rst 

major administrative posting had been as grand admiral of the Ottoman navy dur-

ing the late 1540s, where he had distinguished himself as a master of logistics and 

planning, expanded the shipyard in Galata, and brought in Venetian shipwrights to 

improve the standards of Ottoman galley construction.     Later, as governor-general 

of the province of Diyarbakir, he had been responsible for the fi rst serious attempt to 

develop the Ottoman arsenal in Basra, supervising the preparation of lumber in the 

forests of Marash and organizing supply barges to carry munitions and shipbuilding 

materials by river from Anatolia to the Persian Gulf.     

 Meanwhile, Sokollu’s marriage to the Princess Ismihan, who was both daughter 

of the future Sultan Selim II and the descendant, on her mother’s side, of one of the 

most important noble families in Venice, placed Sokollu at the center of a vast asso-

ciation of fi nancial and trading interests that stretched across the Mediterranean.     

Other members of this circle included Michael Cantacuzenos, the fabulously 

wealthy heir of Byzantine aristocrats; Aron de Segura and Joseph Hamon, two of 

the empire’s most infl uential Jewish courtiers; and the Venetian Bailo Marc Antonio 

Barbaro, with whom Sokollu maintained a lifelong friendship uninterrupted even 

by the outbreak of war between Venice and the Ottomans in the early 1570s.     

 None of these personal or professional contacts, however, was as important as 

Sokollu Mehmed’s two greatest assets: a powerful intellect and an insatiable curios-

ity about the world. Th roughout his professional life, Sokollu proved a prodigious 

patron of science, art, and learning, and his cosmopolitan tastes and eclectic  interests 
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spanned the globe in a very real sense. He commissioned paintings by Veronese 

masters and imported fi ne glassware from the artisans of Venice,     championed the 

opening of the astronomer Takiyuddin Efendi’s celebrated observatory in Istanbul,     

and sponsored the translation of a world history composed by Musliheddin el-Lari, 

personal tutor of the Mughal Emperor Humayun.     Even more signifi cantly, he 

worked closely with and actively bankrolled the most prominent Ottoman geogra-

phers and historians of his day. Th ese included Feridun Ahmed Beg, who was both 

Sokollu’s personal secretary and a prolifi c archivist and author; Sipahizade Mehmed, 

who completed the abridged Turkish version of his “Location of the Paths to the 

Knowledge of Kingdoms and Countries” at the grand vizier’s request in 1573; and 

Kutbeddin Mekki, who expanded his history of the Ottoman conquests in the 

Indian Ocean for Sokollu in 1579.     

 All of this meant that Sokollu Mehmed had a deeper and more nuanced under-

standing of world events than perhaps any other Ottoman policy maker of the six-

teenth century. As such, he could draw from a bank of accumulated knowledge 

about the globe that allowed him to construct with unprecedented sophistication a 

grand strategy for imperial expansion. Sokollu’s genius was to combine an apprecia-

tion of the vast rhetorical potential of Ottoman claims to universal sovereignty with 

an understanding of the technical prerequisites of building and maintaining a global 

network of communications—the principal vehicle through which these claims 

could be expressed. By undermining the tenuous maritime links between Portugal 

and its scattered colonies of the East, while at the same time facilitating travel 

between Ottoman lands and Muslims overseas, he hoped to turn the rising tide of 

pan-Islamic sentiment into a concrete manifestation of Ottoman sovereignty 

throughout maritime Asia.  

    sokollu ’s  informant: seydi ali  reis   

 As he began to formulate this grand imperial strategy, one of Sokollu’s earliest 

sources of inspiration was Seydi Ali Reis’s  Mir’ātü’l-Memālik  (“Mirror of Countries”). 

Th is work, as has already been argued, was commissioned by Sokollu’s predecessor 

Rustem Pasha and refl ected, at its core, the parochial and Ottoman-centric world-

view that Rustem strove to promote through his intellectual patronage. Nevertheless, 

it was also a fi rsthand narrative of travel that, when placed in the right hands, 

counted as a uniquely useful source of information about the political climate of the 

contemporary Indian Ocean. Since its presentation to the sultan in 1557 closely coin-

cided with Sokollu Mehmed’s own emergence as an important fi gure at court, 

“Mirror of Countries” seems to have served, almost in spite of itself, as the initial 

spark for the formulation of Sokollu Mehmed’s very diff erent ideas about the Indian 

Ocean. 

 Th e most profound lesson that Sokollu appears to have drawn from Seydi Ali’s 

memoir was that Ottoman prestige, despite the debacle of Seydi Ali’s own mission, 
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was at an all-time high across the region. Th is is a theme continually emphasized 

throughout the author’s account of his travels, as he records vociferous expressions 

of  ink.ıyād ve it.ā‛at  (“devotion and obedience”) to the Ottoman dynasty in various 

Muslim ports of call from the Hadramaut to Baluchistan to Gujarat. Early in his 

narrative, for example, upon taking refuge with his bedraggled fl eet in the Gujarati 

port of Daman, Seydi Ali reported an encounter with some “junks” belonging to the 

Zamorin of Calicut, whose captains assured him that their ruler was “waging a war 

night and day against the infi dels in devotion and obedience to His Imperial 

Majesty.”     Shortly thereafter, Seydi Ali was invited to the nearby port of Surat by 

Rumi Khan, the son and successor of Hoja Safar, who greeted him with the follow-

ing pronouncement:

  It is most fortunate that you have arrived in Gujarat at such a time of great upheaval. 

Never since the days of Noah has the sea been seized by such a storm . . . but it is our 

hope that, God willing, the land of Gujarat will soon be joined to the protected 

domains of the Ottoman Empire, and the ports of India will thereby be delivered into 

safety from the hands of the accursed infi dels.       

 Th e sentiments expressed in this brief passage are striking, suggesting in no uncer-

tain terms that the Muslims of Surat, above and beyond asking for simple military 

assistance from the sultan, hoped for an outright Ottoman annexation of their city. 

When placed together with the spy report of João de Lisboa (discussed in the previ-

ous chapter), Rumi Khan’s words also provide confi rmation that, during the turbu-

lent years following the death of Sultan Mahmud of Gujarat in 1553, a reinvigorated 

Rumi elite had reached a position of unparalleled authority at the court of his son 

Sultan Ahmed, making such dreams of an Ottoman Gujarat a real possibility. By 

the time of Seydi Ali’s arrival on the scene, this group of well-placed Rumis included, 

in addition to Rumi Khan himself, the powerful warlords Chingiz Khan and Kara 

Hasan, both of whom were veterans of the sieges of Diu with large numbers of 

rank-and-fi le Rumi soldiers in their service. Most prominent of all was Chingiz 

Khan’s father Imad al-Mulk, the young sultan’s tutor who by the late 1550s had risen 

to become vizier at Ahmed’s court.     

 For Seydi Ali, the extent of this group’s collective infl uence was aptly demon-

strated upon his arrival in Ahmedabad, the Gujarati capital, where the admiral was 

ostentatiously welcomed in a public ceremony by both Sultan Ahmed and Imad al-

Mulk. Subsequently, when a Portuguese envoy arrived from Diu demanding that 

Seydi Ali be turned over to him, Imad al-Mulk fl atly refused, saying: “We have need 

of the Ottoman Sultan. If our ships were unable to reach the ports of his empire, our 

livelihoods would suff er. And more importantly, he is the Padishah of Islam. Is it 

reasonable that you should ask us to surrender his admiral?”     

 As a Rumi himself, Imad al-Mulk of course had his own self-interested reasons 

for proclaiming the Ottoman sultan “Padishah of Islam” and professing loyalty to 

him under the banner of Islamic unity. At the time of Seydi Ali’s arrival, he was 
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engaged in a high-stakes political showdown with Itimad Khan, his main rival for 

power at court in Ahmedabad, who represented the interests of the opposing “anti-

Rumi” faction in Gujarat. By 1559, the confrontation between these groups would in 

fact become so bitter that Itimad Khan, having lost out to the Rumis in the contest 

for infl uence with the young sultan, would arrange for the murder of Imad al-Mulk 

and, in the following year, the assassination of the sultan as well.     

 Against such a troubled local backdrop, the Rumis of Gujarat therefore had par-

ticularly concrete reasons to emphasize the transcendent authority of the Ottoman 

sultan and their own commitment to advancing his cause. Still, such sentiments 

appear to have been widespread well beyond the political circles of maritime Gujarat, 

to the extent that Seydi Ali would later receive very similar expressions of support 

even at the court of the Mughal Emperor Humayun in Delhi. Here, in fact, Seydi 

Ali was welcomed with truly spectacular pomp and circumstance, as an entourage of 

some four hundred elephants and all the magistrates of the realm greeted him as he 

approached the Mughal capital. During his subsequent stay at Humayun’s court, he 

was invited into the emperor’s presence on several occasions, and it is in Seydi Ali’s 

account of these conversations with the sovereign that he reveals his most startling 

evidence about the truly global dimensions of Ottoman prestige. One day, when 

Humayun began to question him about the geographical extent of the Ottoman 

Empire and how it compared with the size of his own realm in India, the admiral 

assured him that “the seven regions over which the Great Alexander had dominion 

were identical with the present Empire of the Padishah of Rum.” To illustrate his 

point, he then recounted the following story:

  I was told in the Gujarati port of Surat by the [Rumi] Muslims Hoja Bakhshi and 

Kara Hasan (God alone knows whether their story is true) that when the holy festival 

of Eid was celebrated in the lands of China, the Muslim worshippers there [of various 

nations] each desired to have the Friday  ẖuṭbe  read in the name of their own sover-

eigns. But the Rumi worshippers appealed to the Great Khan of China, saying “It is 

our Emperor who is the Padishah of Mecca and Medina and the Kibla.” Th e Great 

Khan, although an unbeliever, understood [the justice of their appeal] and gave the 

order: “You shall read the  ẖut.be  [only] in the name of the Padishah of Mecca and 

Medina and the Kibla.” He then ordered the Rumi preachers to be clothed in robes of 

honor and had them ride on an elephant through the city, and ever since the name of 

the Ottoman Sultan has been read whenever a religious holiday is celebrated in the 

lands of China. What ruler has ever before been so honored?       

 In other words, because of Ottoman control of the holy cities of Mecca and 

Medina, the two Rumis (Hoja Bakhshi and Kara Hasan) claimed that the Ottoman 

sultan was already recognized, at least in some sense, as the de facto suzerain of 

Muslim communities even as far away as China—a status ostensibly confi rmed by 

the Great Khan himself.     True or not, Humayun was said to be duly impressed and, 

turning to his nobles, exclaimed: “Surely there is no man on earth worthy of the title 
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‘Padishah’ other than his Imperial Majesty [the Ottoman Sultan]!”     He then issued 

a letter for Seydi Ali to carry back with him to Istanbul, in which he addressed 

Sultan Suleiman as “Caliph of the World.”     

 More than any other passage in Seydi Ali’s “Mirror of Countries,” this anecdotal 

story (and its apparent confi rmation in the letter from Humayun) appears to have 

left a deep impression on Sokollu Mehmed. As later events would demonstrate, he 

became committed to the idea of increasing Ottoman authority in the Indian Ocean 

by encouraging precisely the kind of voluntary affi  liation ( ink.ıyād ve it.ā‛at ) between 

local Muslim merchants and rulers and the Ottoman state that Seydi Ali’s text sug-

gested was already beginning to develop spontaneously. 

 As a result, Sokollu’s vision diff ered substantially from that of Semiz Ali Pasha, 

whose reluctance, throughout the early 1560s, to engage more actively with Muslim 

rulers such as Nizam al-Mulk of Ahmadnagar and Ali Ala’ad-din Ri’ayat Syah of 

Aceh he viewed with increasing impatience. After Semiz Ali Pasha’s death in 1565, 

Sokollu would therefore engineer a dramatic change in Ottoman policy. But even 

before his own accession to the grand vizierate, Sokollu was able to use indirect 

means to begin laying the groundwork for a new era of collaboration between the 

Ottomans and the Muslims of the Indian Ocean. 

 Early signs of Sokollu’s infl uence are most apparent with regard to the embassy 

from Aceh, which in 1562 had lodged a request for Ottoman ships and artillery to be 

used in an attack against the Portuguese in Malacca. On this occasion, because of 

Semiz Ali Pasha’s eagerness for a settlement with the Portuguese, his fi rst impulse 

had been to refuse outright this Acehnese request and to send the envoys back to 

Southeast Asia empty-handed.     In the end, however, a compromise was reached, 

and Semiz Ali eventually agreed to send ten artillery experts to Sumatra, where they 

would assist the Acehnese in casting cannons in situ from locally available materials. 

Th is concession, a crucial fi rst step in establishing permanent Ottoman relations 

with the distant Acehnese sultanate, was almost certainly the result of pressure from 

Sokollu, and it serves as the fi rst concrete evidence of the future grand vizier’s emerg-

ing strategy in the Indian Ocean.     

 Just as important, the agreement to send these Ottoman cannon founders to 

Aceh also provided Sokollu Mehmed with the opportunity to dispatch a mysterious 

envoy, known to us only as “His Majesty’s Servant Lutfi ,” as an escort on the lengthy 

and perilous voyage back to Sumatra. Lutfi ’s primary mission was to accompany the 

team of artillery experts to Aceh and, during his journey, gather more precise intel-

ligence about the region in order to corroborate the information in Seydi Ali’s 

“Mirror of Countries.” At the same time, Lutfi  was also under orders from Sokollu 

to establish contacts with local Muslims throughout the Indian Ocean and to do 

everything possible to incite them to rise up in a general armed rebellion against the 

Portuguese. 

 It would be hard to imagine a more elusive fi gure than Lutfi , a member of the 

sultan’s  müteferrik.a re’isleri , or private corps of sea captains, whose only extant work 
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is a ghostwritten letter from Sultan Ali Ala’ad-din Ri’ayat Syah of Aceh, presented 

to the Imperial Divan upon his return to Istanbul in 1566.     Nevertheless, the little 

that is known about his activities suggests that Lutfi  was a character of singular 

importance, playing a pivotal role in fomenting the pan-Islamic uprising that broke 

out across the Indian Ocean beginning in 1564. And signifi cantly, the original fl ash-

point for this unrest was Aceh, where Lutfi  seems to have had an electrifying eff ect 

upon the local population almost as soon as he arrived sometime in the middle of 

that year.  

    an agent provocateur in aceh: “ his  majesty ’s 
servant lutfi”   

 Although the Sultanate of Aceh had served as a pole of Muslim opposition to the 

Estado da Índia since at least the 1520s, the Acehnese embassy sent to Istanbul in 

1562 had marked a major shift in Aceh’s foreign policy. Despite a long history of 

friendly commercial relations with the Ottoman Empire, punctuated by several 

instances of open military cooperation earlier in the century, there is no record of 

direct diplomatic contact between the Acehnese and the Ottoman court at any point 

during the preceding decade. Th roughout these years, in fact, Aceh had remained—

its bellicose reputation notwithstanding—a loyal tributary of the Portuguese, such 

that even as late as 1563, Portuguese ships were in the habit of occasionally visiting 

Aceh to trade or stock up on provisions. Moreover, despite Aceh’s visibly growing 

aggressiveness towards its neighbors within Southeast Asia, often framed by the 

Acehnese in terms of a responsibility to conduct “holy war,” until this date Aceh’s 

foreign policy seems to have been directed primarily toward the conquest of Aru 

and Johor, two local rivals ruled by fellow Muslims.     

 In 1564, however, at precisely the moment that Lutfi  arrived in Sumatra for the 

fi rst time, Portuguese crews calling at Aceh reported an abrupt change in local 

behavior, as their ships began to be boarded and their goods confi scated without any 

apparent justifi cation. Tensions then steadily increased, until on one occasion the 

crew of a victimized Portuguese ship protested this treatment and “insulted an 

ambassador from the Grand Turk who was there [in Aceh] at that time.”     Th is 

ambassador, undoubtedly Lutfi , professed outrage and demanded in retaliation that 

the entire Portuguese crew be forced to convert to Islam or be put to the sword. Th e 

Acehnese sultan agreed, and as all but two of the crew preferred martyrdom to apos-

tasy, they were tortured and then given a grisly public execution.     

 Almost no further details are available about this event, but if it was intended as 

a macabre stunt to polarize feelings against the Portuguese, it certainly had its eff ect. 

In the aftermath, Lutfi ’s presence in Aceh quickly began to attract the attention of 

an impressive series of regional power brokers both in and outside Sumatra, and 

during his stay, he is known to have received envoys from the Muslim communities 

of Calicut, Ceylon, Gujarat, and even the Maldives.     Moreover, within a few weeks 
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of the execution of the Portuguese crew, the sultan of Aceh himself sent a letter to 

the Portuguese captain of Malacca. Within, he reminded his counterpart of the 

friendly relations they had enjoyed in the past but complained of being “repeatedly 

reprimanded by the Ottomans” for his “scandalous” failure to take up arms in defense 

of Muslim interests.     He ended with a warning that without an unequivocal ges-

ture of friendship from Malacca, he would have no choice but to declare war. 

 Halfway around the world, as Sokollu Mehmed prepared to take over the reins of 

government in Istanbul from the rapidly aging Semiz Ali, a letter of nearly identical 

tone was sent from Suleiman the Magnifi cent to the Portuguese sovereign Dom 

Sebastião in Lisbon. In it, the sultan included his own terse warning that his patience 

for negotiations had fi nally reached its limits:

  It has been reported that the Muslim pilgrims and merchants coming from India by 

sea have been molested and abused in direct violation of the desired peace agreement 

between us . . . if it is truly your desire to bring peace and security to those lands, then as 

soon as this Imperial Ferman arrives you must cease all of your attacks at sea against 

merchants and pilgrims, and you must send a letter and a trusted envoy [to us] such 

that an agreement that will put the aff airs of that region on a good footing can be 

concluded. If you are still set on pursuing the path of rebellion, then with the help of 

God Almighty we will do everything necessary to restore order to those lands, and it 

will no longer be of any use [for you to protest] by saying “but [we] wanted peace!” 

What else is there to say?       

 With the drafting of this letter, the pace of events quickened across the Indian 

Ocean, as the pent-up anti-Portuguese hostility of the region’s disparate Muslim 

communities broke out into open warfare across a formidable series of military the-

aters. In India’s Deccan plateau, Nizam al-Mulk of Ahmadnagar and Adil Shah of 

Bijapur, two traditional rivals for control of the region, were able for the fi rst time to 

unite forces and overthrow the neighboring Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar, until 

that time a reliable Portuguese ally.     Further to the south, the Mappilla leader Ali 

Raja besieged the Portuguese fortress guarding the port of Cannanor, while his 

cousin Kutti Musa organized a fl eet to harass the squadron of Melo da Silva off  the 

Malabar coast.     And in Suez, Sefer Reis was given permission for an as yet unspeci-

fi ed mission against the Portuguese in the Arabian Sea.  

    sefer’s  last campaign   

 Th e purpose of this mission—which would prove to be the last in Sefer’s extraordi-

nary life—had been the subject of speculation among Portuguese spies and diplo-

mats since at least 1559, when the fi rst reports of the construction of a major new 

fl eet in Suez had begun to fi lter out of Egypt. Even so, his intentions were still a 

mystery when, toward the end of 1564, Sefer set out from Suez and advanced as far 

as Mocha before stopping to await further orders. He remained there throughout 
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the following spring and summer, until Semiz Ali Pasha’s death removed the last 

obstacle to his departure. By late fall, with the full support of the new grand vizier, 

Sokollu Mehmed, all ten of Sefer’s galleys set sail for the south in what was intended 

to be the greatest and most daring campaign he had ever undertaken.     

 According to a report sent in January 1566 by Mattias Bicudo Furtado, a Portuguese 

informant in Cairo, the ten ships were to be used in an entirely novel kind of attack, 

in which Sefer “set out with the aim of pillaging the entire Swahili coast and pro-

ceeding all the way to Mozambique, where he had great hopes of catching ships from 

the Royal fl eet [sent annually around the Cape of Good Hope from Lisbon].”     Such 

an attack not only promised to yield an unprecedented booty of captured cargo and 

slaves but also threatened to virtually cut off  the Estado da Índia from its capital, 

severing the only tenuous sea route connecting India and Portugal. Unparalleled in 

scope and innovative in terms of its specifi c target, the plan was at the same time in 

keeping with Sefer’s fi re-tested strategy, in eff ect recreating on a grander scale the 

blockade he had set up between Hormuz and Diu in 1554. 

 If Sefer’s characteristic boldness and precision were central to the plan, however, it 

also bore the unmistakable imprint of Sokollu Mehmed, who among Sefer’s contem-

poraries was the Ottoman statesman best prepared to understand, and to support, the 

truly global implications of such a strategy. In fact, given what we know of the grand 

vizier’s active diplomacy during this period, it is not impossible that Sokollu actually 

planned the attack together with Sefer—and may even have timed the mission to 

coincide with a French corsair attack against the Portuguese base in Madeira, an 

important Atlantic way station for the annual convoy of ships sent from Lisbon to 

India. Suggestively, a Venetian dispatch from Madrid describing this attack, which 

came in the middle of 1566, also cryptically reported: “It is believed by some that these 

[French corsairs] have proceeded towards the Cape of Good Hope to collaborate with 

a ruler in those parts who is constantly at war with the King of Portugal.”     

 Unfortunately, if any such grandiose plans existed, they were undermined by 

Sefer’s sudden and unexpected demise, reported to the Portuguese by the same 

Cairene informant, Mattias Bicudo Furtado, on January 18, 1566. According to 

Furtado, Sefer had set out from Suez late in the previous month and was a day and 

a half out of Mocha and headed for the island of Socotra when, without warning, he 

fell deathly ill. His infi rmity forced him to alter his course toward the port city of 

Aden, and there he died just three days after his arrival.     Furtado’s report added as 

an epitaph: “He was a daring thief and most practiced in [the combat] of those 

regions, knowing exactly how and when to strike. Th ere is no other man such as he 

in all the lands of the East who we need so greatly fear.”      

    the return of lutfi   

 Th e timing and suddenness of Sefer’s death dealt a grave blow to the cause of an 

Ottoman-led pan-Islamic uprising against the Portuguese. Still, although the bulk 
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of Sefer’s fl eet was soon recalled to Suez, the mission was not a total loss, as a num-

ber of Sefer’s crew members were apparently fi tted out with new galleys in Yemen 

and rerouted from Mozambique to Aceh.     Th eir new mission seems to have been 

to provide an armed escort for the fl eet of spice ships sent annually from Sumatra to 

the Red Sea—the fi rst recorded instance in which an escort of Ottoman galleys was 

provided for an Acehnese merchant convoy.     In addition, these galleys were to 

ensure a safe return passage for Lutfi , who had attempted to make the journey home 

from Sumatra in the previous year but had been forced to turn back after an ambush 

at sea by a Portuguese patrol.     

 Accordingly, in early 1566, the Portuguese received word that “in Aceh fi ve gal-

leons loaded with pepper, spices and other goods were preparing to depart for 

Mecca, and nine galleys were on their way [from Ottoman territory] to escort them 

on their journey.”     In response, the Portuguese sent fi ve galleons and six galleys of 

their own to the Maldives, in the hope of heading these ships off  while still en 

route to the Red Sea. Upon reaching the Maldives, the Portuguese commander, 

Diogo Pereyra, learned that the Acehnese spice galleons and their Ottoman escort 

had already arrived and were waiting in a nearby channel, so he ordered his fl eet to 

divide in two and patrol the area in an attempt to determine his enemies’ 

exact location. 

 Th is would prove more diffi  cult than Pereyra might have hoped, a fact lamented 

by the chronicler Diogo do Couto, who opined in his description of this encounter 

that “the Turks are daring and experienced men of war who never leave anything 

open to chance, as we are prone to.”     Couto then goes on to describe how the 

Ottoman galley commanders, as soon as they got word of Pereyra’s arrival in the 

area, devised a ruse to distract him. By fi ring off  a series of bombards at diff erent 

locations, they managed to convince each of the two Portuguese patrols that the 

other had encountered the enemy fl eet. Both squadrons thus spent the better part of 

a day and a night looking for each other, and by the time they fi nally met up and 

realized their mistake, all of the Ottoman galleys and Acehnese spice ships 

had escaped. 

 Pereyra made a fi nal attempt to sail to Socotra and catch up with the Ottomans 

there, but to no avail. Finally, after angrily looting the port of a local sheikh sus-

pected of harboring the Ottoman vessels, Pereyra’s fl eet headed back to India, where 

it was caught in a violent storm and lost several ships with all hands on board.     

Meanwhile, the vessels from Aceh arrived safely in Mocha, bringing with them 

Lutfi , a rich cargo of spices, and Hussein, the same Acehnese ambassador who had 

visited Istanbul in 1562.      

    lutfi ’s  report   

 When Lutfi  and Hussein reached Istanbul toward the end of 1566, they found a 

political climate vastly more favorable to their aims than the one they had left behind 
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three years earlier. Not only was Sokollu Mehmed now grand vizier but also, after 

helping to secure the throne for his father-in-law, Selim II, following the recent 

death of Suleiman the Magnifi cent, Sokollu’s position at the pinnacle of Ottoman 

political life was more secure than ever. In addition, this time around the Acehnese 

ambassador was able to appear before the Divan accompanied by Lutfi , who was 

prepared to present his superiors with his own fi rsthand account of conditions in 

Southeast Asia in the form of a ghostwritten letter from the sultan of Aceh. 

 Lutfi ’s letter was the most comprehensive document produced by a member of 

the Indian Ocean faction during these years, and its contents corroborated every-

thing about the political situation in the Indian Ocean previously suggested by Seydi 

Ali’s memoirs—and more. Perhaps its most striking claim was that, in Aceh, the 

sultan no longer wished to simply purchase arms and supplies from the Ottomans, 

nor even forge a temporary strategic alliance with Istanbul. Instead, Sultan Ali 

Ala’ad-din Ri’ayat Syah declared an intention—openly evocative of Rumi Khan’s 

earlier proclamation recorded in “Mirror of Countries”—to have his lands formally 

annexed by the Ottoman state in exchange for help against the Portuguese in 

Malacca. In his words:

  We sincerely request that Your Imperial Majesty [the Ottoman Sultan] should no lon-

ger consider me, your servant in this land, to be an independent ruler, but instead to 

accept me as a poor, humble, and downtrodden slave who lives thanks to the charity of 

your Imperial Majesty, Refuge of the World and Shadow of God [on Earth], in no way 

diff erent from the governors of Egypt and Yemen or the  begs  of Jiddah and 

Aden. . . . With God as my witness, this [city of ] Aceh is one of Your Majesty’s own 

villages, and I too am one of your servants. Your offi  cial Lutfi  can personally attest to 

our circumstances and to our deeds, to the great endeavors we have undertaken for the 

sake of holy war, and to our fi rm and sincere longing to enter Your Imperial Majesty’s 

service.       

 Lutfi ’s letter then goes on to describe a similar level of enthusiasm for Ottoman 

dynastic rule in other areas of the Indian Ocean. He reports that at least one of the 

Rumi viziers of Gujarat, Karamanlioğlu Abdurrahman, shared the sultan of Aceh’s 

hope to be recognized as an Ottoman  sancak.  begi  or “Lord of the Standard,” adding 

that he had already proven his devotion by personally transporting Lutfi  in one of 

his own ships during his outgoing journey from Jiddah to Aceh.     Even more 

remarkably, Lutfi  insisted that in addition to such members of Gujarat’s Rumi elite, 

even the general Muslim population of various lands throughout the Indian Ocean 

had similarly begun to recognize the Ottoman sultan as their overlord and protector. 

In the Maldive archipelago, for example, he claimed that “the people . . . have built 

mosques on all of the islands, and read the  h- ut.be  in the noble name of your most 

high and blessed Imperial Majesty.”     And in Ceylon and Calicut, although the 

population of these kingdoms lived under the rule of pagan sovereigns, locals had 

built dozens of mosques where they, too, “read the  h- ut.be  in the noble name of his 
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most high and blessed Imperial Majesty, refuge of the world, and pray for the lon-

gevity and prosperity of his state.”     Lutfi ’s report even suggested, presumably with a 

touch of hyperbole, that his activities had convinced the  rulers  of these two king-

doms to recognize Ottoman suzerainty and personally embrace Islam in exchange 

for military assistance from Istanbul. According to the text:

  When the rulers of Ceylon and Calicut received news that His Majesty’s servant 

Lutfi  had arrived here [in Aceh], they sent ambassadors to us who proclaimed: “We 

[also] are servants of His Imperial Majesty, Refuge of the World and Shadow of 

God [on Earth]” and then took an oath swearing that if His Imperial Majesty’s 

propitious fl eet were to journey to these lands, they themselves would come to the 

faith and profess the religion of Islam, and that likewise all of their infi del subjects 

would forsake the way of false belief for the straight path of the one true religion. 

God willing, with the illustrious assistance of His Imperial Majesty, all traces of the 

infi dels in both the East and the West will be destroyed, and they will fi nally join 

the Islamic faith.       

 With this report, Lutfi  was thus able to confi rm Sokollu Mehmed’s greatest hope: 

that the Muslims of maritime Asia were ready to spontaneously adopt the concept 

of a universal Ottoman sultanate as a collective pan-Islamic political ideology. Th e 

grand vizier thus sensed a historic opportunity to almost eff ortlessly extend Ottoman 

infl uence across the Indian Ocean and responded by directing all of his considerable 

energy, enthusiasm, and organizational acumen toward this goal. 

 Sokollu’s strategy for accomplishing this was, like the man himself, sophisticated 

and multidimensional, involving a combination of political initiatives, diplomatic 

maneuvers, military campaigns, market reforms, and faith-based propaganda. In the 

end, his record of achievement was by no means one of unmitigated success—espe-

cially with regard to the most extravagant of his plans that (beginning with the 

inauspicious death of Sefer in 1565) often failed to fully materialize. Even so, it must 

be remembered that the crux of his strategy lay not in any specifi c eff orts to conquer 

territories or defeat the Portuguese at sea. Rather, his greatest aspiration was to con-

vince Indian Ocean Muslims that the  idea  of a universal caliphate, with the Ottoman 

sultan at its head, was in itself meaningful and worthy of support. In this respect, 

even his most ostentatious failures still served his larger goals by reinforcing the idea 

that the Ottoman sultanate was prepared to speak—and to act—on behalf of 

Muslims everywhere.  

    preparations for an ottoman expedition to sumatra   

 In pursuing this objective, the grand vizier’s fi rst and most obvious task was to send 

Lutfi  back to Aceh, this time in the company of a major expeditionary force. To this 

end, he ordered the immediate construction of a fl eet in the arsenal in Suez and 

drew on his own long experience in naval aff airs to ensure that its vessels were out-
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fi tted to perfection. Surviving records show that between September and December 

of 1567, Sokollu sent out literally dozens of edicts related to the expedition, in which 

he followed preparations down to the minutest detail. Directives sent from Istanbul 

during these months include an order to the governor of Egypt to identify suitable 

sea captains for the fl eet, a request to the head cannon founder of the arsenal in 

Galata to select the best siege guns for the mission, and even a letter to Piyale Pasha, 

the grand admiral of the Ottoman navy, regarding some coils of rope required for 

the galleys.     As commander of the expedition, Sokollu selected Kurdoğlu Hizir, 

then captain of Alexandria, while Mahmud Reis, Sefer’s recent replacement as 

admiral in Suez, was put in direct charge of the galleys.     

 As 1567 drew to a close, this expeditionary force was fully equipped and ready to 

set sail. It consisted of a total of fi fteen fully armed war galleys and was accompa-

nied by two transport galleons loaded with “artillery pieces, muskets and other tools 

of war,” including thirty large siege cannons.     Th e fl eet was manned by seven 

expert gunners, a master cannon founder from the imperial artillery corps, plentiful 

rowers, “a suffi  cient quantity of troops from our victorious armies,” and an unusu-

ally large number of craftsmen, including sawyers, carpenters, blacksmiths, copper-

smiths, caulkers, and even three goldsmiths, all of whom received a year of advanced 

pay before their departure.     In observance of a request from the sultan of Aceh 

conveyed in Lutfi ’s letter, all participants in the expedition were also given orders, 

regardless of rank, to obey Sultan Ali Ala’ad-din Ri’ayat Syah’s every command 

and not to oppose him in any way, at the risk of severe punishment.     And to 

ensure compliance with these orders, the fl eet was to be accompanied by both Lutfi  

and the Acehnese ambassador Hussein, as well as a certain Mustafa Chavush (a 

member of the Imperial Messenger Corps), who was to escort the force as far as 

Sumatra and then return to Ottoman lands to report its safe arrival. Mustafa 

Chavush was also to present an imperial edict to the sultan of Aceh, acknowledg-

ing the sultan’s oath of loyalty to the Ottoman state and exhorting him to make the 

best possible use of the assistance being sent to him. According to the text of this 

edict:

  You [the Sultan of Aceh] must make your best eff ort to carry out your responsibilities 

to religion and to our Imperial State. You must persevere and exert yourself, be it by 

conquering the strongholds of the miserable infi dels, or by freeing the people of Islam 

from their evil and rage. With the help of God Almighty, you must cleanse those 

lands of the infi del fi lth, so that under our Imperial rule which concludes in justice, 

the Muslims of that land may live in a state of tranquility and, free from anxiety, 

may busy themselves with earning a livelihood.       

 Finally, the sultan concluded with a promise that this initial shipment of men and 

weapons was only the beginning of a permanent new relationship between Istanbul 

and Aceh, which was to be protected and nurtured by ensuring that the lines of 

communication between the two distant realms remained open and secure:
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  If the greatest and most noble Lord in heaven so wills it, help from our courageous 

armies will from now on be sent to you continuously to prevent the harm caused by 

those enemies of the true religion and the laws of the lord of the apostles, who have 

overrun the lands of the Muslims. It is hoped that it will become your habit to regu-

larly inform our Imperial court in detail about the conditions and developments in 

[your] land, and to never fail in this regard.        

    insurrection in yemen   

 With Kurdoğlu Hizir’s fl eet ready to sail, the stage seemed set for an unprece-

dented Ottoman military intervention in Southeast Asia. But in a heartbreaking 

blow to Sokollu’s plans, the grand expedition to Aceh (like so many of the grand 

vizier’s other most ambitious projects) was undermined at the last minute by 

unforeseen political developments elsewhere in the empire. In this case, the source 

of trouble was in the Yemeni highlands, where an uprising by the Zaydi Imam 

Mutahhar—the fi rst such uprising in nearly twenty years—engulfed Yemen in 

turmoil, making any plans to use it as an advanced base for an expedition to Aceh 

a technical impossibility. 

 In truth, the earliest reports of this rebellion had begun to reach Istanbul as early 

as the summer of 1567, when the expedition to Aceh was still in its planning stages. 

Initially, Sokollu Mehmed downplayed the seriousness of the situation and attempted 

to move ahead with his naval preparations in spite of the unrest. During the follow-

ing months, however, conditions in Yemen worsened at an alarming rate: the major 

cities of Ta‘izz, Sana‘a, and Aden all fell to Mutahhar’s forces; the Ottoman squad-

ron in Mocha fl ed to Jiddah; and even the loyalty of Sultan Badr in Shihr was com-

ing under question.     By the end of 1567, only the tiny Ottoman garrison of Zebid 

still held out against the rebels, and the grand vizier, however reluctantly, was obliged 

to organize an emergency relief expedition. Koja Sinan Pasha, the new governor of 

Egypt, was charged with Yemen’s reconquest, and Kurdoğlu Hizir and his fi fteen 

galleys were reassigned for this purpose, postponing their departure for Sumatra 

indefi nitely.     

 Th e decision to call off  the mission to Aceh, coming just two years after Sefer 

Reis’s untimely demise, must have been a devastating disappointment to Sokollu 

Mehmed. But unlike the cruel coincidence of Sefer’s sickness and sudden death at 

the outset of his mission, the inopportune timing of Mutahhar’s uprising cannot be 

explained away as a simple case of force majeure. On the contrary, the widespread 

discontent in Yemen that had provoked Mutahhar’s rebellion was directly connected 

with Sokollu Mehmed’s eff orts to intensify Ottoman involvement there as a prelude 

to his plans for expansion in the Indian Ocean. 

 Specifi cally, the numerous grievances of Mutahhar and his supporters can almost 

all be traced to the reckless administration of Mahmud Pasha, a compatriot of 

Sokollu from his home country of Bosnia who had served as the governor of 
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Ottoman Yemen from 1560 to 1565. Mahmud was, in addition to his ties to the grand 

vizier, a stolid member of the Indian Ocean faction, having originally advanced 

through the ranks of the Egyptian bureaucracy under Daud Pasha in the 1540s.     

Th anks to this experience, during his subsequent tenure as Yemen’s governor-gen-

eral, Mahmud had proven himself to be—at least on the surface—an unscrupulous 

but eff ective administrator. His fi ve years in offi  ce witnessed an impressive increase 

in provincial revenues, such that Yemen not only began to generate a large surplus 

for the imperial treasury but also was able to subsidize the fi nances of the neighbor-

ing province of Eritrea through shipments of troops and currency.     Eager as Sokollu 

Mehmed was to turn Yemen into a launching pad for further expansion, Mahmud’s 

eff orts thus met with the grand vizier’s hearty approval, and after fi nishing his term 

and returning to Istanbul in 1565, the pasha was duly given a promotion to the gov-

ernorship of Egypt. Only afterward, when insurrection in Yemen had already bro-

ken out, did it become clear that Mahmud Pasha’s gains had been of the most 

ill-gotten sort.     

 Th e range and extent of Mahmud Pasha’s misdeeds while in offi  ce were truly 

impressive, even by the indulgent standards of the sixteenth century. He had begun 

his reign by executing the province’s mint offi  cials on groundless charges of currency 

debasement in order to confi scate their personal wealth for the treasury. Th en, he 

had placed his own men in charge of the mint and shamelessly debased the currency 

himself, to such an extent that his soldiers were reduced to destitution and forced to 

sell their possessions and fl ee or, worse, join forces with the Zaydis.     Still hungry to 

enlarge his treasury, he then provoked a confrontation with al-Nazari, the wealthy 

ruler of Ta‘izz, who had been granted autonomy by previous Ottoman governors. 

When al-Nazari fl ed in fright to his mountain stronghold of Habb, Mahmud man-

aged to lure him out of the fortress with off ers of clemency, only to have him arrested 

and promptly executed, seizing his property and demanding exorbitant tax increases 

throughout the region as punishment for his insubordination. Th ereafter, he even 

had two of his own subordinates executed when they protested against his policies. 

Finally, upon his return to Istanbul, he used the enormous wealth gained from this 

and other nefarious adventures to lavish gifts on Sokollu Mehmed and the sultan 

and ensure his future appointment as governor of Egypt.     Not until a year later, 

when political authority in Yemen had entirely collapsed and an examination of his 

account books revealed the extent of his corruption, was Mahmud quietly done away 

with on a back street of Cairo.      

    a  second wave of pan-islamic insurgency   

 Mahmud Pasha was replaced as governor of Egypt by Koja Sinan, another of 

Sokollu’s highest ranking protégés, and it was also Koja Sinan who was given the 

responsibility of organizing a relief expedition to Yemen. Th e long and complicated 

story of his subsequent reconquest of the province need not detain us here, except to 
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say that putting down the revolt took the better part of three years and absorbed 

almost all of the region’s available fi nancial and military resources.     Before the con-

fl ict was over, Koja Sinan had requisitioned all of the spare ships stationed in Suez 

and the entire military reserves of both Egypt and Eritrea, in addition to Kurdoğlu 

Hizir’s fi fteen Aceh-bound galleys. 

 Still, even a crisis of this magnitude did not prevent the Ottomans from dis-

patching at least some forces in the direction of Sumatra. By the middle of 1568, 

Portuguese sources reported the arrival of some “500 Turks, many large bombards, 

abundant ammunition, many engineers and several masters of artillery” in Aceh.     

Although specifi c details about this operation are lacking, these troops and supplies 

had presumably set sail in two galleons ( barça ) that had originally been set to depart 

with Kurdoğlu Hizir’s fi fteen war galleys in the fall of 1567. Th e mission of these two 

vessels, however, was from the start diff erent from that of the rest of the Ottoman 

fl eet: rather than remaining permanently in Aceh with Kurdoğlu Hizir and his men, 

they had instead been instructed to load a cargo of spices destined for the Ottoman 

treasury and to return to Yemen with the imperial messenger Mustafa Chavush.     

Because of these separate instructions, the two ships seem to have been allowed to 

proceed to Aceh independently of the rest of Hizir’s forces, bringing with them, in 

addition to Mustafa and the contingent of fi ve hundred Ottoman mercenaries, the 

Acehnese ambassador Hussein, who turned up shortly thereafter in Malacca on yet 

another diplomatic mission.     

 Once these forces arrived in Sumatra, the sultan of Aceh fulfi lled his end of the 

bargain struck with Sokollu Mehmed by using his new Ottoman auxiliaries to 

launch a major siege of the Portuguese fortress in Malacca.     Th is attack, although 

ultimately unsuccessful, was accompanied by the outbreak of a new wave of hostili-

ties throughout the Indian Ocean. In the Maldives, the corsair Kutti Musa of Calicut 

managed to drive out the Portuguese-installed Christian king, taking control of the 

archipelago for himself in 1569.     In the next year, on the subcontinent, Nizam al-

Mulk of Ahmadnagar and Adil Shah of Bijapur once more joined forces, the former 

attacking the Portuguese fortress of Chaul, and the latter marching directly on 

Goa.     Both of these attempts ended in failure, as did another Acehnese assault on 

Malacca in 1570.     But with the help of Ali Raja, a kinsman of the corsair Kutti 

Musa, the Zamorin of Calicut then besieged the Portuguese fortress of Chaliyam, 

conquering it and razing it to the ground in 1571.     

 Meanwhile, in Yemen, attempts by Mutahhar’s Zaydi forces to stave off  the 

ongoing Ottoman reconquest inspired the repetition of a series of events familiar 

from earlier in the century. As Koja Sinan’s armies gathered outside the walls of 

Aden in the fall of 1568, the Zaydi commander in charge of the city’s defense sent a 

desperate petition to the Portuguese in Hormuz, promising to turn over to them the 

citadel and the customs revenues of the port in exchange for help in defending 

against an Ottoman attack. Th e Portuguese dispatched a small squadron from 

Hormuz immediately and sent to Goa for further reinforcements. But this larger 



    figure 5 . 1   Th e galleys of Kurdoğlu Hizir Reis chase away a Portuguese squadron off  the 

coast of Yemen, May 1569. Source: Rumuzi,  Tārīh
¯

-i Feth. -i Yemen , Istanbul University Library, 

Ms. T.6045, fol. 87a.     
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fl eet, which according to some accounts numbered as many as twenty vessels, arrived 

on the scene too late to save the city and was chased away by Kurdoğlu Hizir’s 

 galleys (Figure 5.1). Ottoman forces then converged on Aden by land and sea, recap-

turing it on May 19, 1569.  

    the suez and volga-don canal projects   

 Although instability in Yemen had forced Sokollu Mehmed to postpone his plans 

for major military operations in the Indian Ocean, the indomitable grand vizier was 

able to use the Zaydi uprising as a pretext for promoting another of his pet projects: 

a revived attempt to open a canal from the Mediterranean to Suez. In early 1568, 

while preparations for the relief expedition to Yemen were still under way, Sokollu 

Mehmed had the following order sent to the governor of Egypt, in which he called 

for a feasibility study of the canal project:

  It has been reported that the accursed Portuguese have gained mastery over the lands 

of India, and the routes of the Muslims coming to visit the Holy Cities from those 

directions have been cut off  as a result. It is intolerable that the people of Islam should 

be forced to live in this way under the rule of the accursed infi del. Th us, trusting in the 

assistance of God Almighty and taking in hand the miracle of the plentiful blessings 

of the Prophet (peace be upon him!), it is our intention to set out in the direction of 

those regions, both in the hopes of liberating the land of India from the accursed infi -

del, and because in the vicinity of the Holy Cities there are certain stray beasts who 

have separated from the fl ock and who need to be dealt with [i.e., the Zaydi rebels]. 

At present, the Imperial fl eet is being readied for action in this matter, and in order for 

it to pass across to the port of Suez, the cutting of a canal would be most convenient. 

I order that: 

 As soon as this arrives, you shall gather all of the most qualifi ed architects and 

engineers of that province and send them with assistants so that they may inspect the 

land between the Mediterranean and the port of Suez. Once they have determined 

with certainty if it is possible to build a canal across it, how long it would need to be, 

and how many ships could pass through it, you shall report back to us, so that necessary 

preparations can be made and digging can begin. If God Almighty so wills it, this 

canal will be completed, and with His divine assistance our holy war in the path of 

God will come to a happy conclusion in those lands, both in clearing away the stray 

beasts who have separated from the fl ock in the area around the Holy Cities, and in 

conquering and subduing the Portuguese infi dels in the land of India.       

 As work began on this canal, Sokollu Mehmed swung his attention thousands of 

miles to the northeast, where he began to pursue a policy toward the Muslims of 

Central Asia conspicuously similar to that which he had fi rst conceived of in rela-

tion to the Indian Ocean. Here, beginning in 1566, pilgrims and merchants from 

Samarkand, Bukhara, and Khwarazm had also begun to complain that their way to 

the holy cities was being obstructed, both by the Safavids in Iran and by the 
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    map 5 . 1   Sokollu Mehmed Pasha’s global vision, 1561–1579     

 expansion of Ivan IV of Russia into the regions of Kazan and Astrakhan.     In 

response, Sokollu made arrangements to facilitate transportation across the Black 

Sea from the Crimea to the Anatolian ports of Sinop, Samsun, and Istanbul.     Th en, 

in 1569, he began an even more ambitious venture to open a canal between the Don 

and Volga rivers far to the north.     

 Only at this point can we begin to appreciate the truly global scope of Sokollu’s 

imperial aspirations. Together, his twin canal projects aimed at nothing short of 

creating a direct maritime link between Central Asia and Mecca, allowing travelers 

to pass entirely by ship from Astrakhan up the Volga, then by canal to the Don, then 

down to the Black Sea, the Bosporus, the Dardanelles, the Aegean, and the 

Mediterranean, before fi nally crossing to Suez and into the Red Sea. Once there, 

such travelers would have access not only to the holy cities of Mecca and Medina 

but also to the far-fl ung communities of Muslims from the Indian Ocean who con-

verged on the Red Sea from the opposite direction. In short, Sokollu meant to make 

the imagined Muslim community of the  ‛umma  a reality by creating a global trans-

portation network, centered on the Ottoman Empire, that radiated out to the most 

distant corners of the Islamic world ( Map 5.1 ). 

  In the end, neither of these canal projects was completed: in Suez, surveyors 

deemed the canal infeasible even before excavations had begun; and along the Don, 

work was abandoned after just a few weeks of digging. But at the very least, Sokollu’s 

eff orts convinced Ivan IV of Russia to reevaluate his aggressive policies and  ultimately 
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to sign a pledge to respect the Muslim pilgrimage routes through Kazan and 

Astrakhan. In this sense, even without being built, Sokollu’s canals still served his 

goal of facilitating communications between Central Asia and the Ottoman 

Empire.  

    renewed plans for expansion and disaster at lepanto   

 By 1569, the restoration of Ottoman authority in Yemen allowed Sokollu Mehmed 

to once again draw from his web of allies and informants in the Indian Ocean to 

prepare for a new off ensive. In the middle of that year, he received a visit from yet 

another ambassador from Aceh, who briefed him on the outcome of Sultan Ali 

Ala’ad-din Ri’ayat Syah’s recent siege of Malacca, as well as Aceh’s intentions to 

renew hostilities by the following summer.     Similarly, by means of Jacomo 

d’Olivares, a New Christian who had fl ed Portuguese India while under threat of 

arrest from the Holy Inquisition, he stayed equally informed about the progress of 

the anti-Portuguese alliance forged between Kutti Musa, Ali Raja, Nizam al-Mulk, 

and Adil Shah in the Maldives, Calicut, and the Deccan.     Meanwhile, in the 

Mediterranean, he also took care to follow developments in Spain, where a violent 

revolt of local “Morisco” Muslims had recently broken out.     

 By early 1570, Sokollu was taking concrete steps to provide material support for 

all of these groups. In April of that year, he sent an edict to the governor of Algiers 

to give all possible aid and comfort to the Morisco rebels of Spain, and by the sum-

mer, at least six hundred Ottoman musketeers had landed in Andalusia.     Around 

the same time, the grand vizier had another letter sent to Aceh, informing his vassals 

there that the uprising in Yemen had fi nally been suppressed and that long-awaited 

help from Istanbul would soon be on its way.     And in the Persian Gulf, where local 

offi  cials learned of a bid by the Muslims of Hormuz to overthrow their Portuguese 

governor, the grand vizier ordered new galleys to be prepared in the arsenal of Basra 

in order to intervene.     By the end of the summer, there were even alarmed 

Portuguese reports fi ltering in from an entirely new and unexpected front: the 

Swahili coast of Africa, where suspicious Lutfi -like Ottoman agents were said to be 

inciting the local population against the Portuguese. Ottoman galleys were also 

reported to have been sighted as far south as the Comoro islands, uncomfortably 

close to the main Portuguese base in Mozambique.     

 Andalusia, Sumatra, Hormuz, Mozambique: such were the dimensions of the 

chessboard upon which Sokollu Mehmed played his game of global power politics. 

But in this instance, as in so many others in the past, Sokollu’s best-laid plans failed 

to fully materialize because of circumstances beyond his control. Th is time, the prin-

cipal culprits were two of his enemies at court, Lala Mustafa Pasha and Joseph Naxi, 

who against the grand vizier’s vehement objections managed to convince Sultan 

Selim II to call off  the expedition to Hormuz. Instead, they moved against the 

Venetian island of Cyprus—a decision that not only provoked a war with Venice but 
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also, as Sokollu had warned, led to the formation of a “Christian League” (including 

Spain and the Papacy) that, in the following year, handed the Ottomans at Lepanto 

the most crushing naval defeat in their history.     Sokollu came to the rescue in the 

aftermath of this battle, drawing from his earlier experience as head of the Ottoman 

arsenal to organize the construction of 150 new galleys in a single season.     By the 

next year, he had even managed to dismantle the Holy League itself, by using his 

friendship with the Venetian Bailo Marc Antonio Barbaro to sign a separate peace 

with Venice.     Still, the whole aff air was a disaster for Sokollu, disrupting his net-

work of contacts and preventing him from pursuing any of his own initiatives for 

nearly four years. Further compounding his problems, the Portuguese in Hormuz 

returned to the off ensive in 1573, raiding Bahrain, destroying several vessels in Basra, 

and capturing an envoy from Laristan.     

 Th is Portuguese attack provided the occasion for Sokollu’s last attempt to build a 

grand intercontinental alliance against the Iberian powers, as he renewed ties with 

his informants and local supporters in Hormuz and sent two nearly identical letters 

to Aceh and to the Moriscos of Spain promising that help from Istanbul would be 

forthcoming now that the war in Cyprus was over.     Learning of Philip II of Spain’s 

ongoing troubles with the Protestant rebellion in the Low Countries, he even dis-

patched a secret agent to Flanders, bearing a message of “friendship, compassion 

and favor” to the “Lutherans” of that country and vowing assistance in their struggle 

against “the Papists,” whose religious practices they, like the Muslims, had rejected. 

Th e letter carried by this agent went on to urge the Protestants to send representa-

tives to Istanbul as soon as possible and, in the meantime, to coordinate their activi-

ties with the Morisco rebels in Spain.     

 At the same time, Sokollu also began to actively prepare for the invasion of 

Bahrain, whose conquest he hoped would protect Basra from further Portuguese 

incursions.     Accordingly, troops were moved from Basra to Katif in late 1574, and in 

1575, orders were sent for the construction of eight more galleys in Basra’s arsenal, 

bringing the total number of available ships there to twenty-two.     By the spring of 

1576, the Ottoman governors of Lahsa, Basra, Baghdad, and Diyarbakir were all 

involved in supplying men, weapons, and munitions for this expedition, and by all 

indications, the campaign was to set sail in the fall of that year.     

 By this point, however, the political fortunes of the grand vizier were perma-

nently on the wane. Beginning in 1575, Sokollu became the target of a series of palace 

intrigues that weakened his infl uence and led to the systematic removal of many of 

his protégés from key positions both at court and in the provinces.     Th en, in 1577, 

his political rivals convinced the new sultan, Murad III, to announce a full-scale 

invasion of Safavid Iran. In so doing, they provoked a war that would consume 

almost all of the empire’s strength for the foreseeable future, forcing Sokollu’s plans 

for the Indian Ocean to be permanently shelved. Even then, the grand vizier still 

made one valiant last eff ort to prove the importance of maintaining an Indian Ocean 

fl eet, organizing a force of fi fteen galleys in the arsenal of Suez that were designed 
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to travel around the Arabian Peninsula and provide naval support off  the coast of 

Persia for Ottoman operations.     But after encountering a number of technical 

problems, this plan, too, was abandoned, and the war against Iran was henceforth to 

remain strictly a land campaign.      

    a  turn to diplomacy   

 Frustrated in his military ambitions, during the last years of his life the grand vizier 

turned once more to diplomacy to achieve his aims. Between 1578 and 1579, he signed 

the empire’s fi rst trade agreement with Queen Elizabeth of England, began negotia-

tions with the Habsburgs of Spain regarding a peace treaty in the Mediterranean, 

and entered talks with Sarsa Dengel, the emperor of Ethiopia, concerning an armi-

stice in the Abyssinian highlands.     He likewise contacted coastal communities in 

the Horn of Africa about the possibility of acquiring lumber for the arsenal in 

Mocha, and even received an embassy from Idris Alavama, the ruler of the distant 

Muslim kingdom of Borno in central sub-Saharan Africa.     

 Th is visit by Idris Alavama’s envoy paralleled in many ways the earlier embassies 

Sokollu had received from Aceh and Samarkand. As such, it must have been par-

ticularly satisfying for the grand vizier, since it demonstrated so clearly the cumula-

tive rewards of his eff orts to foster global pan-Islamic sentiment by facilitating travel 

and commerce along the traditional pilgrimage routes. According to available 

sources, Idris had fi rst come into contact with the Ottomans much earlier in Sokollu 

Mehmed’s tenure, when he had personally traveled on the hajj from Borno to Mecca 

by means of the Fezzan and Egypt. Th en, upon his return to Borno, Idris was 

inspired to build his kingdom’s fi rst brick mosques and even to endow a residence in 

Mecca to house other hajjis from central Africa during their stay in the holy cities. 

Th e embassy that he subsequently sent to Istanbul was related to this eff ort, asking 

for guarantees from the sultan that pilgrims and traders from his kingdom would 

henceforth be allowed to travel freely throughout Ottoman lands. Sokollu had edicts 

to this eff ect sent to the governors of Egypt and the Fezzan, establishing a direct 

caravan link between the Ottoman Empire and Borno. Eventually—in addition to 

initiating a profi table trade across the Sahara—this link would lead to the introduc-

tion of fi rearms into central Africa from Ottoman lands and to Borno’s emergence 

as a dominant regional power later in the century.      

    sokollu mehmed and the organization 
of the ottoman spice trade   

 Over the course of his long career, Sokollu’s political and military endeavors had 

met with only mixed success: Sefer Reis had died unexpectedly; an uprising in 

Yemen had derailed the expedition to Aceh; the canal projects in Egypt and 

Astrakhan had been abandoned. But as the episode with Borno illustrates, the grand 
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vizier’s most signifi cant and lasting accomplishments came not in the military arena, 

but in the more mundane realms of trade, fi nance, and diplomacy. Here, his eff orts 

bore the fruits of a consistent attentiveness to the nuts and bolts of imperial infra-

structure, especially with regard to the Indian Ocean. Th e numerous capital improve-

ments to Ottoman facilities in the Red Sea and Persian Gulf carried out under his 

direction included expansions of the arsenals in Mocha, Suakin, and Lahsa to allow 

the local construction of war galleys, the establishment of a cannon foundry in Basra, 

and the refurbishing of fortresses to better defend the ports of Massawa and 

Suakin.     Facilities for manufacturing gunpowder were also set up in Basra and in 

Yemen, and an inspector was sent to Lahsa to investigate the possibility of locally 

mining saltpeter.     Additionally, the governor of Eritrea was ordered to move his 

military headquarters from the highlands around Debarva back to Suakin in order 

to better defend the coast, while in the Red Sea, regular naval patrols were estab-

lished to keep the sea lanes safe.     In the Persian Gulf, a separate admiralty of 

Lahsa was created for similar purposes.     

 All of this was related to what was perhaps Sokollu’s greatest single achievement: 

a comprehensive reform, reorganization, and rationalization of the Ottoman spice 

trade. Certainly, there was nothing new during Sokollu’s reign about the state’s 

involvement in this trade per se, as the Ottomans had profi ted from taxation of the 

spice routes at least since the conquest of Egypt in 1517. But in the second half of the 

sixteenth century, under Sokollu Mehmed’s tutelage, the Ottoman state engaged in 

the international spice market in an entirely novel way, profi ting from it not merely 

through the passive collection of customs revenues but by becoming an active agent 

in the trade itself. 

 Th e story of Sokollu Mehmed’s personal interest in spices long predates his grand 

vizierate, beginning with a single entry from a  mühimme defteri  (“registry of impor-

tant aff airs”) from the year 1554. It records the following transaction arranged by 

Ozdemir Pasha, who at the time was the outgoing governor of Yemen:

  [Before Ozdemir Pasha left Yemen], he had forty [four]  kīselik  of spices from the 

annual revenues of that province sent to Egypt with [his assistant] Mustafa. He sold 

the above mentioned spices there [in Egypt], and from these forty-four  kīselik  of spices 

he sent eight hundred gold pieces to the Imperial palace for [Sokollu] Mehmed Pasha, 

and granted the remainder [as the salary] for the offi  ce of Chief of the Musketeers in 

Yemen.       

 As unexceptional as it may seem, this document is the earliest direct archival 

evidence of any kind dealing with the Ottoman state’s active involvement in the 

spice trade, which at this point seems to have been limited to an isolated transac-

tion rather than a regularized system for exploiting revenues. Th e text’s explicit 

reference to Sokollu Mehmed is therefore striking, indicating that he played a 

leading role in the formulation of this experimental new trade policy from the 

very beginning.     In fact, the date of this fi rst documented shipment of state-
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owned spices coincides almost exactly with Sokollu’s promotion to the rank of 

third vizier in 1554, making him an ex offi  cio member of the Imperial Divan for 

the fi rst time.     Th is suggests that Sokollu’s promotion was instrumental in giv-

ing him the authority to begin using state funds to play the market in such a 

speculative way, eff ectively increasing the tax yields of Yemen by converting the 

local customs collected in kind from incoming spice cargoes into cash at higher 

Egyptian market rates.     

 One troublesome point of ambiguity relates to the precise meaning of  kīselik  in 

this document, a term that translates literally as “one purse’s worth” but does not 

correspond to a standard measure known to have been typically employed with 

reference to spices. Since  kīse  (usually rendered “kese”) was also used as a measure 

of currency, it is possible that the term here refers to the actual market value of the 

spices rather than their quantity. Unfortunately, as a currency unit  kīse  is associated 

with a bewildering array of possible values, making it very diffi  cult to draw any fi rm 

conclusions about the actual size of the transaction here described. Th e term is 

cited, for example, as equivalent to 20,000 silver  akçes  in an Ottoman source dating 

to 1537 and to 10,000 gold pieces in another source dating from later in the cen-

tury—the latter fi gure being roughly thirty times higher than the value of the for-

mer according to exchange rates in the 1550s.     Further compounding the problem 

is the fact that  mühimme  documents describing similar shipments of spices in later 

decades give no fi gures at all (in  kīselik  or otherwise), leaving us in the dark about 

the actual margin of profi t that the state could realize in this way.     

 In any case, the document is clear about at least one fact: Sokollu Mehmed prof-

ited handsomely from the transaction (to the tune of eight hundred gold pieces), as 

did the chief musketeer of Yemen. And although further evidence from the second 

half of the 1550s is lacking because of the fragmentary conservation of contemporary 

 mühimme  registers, it appears that this experiment proved successful enough that it 

was rapidly expanded and regularized. By 1560, the year in which Sokollu’s friend 

and ally Mahmud Pasha became governor of Yemen, that province’s entire annual 

surplus (valued at three million  akçes  or about fi fty thousand gold pieces) was sent to 

Egypt not in cash but as a shipment of “Calicut pepper.”     In addition, all of Yemen’s 

lords of the standard were given smaller allotments of spices as part of their yearly 

salaries, as well as passes allowing them to ship these allotments tax-free from 

Yemen and sell them at a profi t in Egypt.     

 Th is pass-based system was attractive for two reasons. First, it allowed the state to 

use market mechanisms to increase the real salaries of its offi  cials in Yemen at mini-

mal cost to the treasury. Second, it had the added advantage of functioning as a 

check against corruption, since the free passes issued to provincial offi  cials had value 

only if the tax regime on the spice trade was judiciously enforced. For these reasons, 

the pass system soon became such an important part of Yemen’s fi nances that, by 

1565, the new provincial governor Ridvan Pasha was allotted spices and a pass to 

trade in lieu of any cash payment from the treasury for his salary.      
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    an ottoman spice monopoly   

 Despite such promising beginnings, the pass-based system introduced in the 1560s 

was continued only until the disastrous Yemeni uprising of 1567. Th ereafter, to rein in 

the wanton excesses that had besmirched Mahmud Pasha’s tenure as governor of 

that province, Sokollu opted for a policy of much more centralized control of trade. 

Indeed, so strict was this new regime that to an outside observer such as the Veronese 

traveler Filippo Pigafetta, who visited the Red Sea in the early 1570s, it appeared 

to have all the characteristics of a bona fi de trading monopoly. According to 

Pigafetta:

  Th e arsenal [in Suez] is used to construct [not only war galleys] but also merchant ves-

sels for the Sultan, who has a monopoly. In that sea, in fact, it is strictly forbidden for 

anyone to own their own ships, or to contract them out privately. All belong to the 

Sultan, or pay fees to the Sultan, such that the Red Sea is extremely lucrative for His 

Majesty because of the ships and customs revenues, and it alone more than pays for the 

expenses of Yemen.       

 Pigafetta’s claim of an outright imperial trade monopoly is an exaggeration, for in 

reality we know that the operation of private merchant vessels was never discour-

aged. Still, if such merchants wished to engage in the transit spice trade from the 

Indian Ocean to Egypt, they were expected to limit their movements to a prescribed 

itinerary and were required to stop in Mocha, Jiddah, and Suez along the way and 

pay substantial transit fees at each port.     Meanwhile, a regular convoy of state-

owned ships traveled directly from Mocha to Suez every year, carrying a cargo of 

spices for the imperial treasury that was exempt from any form of taxation.     

Initially, this cargo was sold in Egypt at a profi t, and the proceeds from the sale were 

sent on to Istanbul in cash. But over time, a combination of the huge amount of 

money involved and the unpredictable fl uctuations of the market increasingly 

exposed the system to corruption, both from tax farmers (who repeatedly tried to 

illegally tax state-owned cargoes) and from state offi  cials (who were eager to collect 

an illicit commission by selling the spices at below-market rates).     Because of this, 

after the mid-1570s, Sokollu mandated that the entire cargo of state spices be shipped 

all the way to Istanbul, where he could control its safe arrival and sale more directly.     

Provincial offi  cials, who had previously been encouraged to trade in spices as a way 

to augment their income, were henceforth expressly forbidden from engaging in 

trade of any kind.     

 Despite these not inconsiderable changes in the regulations surrounding the sale 

of state spices ( mīrī bahār ), the operation of the state-owned galleys that carried 

them proved extremely consistent over time: throughout the 1570s and for many 

years thereafter, they carried spices from Mocha to Suez every year without fail, 

regardless of whether Yemen’s provincial budget ran a surplus or a defi cit. In other 

words, the spice galleys were not simply a way of transferring surplus funds from 
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Yemen to the Egyptian treasury when available, but rather an independent market-

driven venture pursued for its own sake. 

 One important implication of this independence is that, because the spice galleys 

were operated separately from the provincial fi nances of Egypt or Yemen, details 

about the purchase and sale of the spices they carried do not appear in surviving 

budgets from either province. Th is makes it very diffi  cult to draw fi rm conclusions 

about the scale or the profi t margins involved in these transactions. But it also sug-

gests that Yemen, despite the fact that its own provincial budget typically showed a 

defi cit during the second half of the sixteenth century, nevertheless constituted a 

major source of reliable revenue for the Ottoman fi sc.     As Pigafetta states quite 

clearly, it was the “spice monopoly” that justifi ed Yemen’s expenses.  

    coordination between the red sea and persian gulf   

 In comparison to the Red Sea, with its regime of tightly controlled and closely 

supervised trade, the Persian Gulf during the 1560s and 1570s was characterized by a 

markedly more relaxed trading environment—something that remained true even 

during the most acute periods of political tension with the Portuguese. In 1565, for 

example, as Sokollu became embroiled in an unprecedented series of anti-Portu-

guese provocations across the Indian Ocean (including Lutfi ’s mission to Sumatra 

and Sefer Reis’s planned expedition to Mozambique), the grand vizier had never-

theless continued trade negotiations with the Portuguese in the Persian Gulf. Two 

years later, in October 1567, while deeply involved in preparations for his military 

expedition to Aceh, Sokollu had reconfi rmed the captain of Hormuz’s lapsed trad-

ing privileges in Basra, allowing him to establish a commercial factor in the city to 

buy and sell tax-free in exchange for permission to send an Ottoman agent to 

Hormuz with similar exemptions.     

 Meanwhile, trade along the overland portion of this transit route, from the Levant 

to the Persian Gulf via Aleppo, Baghdad, and Basra was opened to merchants from 

any state at peace with the empire, including those of western Europe.     To facilitate 

this traffi  c, roads, port facilities, and caravanserais along the way were improved and 

expanded, ensuring that the journey was fast, safe, and comfortable.     Later, when 

renewed political instability around Bahrain in the early 1570s began to interfere with 

this trade, Sokollu even reduced the tax rate on transit goods collected in Basra to help 

traffi  c through the port return to its previous levels.     As a consequence of these mea-

sures, the overland crossing from Basra to Aleppo soon became so popular that not 

just merchants but even Portuguese offi  cials began to prefer it for their most urgent 

correspondence with Lisbon. By 1581, this traffi  c had become heavy enough the Altano 

trading fi rm of Venice established a regular public courier service along the route. Th e 

fi rm guaranteed its clients delivery of letters from Venice to Hormuz in three months 

or less, and it expected its agents to travel from Aleppo to Hormuz in just forty days, 

charging 260 ducats for the trip with 1 ducat subtracted for every day late.     
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 Overall, this bifurcated strategy of support for free trade in the Persian Gulf, 

coupled with the more tightly controlled commercial system of the Red Sea, points 

to a comprehensive rationalization of the Ottoman state’s policy toward the transit 

spice and luxury trade. Engineered by Sokollu Mehmed himself, it was an approach 

based on a sophisticated understanding both of market conditions and of the 

Ottomans’ own strategic position, which diff ered substantially in these two trading 

zones. In the Red Sea, the empire enjoyed two distinct advantages ripe for exploita-

tion: its control of the entire route from Yemen to Alexandria, which allowed a great 

degree of independence in establishing trade policies, and its “captive market” over 

the hajj traffi  c to and from Mecca, which kept the Red Sea less sensitive to taxation 

than other competing routes. As a result, transit trade through the Red Sea was 

restricted to Muslims, merchants were subjected to tight controls, and tax rates were 

kept very high. But in the Persian Gulf, where such a regime was impossible because 

of the Portuguese presence in Hormuz, Sokollu’s solution was diff erent. Here he 

provided a variety of incentives both to private merchants and to the Portuguese 

authorities in Hormuz to ensure that the sea lanes remained open to all comers, 

thereby maximizing revenues by increasing the  volume  of trade rather than the 

tax rate.     

 In addition, as Sokollu strove to accommodate the very diff erent trading condi-

tions of the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, he also took care to keep these two routes 

relatively isolated from one another. Under his watch, pilgrims bound for Mecca 

who entered Ottoman territory from the Persian Gulf were expressly forbidden 

from taking the direct route across the Arabian desert, and were instead required to 

travel fi rst to Damascus and then join the annual state-operated caravan that left for 

the holy cities from there.     In this way, Sokollu was able to protect the integrity of 

the Red Sea as a special region of state-supervised trade, by restricting access to 

certain specifi ed (and highly taxed) entry and exit points. Th is, in turn, provided an 

ideal environment for the operation of the state spice galleys, by means of which the 

Ottoman state itself assumed an active role in the transit spice trade and directly 

competed with the Portuguese Crown’s own monopolistic Carreira da Índia. 

 Indeed, the elegance of this system has important implications for our under-

standing of the Carreira da Índia, whose operation during the second half of the 

sixteenth century has recently attracted a good deal of attention from scholars. 

Th eir research has shown that despite a precipitous increase in the volume of spices 

passing through the Red Sea and Persian Gulf in the 1560s and 1570s, the rival 

Portuguese-controlled trade route around the Cape of Good Hope nevertheless 

remained more competitive than was previously believed.     Th is fi nding should not, 

however, be interpreted as evidence that the voyage around Africa was somehow a 

cheaper or safer way to get from the Indian Ocean to Europe, for contemporary 

Portuguese sources are nearly unanimous in agreeing that the shorter routes through 

Ottoman lands were always superior in this respect. Instead, if the more costly 

Portuguese route continued to be marginally profi table, its resilience can be explained 
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only by the fact that tax rates across the Ottoman-controlled overland routes were 

so high that the longer trip around Africa could still remain economical.     

 But crucially, this taxation applied only to spices carried by  private  merchants 

through the Red Sea and Persian Gulf. Unlike them, the state-owned cargoes of the 

Ottoman spice galleys were transported from Mocha to Alexandria entirely tax-

free. Th is left the Ottoman state in an unrivaled position  as a merchant , for among all 

of the various competitors for the transit spice trade, including the Portuguese 

Crown, it alone had the ability both to make use of the shorter and cheaper route 

through the Red Sea and to avoid paying taxes at any point along the way. As far as 

we can tell from available evidence, it was under Sokollu Mehmed that the empire 

began to actively exploit this competitive advantage for the fi rst time. And although 

the convoys of state spice ships that regularly crossed between Mocha and Suez 

were the most visible manifestation of this eff ort, its infl uence stretched far beyond 

the confi nes of the Red Sea to the farthest reaches of the Indian Ocean.  

    the spice trade as an engine of ottoman 
foreign policy   

 To varying degrees, virtually all of Sokollu Mehmed’s major political initiatives in 

the eastern theater were somehow connected to the spice trade. But this connection 

is most explicit with respect to Aceh, whose relations with the Ottoman state always 

had about them the fl avor of a moneymaking venture. Even the fi rst Acehnese 

envoys to arrive in Istanbul in 1562, despite the grand rhetoric of pan-Islamic unity 

that they employed in their presentation to the sultan, clearly had the intention of 

paying for the military assistance they were requesting.     And when Lutfi  was sent 

back with this embassy to Aceh, his mission was not only diplomatic but also eco-

nomic. According to Lutfi ’s own report, before his departure from Aceh he had 

procured “sixteen quintals of pepper, silk, cinnamon, cloves, camphor, hisalbend, and 

other products from the ‘Lands Below the Winds’ and loaded them onto a large and 

famous ship known as the Samadi.”     

 Later, when he appeared before the sultan upon his return to Istanbul, Lutfi  

insisted that in Aceh “there is a wealth of jewels, gold and silver which is beyond 

reckoning, but which for a long time has fallen to the lot of the wretched infi dels. If 

the Almighty so wills it, one day a rightful share [of these riches] will belong to the 

warriors of your Imperial Majesty’s army of the faithful.”     Accordingly, when 

Sokollu Mehmed began preparing the expedition to Sumatra in 1567, his orders to 

Kurdoğlu Hizir, the commander of the mission, included instructions “to load your 

transport ships with the spices available in those regions and send them back.”     

Although the fi fteen galleys originally intended for Aceh never reached their desti-

nation, these transport vessels did make the voyage, exchanging a shipment of artil-

lery, munitions, gunners, and fi ve hundred Turkish mercenaries for a cargo of pepper 

and other spices.     
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 Ultimately, it was this type of commercial transaction, rather than any high-

minded political or military cooperation, that would defi ne relations between Aceh 

and the Ottoman Empire over the long haul. Offi  cial diplomatic correspondence 

between the two powers continued on a fairly regular basis for only about ten years, 

fi nally petering out after 1575. By comparison, trade relations proved much more last-

ing, such that an imperial agent engaged in buying and selling goods for the Ottoman 

treasury seems to have remained a permanent fi xture in Aceh at least until century’s 

end. Dutch reports from the 1590s mention the existence of such an agent, as do 

French visitors from as late as 1602.     Th eir observations are further confi rmed by the 

details of an Ottoman provincial budget from Yemen in 1599, which includes under 

an entry for “buying and selling” a fi gure of 23,880  paras  for “miscellaneous expenses 

of the sea captain [ nāh-udā ] who travels in the direction of India and back to the port 

of Mocha, exerting himself greatly for the sake of the Emperor’s property.”     Th is 

captain is almost certainly the same “Nachoda from Mecca” who, according to an 

early-seventeenth-century Dutch visitor to Aceh, “as part of the preliminaries of 

trade off ers the Sultan of Aceh military assistance from his country.”     

 A text composed by the Bishop of Malacca during the mid-1580s gives us further 

insight into the particulars of this commerce. According to his account, Aceh was 

visited every year by four or fi ve ships from “Mecca” that brought cargoes of gold 

and silver currency, slaves, assorted Ottoman products such as rose water, glassware, 

silk brocades, and woolen cloth, but most important, large quantities of valuable 

military supplies:

  Th e above mentioned ruler [of Aceh] has more than one hundred pieces of large 

bronze artillery and many more of iron, and has over two hundred medium-sized guns, 

more than four hundred small caliber pieces, and a great quantity of musketeers, for 

every year these arrive in the ships from Mecca, as I have already described above, and 

he also has abundant supplies of very good quality gunpowder and cannonballs of all 

diff erent varieties.       

 Th is passage highlights an important and too often overlooked aspect of trade 

between Aceh and the Ottoman market, which is that the cargoes of spices and 

other Southeast Asian products loaded by Ottoman merchants were paid for in 

large part with guns and ammunition. In eff ect, the Ottomans were therefore export-

ers of technology, an eminently more favorable medium of exchange than mere trade 

goods or even hard currency. After all, artillery was the technologically advanced 

and labor-intensive product par excellence of the sixteenth century, with an added 

value many times greater than the raw materials out of which it was produced and 

an almost unlimited demand overseas. Its export allowed the Ottomans to check the 

outfl ow of precious metals from their home market toward the Indian Ocean, while 

also providing desirable political consequences. In this way, trade with Aceh was not 

only a profi table venture but also a means of militarily strengthening one of the 

Ottomans’ closest trading partners. 
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 Was the Ottomans’ partnership with Aceh an exception, or was it indicative of a 

larger pattern of commercial ties established throughout the Indian Ocean? Th is is a 

diffi  cult question to answer, for even in the case of Aceh, we have almost no docu-

mentation of trade relations beyond the tangential references in Lutfi ’s report and in 

other instances of diplomatic correspondence. Documents dealing specifi cally with 

the mechanisms of trade, the maintenance of imperial factors abroad, or the techni-

cal details of how deals were fi nanced have yet to be uncovered and quite possibly 

never will be. 

 Still, a number of clues suggest that Ottoman state-sponsored commercial activ-

ity in the Indian Ocean was signifi cantly more widespread than is generally acknowl-

edged. Th ere is no question, for example, that the governor of Basra had sporadically 

maintained an imperial factor in Hormuz at least since the 1540s and that this prac-

tice was continued (or revived) under Sokollu Mehmed.     In addition, during peace 

negotiations with the Portuguese in the early 1560s, the Ottomans explicitly 

demanded the right to establish their own commercial agents “in Sind, Cambay, 

Dabul, Calicut, and any other ports they desired.”     Although the Portuguese 

refused to accept these demands, is it possible that Sokollu established commercial 

factors in these ports anyway, as he had in Aceh, even without Portuguese approval? 

We may never know for sure, but the most likely answer seems to be yes.  

    ottoman religious propaganda and the world 
caliphate   

 Even in places where only an informal network of relations connected independent 

merchants to the Ottoman Empire, Sokollu Mehmed still took steps to ensure that 

the allegiance of these merchants rested increasingly with the Ottoman sultan. Th is 

was accomplished through the creation of a new ideological and religious infra-

structure based on the concept of the caliphate, a task facilitated by the work of 

Sokollu’s contemporary Ebu’s-Suud, the supreme religious authority of the Ottoman 

Empire since the late 1530s. Although the title of caliph was as old as Islam itself, 

and had certainly been invoked by Ottoman sultans before Sokollu’s time, Ebu’s-

Suud was the fi rst Ottoman legal scholar to systematize its use as a way of shoring 

up the empire’s legitimacy in the midst of its ongoing struggles with the Habsburgs 

and Safavids. He did so by creating a clearly articulated doctrine of caliphal author-

ity and a canonical basis in the sharia for sultanic legislation.     

 Over time, the impact of this caliphal doctrine was felt far beyond the borders of 

the empire. In the Indian Ocean, it coincided with the fi rst widespread application 

of the sharia in the Islamic states of Southeast Asia, as well as a noticeable increase 

in self-conscious conversions to Islam and the rapid propagation throughout the 

region of jihad as a political concept.     To some extent, of course, such trends should 

be considered part of a normal indigenous response to the pervasive and antagonis-

tic presence of the Portuguese, as well as a natural outgrowth of the increased traffi  c 
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along the pilgrimage routes to Mecca.     But it is also clear that the rising political 

tenor of religious discourse in the Indian Ocean was fostered by the missionary 

activities of an increasingly visible set of itinerant Muslim clerics, many of whom 

either were Ottomans or had been trained in Ottoman religious institutions. 

Contemporary Portuguese and Spanish observers repeatedly inveighed against the 

infl uence of these “false prophets,” whom they consistently blamed for Islam’s grow-

ing international strength. In Aceh alone, these included a Meccan cleric by the 

name of Abu’l-Khayr, a Yemeni known as Shaykh Muhammed, and a Shafi ’i scholar 

from Egypt called Muhammad Azhari.     

 Were the activities of such clerics organized by a central authority somewhere in 

the Ottoman Empire, or were they acting purely on their own initiative? Here the 

sources are again frustratingly vague, with the exception of the following remarkable 

reference in the  mühimme  registers from the year 1576:

  An edict to the Governor-general of Egypt: 

 In times past, one hundred gold pieces [a year] were sent to the mosques of the 

 twenty-seven cities located in the Indian port of Calicut for the Friday sermon [ ẖut.be ]. 

However, it has been reported that for the last few years only fi fty gold pieces have 

been sent, and sometimes not even that amount. . . . Be diligent in this aff air and see to 

it that, in fulfi llment of the requirements of my orders, one hundred fl orins are sent 

every year without fail and in perpetuity from the port of Jiddah for the above- 

mentioned sermons. As far as any payments that have still not been made from previ-

ous years are concerned, these also should be paid in full from the revenues of 

Jiddah.       

 Th is singular document provides a fl eeting but invaluable glimpse into the bureau-

cratic infrastructure supporting Ottoman dynastic pretensions in the Indian Ocean. 

As it clearly shows, preachers in Calicut not only read the Friday sermon or  ẖuṭbe  in 

the name of the Ottoman sultan but also were paid to do so by regular shipments of 

gold from the Ottoman treasury. Unfortunately, it is impossible to tell just how 

widespread this practice was. No other references in the  mühimme  registers allude to 

similar transactions, and even this document owes its existence solely to the fact that 

funds earmarked for Calicut were being illegally skimmed. Still, the reference in the 

text to “twenty-seven mosques” is suggestive because it is conspicuously similar to a 

fi gure in Lutfi ’s report (from more than a decade earlier) in which he described 

Calicut as a city whose Muslims “have built twenty-four mosques and read the  ẖuṭbe  

in the noble name of his most high and blessed Imperial Majesty.” From this, we can 

therefore speculate that Sokollu began fi nancing Calicut’s preachers in the mid-

1560s based on a specifi c recommendation from Lutfi . Moreover, since Lutfi  also 

mentions in the same report the suspiciously precise fi gure of  “fourteen mosques” in 

Ceylon, in addition to those on “all the islands” of the Maldives, in all likelihood this 

transaction represents only one small part of an extensive system of imperial fi nan-

cial support for “Ottoman” mosques abroad.  
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    conclusion: the “soft ” world empire 
of sokollu mehmed pasha   

 Th e writings of Portuguese authors from the 1560s and 1570s are fi lled with dire and 

even apocalyptic warnings about the mounting strength of the Ottoman Empire 

throughout maritime Asia. For the most part, these warnings have appeared to later 

historians to be vastly out of proportion with the actual scope of Ottoman military 

successes in the region, suggesting to some that the Portuguese may have suff ered 

from a kind of collective paranoia about an Ottoman menace—one that in reality 

did not exist.     Rather than dismissing outright the judgments of contemporary 

Portuguese observers, however, it seems reasonable to ask whether it may not be 

modern scholars who have failed to understand the true nature of this Ottoman 

threat. For even if Sokollu Mehmed’s most fl amboyant ventures ended in failure—

either because the technological and material resources of the empire could not 

match his ambitions or because his plans were undermined by political rivalries and 

unforeseen calamities—these ventures were only one small part, the icing on the 

cake, of a much larger attempt to create what we might term a “soft empire” in the 

Indian Ocean ( Map 5.2 ). 

  Certainly, the term “soft empire” today has very precise connotations rooted in 

the concerns of contemporary global politics.     But if the concept of soft power has 

proven useful for students of more recent empires as a way to broaden the analysis of 

    map 5 .2   Sokollu Mehmed Pasha’s soft empire, 1565–1579     
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imperial power beyond the traditional focus on coercive force and the acquisition of 

colonies, it is in this same sense that it appears most useful with regard to the six-

teenth-century Ottoman Empire. In other words, the Ottoman imperial dominion 

in the Indian Ocean under Sokollu Mehmed was a soft empire because it was based 

not on territorial expansion, but instead on an infrastructure of trade, communica-

tion, and religious ideology. 

 If modern historians have until now failed to recognize the importance—or even 

the existence—of this soft power, at least part of the blame lies with a deeply 

entrenched scholarly tradition of defi ning the Ottoman Empire as a state preoccu-

pied with territorial acquisition and agricultural revenues to the exclusion of all else. 

But this is a convention that was by no means shared by the Portuguese of the day, 

who were only too aware of Sokollu’s sophisticated understanding of market forces, 

his formidable skills as a diplomat, and his dangerous ability to use religious ideol-

ogy as an instrument of state power. A Portuguese observer from the mid-1560s, for 

example, off ered the following perfect synopsis of the simplicity, the economy, and 

the hard reality of Sokollu’s soft empire:

  Th e true intention of the Ottomans is not just to control the spice trade, but in the 

long run to become lords of all of the states of India . . . and incite them to rise up 

against our strongholds . . . and in the meantime they will be left with all of the trade in 

spices through both the straits [of the Red Sea and Persian Gulf ] that we have forbid-

den. Th us, the Grand Turk will become master of all without the expense of a fl eet, or 

the need to maintain fortresses, or the risk [of insubordination] from vassals. . . . By 

controlling trade, all of the Ottomans’ neighbors will side with them, such that even 

without investing their own resources, their allies alone will be enough to push us out 

and make them masters of India.       

 When measured according to these criteria, Sokollu Mehmed’s imperial strategy 

was inarguably successful, to the extent that his tenure as grand vizier marked the 

apogee of Ottoman infl uence in the Indian Ocean. Trade fl ourished, with the state 

itself taking a leading role. Lines of communication had never been stronger, with 

Ottoman envoys, trade representatives, and secret agents operating throughout mar-

itime Asia. Most important, the Ottoman dynasty’s authority as caliph of the uni-

versal community of believers was recognized on a scale never equaled before or 

since, receiving formal expression in the Friday sermons of Muslim houses of wor-

ship from the Horn of Africa to Indonesia. 

 Finally, it should be emphasized that Sokollu’s imperial project was a truly global 

aff air, and although his attention was often focused on the Indian Ocean, it was by 

no means limited to it. During his grand vizierate, Ottoman military operations 

stretched from Morocco to Sumatra and from Madagascar to Astrakhan. Diplomatic 

relations extended from England and Muscovy to Ceylon and Samarkand. Indeed, 

the global extent of Sokollu’s activities can be judged favorably even by the impres-

sive standards of his rivals in Portugal and Spain. Although these powers operated 
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in the New World, an area that always lay beyond the horizon of Ottoman ambi-

tions, Sokollu developed contacts in places like Transoxiana and Central Africa that 

were equally beyond the reach of any contemporary European power. Sokollu 

Mehmed and his soft empire were thus protagonists of the fi rst order in the history 

of global expansion in the sixteenth century. But the newly interconnected world 

that he helped to create was about to confront the empire with a whole range of new 

and dangerous challenges.           



 a  man , a  pl an , a  c anal  

  M I R  A L I  B E G ’S  E X P E D I T I O N S  T O  T H E  S W A H I L I  C O A S T , 
1 5 7 9 – 1 5 8 9   

                    Six  

   I
n the year 1579, a cataclysmic and nearly simultaneous sequence of global polit-

ical upheavals shook the very foundations of the Ottoman soft empire in the 

Indian Ocean. Most unexpectedly, the fi rst blow was struck in the highlands of 

Abyssinia, where at the battle of Addi Qarro the armies of the emperor of Ethiopia 

handed Ottoman forces a sudden and crushing defeat, killing their governor, 

 capturing the mountain redoubt of Debarva, and threatening Ottoman control of 

the Red Sea for the fi rst time in more than two decades.     Meanwhile, in distant 

Aceh, the aging Sultan Ala’ad-din Ri’ayat Syah passed away, ushering in an 

extended period of political and social turmoil in Sumatra that deprived the 

Ottomans of their most reliable ally in Southeast Asia.     Th en, most traumatically 

of all, in October 1579 Sokollu Mehmed Pasha, the grand architect of Ottoman 

expansion overseas, was stabbed to death by an assassin while receiving petitioners 

at his  private court in Istanbul.  

 Th e gravity of this dramatic confl uence of events was further compounded by 

developments in North Africa, where in the preceding year the death knell 

of Portugal’s ruling dynasty had been sounded by the reckless crusading adventur-

ism of the Portuguese king Dom Sebastião. On August 4, 1578, on the Moroccan 

battlefi eld of al-Kasr al-Kabir, the young sovereign and the fl ower of the Portuguese 

nobility had been slaughtered, leaving Portugal without an heir and in political 

disarray. Abd al-Malik, the Ottoman-installed client ruler of Morocco, was also 

killed in the fi ghting and replaced by his brother and rival, Ahmed al-Mansur, a 

leader hostile to Istanbul and eager to establish permanent independence for his 
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 kingdom.     Even worse, since King Philip II of Spain was related to the Portuguese 

royal line on his mother’s side, the prospect of Portugal’s annexation by Habsburg 

Spain now loomed like a buzzard over Lisbon. By 1580, when this historic transfer 

of power was completed, the Ottomans’ most dangerous adversary in the 

Mediterranean took control of the Estado da Índia and was poised to threaten the 

empire from the east as well as from the west.     

 In the midst of all these foreboding developments, an even more ominous threat 

began to materialize in Mughal India, where the young Emperor Akbar was for the 

fi rst time preparing to openly challenge the Ottoman dynasty. Signs of this threat 

had come as early as 1573, when Akbar’s conquest of Surat—a city until then fi rmly 

within the Ottoman sphere of infl uence—had given him control of his fi rst major 

outlet onto the Indian Ocean. By 1576, Akbar had begun to use this port to become 

actively involved in the organization and fi nance of the hajj: appointing a permanent 

offi  cial in charge of the pilgrimage, setting aside funds to pay the travel expenses for 

pilgrims wishing to make the trip from India, and arranging for a special royal ship 

to sail from Surat to Jiddah every year specifi cally for this purpose. By means of this 

ship, Akbar also distributed enormous quantities of gold and silver currency for the 

poor of Mecca and Medina, as well as sumptuous gifts of textiles and other luxury 

products for the loftier notables and religious dignitaries in the holy cities. In the 

fi rst year alone, these amounted to the tremendous sum of 600,000 silver rupees and 

12,000 robes of honor. In the next year, another 100,000 rupees were added to this 

total as a personal gift for the Sharif of Mecca.     In addition to this public largesse, 

Akbar also sent a prominent entourage of ladies from his own household, including 

his paternal aunt and his own wife, on an extended pilgrimage to the holy cities. 

Th ese ladies arrived with his fi rst convoy of ships in 1576 and stayed for several years, 

eventually performing the hajj four times and with each season dispensing alms 

widely in Akbar’s name.     

 None of this ostensibly pious activity was threatening to the Ottomans in and of 

itself. Under diff erent circumstances, such generosity could even be interpreted as a 

sign of friendship or, at the very least, as a normal and innocuous component of the 

religious obligations of a ruler of Akbar’s stature. But Akbar, unlike his father 

Humayun, had never shown himself to be particularly friendly toward Istanbul. On 

the contrary, a desire to limit Ottoman infl uence had been a major motivation for 

his original conquest of Gujarat, which had been achieved largely through the con-

nivance of Itimad Khan, the leader of the kingdom’s anti-Rumi faction. In 1568, 

Itimad Khan had arranged for the murder of the Rumi warlord Chingiz Khan, after 

the latter had installed himself in the capital of Ahmedabad and seemed on the 

verge of being declared Gujarat’s new sultan. In the unrest that followed this assas-

sination, Itimad Khan had then turned to the Mughals as the only way of holding 

the Rumis at bay and retaining his own hold on power.     

 Under such circumstances, the Ottomans could feel justifi ed in detecting a whiff  

of political opportunism in the young Mughal emperor’s sudden interest in the hajj 
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following his conquest of Surat in 1573. By 1579, their suspicions were confi rmed 

when, in September of that year, Akbar promulgated the famous “infallibility decree” 

that marked his fi rst open challenge to the Ottoman dynasty’s claims to superior 

status as caliph and protector of the holy cities. In the months that followed this 

promulgation, Akbar’s courtiers began, at his urging, to experiment with an increas-

ingly syncretic, messianic, and Akbar-centric interpretation of Islam known as 

the  dīn-i ilāhī .     Buttressed by this new theology of his own creation, Akbar then 

began to openly style himself as “Padishah of Islam,” “Imam of Justice,” and even 

“Caesar”—all titles closely associated with the Ottoman dynasty.     In a letter to 

Abdullah Khan of the Uzbeks, he even expressed a wish that the Friday  h- ut.be  in 

Mecca and Medina—the ultimate symbol of Ottoman protectorship over the holy 

cities—would one day be read in his name rather than in the name of the sultans in 

Istanbul.     Such rhetorical boasts, combined with Akbar’s profuse charitable contri-

butions and his attempts to usurp administrative control of the pilgrimage route, 

began to take the shape of a comprehensive strategy to replace the Ottoman Empire 

as the leading state of the Islamic world. 

 How should Istanbul respond to such an unprecedented ideological broadside, 

fi red in the midst of so many other tumultuous and disorienting events? As a tem-

porary measure, the Ottomans’ fi rst reaction was simply to forbid the distribution of 

alms in Akbar’s name in Mecca (it nevertheless continued in secret for several more 

years) and to order the entourage of ladies from his court to return to India with the 

next sailing season.     But behind the scenes, it was clear to all concerned that a more 

serious reorientation of imperial policy was in order. Ottoman decision makers, par-

ticularly those with an interest in the Indian Ocean, realized that in light of the 

myriad challenges to their rule emerging around 1579, Sokollu’s delicate system of 

soft empire had become untenable. Instead, a stark choice seemed to present itself: 

either convert this soft empire into a more traditional system of direct imperial rule 

in maritime Asia, or stand idly by as Ottoman infl uence in the region gradually 

eroded or disappeared entirely.  

    from sokollu to koja sinan: the reconfiguration 
of the indian ocean faction   

 During the fi nal months of his life, Sokollu Mehmed ranked fi rst among the 

Ottoman statesmen most in favor of a proactive policy to preserve Ottoman infl u-

ence as the international storm clouds gathered. Unfortunately, his eff orts to mobi-

lize support for a new initiative were seriously hampered by the empire’s ongoing 

war with Iran, a confl ict that had begun, against his own wishes, in 1578. At that 

time, because of a chaotic dynastic crisis that had overwhelmed Iran following the 

death of Shah Tahmasp in 1576, the invasion of Safavid lands had been presented by 

Sokollu’s rivals as an opportunity to expand Ottoman territory quickly, easily, and 

with relatively little opposition. But the grand vizier knew better, guessing correctly 
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that the campaign would deteriorate into a bloody war of attrition that promised to 

consume all of the empire’s reserves of men, money, and material resources for the 

foreseeable future.     

 So pessimistic was Sokollu about the prospect of a swift conclusion to the con-

fl ict that, by the end of 1578, he had opened negotiations with Philip II of Spain, 

hoping thereby to secure a permanent, comprehensive armistice in the Mediterranean. 

Ostensibly, this was intended as a measure that would allow the Ottomans to focus 

every available resource on the Safavid front. But during his subsequent meetings 

with Philip’s negotiator Giovanni Margliani, it soon became clear that the aff airs of 

the Indian Ocean also remained a central part of the grand vizier’s strategic think-

ing. According to Margliani, who personally met with Sokollu Mehmed on several 

occasions in 1579, a consistent sticking point throughout the negotiation process was 

Sokollu’s adamant refusal to include Portugal and its overseas possessions in the 

provisions of any treaty—even after it had become clear that Portugal’s annexation 

by Spain was all but unavoidable. When pressed for an explanation, Sokollu insisted 

that under no circumstances did he intend to send a fl eet through the straits of 

Gibraltar or otherwise threaten Portugal directly. But the pasha could off er no such 

guarantee with regard to the Indian Ocean, declaring ominously: “God alone knows 

what will happen there.”     Equally ominously, this barely veiled threat coincided 

with reports from Portuguese India that Sokollu was in the process of contacting 

indigenous communities in East Africa, apparently with the aim of securing sup-

plies of lumber for the construction of a new fl eet in Yemen.     Even at the eleventh 

hour of his career, and with a war raging in Iran, it seems the tireless grand vizier 

was still entertaining plans for a major new initiative in the Indian Ocean. 

 Th ese eff orts were brought to a grinding halt by Sokollu’s assassination. With no 

leaders waiting in the wings able even to approach the imposing stature of the late 

vizier, the empire was instead left in the hands of a group of mutually suspicious and 

bitterly divided rivals, locked in a seemingly endless cycle of backstabbing, recrimi-

nations, and scandal. In the year following Sokollu Mehmed’s death, three diff erent 

contenders briefl y held the rank of grand vizier, and during the next decade, several 

more would follow them in rapid succession. Moreover, this newly fractious political 

climate was accompanied by a host of other problems, all symptomatic of a much 

wider and deepening structural crisis in the empire. Th roughout the 1580s, corrup-

tion, runaway infl ation, lack of progress in the war against Iran, and a full array of 

other pressures, both internal and external, provoked chronic discontent, increas-

ingly frequent episodes of unrest, and in some cases, open rebellion.     

 Nevertheless, even in the throes of a general crisis such as this, it was still possible 

to identify a core group of Sokollu Mehmed’s supporters and protégés who man-

aged to retain positions of considerable infl uence, and who would soon form the 

basis of a newly reconstituted Indian Ocean faction. Th is diverse cast of characters 

included Kilich Ali Pasha, the grand admiral of the imperial fl eet since his appoint-

ment by Sokollu in 1571; Hazinedar Sinan, the head of the Egyptian treasury under 
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Sokollu and future governor of that province; Hasan Pasha, the governor of Yemen 

throughout the 1580s; Hizir Beg, the captain of Suez and future governor of Eritrea; 

and the corsair Mir Ali Beg, a worthy successor to Sefer Reis as head of the Ottoman 

naval squadron in Mocha. Over the course of the following decade, all of these indi-

viduals, by closely coordinating their activities, would play a critical role in reshaping 

Ottoman policy in the Indian Ocean. 

 But in the short term, by far the most infl uential member of this group—and the 

chief standard-bearer of the imperial project of Sokollu Mehmed—was without 

question Koja Sinan Pasha, a close associate of the late grand vizier and a towering 

fi gure of Ottoman statecraft in his own right. Already in the 1560s and 1570s, partly 

as a consequence of Sokollu’s patronage and partly as a result of his own competence 

as an administrator, Koja Sinan had occupied an unparalleled variety of prominent 

postings in the Indian Ocean region, including two stints as governor-general of 

Egypt (1567–1568 and 1571–1573) and another as governor of Yemen (1569–1570). He 

had also proven himself to be a capable military leader, having led the reconquest of 

Yemen from Mutahhar and his Zaydi insurgents in the late 1560s, as well as the 

Ottoman reconquest of Tunis from Spain in 1574. Th roughout these long years of 

service, Koja Sinan had also developed a wide array of business interests, amassing 

in the process a vast personal fortune. Although little is known about the particulars 

of these commercial activities, evidence suggests that Koja Sinan regularly entered 

into partnerships with private merchants, particularly those active in the Indian 

Ocean, and may even have controlled his own fl eet of ships in the Red Sea while 

serving as governor of Egypt.     

 Equally important, Koja Sinan was a master in the art of using his unique com-

bination of professional experience and private wealth as a tool for self-promotion. 

Taking a cue from Sokollu Mehmed, Koja Sinan went to great lengths to cultivate a 

reputation as the special patron of Indian Ocean merchants, investing large sums of 

money (both from his own pockets and from the state treasury) toward construction 

of warehouses, rest houses, and other merchant facilities all along the commercial 

route from Egypt to Yemen, as well as the pilgrimage routes from Aleppo and 

Damascus to the holy cities.     One of the most notable legacies of his governorship 

in Egypt, for example, was a lavish caravanserai for traders in Suez, replete with a 

trellised seaside promenade and shaded sitting areas along the boardwalk, described 

by the traveler Filippo Pigafetta as “truly the ornament of Suez.”     Koja Sinan also 

shared Sokollu’s fondness for canals, having been intimately involved with Sokollu’s 

abortive attempt to cut a waterway from the Mediterranean to Suez in 1569.     More 

than a decade later, one of his fi rst major undertakings during his own fi rst term as 

grand vizier was to endorse another fl amboyant canal project—although one far 

removed from the Red Sea—which aimed to cut an alternate sea route from the 

Black Sea to Istanbul by digging a channel to the Bay of Izmit via Lake Sapanca.     

 Finally, Koja Sinan was a generous patron of Ottoman intellectuals, especially 

geographers, historians, and other scholars with a measure of expertise in matters 
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related to the Indian Ocean. As in the case of his philanthropy in support of pub-

lic works, this patronage seems to have been driven not only by an expansive intel-

lectual curiosity, but also by a keen understanding of how scholarly works could be 

used to enhance his reputation and advance his political career.     In the afterglow 

of his triumphant expedition to Yemen, for instance, he had commissioned the 

fi rst version of Kutbeddin Mekki’s  Al-Bark ̣ al-Yemānī f ī’l-Feth ̣i’l-‘Os ̱mānī  (“Th e 

Lightning over Yemen during the Ottoman Conquest”), a history of Ottoman 

expansion in the Arabian Peninsula that gave Sinan’s own exploits more than a 

prominent role in its narrative.     Even more blatantly sycophantic was the poet 

Rumuzi’s  Tārīh ̱-i Feth ̣-i Yemen  (“History of the Conquest of Yemen”), a work in 

rhyming verse commissioned by Sinan and devoted specifi cally to the glorifi cation 

of his victories against both the Zaydis and the Portuguese during this same 1568 

campaign.     

 In short, Koja Sinan was a product of his own troubled and corrupting times 

rather than a carbon copy of Sokollu Mehmed. But of all the contenders for power 

in the post-1579 Ottoman Empire, he was also the one man most capable of repro-

ducing Sokollu’s grand imperial vision and of taking up the torch of the Indian 

Ocean faction. Th anks to his wealth and political acumen, he displayed a political 

staying power that few of his rivals could match, and he eventually served fi ve sepa-

rate terms as grand vizier (a record unmatched by any previous Ottoman statesman). 

It was his fi rst term, however—a frenetic period stretching from 1580 to 1582—that 

had the most lasting importance for the Ottoman Age of Exploration.      

    ko ja sinan pasha flexes his  muscles   

 With so many challenges facing the Ottoman state at once, Koja Sinan’s most press-

ing priority was to restore order to the beleaguered province of Eritrea, where the 

local Ottoman administration was still reeling from its crushing defeat at the battle 

of Addi Qarro. To deal with this crisis, Sinan appointed Hizir Beg, a fellow stalwart 

of the Indian Ocean faction who was at the time serving as the admiral of Suez, as 

the province’s new governor. Together with Bayram Beg, the newly commissioned 

captain of Mocha, Hizir Beg quickly assembled a relief force in Yemen and set sail 

on the short journey to Eritrea in the spring of 1581.     

 Over the course of the next year, Hizir Beg and Bayram Beg recaptured key posi-

tions on the Red Sea coast that had recently fallen to the Ethiopians, including the 

strategic port towns of Arkiko and Beylul. From there, in 1582, Hizir advanced into 

the interior with a sizable force of seven thousand troops, eventually recapturing the 

fallen city of Debarva after a series of major victories in the highlands. To ensure the 

area’s future stability, Koja Sinan then had supplies sent from Egypt for the con-

struction of a chain of seven new fortresses along the coast from Suakin to Massawa.     

With this mission completed, at the end of 1582 Hizir was replaced as provincial 

governor by one of his lieutenants, Mustafa Pasha, whose seven-year term was to 
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prove a period of peace and even cooperation between the provincial authorities and 

the Christians of the interior.     

 Th is land campaign in the Horn of Africa was coupled with the corsairing debut 

of the sea captain Mir Ali Beg, a swashbuckling fi gure whose sudden rise from 

obscurity to celebrity bears a striking resemblance to the earlier experience of Sefer 

Reis. Much like his predecessor, Mir Ali too was based in the Yemeni port of Mocha, 

and in the summer of 1581 was given the nod to launch a daring raid against 

Portuguese-held Muscat. For the mission—again like Sefer—the corsair had under 

his command only three lightly armed galleots. But through a combination of 

stealth, clever diversionary tactics, and cooperation from friendly local Muslims, 

Mir Ali managed to take Muscat by surprise, put the city to sack for six full days, 

and eventually return to Mocha with three captured vessels and a king’s ransom in 

hard currency and stolen merchandise.     According to one Iberian chronicler, “in 

the opening and closing of an eye he entered the town a pauper and came out again 

a rich man.”     News of this stunning success quickly spread throughout the western 

Indian Ocean, establishing Mir Ali’s corsairing credentials and setting the stage for 

his future campaigns in the Swahili Coast.  

    ko ja sinan’s  diplomatic offensive   

 Much in keeping with his predecessor Sokollu Mehmed’s long-established modus 

operandi, Koja Sinan augmented these military operations in East Africa and 

Muscat with an even wider ranging diplomatic initiative. Th ese eff orts centered on a 

secretive delegation of renegade Portuguese Jews, who in 1581 were sent by Koja 

Sinan to visit both the Portuguese in Goa and the Mughal court in Agra. In Goa, 

their delicate mission was to seek out certain Portuguese offi  cials who, rumored to 

be disillusioned with their country’s recent annexation by Spain, might therefore be 

coaxed into an alliance with Koja Sinan as a means of maintaining their indepen-

dence. According to Germigny, the French ambassador in Istanbul at the time, the 

envoys thus carried an open invitation to the Portuguese of maritime Asia “to come 

from the East Indies, from the Kingdom of Hormuz, from the islands and ports of 

the Orient belonging to the Kingdom of Portugal, and trade in the ports and way 

stations of His Majesty [the Sultan] in Egypt and Syria,” where they were promised 

“guarantees of good treatment and every comfort and convenience.”     

 It remains unclear whether Koja Sinan expected this proposal to be seriously 

considered or whether, by making such an off er, he hoped merely to complicate the 

already traumatic transition to Spanish rule in Portuguese India. In any case, despite 

widespread anti-Spanish sentiment—and real concerns about the loyalty of at least 

some Portuguese subjects—the authorities in Goa predictably chose to remain loyal 

to Dom Francisco Mascarenhas, the new Habsburg-appointed viceroy, rather than 

taking the drastic step of throwing in their lot with the Ottomans. Shortly thereaf-

ter, in a demonstration of his new authority, Mascarenhas responded to Koja Sinan’s 
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provocation by sending a small Portuguese squadron to the Arabian Sea to raid 

Muslim merchant vessels bound for Jiddah—the fi rst such raid in nearly a 

decade.     

 Disappointed but undaunted by this rebuff , the Ottoman delegation headed next 

to the Mughal court in Agra, where they urged Akbar to renounce his anti-Otto-

man policies and join with the sultan in a holy war against the Habsburgs. Here, 

however, Akbar had already reached an accommodation with the new regime in 

Goa, having recently received trading passes from Mascarenhas giving him the right 

to send two pilgrimage ships annually to the Red Sea.     Th e Mughal emperor thus 

angrily rejected the Ottoman proposal, going so far as to violate diplomatic protocol 

by ordering the delegation to be bound in chains and banished to confi nement in 

Lahore. According to the testimony of a Jesuit father then resident at Akbar’s court, 

this extreme reaction was provoked “by the arrogance both of the ambassadors 

themselves and of the ruler who sent them, and by the endeavor which they made to 

persuade him to wage war against the King of Spain and Portugal.”     

 Considering the high level of tension that already existed between Akbar and the 

Ottomans, the emperor’s hostility to the Ottoman proposal can hardly have come as 

a surprise. As such, the real objective of this embassy may have been, as in Goa, to 

convince those unhappy with the regime—particularly in Gujarat—to break ranks 

with Akbar and declare their support for an Ottoman intervention. Muhammad 

Kilij Khan, for example, who was the Mughal governor of Surat and a regular 

attendee at Akbar’s court, responded to the Ottoman call for an alliance in a most 

public fashion: when Akbar’s two maritime trading passes, or “ cartazes ,” arrived from 

the Portuguese in Goa, he brazenly declared an intention to send a ship of his own 

to the Red Sea—but insisted that, unlike Akbar, his  cartaz  would be “the handle of 

the dagger in his belt.”     Accordingly, he ordered the construction of a mighty ship 

in Surat, obliging the Portuguese to blockade Surat’s harbor for most of the winter 

to prevent his departure.     

 Th is symbolic act of defi ance, combined with the simultaneous activities of Mir 

Ali Beg at sea and Hizir Beg in the Horn of Africa, provided the catalyst for a series 

of similar and apparently spontaneous anti-Portuguese reactions in ports of call 

throughout the Indian Ocean. By the following summer, even in distant Aceh resis-

tance was again forming against the Portuguese, as a fl eet 160 sails strong (including 

seven galleons, eleven galleys, and a sizable contingent of Ottoman mercenaries) 

attacked the Portuguese fortress at Malacca.     

 By the fall of 1582, encouraged by such developments and anticipating more con-

crete success in the future, Koja Sinan began trade talks with the Duke of Brabant, 

hoping to establish at Antwerp a great entrepôt for merchandise from India once 

the power of Lisbon and the Habsburgs had been permanently eclipsed.     And then, 

as a fi nal fl ourish, the grand vizier capped this series of diplomatic maneuvers with a 

domestic initiative truly in the spirit of Sokollu Mehmed: a renewed attempt to 

build a Suez canal. To be sure, this idea had been tried in the past with scant success, 
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as Koja Sinan knew only too well. But his experience told him that the project was 

both feasible and necessary, and had not been completed on previous occasions sim-

ply due to a lack of political will. To improve his chances of successfully lobbying for 

the canal, Koja Sinan resolved to make a delicate but impassioned appeal directly to 

the reigning sovereign, Sultan Murad III.  

    a  manifesto for the indian ocean faction: 
the  TA R I H -I  H I N D-I  GA R B I    

 Th e unique vehicle Koja Sinan chose for this purpose was a book, the  Tārīh ̱-i Hind-i 

Ġarbī  (“History of the West Indies”; see  Figure 6.1 ), which was composed sometime 

between 1580 and 1582 and personally dedicated to Sultan Murad.     Today, the 

“History of the West Indies” is known to scholars as the fi rst major work in Ottoman 

Turkish about the Spanish exploration and conquest of the New World, a topic rich 

with rhetorical implications for the imperial designs of Koja Sinan. More directly 

relevant to the question of a Suez canal, however, is the content of the work’s intro-

ductory section, which deals not with the New World but instead with the contem-

porary Indian Ocean. 

  In this opening segment, the anonymous author (who was probably one of Koja 

Sinan’s personal clients) builds a clear and articulately argued case for digging a 

Suez canal as part of a comprehensive new Ottoman strategy in the Indian Ocean.     

After a brief discussion of recent advances in geographic knowledge due to the 

European voyages of exploration, the text describes the Portuguese discovery of the 

Cape route and their activities in the Indian Ocean, followed by an extended warn-

ing about the danger they continued to pose both to Muslim shipping and to the 

long-term safety of Mecca and Medina. Advocating immediate action to remedy 

the situation, but echoing views previously expressed by Sokollu Mehmed about the 

impracticability of launching a direct attack on Portugal itself, the text goes on to 

argue that a great fl eet should be sent against Portuguese possessions in the Indian 

Ocean “to seize strongholds and conquer lands, and expel and eliminate the base 

unbelievers.”     It was for this reason that a Suez canal would be necessary, so that 

ships and supplies might pass easily from the Mediterranean to the Red Sea and 

allow the superior numbers and resources of the Ottoman fl eet to overwhelm its 

adversaries once and for all. 

 In making this case, the author of the “History of the West Indies” also goes to 

considerable lengths to anticipate and rebut any potential counterarguments to his 

plan. But interestingly, the manner in which he does so suggests that he expected 

the most serious objections to be raised on ideological and religious rather than on 

practical grounds. Th is may seem surprising considering the obvious failure of previ-

ous attempts to build a canal for strictly technical reasons. But within the context of 

Istanbul’s ongoing factional rivalry during the early 1580s, this ideological defensive-

ness can be understood as the direct consequence of the canal project’s explicit polit-



    figure 6. 1   A miniature painting from the anonymous “History of the West Indies,” 

showing Spanish explorers in an exotic landscape of the New World. Source:  Tārīh
¯

-i Hind-i 

G
.
arbī  or  İk. līm-i Cedīd , Istanbul, Beyazıt Devlet Kütüphanesi, Ms. 4969, fol. 70v.     
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ical connotations, and its centrality to Koja Sinan Pasha’s plan to consolidate his 

own hold on power. 

 Specifi cally, the canal’s proponents must have known that it was a project 

almost certain to be denounced by the ultraconservative cleric Kadizade Ahmed 

Shemseddin Efendi, an intractable opponent of Sokollu Mehmed during the 

previous decade and, in the years since his death, a leading ideological mouth-

piece for those most interested in dismantling his legacy. Indeed, shortly after 

Sokollu’s assassination in 1579, Kadizade Ahmed had lobbied successfully for the 

closure of the astronomer Takiyuddin Efendi’s celebrated observatory (a pet proj-

ect of the late grand vizier), on the pretext that astronomy, because of its close 

association with the occult science of astrology, was in violation of the basic 

tenets of Islam.     Since evidence suggests that the anonymous author of the 

“History of the West Indies” may himself have been a former employee of this 

observatory, the possibility that similar arguments could be used to sway opinion 

against the canal loomed large in his thinking.     And of course, any such objec-

tions would also have wider political implications for Koja Sinan and his allies, 

who had all been close associates of Sokollu Mehmed and thus natural antago-

nists of Kadizade Ahmed and his followers. 

 As a result, the text of the “History of the West Indies” takes care to reassure its 

readers (and especially the sultan) that any possible concerns about the canal on 

theological grounds were unfounded. As the author points out, a channel between 

the Nile and the Red Sea had already been opened under the rule of the pharaohs of 

ancient Egypt. Later, even the great Abbasid Caliph Harun al-Rashid was said to 

have entertained the idea of reopening this canal, deciding against the plan only 

because of fears that Christian fl eets might use it to cross to the Red Sea and 

threaten the holy cities. Now, since the Portuguese had reached the Indian Ocean by 

means of a diff erent route, the time was fi nally ripe for undertaking the project 

without hesitation. According to the text:

  Th anks to God, the [Ottoman] Sultan of fortune, of majestic power and force and 

pomp and majesty, is stronger than the kings of the past, and he has in his retinue 

many wise leaders . . . who follow his orders in every respect. And the emirs of the 

Maghreb and the kings of Yemen and possibly all the kings of the time express great 

pleasure in serving him and fi nd happiness in conforming to the Sublime Order. So 

even if only a drop was to be expended from the sea of power of the Sultan, in the 

shortest time it would be possible to join the two seas [the Mediterranean and the Red 

Sea] . . . thenceforth, from Well-Protected Constantinople, the place of prosperity and 

the abode of the throne of the Sultans, ships and their crews would be organized and 

sent to the Red Sea and would have the power to protect the shores of the Holy Places. 

And in a short time, by an excellent plan, they would seize and subjugate most of the 

seaports of Sind and Hind and would drive away and expel from that region the evil 

unbelievers, and it would be possible for the exquisite things of Sind and Hind and the 
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rarities of Ethiopia and the Sudan, and the usual items of the Hijaz and Yemen and the 

pearls of Bahrain and Aden to reach the capital with a trifl ing eff ort.       

 Here, in so many words, was the political program of Koja Sinan Pasha and the 

revamped Indian Ocean faction. Buttressed ideologically by this forceful manifesto, 

Koja Sinan and his supporters were ready to confront all skeptics and use the con-

struction of a Suez canal to jump-start a new and unprecedented phase of Ottoman 

expansion in the Indian Ocean. 

 Unfortunately, the turbulent Ottoman political climate of the early 1580s made 

any such scheme perilously diffi  cult to implement, and even Koja Sinan’s staying 

power soon proved inadequate for the task. At the end of 1582, personal rivalries, 

intrigues at court, and military setbacks on the Iranian front pushed Koja Sinan out 

of offi  ce, leaving the remaining members of his faction without a leader and obliged 

to seriously reevaluate their strategy.  

    hasan pasha eyes the swahili  coast   

 With Koja Sinan out of power, initiative in the Indian Ocean faction passed from the 

capital to the empire’s periphery, coalescing around Hasan Pasha, the governor of 

Yemen since 1580. From this post, Hasan was the provincial offi  cial most closely in 

touch with developments in the Indian Ocean, including the recent military opera-

tions in Eritrea, Mir Ali Beg’s naval expedition to Muscat, and the developing responses 

to Ottoman diplomatic maneuvering in India. At the same time, the great physical 

distance separating him from Istanbul was in some ways a liability, preventing him 

from infl uencing decisions at court to the same extent as Koja Sinan. But this distance 

also gave him a signifi cant amount of space to operate independently, an advantage 

that allowed Hasan, by making the most of the limited resources at his disposal, to lay 

the groundwork for a new Ottoman off ensive of astonishing, if ephemeral, success. 

 Hasan Pasha’s larger goals remained much in keeping with Koja Sinan’s program, 

as outlined in the “History of the West Indies,” of building a Suez canal and pro-

ceeding with a full-scale military invasion of Portuguese India. For the time being, 

however, the more limited object of Hasan’s activities was the nominally Portuguese 

territory of Africa’s Swahili Coast, an obvious choice for a number of reasons. First 

of all, the Swahili Coast was a region relatively familiar to the Ottomans, whose 

ships had sailed its length as early as the 1540s and had traded regularly with local 

merchants ever since. Moreover, the area was poorly defended by the Portuguese, 

who had no permanent bases north of Mozambique and normally maintained no 

more than a small number of lightly armed vessels as a local coast guard. Just as 

important, the few Portuguese stationed there faced almost overwhelming hostility 

from the area’s Muslim population, obliging them to maintain control not by virtue 

of their own strength, but by exploiting the intense internecine rivalry that perenni-

ally divided the region’s various local city-states. Th is they accomplished primarily 
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through a strategic alliance with Malindi, an upstart power who used friendly rela-

tions with Goa to bully its neighbors (especially its archrival Mombasa) with the 

threat of Portuguese intervention.     

 All of this meant that Hasan Pasha could anticipate substantial local support 

from Malindi’s enemies should he choose to intervene on their behalf, a prospect 

with serious implications for any long-term struggle with the Portuguese for control 

of the wider Indian Ocean region. As he well knew, the Swahili Coast off ered access 

to rich sources of ivory, gold, and slaves from the continental interior and had good 

supplies of lumber for the construction of ships—a critical resource that was chroni-

cally scarce in the Red Sea region.     In addition, the area was in easy striking dis-

tance of Mozambique, the naval base upon which, as Sefer Reis had shown, the 

entire system of communications between Portuguese India and Europe 

depended.     

 In sum, the Swahili coast was an ideal place to begin converting Sokollu Mehmed 

Pasha’s soft empire into a more concrete Ottoman dominion in the Indian Ocean. 

Th e problem that Hasan Pasha faced, however, was that without Koja Sinan’s support 

in the capital, there was no obvious way for him to secure the resources necessary 

to take advantage of this opportunity. His solution was to use the two advantages 

provided by his distance from Istanbul—his independence and his privileged access 

to local information—as sources of political leverage. 

 An opening to do precisely this presented itself in 1583, when the fortuitous arrest 

of two Spanish spies in the Red Sea furnished Hasan Pasha with a perfect pretext to 

begin making demands of the Sultan. In subsequent reports to Istanbul about this 

arrest, both he and Mustafa Pasha in Eritrea included, along with information about 

these spies’ activities, dire warnings about the general unpreparedness of Ottoman 

defenses in the midst of Spain’s takeover of the Estado da Índia. In the words of one 

of these reports: “Once the accursed Spanish seize the strongholds in the lands of 

India and send their fl eet to [the Indian] ocean, they are capable of causing [us] 

great harm, since none of the fortresses in any of [our] ports, from Eritrea, Yemen 

and the Hijaz all the way to Suez, are strong [enough to resist them].”     

 It is impossible to say with certainty whether Hasan Pasha truly believed that the 

Spanish presented a threat of this magnitude (subsequent events would suggest that he 

did not). What is clear, however, is that Sultan Murad III duly requisitioned two armed 

galleots to be sent to Yemen from Suez—and that Hasan Pasha did  not  use them (as he 

had promised) for any purposes related to local defense.     Instead, he placed them 

under the command of Mir Ali Beg and dispatched them on a daring expedition to the 

Swahili Coast, apparently without informing anyone in Istanbul of his plans.      

    mir ali  beg ’s  first expedition to east africa   

 Mir Ali’s mission was, at least on the surface, one of simple reconnaissance mixed with 

a bit of privateering, not substantially diff erent from his strike against the Portuguese in 
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Muscat in 1581.     But in addition to these straightforward raiding activities, the corsair 

was also charged with a more sophisticated assignment, which involved establishing 

and expanding contacts with the local Muslim population of East Africa. With their 

help, he was to select the location for a future fortifi ed naval stronghold that would be 

suitable as an advanced base for further attacks. Eventually, this base was to serve as the 

launching point for a genuine expedition of conquest “to expel the Portuguese from the 

entire coast, even as far as Mozambique and the mines of Cuamá.”     

 To accomplish all of this, as he set sail from Mocha at the end of 1585, Mir Ali 

had under his command only the two galleots recently delivered from Suez and a 

contingent of no more than 150 fi ghting men. During his outgoing voyage, even this 

meager force was reduced by half, when one of his vessels became waterlogged and 

was obliged to turn back. Th us, when the corsair fi nally reached the East African 

coast, his “fl eet” consisted of just one war galley and perhaps eighty men. 

 What Mir Ali may have lacked in personnel and supplies, however, he more 

than made up for in swagger and reputation. In January 1586, when he sailed into 

Mogadishu, his fi rst port of call, he received nothing short of a hero’s welcome 

from the inhabitants of the city. Once informed of the reasons for Mir Ali’s visit, 

the town notables enthusiastically swore allegiance to the sultan, voluntarily 

turned over money for the future expenses of the expedition, and armed twenty 

 pangaios , or light coastal craft, to escort Mir Ali’s galleot on its continuing 

voyage south. 

 Th us reinforced, the corsair was ready to head for the Swahili Coast proper, where 

over the next several weeks his experience in Mogadishu was repeated almost exactly 

in the towns of Brava, Jugo, and Pate. One after another, the petty rulers of all of 

these island ports declared for the Ottomans as soon as he arrived, swore allegiance 

to Mir Ali personally, and off ered money, supplies, and exuberant guarantees of more 

in the future. In the admiring words of a later Spanish chronicler, who marveled at 

Mir Ali’s success: “How much can be accomplished by just one man, either by luck 

or by pluck! Such was the fame of Mir Ali, who was held to be so vivacious, so 

charming and so bold . . . that he managed all of this not through the strength of the 

arms that he carried with him, but only through the promise of what he might bring 

in the future!”     

 As this commentary suggests, the overwhelming local response to Mir Ali’s 

arrival caught the Portuguese of the region completely by surprise. As a result, 

Captain Ruy Lopes Salgado, the sole Portuguese offi  cial responsible for the Swahili 

Coast’s defense, chose to fortify himself in the friendly port of Malindi rather than 

confront the corsair—an act of cowardice that left other ships in the area unpro-

tected and easy prey for Mir Ali. Accordingly, the twelve crewmembers of a 

Portuguese merchant vessel belonging to the captain of Diu soon crossed paths with 

the small Ottoman fl eet and became its fi rst victims, surrendering without a fi ght 

after a brief standoff . Th ereafter, Mir Ali netted an even bigger prize: the warship of 

Malindi’s outgoing Captain-Major Roque de Brito, which was handed over to the 
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Ottomans (along with its commander and its escort of fi fteen Portuguese soldiers) 

by the inhabitants of the island of Lamu. Mir Ali promptly consigned these men to 

the docks of his galley and assumed control of their warship, rearming it with a crew 

of local Muslim volunteers and a few of his own sailors. Th en, he used it to hunt 

down yet another Portuguese ship belonging to the captain of Chaul, which yielded 

as well after a brief exchange of artillery fi re. 

 It was now the end of March, just a little over two months since his fi rst arrival in 

Mogadishu. From virtually nothing, Mir Ali had managed to build a formidable fl eet 

of twenty-four ships, including (in addition to his own galleot) the twenty  pangaio  

auxiliaries, the small merchant ship from Diu, the vessel from Chaul, and Roque de 

Brito’s war galley. With this armada, he spent the month of April sailing the full 

length of the Swahili Coast, “fi lling his ships to the brim with tribute in gold, amber, 

ivory and slaves” and securing the allegiance of every major port town in the region 

except Malindi, which still remained a staunch Portuguese ally.     Loaded down with 

booty valued at over 150,000 gold  cruzados , and with nearly sixty Portuguese captives 

in tow, the corsair returned in triumph to his home base in Mocha with the summer 

monsoon. He was accompanied by ambassadors from Mombasa, Pate, and Kilifi , 

who were to consult with Hasan Pasha in Yemen about his plans for a second and 

more serious expedition to occupy the region permanently.  

    developments in india   

 Mir Ali’s mission to the Swahili Coast coincided with several other major develop-

ments, as the political pulse began to quicken perceptibly on both sides of the west-

ern Indian Ocean. In early 1585, while the corsair was still in the early planning stages 

of his departure for East Africa, Hasan Pasha also renewed his contacts with 

Muhammad Kilij Khan in Surat, who attempted once more to evade Portuguese 

patrols in the Gulf of Cambay and send a ship to the Red Sea without a  cartaz . Th e 

Portuguese responded by again imposing a naval blockade on Surat, but Muhammad 

Kilij coaxed them into reopening the port through a promise of negotiations, and 

then promptly launched his ship before any agreement had been reached. Th e vessel 

successfully reached Mocha some weeks later, loading a full cargo of artillery, muni-

tions, and two hundred select Ottoman mercenaries, although its homeward voyage 

proceeded much less smoothly. Returning to Surat late in the summer in the midst of 

a heavy storm, it was greeted by several Portuguese vessels waiting in ambush. 

Charging through this blockade with its newly acquired Ottoman cannon fi ring 

from the gun ports, the ship missed the entrance to the harbor and was run aground 

by the strong winds, where it was surrounded by the Portuguese and bombarded for 

several days. Th e damaged craft survived the barage only to be broken up in another 

storm, although the crew and much of its military cargo did reach Surat safely.     

 In retaliation for this coordinated act of defi ance, the Portuguese sent a fl eet of 

their own to south Arabia in the fall of 1585, with orders to attack Muslim shipping 
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and prevent the free passage of merchants through the Bab al-Mandab. Signifi cantly, 

this mission, led by Ruy Gonsalves da Camara, was the fi rst serious Portuguese 

attempt to restrict access to the Red Sea in more than a decade, and with a fl eet 

numbering some twenty-six vessels in all, it also counted as one of the largest naval 

forces ever sent by the Portuguese to the region. 

 Despite its numerical strength, however, Ruy Gonsalves da Camara’s expedition 

proved a veritable fi asco, failing to catch even a single Muslim ship in four months 

of patrolling. In the process, his men lost one of their own vessels in an Ottoman 

coastal ambush near Aden, and nearly succumbed en masse to thirst and other pri-

vations during their homeward voyage before fi nally reaching Muscat in April 1586. 

Th roughout these many months at sea, da Camara had also failed to gather any 

meaningful intelligence about Mir Ali, remaining completely ignorant of his expe-

dition even though the corsair’s departure for the Swahili Coast had preceded the 

Portuguese arrival in Mocha by only a few weeks.     

 Only upon his return to Goa in the fall of 1586, where news of Mir Ali’s exploits 

had reached the Portuguese authorities there by other means, did da Camara learn 

of Sefer’s campaign, being greeted upon his arrival with “black fl ags and signs of 

mourning as if it had been a funeral.”     Meanwhile, the scant success of da Camara’s 

own mission was met with a grim lack of surprise by the elders of Goa, one of whom 

was said to have declared: “Just as the Turks are incapable of sending a fl eet to India 

without suff ering a loss, so none of our own vessels will ever travel to the straits of 

Mecca without meeting the same fate.”     In Goa’s harbor, da Camara heard a similar 

judgment from an Abyssinian pilot manning one of the Mughals’ licensed trading 

vessels, who chided: “Th e only thing you have accomplished with this mission is to 

wake the proverbial sleeping dog!”     

 Th ese words proved prophetic, for da Camara’s blundering was indeed to have 

severe consequences. Although his mission had accomplished none of its original 

objectives, the mere appearance of a large Portuguese fl eet in the Red Sea provided 

the perfect occasion for Hasan Pasha in Yemen to restart his well-oiled propaganda 

machine. Seizing the opportunity, in the months that followed he appears to have 

hatched a complicated plot to advance the cause of Ottoman maritime expansion in 

a singularly underhanded fashion: Th rough a series of regular dispatches sent back 

to the capital, he began a calculated campaign of misinformation in which he and 

his factional allies intentionally exaggerated the threat posed by the Portuguese at 

sea, hoping thereby to secure resources and fi nancing from Istanbul for his imperial 

designs in the Indian Ocean.  

    a  plot is  hatched, and a faction reborn   

 Th e fi rst evidence of this propaganda off ensive comes in the form of several 

unfounded rumors about Ruy Gonsalves da Camara’s expedition that began ema-

nating from the Red Sea in the early months of 1586. Without exception, these 
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grossly misrepresented the eff ectiveness of the Portuguese attack, to the extent 

that, by June of that year, France’s ambassador in Venice was forwarding reports 

that the Portuguese had not only entered the Red Sea but also looted and pil-

laged the entire coast as far north as Tor, even suggesting that they were planning 

to return the following year to land troops and build a fortress near Aden.     Panic 

followed at court in Istanbul, and in the midst of this rumor-induced hysteria, 

the sultan appointed Hasan Pasha’s ally Hazinedar Sinan as the new governor-

general of Egypt to handle the “crisis”—replacing Ibrahim Pasha, the previous 

governor, who had tried to refute these rumors as groundless.     Even more suspi-

ciously, in Hazinedar Sinan’s fi rst offi  cial dispatch following his promotion, he 

confi rmed Istanbul’s worst fears, writing that the Portuguese had indeed cut off  

all trade to the Red Sea, were building a permanent base on the island of Socotra, 

and were in the fi nal stages of planning a direct naval assault on Jiddah and the 

holy cities.     

 Since Hazinedar Sinan had already been serving in Egypt as provincial treasurer 

long before his appointment as governor, it is diffi  cult, if not impossible, to imagine 

a scenario in which he would not have known this information to be patently untrue. 

His written confi rmation of these spurious reports therefore demonstrates that he 

was not only a direct benefi ciary of Hasan Pasha’s campaign of misinformation but 

also an active collaborator. Indeed, in the interest of further advancing their cause, 

the two pashas seem to have agreed even to suppress information about Mir Ali’s 

mission to the Swahili Coast during these critical months, as no information about 

his accomplishments in Africa appears in any surviving dispatches from either 

Egypt or Yemen. Instead, presumably out of a concern that the easy success of Mir 

Ali’s mission would undermine their claims about a mounting Portuguese threat, 

Hasan Pasha and Hazinedar Sinan seem to have presented the ships and men the 

corsair had captured on the Swahili Coast (and duly forwarded on to Hazinedar 

Sinan in Egypt) as war matériel recovered from da Camara’s fl eet in the Red Sea—

thereby producing physical evidence of a military encounter that had never actually 

taken place!     

 Duplicitous as this tactic may have been, as a ploy to swing opinion at court in 

the two pashas’ favor it proved brilliantly eff ective. Almost immediately upon receipt 

of Hazinedar Sinan’s report, in the middle of July 1586, a ferman was sent from 

Istanbul to Egypt authorizing the construction of twenty new war galleys in the 

arsenal of Suez.     By the end of the same month, the Venetian envoy Lorenzo 

Bernardo wrote from Istanbul of growing criticism of Sultan Murad “for attending 

to the Persian war and thus allowing Spain to reach such a pitch of power.”     

Bernardo then went on to repeat the information contained in Hazinedar Sinan’s 

report, describing the panic it had provoked among the empire’s ruling elite. He also 

discussed the developing Ottoman response to this challenge—which went so far as 

to include renewed talk of building Koja Sinan Pasha’s Suez canal. According to the 

text of this dispatch:
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  Th e Spaniards have fortifi ed the island of Kamaran opposite the Kingdom of 

Aden. . . . Th is disturbs the Turks, for the possession of that island will allow the Spanish 

to close the spice traffi  c from the Indies to Cairo. Th is will mean the loss of half a mil-

lion of gold a year which comes in from the customs dues. Th e Spanish fl eet in the Red 

Sea will now be masters of the gulf of Suez, and the pilgrimage route to Mecca will be 

no longer safe. Th e Turks also remember that they have now to deal with a Sovereign 

very powerful at sea, who, although engaged in a war with England and with Flanders 

has been able to strike this blow, from which they conclude that if he sends a large 

armament into those waters he will make himself master without any diffi  culty. Th ey 

hold therefore that it is absolutely necessary for them to keep a huge armament in 

those parts, and to accomplish this they are entertaining the idea of excavating the 

ancient canal constructed by the kings of Egypt, which led from the port of Damietta 

to our sea, through one hundred and fi fty miles of land to Suez on the Red Sea.       

 As a fi nal note, Bernardo stated that the sultan was at present in consultation with 

his Divan about how best to proceed with the canal’s construction and was being 

advised by none other than Hasan Pasha, who had recently made the trip from 

Yemen to Istanbul specifi cally for this purpose.     

 Within weeks, Grand Admiral Kilich Ali Pasha—another accomplice in this 

aff air with a long personal history of manipulating intelligence for political pur-

poses—was leaking specifi cs about the plan to Istanbul’s resident French ambassa-

dor Savary de Lanscome.     According to Lanscome, the admiral boasted that in 

light of recent provocations, Sultan Murad was determined to open a channel to 

Suez and send a fl eet to eliminate the Habsburg threat once and for all, having 

already set aside for the project 25 galleys, 100,000 men, 40,000 mules, 12,000 cam-

els, and the entire revenue of Egypt for a year, totaling some 600,000 ducats. 

Lanscome added as a postscript:

  Th is grand scheme of theirs has so infl ated their already habitual arrogance, and 

sparked their greed and ambition to such an extent that it appears to them as if all the 

treasures and precious gems of India are already in their hands, and Persia ensnared in 

their net as well. Th ey hold the Spanish of no account whatsoever, since they say that 

[in all of India] they have no more than four thousand men. And if truth be told, 

should their aspirations be fulfi lled to build this canal, and they do send two hundred 

armed galleys [to India] as they say they will, then since they are already masters of 

Arabia they will make rapid progress with no one to stop them, and will shut the door 

[to India] on Lisbon and Spain.       

 Th e striking similarity between the intentions outlined in this report and the 

previously cited passage from the “History of the West Indies” can hardly be coinci-

dental, and demonstrates just how consistently the surviving members of the Indian 

Ocean faction, four full years after their leader Koja Sinan Pasha’s dismissal, had 

been able to retain their infl uence and advance their agenda. Nevertheless, the 
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 construction of a Suez canal remained, even under the best of circumstances, a chal-

lenge fraught with technical diffi  culties. And in addition to these practical obstacles, 

for a state with its resources already strained by war with Iran it also ranked as an 

exorbitantly expensive project. In consequence, as doubts about its feasibility 

mounted and details were revealed about the true extent (or lack thereof ) of 

Portuguese operations in the Red Sea, Istanbul’s swell of enthusiasm for the canal 

quickly began to dissipate. By the end of the summer, even Grand Admiral Kilich 

Ali had withdrawn his support, citing the diffi  culties of construction in the sand and 

winds of the desert, as well as fears that the excavations could cause an inundation of 

salt water from the Red Sea into the valley of the Nile.     Soon enough, Sultan 

Murad lost his enthusiasm as well and brought to a close for the third and fi nal time 

Ottoman attempts to cut a channel from the Mediterranean to the Red Sea.      

    the plot thickens   

 Frustrated but not entirely disheartened, Hasan Pasha and Hazinedar Sinan were 

now ready to play their fi nal conspiratorial card in a bid to salvage what remained of 

their dreams of empire in the Indian Ocean. Although deprived of a canal, the two 

alarmists could at least console themselves with a small fl eet of fi ve galleots that was 

sent from Suez to Yemen during the fall of 1586 “for the defense of the coasts.”     

Encouraged by this limited but concrete success, Hasan Pasha responded by sending 

yet another communiqué to Istanbul in which he again raised the specter of an 

impending attack from Goa. Arguing that fi ve galleots would be barely suffi  cient for 

defending the ports of Yemen should such an attack materialize, he boldly asked for 

another “twenty or thirty galleys” in order to “strike out at the infi dels from 

the sea.”     

 To enhance the urgency of this request, he and Hazinedar Sinan also forwarded 

a simultaneous “spy report” that they claimed had been recently provided by agents 

returning from India. Th is contained information with all the makings of a diplo-

matic bombshell, namely that Akbar had concluded a formal alliance with Spain 

and that the two powers were now preparing a fl eet for a joint invasion of Yemen.     

Th is terrifying prospect, which played on the most deeply rooted fears of Istanbul’s 

leadership, was probably the only imaginable scenario that could seem more imme-

diately threatening to the empire than its ongoing war with Iran. Moreover, from 

the two pashas’ perspectives, it mattered little if the report was actually true, pro-

vided it proved useful for political purposes. 

 Realistically, there was virtually no reason to believe that a joint Mughal-

Portuguese operation of this kind was ever seriously considered. Although the 

Mughals had established a permanent embassy in Goa in 1584, there is no record in 

any Mughal or Portuguese source of any such proposal ever having been discussed.     

After 1582, in fact, Akbar had cut off  his annual subsidies to the Sharif of Mecca and 

his generous support for pilgrims traveling to the holy cities.     And while he 
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 continued to maintain superfi cially smooth relations with the Portuguese, in his cor-

respondence with other Muslim leaders he had begun to talk openly of plans to 

seize for himself the important Portuguese strongholds of Diu, Chaul, and 

even Goa.     

 Th e two pashas’ spy report thus seems to have been nothing more than another 

conscious and manipulative distortion. But at least in the short term, their gambit 

proved once more to be an eff ective one. By January 1588, the sultan had authorized 

the construction of fi fteen additional galleys in Suez and fi ve more in Basra, all to be 

used in a future sea campaign.     In his accompanying instructions to Hasan Pasha, 

the sultan left no doubt about the gravity with which he viewed the situation, 

 writing: “You shall act like a wolf and prevent the base infi dels from ravaging my 

protected domains. . . . Do not take this matter lightly! Do not leave anything to 

chance! It is imperative that you make all possible eff orts to ward off  the danger.”      

    spain and portugal on the defensive   

 In reality, of course, there was no real danger to be warded off , either from Akbar or 

from the Estado da Índia. Quite to the contrary, in the same month that this ferman 

was issued by the sultan in Istanbul, Philip II of Spain had sent the following direc-

tive to his viceroy in Goa:

  Since in these parts [i.e. Europe] there are many aff airs deserving of attention, it will 

from now on be necessary for you to preserve the gains that have already been made 

rather than to seek out new ventures. Keep in mind that off ensive wars have many 

disadvantages, as has been demonstrated by the armada which you sent under Ruy 

Gonsalves da Camara to the Red Sea which, far from resulting in any of the successes 

that had been hoped for, served only to provoke the Turks at great and unprofi table 

expense . . . and with much discredit to the state.       

 Evidently, the “many aff airs deserving of attention” to which Philip referred were 

his preparations for the Spanish Armada, which by 1588 had grown into an all- 

consuming enterprise for the Spanish Empire.     At the same time, Philip’s new 

defensive mandate for the Indian Ocean came after a year in which the Estado da 

Índia had struggled to keep its own house in order following the upheaval caused by 

Mir Ali Beg’s lightning expedition to the Swahili Coast. After Mir Ali’s return to 

Mocha in the spring of 1586, the King of Malindi had in fact sent his Portuguese 

allies a panicked letter describing the full extent of the corsair’s depredations and 

suggesting that the worst was yet to come. In his view, if the Ottomans returned 

with a larger fl eet (as Mir Ali had promised) and were allowed to build a fortress in 

Mombasa (as Mombasa’s king had off ered), “he could threaten to destroy all of 

India . . . since from there [the Ottomans] could easily seize not only Sofala and the 

Mines of Cuamá but even the fortress of Mozambique itself, whence they could 

ambush and capture the Royal fl eet from Europe.”     
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 Faced with such a threat, the reigning viceroy Dom Duarte de Meneses had 

acted as quickly and decisively as he could, dispatching a sizable fl eet to the Swahili 

Coast in January 1587.     Once there, the fl eet’s commander, Martim Afonso de Melo, 

singled out for punishment the inhabitants of the island of Pate, who were accused 

of having tortured and executed one of Mir Ali’s Portuguese prisoners during the 

previous year.     In retribution for this act, de Melo ordered a merciless attack on the 

settlement, razing its houses to the ground, killing its king, massacring and enslaving 

its population, and even destroying its groves of date palms to prevent future inhab-

itants from resettling the area.     Th en de Melo headed for Mombasa, whose terrifi ed 

inhabitants abandoned their homes and property and fl ed, allowing de Melo to sack 

their town as well. 

 In the end, however, Martim Afonso de Melo was unable to use this emphatic 

show of force to reconsolidate Portuguese authority in any lasting way. Instead, 

records show that he was under strict orders from Philip II not to establish a perma-

nent garrison in Mombasa and to avoid “tyrannizing or molesting the locals 

 unnecessarily,” which Philip deemed “the best and most useful remedy” against 

 rising pro-Ottoman sentiment.     As an added complication, de Melo soon learned 

of renewed activity in the Ottoman arsenal in Basra, suggesting that Mir Ali’s recent 

operations in East Africa had perhaps been a diversion and that the Ottomans’ real 

objective was the much more important Portuguese base in Hormuz. Under such 

circumstances, de Melo was thus obliged to pacify the remaining city-states of the 

Swahili Coast on the cheap, demanding nothing more from their leaders than oaths 

of loyalty and token payments of tribute. Th en he quickly set sail for Hormuz with 

the spring monsoon, hoping to launch a surprise attack against Basra before the 

Ottoman galleys under construction there could be completed.     

 Ultimately, the strain of conducting two campaigns in a single year appears to 

have been too much for de Melo, who died just a few weeks later, shortly after 

reaching the Persian Gulf.     For that matter, his belated show of leniency in the 

Swahili Coast also failed to have its intended eff ect, for his severe treatment of Pate 

and Mombasa, followed by his hasty departure, seems to have left a much deeper 

impression than his clemency toward the rest of the region’s Muslims. Even before 

his death, in fact, the same collection of city-states that he had only recently coaxed 

into an oath of loyalty to the king of Spain once more sent an embassy to Yemen 

with “letters, money and presents” for the local Ottoman authorities. Apprising 

Hasan Pasha of the details of de Melo’s attack, these envoys pleaded with him to 

fulfi ll Mir Ali’s earlier promise to return with a fl eet “and take revenge upon the 

Portuguese for their insults, depredations and killings by casting them out of these 

lands once and for all.”     

 For his part, Hasan Pasha had every intention of obliging this request. But ironi-

cally, as he contemplated his next move, he found himself facing some of the same 

constraints as his counterparts in Portuguese India. For just as Philip II’s preoccupa-

tion with the Spanish Armada had led him to discourage any new anti-Ottoman 
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off ensives in the Indian Ocean, the Ottomans’ own ongoing (and intensifying) war 

with Iran presented a similar obstacle for Hasan Pasha. To make matters worse, 

Hasan’s carefully crafted coalition of supporters also began to disintegrate at this 

critical juncture, beginning with the death of Kilich Ali Pasha in 1587 and the expira-

tion of Hazinedar Sinan Pasha’s term as governor of Egypt in early 1588. 

 Egypt’s new governor, Kara Uveys, was an administrator openly hostile to Hasan 

Pasha and deeply skeptical about the sincerity of his claims. Over the course of the 

next year, it seems that Kara Uveys intentionally delayed the construction of Hasan’s 

additional ships in the arsenal of Suez, while sending letters of his own back to 

Istanbul denying that Yemen or the Red Sea was in any immediate danger.     By late 

fall of 1588, as the sailing season approached and none of the promised reinforce-

ments from Suez had materialized, an increasingly isolated Hasan Pasha was left 

with no choice but to once again take matters into his own hands and act indepen-

dently of Istanbul. Gathering together Mir Ali’s original galleot, the Portuguese 

warship captured from Roque de Brito in 1586, and three of the fi ve galleys already 

delivered from Suez by Hazinedar Sinan, Hasan armed a modest fl eet and placed it 

under the command of Mir Ali, who set sail once more for East Africa in December 

1588. Th is time, Mir Ali’s orders were to permanently occupy the island of Mombasa, 

thereby providing facts on the ground with which Hasan Pasha hoped to restore his 

fading credibility at court.      

    mir ali  beg ’s  second expedition to the swahili  coast   

 Mir Ali’s return to the Swahili Coast began as auspiciously as his fi rst visit three 

years before.     Just as he had on his previous trip, he headed fi rst for the port of 

Mogadishu, where he received money, supplies, and a hero’s welcome from the local 

population. From there, he continued on to the south and once more garnered 

enthusiastic pledges of support from “all the cities and resting-places of the Moors 

of that coast.”     Th e only exception, predictably enough, was Malindi, which he 

found garrisoned by the Portuguese captain Mateus Mendes de Vasconcelos. After 

stopping there for a desultory bombardment of Malindi’s town walls, Mir Ali con-

tinued on to his fi nal destination, Mombasa. 

 According to surviving Portuguese sources, Mir Ali had already identifi ed 

Mombasa as his primary target during his fi rst visit to the region in 1586. Of all the 

island city-states of the Swahili Coast, it commanded the most centrally located and 

easily defensible position, had a large population inveterately hostile to both Malindi 

and to the Portuguese, and enjoyed good access to timber and other locally available 

resources. Furthermore, although the total military force at Mir Ali’s disposal was 

smaller than what he may have anticipated—a mere fi ve light vessels as opposed to 

the “twenty or thirty” war galleys that Hasan Pasha had originally requested—the 

corsair nonetheless had a very clear strategy about how to transform Mombasa into 

a permanent advanced base for future operations. 
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 Th e centerpiece of this strategy was artillery. Hailing as he did from the Ottoman 

seaport of Mocha, Mir Ali was surely familiar with his predecessor Sefer Reis’s abil-

ity, with just a few oared galleots and support from heavy artillery fi re, to consis-

tently defend Mocha against direct assaults from even very large Portuguese fl eets. 

Mir Ali’s hope was clearly to export this proven tactic from Yemen to East Africa. 

To do so, he had brought with him, in addition to his fi ve vessels and their escort of 

perhaps three hundred fi ghting men, a very large number of high-quality artillery 

pieces, including several very powerful siege cannons for use on land. With this 

heavy ordnance and logistical support from a friendly local population, Mir Ali 

aimed to build a fortifi ed stronghold and force the Portuguese to come to him. 

 For this the corsair did not have long to wait, as the authorities in Goa had 

received advance warning of his movements from spies in Yemen. By the time Mir 

Ali reached East Africa, in fact, Captain-Major Tomé de Sousa Coutinho had 

already set out from India with a fl eet of eleven oared warships, six galleons, and 

more than nine hundred fi ghting men, a force that outnumbered Mir Ali’s by a 

ratio of more than three to one (and to which were later added two additional ships 

and a large number of auxiliary troops supplied by the Portuguese allies in Malindi). 

Still, with energetic cooperation from the population of Mombasa, Mir Ali moved 

ahead at an impressive pace with preparations for a defensive stand, such that, by 

the end of February, his men had managed to complete a fortifi ed tower command-

ing the entrance to Mombasa’s harbor. Inside, Mir Ali placed his heaviest siege 

guns to secure the port from attack by sea, and as a second line of defense, he posi-

tioned his fi ve galleots along the shore in front of the city itself, with their bows 

and deck guns facing seaward to guard against an amphibious assault. Th is was 

precisely the same defensive formation that Sefer Reis had used repeatedly (and to 

great eff ect) against the Portuguese in Mocha, and it also resembled the tactics 

employed by Selman Reis in his heroic defense of Jiddah against the fl eet of Lopo 

Soarez as early as 1517. Th us, with history and experience on his side, Mir Ali had 

every reason to approach the coming battle with confi dence, despite his numeric 

disadvantage.     

 Th e one contingency that the corsair could not possibly have prepared for was 

the appearance of an overwhelming force from an entirely diff erent, indeed, unimag-

inable direction: a mysterious marauding horde of Zimba warriors, who emerged 

from the interior of Africa just as the Ottomans were making ready their fi nal 

defensive positions. According to the colorful (and problematic) account of João dos 

Santos, whose  Etiópia Oriental  is the main surviving Portuguese source for subse-

quent events, these ferocious Zimba constituted a veritable army of no fewer than 

twenty thousand individuals, who were charged, among other atrocities, of system-

atic acts of mass cannibalism.     Whatever their true numbers and true identity—

and regardless of whether their putative cannibalism was fact or a Portuguese fl ight 

of fancy—their spectacular appearance at Mombasa only days before the arrival of 

the Portuguese fl eet was a disaster for Mir Ali. Expecting an attack by sea, the  corsair 
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had neglected to defend the narrow estuary dividing Mombasa from the mainland, 

which was shallow enough to wade across at low tide. Because of the untimely arrival 

of the Zimba, Mir Ali had no choice but to move his best artillery, two of his war 

galleys, and the greater part of his men to the other side of the island to prevent 

them from crossing over. In defense of the city itself, he left only a skeleton crew in 

the fortifi ed tower and in his three remaining ships still guarding the harbor. 

 Th is was the situation when, on March 5, 1589, the Portuguese commander Tomé 

de Sousa Coutinho reached Mombasa at the head of his powerful Portuguese fl eet. 

As Coutinho charged into the harbor, Mir Ali and his men set off  a barrage of artil-

lery fi re, still hopeful of sinking at least some of the enemy vessels as they passed. 

Instead, all of the Portuguese ships avoided direct hits, and a lucky shot from their 

own guns silenced the Ottomans’ main cannon in the fortress tower. With no more 

to fear from Ottoman defensive fi re, the Portuguese were able to charge the three 

beached galleys and easily overwhelm them, putting their crews to fl ight and cap-

turing the stragglers. 

 Th is accomplished, de Sousa Coutinho sent a contingent of ships around to the 

estuary dividing the island from the mainland, where his men found the rest of the 

Ottoman troops fully engaged with the Zimba and still trying to prevent them from 

crossing over to Mombasa. Once again the Portuguese easily overran the Ottoman 

positions, after some intense hand-to-hand combat forced several desperate 

Ottoman crewmen to jump ship and attempt to swim to safety on the mainland. 

Th ese unfortunates the Zimba hacked down to the last man, prompting the rest of 

the Ottoman defenders to surrender as a group to the Portuguese commander. In all, 

nearly a hundred of their number were killed in the fray or fell to the Zimba. 

Another seventy were taken prisoner by the Portuguese, along with both vessels, 

twenty-three fi ne bronze artillery pieces, and six more large iron guns, one of which 

was described by dos Santos as “exceptionally large.”     

 His galleys and artillery lost, Mir Ali and the remainder of his men took refuge 

with the Mombasans in the interior of the island. Since the Portuguese were still 

reluctant to leave their ships and face the corsair on land, a few days of inconclusive 

negotiations followed. Eventually, Tomé de Sousa Coutinho was approached by an 

envoy from the Zimba chief, who declared common cause with the Portuguese and 

requested permission to cross over to the island and confront the Ottomans and 

Mombasans directly. Th e unscrupulous Portuguese commander, recognizing an 

opportunity to fl ush out Mir Ali without putting his own men at risk, immediately 

acquiesced. But as he did so, he simultaneously ordered the launches from his own 

ships to be sent to shore, so they could pick up the Ottomans and their Mombasan 

allies as the approaching Zimba forced them out. 

 Soon enough—if we are to believe João dos Santos’s version of events—the 

Portuguese oarsmen who dutifully assumed positions along the shore were met 

with an almost indescribable spectacle, as throngs of terrorized islanders came run-

ning from the island’s interior, calling desperately for help and making for the 
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beach with the Zimba close at their heels. Panic ensued as the small boats were 

quickly fi lled beyond their capacity and began pulling away from the shoreline to 

avoid being capsized and overwhelmed. Just as the very last of these launches was 

about to depart, Mir Ali appeared on horseback, with the Zimba in close pursuit 

and a rain of arrows cascading around him. Galloping at full speed, he charged 

headlong into the sea, fl ung himself toward the Portuguese boat, and was pulled to 

safety at the last possible moment. Th irty of his companions were similarly saved by 

the boats, along with around two hundred Mombasans. A great many more, how-

ever, were left behind. From the safety of their launches, the Portuguese rowers 

watched as dozens of women and children hurled themselves into the waves in 

despair, in dos Santos’s words, “preferring to drown rather than face the cruel iron 

of the barbarians.”     

 Once he was safely on board the Portuguese fl agship, a visibly relieved Mir Ali 

congratulated his Portuguese counterpart and declared: “I do not lament my adverse 

fortune, for such is the nature of war, and I would much rather be a captive of the 

Christians, as I was once before in Spain, than food for the barbarous and inhuman 

Zimba.”     Th e Portuguese captain did his best to reassure Mir Ali, telling him he 

had made the right choice and would no longer have anything to worry about. 

Nevertheless, it seems that the worst was still to come for Mir Ali and most of his 

companions. His men were condemned to serve as slaves in the galleys of the Estado 

da Índia, where many remained in servitude for the rest of their lives. Th e ringlead-

ers from among his local supporters, including the king of Lamu and several promi-

nent notables from Pate and Kilifi , were rounded up and publicly executed. Th e 

island of Mandra was also sacked in punishment for siding with the corsair, and 

Mombasa, once the Zimba had retreated to the mainland, was handed over to its 

archrival Malindi as a reward for the latter’s loyalty to the Portuguese crown. 

 As for Mir Ali, with the next monsoon he was taken back to Goa and was 

received by the viceroy. Th ere, in a thoroughly gentlemanly exchange, Mir Ali was 

off ered kind words by his new master, who urged him to “be of good cheer and trust 

in God. For I also was once a captive, and of [the pirates of ] Malabar, a much 

harsher master than yours, and yet you can see for yourself where I stand today. Th e 

same may happen to you.”     Th e corsair gallantly responded: “Sir, it is true that I am 

a captive, but being one of Your Excellency’s I consider myself a great lord.”     Th en, 

according to dos Santos, Mir Ali was sent to Portugal, where he converted to 

Christianity “and with this act restored for his soul all of the losses and injuries sus-

tained by his body.”     

 We shall never know if this conversion was sincere or merely a ploy for leniency. 

But in either case, it seems to have earned him no permanent reprieve from his 

Portuguese captors. Archival records from as late as 1608 indicate that at this 

advanced date Mir Ali, now known by his Christian name, Francisco Julião, was still 

in captivity, languishing in the Portuguese dungeon of the Castle of S. Julião da 

Barra.      
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    the hard landing of a soft empire   

 In many ways, the career of Mir Ali Beg can be read as a history of the Ottoman 

Age of Exploration in microcosm. Like the Ottoman Empire as a whole, Mir Ali’s 

charisma was high, and his reputation in the western Indian Ocean widespread. His 

technical qualifi cations as a naval commander were impeccable. His military record 

against the Portuguese was long and distinguished. His strategic planning was 

sound. And his ability to inspire loyalty from far-fl ung Muslim communities was 

barely short of awe-inspiring. 

 With all of these advantages in his favor, what might have happened had Mir Ali 

and his allies managed to prevail at Mombasa in 1589? Supposing the Ottoman plan 

had worked, and Tomé de Sousa Coutinho and the Portuguese fl eet had actually 

been defeated, it seems at least conceivable that Mir Ali would have eventually 

forced the capitulation of Malindi, Portugal’s last local ally, and from there taken 

possession of the entire Swahili Coast. Th is, in turn, could have allowed Hasan Pasha 

to present Sultan Murad III with irrefutable evidence of the merits of continued 

expansion in the Indian Ocean, silencing naysayers and fi nally ensuring a steady 

stream of material support for continued campaigning in the south. In time, the 

Ottomans might very well have extended their rule as far as the Zambezi River 

(or “the mines of Cuamá” in the language of the Portuguese sources), seizing control 

of the lucrative trade in gold, ivory, and slaves from the African interior and depriv-

ing the Portuguese of this crucial source of revenue. Th us weakened, it is an open 

question whether the Portuguese could have maintained control of Mozambique, 

and it is even more uncertain how they could have faced the coming challenge from 

the Dutch in the following century. In short, under only slightly diff erent circum-

stances, Mir Ali’s expedition to the Swahili Coast could quite possibly have spelled 

the premature demise of Portuguese Asia and ushered in an entirely new era of 

Ottoman dominion in East Africa. 

 If none of this came to pass, it was due not only to the timely and ferocious inter-

vention of the Zimba but also to certain structural limitations that Mir Ali’s expedi-

tion shared with the Ottoman Empire as a whole. First and foremost, the corsair 

was faced with a formidable constraint of physical geography: the near total lack of 

timber and other strategic resources in the Ottomans’ arid Indian Ocean provinces, 

which left them chronically starved of ships, men, and supplies. Th eoretically, this 

was a problem with an obvious solution: a canal linking the Mediterranean to the 

Red Sea, which would have allowed the Ottomans to mobilize the full strength of 

their Mediterranean fl eet. But even if such a canal was feasible from a purely techni-

cal standpoint, it was a project beyond the capacities of a perennially divided 

Ottoman leadership, never able to fully commit itself to the Indian Ocean because 

of a combination of ongoing domestic distractions and international upheavals. 

 As a result, Mir Ali was obliged to operate under conditions that left him only a 

razor-thin margin of error. Th e dramatic denouement of his last stand at Mombasa, 
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leading to his fi nal and defi nitive defeat, was thus a direct consequence of the struc-

tural constraints imposed on him by geography, technology, and the political culture 

of his superiors. Certainly the Zimba also had a role to play in his downfall, but as a 

proximate cause. Much like the Zaydi revolt of 1567, the untimely death of Sefer 

Reis in 1565, or the assassination of Selman Reis in 1528, the Zimba intervention 

proved decisive because the Ottomans were already operating at the outer limit of 

their material, physical, and human capabilities. 

 Even so, Mir Ali’s gamble was fruitless but by no means misguided. In fact, after 

his defeat and capture, the Portuguese paid him the ultimate compliment by essen-

tially co-opting his strategy: acknowledging that Mombasa, rather than Malindi, 

was indeed the most strategically valuable location on the coast, they built an impos-

ing fortress of their own at virtually the same location as Mir Ali’s fortifi ed tower—a 

structure that remains to this day one of Mombasa’s most distinguishing land-

marks.     Once this fortress, dubbed Fort Jesus, was completed in 1596 ( Figure 6.2 ), 

it became the new headquarters of a revamped colonial administration that ruled 

the region for most of the next century.     

  Meanwhile, outside of East Africa, the battle of Mombasa in 1589 marked the 

end of Portuguese power politics in the western Indian Ocean. As subsequent events 

would show, the Portuguese—now under Spanish rule—permanently lost their 

    figure 6.2   An early seventeenth-century view of the island of Mombasa, dominated by Fort 

Jesus. Source: António Bocarro,  Livro das plantas de todas as fortalezas, cidades e povoaçoens do 

Estado da Índia Oriental , Évora, Biblioteca Pública, Códice CXV/2-1.     
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stomach for any further confrontation with the Ottomans, despite their victory 

against Mir Ali. Ruy Gonsalves da Camara’s mission to the Red Sea in 1586 was, for 

all intents and purposes, the very last of its kind, demonstrating once and for all the 

futility of “waking the sleeping Ottoman dog.” Henceforth, the Estado da Índia 

would adopt a much more practical system for taxing trade, in which the state issued 

offi  cial  cartazes  to anyone willing to pay for the privilege, regardless of religious or 

political affi  liation.     From Goa’s perspective, trade in the Indian Ocean thus lost its 

ideologically charged signifi cance as a weapon in the struggle between Christianity 

and Islam. At the battle of Mombasa, Portugal’s century-long campaign to control 

trade through the Red Sea fi nally sputtered to an end.         



 t he  deat h of  p ol it ics   

                     Seven  

   T
he early seventeenth century was an era of unprecedented wealth, prosperity, 

and power for the island sultanate of Aceh, a state that for generations had 

enjoyed closer links to Istanbul than almost any other in maritime Asia. Located 

strategically but precariously along the main trade route between Southeast Asia 

and the Arabian Sea, Aceh’s rulers had in previous decades served as loyal but 

 relatively humble allies of the Ottomans—humble enough to have requested the 

voluntary annexation of their lands by the Ottoman sultan during the heyday of 

Sokollu Mehmed’s soft empire. But now, with a state treasury overfl owing from the 

bounty of transoceanic trade, Aceh was poised to become an imperial power in its 

own right. 

 Beginning in 1607, under the determined leadership of its newly crowned sover-

eign Iskandar Muda (r. 1607–1636), Aceh amassed a mighty fl eet of several hundred 

vessels, a powerful army replete with a famed elephant corps, and an arsenal of fi re-

arms boasting, at its height, more than two thousand units of artillery. At the head 

of this potent military machine, Iskandar systematically extended his rule over much 

of Sumatra, as well as several neighboring islands and even to outposts on the 

Malaysian mainland. And as his stature grew, in order to give a proper public face to 

his rapidly rising status as an empire builder, the young sultan also surrounded his 

person and household with a refi ned ritual of state, in many cases adopting practices 

and symbolic gestures of power openly evocative of the Ottoman court.   

 Yet if Aceh’s new ruler continued to look to Istanbul as a model of prestige and 

imperial authority, by the early seventeenth century there was no longer any reason 
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for him to consider his state as part a larger political world actively dominated by 

the Ottomans. Quite to the contrary, Iskandar Muda’s pretensions to an imperial 

status all his own were in large measure a direct response to the Ottomans’ rapidly 

diminishing political presence in Southeast Asia. 

 Th is is a fact made explicit in the  Hikajat Atjeh  (“Story of Aceh”), a Malay-

language biographical panegyric to Iskandar composed sometime toward the end of 

his reign in 1636. Among many episodes about the sultan’s early life included within 

its pages, there is one in particular that speaks directly to Istanbul’s changing rela-

tionship with this distant corner of the Indian Ocean. According to the tale, a 

Portuguese embassy arrived in Aceh in the early 1590s, a time when the young 

Iskandar was only a small boy. Th e reason for the visit was to ask Iskandar’s grandfa-

ther, then the reigning sultan of Aceh, to forsake his traditional friendship with the 

Ottomans and hand over to the Portuguese the naval redoubt guarding his city’s 

access to the sea. As a harbinger of this new alliance, the envoys presented the sultan 

with a magnifi cent racehorse that they claimed to be the fastest in all of Portugal, 

and confi dently challenged him to race it against any horses he might have in his 

stables “from Mecca or Istanbul.” 

 Openly scornful of both the envoys’ proposal and their gift, the sultan immedi-

ately produced a prize thoroughbred recently sent to him by “his brother, the Sultan 

of Istanbul,” which he raced several times against the Portuguese charger but always 

to the advantage of the latter. Duly impressed, one of the sultan’s attendants then 

asked to ride the Portuguese horse himself but was told by the envoys that only the 

Portuguese were men enough to do so. When he insisted and mounted the charger 

anyway, he was immediately thrown to the ground and knocked unconscious. 

 Enraged by this shameful spectacle, the sultan then called on his grandson to 

salvage his honor. Th e young Iskandar, only ten years of age, readily agreed, but not 

before fi rst ordering the saddle removed from the beast “since with such a saddle 

even a baby could ride a horse.” Iskandar then mounted the animal and galloped 

comfortably around the fi eld, embarrassing the Portuguese into trying to do the 

same. But as soon as the fi rst of them climbed onto the animal, it became clear that, 

without the saddle, he was unable to maintain control and was almost immediately 

thrown to the ground. Publicly disgraced, the Portuguese embassy promptly left 

Aceh without daring to make any more demands.     

 Th is story, almost certainly apocryphal, is nevertheless one that contains a deep 

historical truth about the waning years of the Ottoman Age of Exploration. Iskandar 

Muda’s grandfather, like all the Acehnese rulers of the latter sixteenth century, had 

depended on a strategic partnership with the Ottomans to retain his power and 

keep the Portuguese threat in check. But by the early seventeenth century, such a 

strategy was no longer either feasible or desirable. If the young Iskandar, upon reach-

ing maturity, truly intended to “ride the Portuguese horse,” he would therefore have 

to do so by relying on his own resources and without expecting any help from dis-

tant Istanbul.  
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    the world that trade created   

 Th roughout maritime Asia, the disappearance of the Ottoman Empire as a visible 

political presence was an undeniable reality during the decades after 1589. But as the 

example of Aceh shows, these same decades were also a time of booming trade and 

unparalleled prosperity for many Muslims across the region.     Meanwhile, within 

the Ottoman Empire itself, individual members of the Indian Ocean faction enjoyed 

a similarly bountiful “peace dividend” in this postideological age—even though, as a 

group, they ceased to exist as a cohesive political faction. 

 Th is transformation from state agency to individual entrepreneurship depended 

on two preconditions: externally, the end of the Portuguese threat to maritime traffi  c 

through the Red Sea and Persian Gulf and, internally, the dismantling of Sokollu 

Mehmed Pasha’s carefully constructed system for controlling the spice trade. Th e 

fi rst of these was accomplished, ironically enough, by the failure of Mir Ali’s expedi-

tion in 1589. Th e second was realized more gradually, over a period of years dating 

back at least to the 1570s. But in an equally ironic twist of history, Sokollu’s own sup-

porters in the Indian Ocean faction played the most decisive role in bringing his 

trading system to an end. 

 Sokollu’s protégé Koja Sinan Pasha was a leading protagonist in this process, 

having already established a precedent for mixing private trading interests with offi  -

cial duties during his tenure as governor of Egypt in the early 1570s.     In fact, in 1574, 

only months after Koja Sinan had completed his second term as Egypt’s governor, 

Sokollu had issued an angry directive calling for renewed enforcement of his ban on 

commercial activities for the province’s state representatives. Th e document specifi -

cally decried “infringement of the rights of the merchant class” because “the gover-

nor, the chief fi nancial offi  cer, and the judges, lords and other state offi  cials have 

been actively engaging in trade,” suggesting that Koja Sinan had not only bent the 

rules on his own behalf while in Egypt but also turned a blind eye to the trading 

activities of his underlings.     

 Considering the leading role that Koja Sinan was destined to play in Indian 

Ocean politics after Sokollu Mehmed’s death, his apparent excesses while his patron 

was still in offi  ce could hardly augur well for the future of the Ottoman spice 

monopoly. Indeed, as soon as Koja Sinan Pasha began his own fi rst term as grand 

vizier in 1580, one of his fi rst acts had been to permit Hasan Pasha in Yemen to sell 

a portion of state spices locally rather than sending them with the annual spice gal-

ley to Egypt. At the time, this was presented as a temporary emergency measure, 

justifi ed by the need to subsidize Ottoman operations in Eritrea.     But two years 

later, in 1582, he relaxed central control of the spice trade even further by allowing 

state-owned cargoes arriving in Egypt to be sold directly to European merchants, 

rather than insisting that they be forwarded for sale in Istanbul.     

 Koja Sinan was removed from offi  ce shortly thereafter, but the steady erosion of 

Sokollu’s trade regime would continue unabated, and seemingly without regard to 
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the faction in power in Istanbul. In 1584, for example, the new Grand Vizier Siyavush 

Pasha, who was not associated with the Indian Ocean faction, received complaints 

that private merchants in the Red Sea had begun to bypass Jiddah—a mandatory 

stop under Sokollu Mehmed’s system—and sail directly from Mocha to Suez. 

Siyavush Pasha forbade the practice, but it seems to have continued regardless, 

apparently with the open collusion of Hasan Pasha in Yemen.     Subsequently, when 

the Sharif of Mecca demanded, in compensation for lost revenue from this illicit 

traffi  c, that ships from India be similarly allowed to bypass Yemen and sail directly 

to Jiddah, Siyavush Pasha had no choice but to grant the request.     

 Th us, within just a few years of Sokollu Mehmed’s death, several key elements of 

his trading system had already been systematically compromised. And although 

many factors were to blame, fi rst among them was the enthusiasm with which high-

ranking members of his own faction had become personally invested in the spice 

trade—and noticeably unscrupulous about keeping these activities separate from 

their role as servants of the state. Th is was a process already well under way by 1589, 

when Mir Ali Beg faced defeat and capture at Mombasa. But once it became clear, 

in the years that followed, that the Portuguese no longer posed even a minimal 

threat to commerce through the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, any remaining calls to 

maintain elements of Sokollu’s soft empire were completely drowned out. Th ereafter, 

while the trading activities of individual members of the Indian Ocean faction 

became continuously more extensive and lucrative, the state itself became increas-

ingly irrelevant as a guarantor of this trade. 

 Th e subsequent careers of some of the most prominent factional members pro-

vide a clear demonstration of this process at work. Koja Sinan, who never returned 

to the Indian Ocean region after 1589, was nevertheless able to leverage his vast 

personal wealth—derived in no small part from his ongoing trading concerns in 

Egypt and the Red Sea—to outlast his political rivals and regain the grand vizier-

ate four more times during the 1590s. Hasan Pasha, who remained as governor of 

Yemen for fi fteen years after the dramatic events of 1589, similarly owed his longev-

ity in offi  ce to a remunerative private trade in spices, carried out with a wide range 

of infl uential business partners that included the French consul in Cairo.     His 

 success established a model for later Yemeni governors, as well as for offi  cials in 

Egypt, Eritrea, and Jiddah, all of whom regularly took advantage of their positions 

to entice investors, raise capital, and buy on credit to great personal advantage.     

Increasingly, they also expanded their trading activities into the emerging market 

for coff ee, a new commodity with a booming international demand that was culti-

vated exclusively in Yemen and the Horn of Africa.     By the 1610s, Dutch observers 

noted that pashas from Istanbul might arrive in Yemen as paupers, but always 

returned home as rich men.     And yet, none of this activity ever translated into any 

new political or military initiatives beyond the confi nes of Red Sea. Th rough the 

prosperity of its individual members, the Indian Ocean faction had rendered itself 

superfl uous. 
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 Meanwhile, these same years also witnessed the consolidation of powerful private 

merchant families, who developed their own equally extensive commercial opera-

tions in an era of booming trade. Among the best known were two families based in 

Cairo, the Abu Taqiyya and Ibn Yagmur, whose members begin to fi gure promi-

nently in surviving Egyptian court records from as early as the 1560s and 1570s, and 

whose activities expanded precipitously in the decades that followed. By century’s 

end, they had assumed a dominant position in many aspects of the India trade, often 

entering into key partnerships with individual members of the Indian Ocean fac-

tion. And signifi cantly, as they dealt in ever greater quantities of spices, coff ee, and 

other goods, they also began to take over from the state a leading role in maintain-

ing the infrastructure of trade in Egypt and the Red Sea by endowing caravanserais, 

warehouses, and commercial facilities for public use.     

 Within the larger history of the Ottoman Age of Exploration, the fi nal decades 

of the sixteenth century thus present themselves as a period of paradox. Beginning 

in the 1560s and 1570s, the success of Sokollu Mehmed’s policies had prompted a 

steady wearing down of Portuguese power at sea and a corresponding upswing of 

trade through Ottoman-controlled ports. But precisely because this strategy had 

proved so successful, trade eventually grew to such an extent that Sokollu’s system 

for controlling it was rendered both unsustainable and unnecessary. Th is, in turn, led 

not only to the dismantling of his spice monopoly but also to the eff ective end of his 

vision of a soft empire in the Indian Ocean. 

 Nevertheless, in other ways the empire’s relationship with the region became 

richer, deeper, and more intense than ever before. In the 1580s, as the volume of mer-

chant and pilgrim traffi  c bound for the Red Sea continued to grow, Ottoman com-

mercial relationships expanded into progressively more distant areas of the Indian 

Ocean, most notably the Bay of Bengal, where the fi rst regular maritime links were 

established between Ottoman ports and the important trading centers of Pegu and 

Masulipatnam.     In the western Indian Ocean, where the number and size of mer-

chant vessels reached even greater heights, privately owned ships capable of carrying 

more than a thousand passengers became commonplace, with at least six such ves-

sels traveling regularly between India and the ports of the Red Sea on an annual 

basis by the 1590s.     In 1602, a private trade delegation from Egypt even visited the 

court of the once fearsomely hostile Mughal Emperor Akbar, requesting a series of 

trade concessions for Ottoman merchants in ports under his control. By this point, 

earlier fears about the threat posed by Akbar to Ottoman dynastic legitimacy had 

apparently been all but forgotten.     

 Among contemporary Ottoman observers, however, not everyone who remarked 

on these developments was necessarily enthusiastic about their implications. In 1581, 

for instance, the notoriously dour intellectual Mustafa Ali composed a text lament-

ing the fallen state (in his view) of Ottoman society in his day. Within, he identifi ed 

one of the most appalling symptoms of this decline to be “the rich merchants who 

count their money, as numerous as the stars, all night until morning . . . and whose 
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associates travel to India and beyond, returning with various precious rarities with 

which they constantly enlarge their capital.”     He added that in cities like Cairo, 

Aleppo, and Damascus, “even those among them who seemingly live in poverty and 

destitution are still engaged in trade with countries as far as India.”     

 One such merchant, a Damascene by the name of Ibn Kereki, who arrived in 

Aleppo after a sojourn of ten years in India when Mustafa Ali was himself a resident 

in the city, seems to have left an especially deep impression on the author. During 

Ibn Kereki’s time abroad, “his capital had produced a multitude of goods and immea-

surable profi t,” and upon his return to his native city, he was accompanied by “500 

camels, and all these loaded with goods, and the porters and the camel-drivers alone 

being 300 men.” His entourage and baggage train were apparently so extensive that 

he rented out an entire caravanserai to accommodate them—a fact initially met with 

enough incredulity that the author felt compelled to verify it with his own eyes.     

 As a died-in-the-wool statist, Mustafa Ali harbored nothing but contempt for 

the likes of Ibn Kereki, collectively accusing this new class of merchants of shirking 

their responsibility to the Ottoman fi sc and bemoaning the fact that “the poor suff er 

under the hardships of destitution while such rich blockheads thrive in pomp and 

power.”     Even so, in expressing such anxieties, Mustafa Ali’s writings only confi rm 

the impression that by the 1580s the Ottomans’ burgeoning trade with maritime 

Asia had far outstripped the state’s ability to control it, becoming in the process an 

engine of measurable socioeconomic transformations within the empire.  

    discovery in a postpolitical world   

 In an age such as the one described by Mustafa Ali, in which viziers were overshad-

owed by merchants, and state institutions were overwhelmed by the open fl oodgates 

of trade, what might be the consequences for the intellectual dimension of the 

Ottoman Age of Exploration? As in earlier decades of the sixteenth century, politi-

cal patronage from members of the Indian Ocean faction continued to serve as an 

important stimulus for the collection, analysis, and dissemination of information 

about the world of maritime Asia. But beginning in the 1560s, in a process that 

would accelerate throughout the rest of the century, the steadily growing volume of 

trade with the Indies created a new constituency of Ottoman social groups with a 

direct interest in the economy, geography, and history of the Indian Ocean. As a 

result, during these years Ottoman discovery literature began to take on a self-rein-

forcing and dynamic quality for which even the most sophisticated political analysis 

is inadequate. 

 Admittedly, in a time and place with no functioning print industry, no private 

libraries whose collections still survive, and no fi rm statistics regarding literacy or 

the market for books, the exact connection between this intellectual trend and a 

market demand among the wider Ottoman reading public is diffi  cult to establish in 

all its details. Nevertheless, there is enough evidence in the surviving historical 
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record to assert an exponential increase in the production of Ottoman discovery 

literature during the fi nal decades of the sixteenth century, both in terms of the vari-

ety of texts produced and their sheer numbers. And there are also enough clues—

some of them provided by the texts themselves—to suggest that this was the direct 

result of a growing popular appetite for geography and cartography among the 

Ottoman literate classes. 

 One measurable indicator of this emerging demand is the increased availability 

of geographical works originally produced in much earlier periods as a result of 

imperial patronage. Piri Reis’s “Book of the Sea,” for example, presented to Sultan 

Suleiman in 1526, remained a unique manuscript until 1550, and there is no evidence 

that before this date it left the palace or was consulted by anyone outside the sultan’s 

closest circle of advisors. Between 1560 and the end of the sixteenth century, on the 

other hand, the work was copied and circulated in large numbers, with at least fi f-

teen known reproductions dating from this period that are still extant.     Naturally, 

this represents only a very small percentage of the total number available at the time, 

a fi gure that can only be guessed at but that may have reached well into the hun-

dreds.     Production of this kind is simply too large to be explained by anything 

other than a genuine growth in demand in the literate population, particularly con-

sidering the enormous expense associated with reproducing, by hand, a work that 

included several dozen illustrated multicolor maps. Despite this prohibitive cost, 

Piri Reis’s magnum opus still managed to become a virtual best seller by the stan-

dards of contemporary Ottoman manuscripts. But crucially, it did so only during the 

freewheeling years of booming trade in the late sixteenth century—not during the 

lifetime of the author himself. 

 Similar conclusions can be drawn from another rough index of the popularity of 

geographical texts among Ottoman consumers of books: the rate at which works 

originally composed in Arabic were translated into Turkish, thereby becoming avail-

able to a larger and more diverse body of readers. Prior to the sixteenth century, 

there had been almost no Turkish-language translations of Arabic geographies, and 

to a surprising extent this seems to have remained the case well into the 1550s.     But 

thereafter, Turkish versions of several major Arabic geographical texts began to 

appear, including standard works such as Istakhri’s  Mesālikü’l-Memālik  (“Th e Paths 

of Kingdoms”) and Ibn Zunbul’s  Ḳānūnü’d-Dünyā  (“Code of the World”). Like Piri 

Reis’s “Book of the Sea,” these also exist in multiple contemporary copies, indicating 

a relatively wide circulation.     

 Equally important, these same decades also witnessed the composition of the 

fi rst synthetic works by Ottoman authors who were well versed in the learning of 

Arabic geographers but who clearly aimed to repackage this information in a  manner 

that was both more relevant and more easily digestible for a contemporary Ottoman 

audience. A precocious example of this type of scholarship is Seydi Ali Reis’s 

 Kitābü’l-Muḥīṭ  (“Book of the Ocean”), completed in 1562. Like the famous “Mirror 

of Countries” by the same author, the “Book of the Ocean” was inspired by Seydi 
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Ali’s travels in India, but unlike this earlier work, it was free of any overt political 

implications. Instead, it was designed as a technical guide to navigation in the Indian 

Ocean, based on a combination of Seydi Ali’s personal experiences at sea, his con-

versations with local navigators while abroad, and several Arabic treatises on navi-

gating the monsoons that were previously unknown to an Ottoman audience. As its 

title suggests, the text was therefore intended to be a complementary work to Piri 

Reis’s “Book of the Sea,” which held a similar practical value for navigators in the 

Mediterranean. At the same time, it also represented an obvious attempt at scholarly 

one-upsmanship appropriate to an age in which Ottoman horizons had expanded 

far beyond the shores of the Mediterranean.     

 Following the completion of “Book of the Ocean,” a very large number of other 

works began to appear that shared the same basic aim of introducing Arabic geo-

graphical knowledge to a Turkish-speaking readership, but with signifi cant varia-

tions of tone, content, and register in order to accommodate a diversity of tastes and 

interests. At one end of this spectrum is Mahmud al-Hatib al-Rumi’s  Nevādirü’l-

Ġarā’ib ve Mevāridü’l-‘Acā’ib  (“Wondrous Rarities and Marvelous Blossoms”), a text, 

completed in 1563, with both a high entertainment value and a correspondingly large 

audience (with more than a dozen late-sixteenth-century copies still extant).     At 

the other extreme is Mehmed Ashik’s  Menāẓirü’l-‘Avālim  (“Th e Vantage Points of 

the Worlds”), an imposing tome more than a thousand pages in length that pro-

vided Turkish-speaking readers with a defi nitive synthesis of Arabic geographical 

learning. Completed in 1597, it remained a standard reference work throughout the 

seventeenth century.     

 Among the most interesting examples of this developing geographical genre is 

Sipahizade Mehmed’s  Evẓaḥü’l-Mesālik fı̄ Ma‘rifeti’l-Buldān ve’l-Memālik  (“Th e 

Location of the Paths to the Knowledge of Kingdoms and Countries”), a work that 

displayed an impressive bibliography of classical Arabic authors but also departed 

from these classical models in important ways. Its many innovations included exten-

sively expanded sections on areas of the Ottoman state itself, updated information 

about the Indian Ocean, and even a small chapter about the discovery of the New 

World. In addition, it featured numerous schematic maps of cities, rivers, islands, 

and mountain ranges of a form not found in any of its cited sources, as well as an 

original world map of both the eastern and western hemispheres.     

 Signifi cantly, Sipahizade Mehmed wrote two separate versions of “Th e Location 

of the Paths,” the fi rst composed in Arabic in the 1550s for a strictly erudite audience 

and the second, completed in 1573, as an abridged and revised Turkish-language 

translation of his earlier work. Th is new version was presented in a small, almost 

pocket-sized volume, was written in an accessible style, and included margins with 

ample space for readers to make their own notes and additions to the material. In 

this popularized reincarnation, “Th e Location of the Paths” was thereby transformed 

into an eminently practical and market-savvy work, intended fi rst and foremost to 

be handy, portable, and up-to-date.     
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 Th ere were other authors, meanwhile, who shared Sipahizade’s desire to write for 

a more popular audience but not his erudite interest in Arabic predecessors. One 

scholar in this category is Seyfi  Chelebi, who completed a historical geography of 

Asia in 1582 under the strangely baroque (but descriptive) title: “History of the 

Rulers of the Domains of India, Sind, Cathay, Kashmir, Iran, Kashgar, Khalmuk, 

China, and Many Other Kingdoms, including the Descendants of the Great 

Genghis Khan and the Emperor of China and the Rulers of Hindustan in the Time 

of Sultan Murad, Son of Sultan Selim.”     Written in simple language and organized 

geographically, it included several chapters dealing specifi cally with the recent polit-

ical history of India and gave a brief description of the most important contempo-

rary rulers on the subcontinent and in the islands of Ceylon and Sumatra, as well as 

separate sections on Iran, China, and Central Asia. 

 Seyfi  Chelebi’s text is particularly signifi cant because, while composed in a popu-

lar rather than a scholarly register, it is entirely free of the sensationalistic cosmo-

graphical content typical of medieval “Wonders of Creation” literature, remaining 

instead fi rmly focused on the concerns of contemporary maritime Asia. As such, it 

speaks to an emerging popular hunger for information about the world that was 

both current and empirically verifi able, a characteristic shared in common with 

another down-market work, Mustafa b. Ali al-Muvakkit’s  I‘̇lāmu’l-‘Iḃād fı̄ A‘lāmi’l-

Bilād  (“A Public Announcement of the Milestones of Countries”). In this curious 

little book, originally produced during the reign of Suleiman the Magnifi cent but 

circulated widely in the fi nal decades of the century, the main text presents a simple 

list of one hundred important cities between Morocco and China, along with their 

geographical coordinates and respective distances from Istanbul. In its introduction, 

the author provides an excellent, if anecdotal, illustration of the general cultural 

atmosphere in which this work and others like it were circulated. He writes:

  Among the common people, the number of days and months it takes to travel between 

Istanbul and the various cities of the world has become a common topic of conversa-

tion, and even if some of the things that are said on this subject are correct, the vast 

majority are known to be untrue, since some people are inclined to intentionally exag-

gerate distances, and others simply make them up off  the top of their heads.       

 Th e author, as he explains, is thus setting the record straight about this important 

topic of contemporary debate.  

    maps and the market: the evolution 
of the ottoman portolan chart   

 Of all the surviving intellectual artifacts of this fi nal phase of the Ottoman Age of 

Exploration, portolan charts provide some of the most fertile ground for exploring the 

relationship between trade and cultural production. Th is is because portolans, in use 

in the Ottoman Empire since the mid-fi fteenth century, were designed as practical 
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tools for navigation, meaning that they were both produced for and used by the indi-

viduals most intimately involved in the day-to-day conduct of maritime commerce. 

 One consequence of this practical function, however, is that portolans were 

required to conform to several strict technical conventions, including a crisscross 

network of so-called rhumb lines (by means of which pilots used a compass and 

ruler to plot their course) and meticulously labeled place-names at very small inter-

vals (so that mariners could identify their exact location at any given landfall). Out 

of necessity, standard portolans were therefore extremely constrained geographically, 

since the straight rhumb lines on which their navigation system depended could not 

account for the curvature of the earth on larger scale maps. Th is explains why, as a 

rule, traditional portolans rarely depicted any area outside of the Mediterranean, the 

Black Sea, and the Atlantic coast of Europe (for an example, see  Figure 1.2 ).     

 How did Ottoman draftsmen, trained in the art of this sophisticated but highly 

conservative mapmaking tradition, respond to the challenge of adapting their craft 

to the new requirements of the Age of Exploration? One early answer is shown in 

the map of El Hajj Ebu’l-Hasan, drafted in the 1550s and today preserved in the 

Topkapı Palace Library ( Figure 7.1 ).     Upon casual inspection, this map appears to 

be a conventional sea chart, in Arabic script, featuring all of the basic characteristics 

of a standard portolan. But a closer examination reveals a number of surprising 

departures from the portolans of the past. Most obviously, while the main focus of 

the chart is the Mediterranean basin, at its bottom margin it includes an awkward 

extension of the African coast all the way to the Cape of Good Hope, thereby clearly 

indicating the opening of a maritime route to the Indian Ocean. Somewhat myste-

riously, this southern portion of the map also retains the series of labeled place-

names typical of portolans, although most of these labels are unidentifi able and 

almost certainly imaginary. In other words, because of these modifi cations, the map 

is clearly of little use as a guide to navigation, the primary function of a standard 

portolan. Instead, the purpose of El Hajj Ebu’l-Hasan’s creative departure seems to 

be not practical but didactic: to demonstrate visually the opening of the Mediterranean 

world and the existence of new geographical knowledge (in this case about the cir-

cumnavigability of Africa) that could not be adequately expressed through the 

established conventions of portolan chart making.  

 In subsequent decades, other Ottoman mapmakers would eagerly embrace the 

 challenge visibly expressed in El Hajj Ebu’l-Hasan’s portolan by fi nding new and pro-

gressively more fl exible ways of using maps to represent the contemporary world. 

Between 1560 and the end of the sixteenth century, a greater number of Turkish-

language maps and charts were produced than during any previous period in the his-

tory of the empire, including a new genre of atlas (a word that was itself fi rst introduced 

into Ottoman Turkish during these years) of which several examples are still extant. As 

a group, these atlases share a surprising number of common features: each appears to 

have been designed for navigators, with carefully drawn coastlines but few (or no) ter-

restrial features; each contains roughly the same sequence of double-folio charts of the 
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Black Sea, various regions of the Mediterranean, and the Atlantic coast of Europe; and 

each displays draftsmanship of a very similar technical and aesthetic quality.     Th ese 

shared characteristics reveal a very high degree of standardization, suggesting that 

these bound volumes are the few surviving exemplars of a genre of atlas that was once 

extremely common and probably mass-produced according to standard templates. 

    figure 7. 1   The portolan chart of El Hajj Ebu’l-Hasan. Source: Topkapı Palace Museum 

Library, Istanbul, Hazine Ms. 1822.     
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    figure 7.2   A map from the  At ̣lās-ı Hümāyūn  (“Imperial Atlas”). The work is undated but 
was probably drafted in the 1570s. Source: Istanbul Archaeology Museum, Ms. 1621, fols. 
9b–10a. Photograph by Başak Tolun.     

 At the same time, these atlases also retain certain individualized qualities that 

indicate an ongoing experimentation with mapmaking techniques, each including at 

least one or two original maps in addition to the standard sequence of Mediterranean 

and Atlantic charts. Of these, one example from the recently discovered  Aṭlās-ı 

Hümāyūn  (“Imperial Atlas”;  Figure 7.2 ) is of particular interest because it shows 

roughly the same geographical area as the earlier portolan chart of El Hajj Ebu’l-

Hasan.     Unlike its predecessor, however, this new map is plainly unconstrained even 

by a superfi cial adherence to the conventions of portolan mapmaking, having for-

saken entirely both the cumbersome system of labeled place-names and the restric-

tive  contours of a typical portolan. In so doing, it conveys a much more comprehensive 

picture of the extra-Mediterranean world, while avoiding the cramped distortions 

resorted to by El Hajj Ebu’l-Hasan.  

 Th e spartan elegance of this image is a characteristic of all of the maps in this 

genre of atlas and is  reproduced to an even higher degree of draftsmanship in a 

slightly later volume, the  Deñiz Atḷāsı  (“Sea Atlas”;  Figure 7.3 ).     Like the 

“Imperial Atlas,” this version, too, features at least one image with no known 

equivalent in other contemporary atlases: a full-page chart not of the 
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Mediterranean, but of the Indian Ocean basin. In fact, it counts as the earliest 

known Ottoman chart of any kind to depict the Indian Ocean exclusively, rather 

than as part of a larger world map. Its inclusion in an atlas otherwise devoted to 

the Mediterranean and Europe speaks to the special importance that this part of 

the world had begun to occupy in the minds of a certain segment of consumers—

and the fl exibility with which the producers of these maps were now able to 

accommodate their interests.   

    trade with the west: the ottoman 
market for european maps   

 To what extent, if any, did these trends translate into an expanding demand for 

European maps in addition to an increasing desire for original Ottoman produc-

tions? Since as early as the year 1481, when the Florentine humanist Francesco 

Berlinghieri prepared for Mehmed the Conqueror a copy of his recently published 

Ptolemaic geography, it had been relatively common for Ottoman sultans and highly 

placed statesmen to receive Western maps as gifts, to purchase them, and in some 

cases, even to steal them.     But in a process that mirrors closely the expanding 

 interest in indigenously produced geography and cartography, not until the latter 

    figure 7.3   A map of the Indian Ocean from the  Deñiz Aṭlāsı  (“Sea Atlas”). The work is 
undated but was probably produced circa 1580. Source: Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, 

W.660, fols. 2v–3r.     
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decades of the sixteenth century were there signs of an Ottoman demand for 

European maps with broader socioeconomic roots. 

 One body of evidence for this trend is the Ottoman atlases just discussed. In 

many cases, their maps conform so closely to contemporary examples produced in 

Italy that, in the view of at least one modern scholar, they may have been the prod-

uct of Italian workshops, with only their place-names added later by Ottoman 

draftsmen.     Most specialists disagree, remaining convinced that these atlases were 

the original work of local Ottoman cartographers—a view at least circumstantially 

supported by the seventeenth-century Ottoman author Evliya Chelebi, who 

described in a fair amount of detail the mapmakers’ shops he visited in the Istanbul 

neighborhood of Pera.     But at the very least, there are enough similarities between 

the two types to affi  rm that Ottoman mapmakers were thoroughly familiar with the 

work of their contemporaries in Italy, a fact which suggests that by the 1560s and 

1570s, Western maps had become fairly easy to obtain in the Ottoman market. 

 A more concrete manifestation of this trans-Mediterranean exchange is the 

 so-called Mappamundi of Tunuslu Hajji Ahmed, a heart-shaped world map that was 

produced in an unknown Venetian workshop in 1559 and counts as the earliest Turkish-

language map ever adapted to the printing press. Originally executed as a woodcut 

carved onto six planks of applewood, the work conformed to the highest technical 

standards of its time, with an image designed by the cartographer Oronce Finé (chair 

of mathematics at the Collège Royal de France until 1554) and textual reference points 

taken from the most recent edition of the Venetian geographer Ramusio’s authorita-

tive  Navigationi et Viaggi .     Th e most unusual characteristic of the map, however, is its 

extensive companion text in Ottoman Turkish, which presents a brief history of 

European voyages of exploration, a politically informed overview of the contemporary 

world, and a summary of the recent conquests of the Ottoman Empire and its impe-

rial rivals.     Intended for publication and sale on the Ottoman market, the map was a 

pioneering attempt to mass produce the latest Western geographical knowledge in a 

form relevant to a literate Ottoman audience—both as a way to facilitate the interna-

tional exchange of ideas and for the more venal purpose of turning a profi t. As the 

map’s introductory text announced to its readers: “Th is is no mere work of art, but a 

tool of reference for understanding the whole world. . . . Verily, until the true condi-

tions of all the lands of the earth are known, scientists and philosophers must consult 

with one another, and endless resources must be invested!”     

 Th e map was printed in a run of 150 copies, giving an idea of the level of demand 

its creators believed they would fi nd in the Ottoman Empire. But because its com-

pletion coincided with the introduction of the Holy Inquisition in Venice, its distri-

bution was delayed by newly introduced prohibitions against printing in non-Latin 

alphabets (a measure originally intended to restrict the publication of books in 

Hebrew). Surviving records show that permission from the Venetian Council of Ten 

to distribute and sell the map was not granted until 1568, and it remains unclear how 

many of these copies were eventually sold on the Ottoman market.     



    f igure 7.4   A view of Takiyuddin Efendi’s astronomical observatory, showing a European 

terrestrial globe in the foreground. Source: Seyyid Lokman’s  Şehinşāhnāme , circa 1581, Istanbul 

University Library, Ms. F 1404, fol. 57a.     
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    figure 7.5   A close-up of the globe from Takiyuddin Efendi’s astronomical observatory 

in Seyyid Lokman’s  Şehinşāhnāme .     

 As a result of such diffi  culties, no other Turkish-language maps are known to 

have been published in Europe during the remaining decades of the sixteenth cen-

tury (although there were subsequent publications of Arabic geographies in their 

original language, most of them produced in Italy).     Despite this, it is clear that by 

the 1570s and 1580s, quite a large number of untranslated Western published works 

were in circulation in the Ottoman market, and they could often reach an Ottoman 

audience surprisingly quickly after fi rst appearing in Europe. In 1573, for example, a 

translator at the Ottoman court is known to have ordered and received two copies of 

Abraham Ortelius’s famous  Teatrum Orbis Terrarum , a collection of maps fi rst pub-

lished in the Low Countries only three years earlier, in 1570.     

 Perhaps the most evocative record of the Ottomans’ use of Western carto-

graphical tools, however, is to be found not in any surviving collections of maps 

or archival records, but rather in an Ottoman miniature painting. Preserved in 

Seyyid Lokman’s  Şehinşāhnāme  (“Book of the King of Kings”), an illuminated 

manuscript prepared for Sultan Murad III in 1581, the painting depicts a scene 

from the astronomical observatory of Takiyüddin Efendi that includes in its 

foreground an image of several apprentice astronomers consulting a European-

style globe ( Figure 7.4 ).      
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 Th is image is signifi cant on two levels. Most basically, it provides a record of the 

practical value that European globes held for Ottoman astronomers. But equally 

important, it also suggests a culture of Ottoman connoisseurship for the artistic 

qualities of European maps. Th is is implied by the manner in which the globe domi-

nates the foreground of the painting, and even more so in the painstaking extent to 

which its details have been copied down. Although it is reproduced to an extremely 

small scale—in the original image the globe is barely two centimeters across—the 

main outlines of continents and oceans as well as rivers and even minor terrestrial 

features are all clearly visible ( Figure 7.5 ). As an ornamental element in an illumi-

nated manuscript, there is no obvious reason why the globe’s surface should be 

reproduced with such care, except to indicate that, by the 1580s, a taste for the fi ner-

ies of European mapmaking had developed even within the tradition-bound and 

discriminating circles of Istanbul’s guild of master illuminators.   

    ottoman discovery in comparative perspective   

 Th is growing and varied Ottoman appreciation for Western maps is only one of many 

ways in which the Ottoman Age of Exploration, during its most mature phase, devel-

oped in tandem with the intellectual world of the contemporary West. For in Europe, 

as well as in the Ottoman Empire, the second half of the sixteenth century proved 

qualitatively diff erent from any previous period in terms of the production and circu-

lation of geography and cartography. During earlier decades, the most widely available 

examples of European discovery literature had been brief pamphlets, notices, and let-

ters printed to report the results of the latest voyages of exploration. Only later did 

scholars begin to tackle the problem of how to compile, organize, and synthesize this 

huge new body of knowledge into a coherent and usable form. Th e product of their 

collective labors, of which Ramusio’s  Navigationi et Viaggi  and Mercator’s  Atlas  are 

two of the earliest examples, did not make their grand appearance until the 1550s and 

1560s—at precisely the same time that Ottoman scholars had begun to demonstrate 

their own emerging receptivity to new ideas about mapmaking and geography.     

 Moreover, the eagerness with which Ottoman intellectuals engaged with and 

translated works from the classical corpus of Arab geography also had parallels in 

Europe. Like the Ottomans, Western humanists, too, combined an interest in the 

geography of the contemporary world with the enthusiastic rediscovery of scholar-

ship from an earlier age (in their case, the geographical corpus of classical Greece 

and Rome).     But in addition to these classical texts, Western intellectuals could 

also draw direct inspiration from the same Arabic models as their Ottoman col-

leagues, as the second half of the sixteenth century was the fi rst period when large 

numbers of Arabic geographies became widely known and available in Europe. 

Th e Venetian publisher Giovanni Battista Ramusio openly advocated adopting the 

Arab geographers’ method of cataloguing information, which he described in the 

preface to his famous  Navigationi et Viaggi  as an “ ordine veramente bellissimo . ”     And 
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 importantly, many of the Arabic texts that reached him and other Western scholars 

during these years were supplied by Ottoman intermediaries.     

 At the same time, the fi rsthand experiences of the Ottomans themselves could 

also inform the development of Western geographic knowledge. During an extended 

stay in Istanbul during the 1560s, for instance, the Austrian envoy Ogier Ghiselin de 

Busbecq recorded a conversation with “a wandering Turk who had traversed almost 

the whole of the East, where he said he had made acquaintance with Portuguese 

travelers; then, kindled with a desire to visit the city and kingdom of Cathay, he had 

joined some merchants who were starting hither.”     Since China was a region about 

which contemporary Europeans still had very little fi rsthand information, Busbecq 

then devoted several pages to describing the Chinese portion of this adventurous 

itinerary.     

 Of course, even as they strove to learn from one another, Ottoman and Western 

intellectuals also faced imposing barriers to the free exchange of ideas. Of these, the 

most obvious related to printing in Arabic script, which was banned throughout the 

Ottoman Empire and severely restricted in many areas of Mediterranean Europe. 

Unfortunately, historians are still far from a full understanding of the impact of this 

printing ban on the development of Ottoman literate culture.     And in recent years, 

the picture has become even murkier in comparative terms, as scholars of European 

history have begun to critically reexamine many long-held assumptions about the 

“revolutionary” character of print culture within the West itself.     

 Th at said, there is little question that the absence of printing had signifi cant con-

sequences for the Ottoman Age of Exploration. Without dismissing the very real 

accomplishments of late-sixteenth-century Ottoman scholars, it seems obvious that 

the necessity of copying every new text by hand was, in the most literal sense, a seri-

ous handicap, rendering the mechanics of scholarly exchange exponentially more 

time-consuming and expensive than in the West. Over time, this had a clearly det-

rimental eff ect on the sustainability of Ottoman discovery, since the lack of easily 

reproducible standard texts created, particularly in later centuries, a consistent level 

of confusion about the kinds of information that were verifi able.     

 In saying this, however, it is important not to unnecessarily exaggerate the bound-

aries that divided the intellectual worlds of the Ottoman Empire and western Europe 

because of the printing ban. Even in the absence of a local printing industry, there 

were numerous ways in which published works from the West could still have infl u-

ence in the Ottoman Empire, and some Western printers—despite signifi cant obsta-

cles—are known to have published books specifi cally for the Ottoman market.     In 

1585, for instance, the Medici Press published an original language edition of a con-

temporary Arabic geography, Ahmed b. Halil al-Salihi’s  al-Bustān f ī ‘Acā’ibi’l-Arż ve’l-

Buldān  (“Th e Garden of Wonders of the World and Its Nations”).      And three years 

later, apparently in direct response to a local demand for more works of this kind, 

Sultan Murad III issued an imperial edict authorizing Italian merchants to import 

and sell without hindrance “certain printed works in Arabic, Turkish and Persian.”     
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 By the same token, as the contemporary experience of Portugal clearly shows, 

 printing  and  discovery  were hardly synonymous even in a strictly European con-

text. Th roughout the sixteenth century, Portugal remained on the very forefront 

of the discoveries themselves, logging more voyages of exploration than any other 

Western nation. Yet despite this, the vast majority of the travel narratives, geog-

raphies, and maps produced by the Portuguese remained, like their Ottoman 

equivalents, unpublished manuscripts. When they did appear in print, it was 

more often than not in the publishing houses of Italy or the Low Countries 

rather than in Portugal, and in translation within larger collections that were 

prepared for a wider, non-Portuguese audience.     In some cases, these texts were 

printed by the same publishing houses that produced volumes in Ottoman 

Turkish and Arabic. 

 With this in mind, perhaps the best way to understand the development of 

Ottoman discovery literature during the fi nal decades of the sixteenth century is to 

see it as part of a larger trans-Mediterranean intellectual division of labor. On the 

frontiers of this cultural zone, the subjects of young and vigorously expanding states, 

including the Ottoman Empire, as well as Portugal and Spain, physically traveled to 

the far-fl ung corners of the world and gathered information about the places they 

visited. Upon their return, the separate task of compiling, organizing, and publishing 

this information was left to the more developed printing centers of Italy and the 

Low Countries.  

    the end of discovery   

 By the end of the sixteenth century, the Ottoman Empire’s era of relentless inter-

national expansion had drawn to a close. But thanks to the complex combination 

of political patronage, market stimuli, and intellectual cross-fertilization of the 

preceding decades, the Ottomans had acquired a critical mass of scholarly tools 

that allowed them to understand the physical and human dimensions of the 

world to an unprecedented degree of sophistication. In the process, they had also 

gained a new self-consciousness about the global role of their own empire, allow-

ing them to look back on the grand imperial designs of Ibrahim Pasha, Hadim 

Suleiman, and Sokollu Mehmed with a sense of informed historical detachment. 

Tellingly, during the very last years of the century, a new genre of historical writ-

ing began to develop that strove to rewrite the history of the Ottoman state from 

an international perspective and to describe the genealogy of its relationship with 

other powers, particularly the rival Islamic empires of Safavid Iran and Mughal 

India.     

 Inevitably, however, as the Ottomans looked ahead to an increasingly uncertain 

future, such discussions of the past also began to be tinged with a palpable sense of 

nostalgia for a world that was no longer their own. In 1603, for example, the chroni-

cler Talikizade composed a list of the twenty most distinctive qualities of Ottoman 
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governance, many of which were openly evocative of the halcyon days of Sokollu 

Mehmed’s soft empire. Th ese included, most notably, the sultan’s role as protector of 

Mecca and Medina, which gave him supreme authority over all of the world’s 

Muslims, as well as the fact that the  h
ˉ
uṭbe  was pronounced in the sultan’s name “in 

each of the seven climes of the inhabitable world.”     Equally important, and in 

Talikizade’s view, even more uniquely Ottoman, was the empire’s rule “over both the 

land and the sea.” In his words:

  Never since the days of Adam could those sultans ruling over the sea ever control the 

land, nor could the lords reigning over the land ever take possession of the sea. Th at 

singular good fortune has only been bestowed by God’s grace on the great lords [of the 

Ottoman Empire]. Indeed, because His Illustrious Majesty Suleiman [the Magnifi cent] 

was the one who achieved this honor—may God Almighty be praised—he ordered his 

imperial signet ring to be adorned with the following words: “Th e Emperor who is 

guided by honor along the righteous path, Sultan of the Land and of the Sea, Suleiman, 

son of Selim.”       

 As he composed this text, it is certainly signifi cant that Talkizade could remember a 

time when, many years before, he had himself been a personal client of Sokollu 

Mehmed as a young man in the 1570s. As such, his words must have held a bitter-

sweet taste, for by 1603 these heady assertions of universal Ottoman sovereignty had 

long lost their currency for the world in which he now lived. Instead, the Ottomans 

of the early seventeenth century had collectively exchanged their claims to global 

empire for a more tranquil life in the pursuit of commerce. And in the short term, 

the benefi ts were tangible. But at what price? 

 In the Indian Ocean, the day of reckoning would come sooner than most 

probably imagined, as a receding state and a disintegrating sense of political 

cohesion left the Ottomans woefully unprepared for the challenges of a rapidly 

changing world. Appropriately, the central drama in this story of Ottoman col-

lapse would play itself out in Yemen, the same province that, a century before, 

Selman Reis had identifi ed as “Master of the Lands of India.” Here, beginning in 

1626, the Zaydi Imam al-Qasim Mansur led an uprising of such intensity that, 

within ten years, it brought a permanent end to imperial rule in Yemen. By 1636, 

when the last Ottoman garrison evacuated Mocha, Ottoman circumstances were 

so reduced that its commander was forced to beg for passage from a visiting 

Indian merchant ship, having been left without a single vessel under his own 

charge.     

 Elsewhere in maritime Asia, there had been even earlier signs that the Ottoman 

Age of Exploration was in its twilight. In 1622, a coordinated attack by Shah Abbas 

of Iran and a naval squadron of the upstart English East India Company had wrested 

control of Hormuz from the Portuguese and cut off  Basra’s contact with India by 

means of the Persian Gulf.     In the next year, Basra was further isolated by the 

Safavid occupation of Baghdad; and with its lines of communication severed, the 
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entire province was hastily auctioned off  by the Ottoman central government as a 

hereditary lease to a local chieftain.     Meanwhile, at the opposite end of the Indian 

Ocean, the naval power of Aceh was permanently destroyed by the Portuguese in 

1629, just twelve years before Portuguese Malacca was itself conquered by the 

Dutch.     By then, the political terrain of the entire Indian Ocean region had changed 

completely. Th e principal players were now the Dutch, the English, the Safavids and 

the Mughals, while the Ottomans and their old network of allies (and enemies) 

were fading from the picture, never to return. 

 Inexorably, Ottoman commercial fortunes soon followed the same sinking curve, 

for despite the decoupling of trade and politics of the preceding decades, it was 

impossible for Ottoman merchants not to suff er the consequences of this compre-

hensive combination of political disruptions and military defeats.     By 1625, condi-

tions had already deteriorated to the point that one Ottoman author, the scholar 

Omer Talib, off ered the following grim assessment of his empire’s prospects in an 

era of declining trade with the East:

  Now the Europeans have gained knowledge of the entire world, send their ships in 

every direction, and take possession of the most important ports. . . . Only the things 

they do not consume themselves reach Istanbul and the other Muslim countries, and 

even then are sold at fi ve times their original price. Th ey derive enormous profi ts from 

this trade, and it is the main reason for the scarcity of gold and silver in the lands of the 

Muslims today. . . . If nothing is done, before too long the Europeans will become lords 

even of the lands of Islam!       

 Views of this kind must be placed in context, for the 1620s and 1630s were a time of 

general malaise in Ottoman lands, when the range of problems to be faced—fi scal 

insolvency, endemic social unrest, a dynastic crisis, and wars on several fronts—

appeared so serious as to threaten the very existence of the empire.     Against this 

background, it may therefore be tempting to see the Ottomans’ souring fortunes on 

their distant southern frontier as merely a symptom of this more wide-ranging cri-

sis—and Omer Talib’s gloomy pessimism as an expression of a sometimes over-

wrought “decline consciousness” that permeated many genres of Ottoman writing 

from this period.     

 It bears considerable emphasis, however, that elsewhere in the empire the 

Ottomans were able to survive this crisis, even to the point of beginning a new 

period of modest imperial expansion later in the seventeenth century. Only along 

the Indian Ocean frontier—in the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, and the Horn of 

Africa—did the Ottomans permanently cede territory and fail to ever recover from 

the loss. In this sense, the end of the Ottoman Age of Exploration, like its begin-

ning, is a story that confounds standard interpretations of Ottoman history, inviting 

us to reconsider some of the most basic assumptions about the empire’s past and its 

place in the history of the early modern world.  
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    conclusion: empire lost and found   

 In modern maps of the sixteenth-century Indian Ocean, the Ottoman Empire typi-

cally appears as a mass of solid color in the upper left-hand corner of the page, its 

control stretching seamlessly over virtually all of the Middle East, the Arabian 

Peninsula, and northern Africa. In contrast, the Portuguese Estado da Índia is most 

often represented by a scattering of simple dots, each placed strategically at a spot 

along the Indian Ocean’s coasts and connected to the next by the region’s most 

important corridors of oceangoing trade. To the uninitiated, such maps may there-

fore appear, at least at fi rst, to present the Ottoman Empire in a comparatively favor-

able light, its territorial heft dwarfi ng the Portuguese and their paltry collection of 

coastal settlements. But on a deeper level, the impression left by such maps is one of 

Ottoman complacency rather than of Ottoman power, implying a state that was 

content to live off  the revenues from own its vast landed estates and, in consequence, 

both unwilling and incapable of engaging with the dynamic political economy of 

the world beyond its borders. 

 But what if an alternate map of the empire’s Indian Ocean provinces could be 

drawn, one based on a very diff erent understanding of Ottoman power in the harsh 

physical environment of the Red Sea and Persian Gulf? Th is map, if placed in the 

hands of a gifted enough mapmaker, might convey a sense of the scarcity of locally 

available resources, the dependence of the local economy on the patterns of oceanic 

trade, and the absence of any direct maritime link with the Ottoman Mediterranean. 

In addition, the empire’s own presence in the region might be represented as some-

thing other than solid swaths of sovereign territory, consisting instead of a series of 

tiny but strategic islands of authority, isolated from one another except by sea, hug-

ging the coast, and surrounded, in most cases, by hundreds of miles of the most 

inhospitable deserts on earth. 

 Such a map, by providing a more sophisticated physical image of the Ottomans’ 

Indian Ocean provinces, would also imply a very diff erent kind of Ottoman state. 

For in an environment this forbidding, an imperial presence could be maintained 

only through a dogged and coordinated political commitment, involving the mobi-

lization of human and natural resources far removed from the Red Sea and Persian 

Gulf, and motivated by something more sophisticated than the simple desire to 

accumulate territory. 

 In the real world of the sixteenth century, this imposing set of physical challenges 

provided a backdrop for almost every aspect of the Ottomans’ tenacious pursuit of 

empire in the Indian Ocean. It explains the persistence of their eff orts to gather 

intelligence about the region, the methodical resolve with which they constructed 

alliances overseas, and the brilliance of their carefully calibrated strategy to promote 

trade. But in terms of the sheer scale of their determination, nowhere do their labors 

appear more impressive than with regard to naval aff airs: Th roughout the sixteenth 

century, because of the near-total lack of locally available timber and the absence of 
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a Suez canal, every vessel operated by the Ottomans in the Indian Ocean theater 

was requisitioned from Istanbul, built from wood cut in the forests of Anatolia, and 

then shipped over a thousand miles to its fi nal point of construction—in most cases 

by sea to Egypt and from there by pack animal across another hundred miles of 

desert to Suez.     

 Th is improbably complex and exorbitantly expensive logistical eff ort was without 

real parallel in other parts of the empire, which were connected to one another and 

to the imperial center by a far less tenuous network of roads, sea lanes, and caravan 

routes. Indeed, this fact alone goes a long way toward explaining why Ottoman rule 

in its Indian Ocean provinces fared so badly during the general crisis of the early 

seventeenth century. Elsewhere in the empire, this same crisis produced a painful 

but by no means catastrophic renegotiation of the balance of power between center 

and province, resulting in a much higher degree of local autonomy that, in many 

cases, provided tangible economic and fi scal benefi ts for the empire as a whole.     But 

along the Ottomans’ southern frontier, where local authority owed its very existence 

to robust support from the central government, imperial rule simply could not sur-

vive a prolonged period of crisis without the coordinated political advocacy of the 

Indian Ocean faction. Only in the areas around Mecca and Medina, which because 

of their religious importance continued to be tied to the rest of the empire through 

the infrastructure of the hajj, was a modicum of Ottoman authority able to survive 

past the 1630s.     

 However, if the Ottoman Age of Exploration owed its end to a failure of political 

will, it also owed its beginning to a prescient political vision. For in 1517, at the 

moment of their fi rst contact with the world of the Indian Ocean, the Ottomans 

encountered a region whose trade-based economy was under the choke hold of 

Portugal’s maritime blockade, meaning that only a very farsighted appreciation of its 

future potential could justify continued investment there. Despite this unpromising 

beginning, the history of the Ottoman Age of Exploration in the decades that 

 followed is the story of a state employing progressively more determined means to 

realize this potential, including the massive allocation of military resources (some-

times without the prospect of any obvious territorial gains), invasive state interven-

tions into the market (sometimes to the detriment of individual private merchants), 

and active support for distant allies with few natural constituencies within the 

empire itself. By the 1570s, these collective eff orts had proven so successful that the 

Portuguese embargo had been brought to its knees, allowing the Ottomans to con-

trol a far larger share of the Indian Ocean spice trade than the Portuguese Crown 

ever had. 

 Yet paradoxically, all of this had been accomplished not despite the Portuguese 

but because of them, for it was they who had fi rst introduced a new kind of global 

politics into the world of the Indian Ocean, thereby creating the conditions that 

allowed the Ottomans to formulate their own globally informed political response. 

Had it not been for the threat posed by the Portuguese to the Muslim trade and 
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pilgrimage routes, neither the original articulation of Ottoman claims in maritime 

Asia nor the subsequent dedication with which members of the Indian Ocean fac-

tion defended these claims would ever have been possible. And once this Portuguese 

threat was removed, the Ottomans’ grand imperial project quickly became an unsus-

tainable venture. 

 Herein lies the most profound lesson to be drawn from the Ottoman Age of 

Exploration, whose history should put to rest once and for all the notion that the 

empire was somehow a victim of the fi rst era of European overseas expansion. Quite 

to the contrary, the Ottomans were among the most direct benefi ciaries of this 

expansion, and in the end were victims of only one thing: their own success.             
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